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"He was the most important scholar of privacy since Louis Brandeis."—Jeffrey RosenIn defining
privacy as “the claim of individuals…to determine for themselves when, how and to what extent
information about them is communicated,” Alan Westin’s 1967 classic Privacy and Freedom laid
the philosophical groundwork for the current debates about technology and personal freedom,
and is considered a foundational text in the field of privacy law.By arguing that citizens retained
control over how their personal data was used, Westin redefined privacy as an individual
freedom, taking Justice Louis Brandeis’ 19th century definition of privacy as a legal right and
expanding it for use in modern times. Westin’s ideas transformed the meaning of privacy, leading
to a spate of privacy laws in the 1970s, as well as prefiguring the arguments over privacy that
have come to dominate the internet era.This all new edition of Privacy and Freedom features an
introduction by Daniel J. Solove, John Marshall Harlan Research Professor of Law at the George
Washington University Law School.

About the AuthorAlan Westin (1929-2013) was a Professor of Public Law and Government at
Columbia University. His research in the 1960s is widely seen as the first significant work on the
problem of consumer privacy and data protection. His 1967 book Privacy and Freedom was a
pioneering work that prompted U.S. privacy legislation and helped launch global privacy
movements in many democratic nations in the 1960s and 1970s.
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Copyright © 1967 by The Association of the Bar of the City of New York. All rights reserved.No
part of this book may be used or reproduced in any manner without written permission of the
publisher. Please direct inquires to:Ig PublishingBox 2547New York, NY 10163To my mother,
Etta Westin, and the memory of my father,Irving WestinThe Legacy of Privacy and
FreedomDaniel J. SoloveWHEN IT WAS first published in 1967, Alan Westin’s Privacy and
Freedom was one of the most important works in a renaissance in scholarship about information
privacy. Prior to that time, Samuel Warren and Louis Brandeis’s 1890 article, “The Right to
Privacy,” and William Prosser’s 1960 article, “Privacy,” were the most notable works, and only a
few other scholars had addressed the topic.Westin’s book was at the forefront of a wave of
scholarship about information privacy that began in the late 1960s and grew as computers came
into wider use. This wave began accelerating in the mid-1990s with the rise of the Internet, and it
has continued with its exponential growth to this day.Privacy and Freedom was truly prescient.
Far ahead of its time, the book became a foundational work in the field. Westin focuses on how
the amassing of personal data into gigantic databases threatens individuals. His book set the
stage for his later work in the early 1970s in helping to craft the Fair Information Practice
Principles (FIPPs). The FIPPs identify individual rights in their personal data and also define the
obligations of the entities that collect personal data. The FIPPs have become the backbone of
privacy laws around the world. They have been honed and further developed, and they still are at
the core of nearly all contemporary approaches to data protection.Westin wrote this book in a
very different time, at the beginning of the age of computers. Today, the privacy concerns that
animate his book are even more pressing. The repositories of personal data are vast in number
and size. Via the NSA and other entities, the government is engaging in surveillance on an
unprecedented scale. The Internet and modern commerce result in the collection of enormous
troves of personal data. We are living in the age of Big Data. This was a future that Westin
envisioned, and this book is about how we ought to deal with it.Privacy is a very complex
concept, and scholars and others have struggled for centuries to define it and articulate its value.
Privacy and Freedom contains one of the most sophisticated, interdisciplinary, and insightful
discussions of privacy ever written. Westin weaves together philosophy, sociology, psychology,
and other disciplines to explain what privacy is and why we should protect it. For example, here
is one small excerpt where Westin draws from Erving Goffman’s theories of selfhood, roles, and
masks:Life in society generates such tensions for the individual that both physical and
psychological health demand periods of privacy for various types of emotional release. At one
level, such relaxation is required from the pressure of playing social roles. Social scientists agree
that each person constantly plays a series of varied and multiple roles, depending on his
audience and behavioral situation. On any given day a man may move through the roles of stern
father, loving husband, car-pool comedian, skilled lathe operator, union steward, water-cooler
flirt, and American Legion committee chairman—all psychologically different roles that he



adopts as he moves from scene to scene on the social stage. Like actors on the dramatic stage,
Goffman has noted, individuals can sustain roles only for reasonable periods of time, and no
individual can play indefinitely, without relief, the variety of roles that life demands. There have to
be moments “off stage” when the individual can be “himself”: tender, angry, irritable, lustful, or
dream-filled.Privacy and Freedom remains one of the most comprehensive and electrifying
accounts of the concept and value of privacy yet written. Warren and Brandeis only touched
upon what privacy was and why it mattered; their focus was primarily on how to formulate a right
to privacy in the common law. Prosser’s work focused on making sense of the hundreds of
privacy tort cases inspired by Warren and Brandeis’s article. No work about privacy had done
such a thorough job as Westin’s in elucidating the meaning and importance of privacy. There
was more insight packed into these pages than in the vast majority of entire books on the topic. It
is no wonder that Privacy and Freedom is still so often cited and discussed. Of course, there are
parts that are outdated in light of contemporary technology. This is inevitable, especially in so
dynamic a field and considering that Westin wrote at the dawn of the Information Age, before the
Internet. But his deep and thoughtful account of privacy remains important and relevant today.
His book is a foundational work that shaped the way that countries around the world protect
privacy in their laws and regulations. Westin’s insights have inspired and informed countless
works on privacy, including my own. Privacy and Freedom belongs on the bookshelves of
everyone in the information privacy field, and it deserves its place in the small collection of the
most influential privacy works ever written.ForewordEVER SINCE Prometheus first stole fire
from the gods, man has been fascinated, and a little anxious, about the magic of science.
Though centuries have passed, the hint of alchemy still lingers; and the word Frankenstein
persists as a chilling symbol.Yet the basic posture of modern man toward science is not fearful
but proud. Intuitively, at the least, he sees the systematic collection and classification of
knowledge as central to his dignity, the process of adding to knowledge as elevating, and the
contributions of science as an essential part of the lives he leads and the joys he takes.With
each passing year, however, the pace of obsolescence in old knowledge seems to quicken. New
data, new concepts and techniques seem to press upon the structure of our lives with ever
accelerating force.For the first time it appears to be coming within the reach of man to exercise
on a large scale powers often previously believed to be the province of the great Creator: the
conquest of space, the control of genetics, the synthesis of life, the deferment of death with
artificial organs, influencing the weather, the pollution and purification of air and water, the
probing of the cosmic forces in our solar system, and the shaping of human values and behavior.
The catalogue is long and provocative. Nor is it wholly free of terror.Survival, it is clear, depends
on the rapidity with which such new knowledge is mastered. This is an axiom for industry and
commerce, as well as for biologists. It is no less axiomatic—only somewhat less explicitly
accepted—for our social and political institutions.In a simpler society the pace of new
knowledge, and of the technology which adapted it to the uses of man, was slow. Thus it was
easier for society to accommodate its laws and its culture to the wondrous new ways. The



“revolutions” of the steam engine, electric power, the wireless, and the gasoline engine spent
their initial force over decades of time. Institutions, such as the family, the professions,
government, and the several priesthoods of society, both religious and secular, were thus
afforded sufficient breathing space for accommodation to the new technology. These institutions
were, therefore, quite effective in exploiting the new data and the growing wisdom, while
minimizing the dangers which always accompany an advance in knowledge or technique.With
our complex and dynamic society, however, the advent of new knowledge can be traumatic.
Especially is this true when the pace of advance is rapid and the initial force of radical
discoveries must be cushioned and accommodated in a relatively short interval of time. It is no
surprise that our social and political institutions are now sorely pressed to find the flexibility to
utilize new technology effectively while, at the same time, preventing its abuse.As we approach
the year 2000, therefore, it is plain that the new discoveries of science cannot be
accommodated successfully to our already intricate social and biological mechanisms unless
more laymen have better perceptions and anticipations of both the potentials and limitations of
science than they have ever before enjoyed. And our ingenuity will increasingly be challenged to
create the cultural institutions competent to make the most of what science is providing. Nothing
less will do if the new revolutions of science are to serve the well-being of man and the dignity of
his existence.In this spirit, and with that end in view, the Association of the Bar of the City of New
York organized in 1959 its Special Committee on Science and Law. This action was born of its
experience, a decade earlier, in establishing the first committee of lawyers to concern
themselves with atomic energy.The role of this Special Committee was in many ways unique.
The scope of its concern was as broad as the whole interface between the disciplines of science
and the aspirations of society. Unlike many conventional bar-association committees, it did not
concern itself primarily with substantive legal issues or with their resolution, but, rather, with the
interrelationships between man, science, and society and the concessions which each sought to
exact from the others. It was, we felt, out of this complex interaction between human goals and
modern science that fresh social challenges and new legal problems would arise.With this
concept as its guide, the current problems that were the most clearly apparent were not of
paramount interest to the Special Committee. A problem perceived was, we thought, probably
already being attacked on a variety of fronts—the battle lines drawn, the scholars committed,
and lobbyists in position.In contrast, the Committee on Science and Law sought to anticipate
and identify the embryonic issues that might later mature into problems. Attention called to a
latent issue, we were convinced, meant a better prospect for either avoiding or resolving a future
problem. It would be “preventive law” in a very positive sense if the Committee could in any way
contribute to a climate of understanding out of which public decisions could wisely evolve. We
also held the notion that new insights and fresh perspectives in terms of new problems might lift
the vision and redirect the energies of those already long locked in combat on related and
familiar issues.It was a central part of our approach to reach out to scientists who might be
willing to share their concerns with lawyers in an interdisciplinary experience. The spirit of our



examination was relaxed and cooperative. There was little of the purposeful legal inquiry. Our
test of success was not measured in terms of blueprints for reform or technical proposals for
legislation. We sought rather to widen our own perceptions and, possibly, those of the scientists
who collaborated with us.This shared experience was productive. It suggests a model for wider
use not only by the bar, but by all the professions. Cooperative interdisciplinary examination, by
practitioners, not just scholars, into items of common concern could be rewarding in a large
number of areas. A dialogue between the working lawyer and the religious leader, the practicing
accountant and his legal counterpart, between the priest and the physicist, the moralist and
medicine, are suggestive of the richness of the opportunity.In this spirit we proceeded. Initially, a
look was taken at weapons technology and its implications for war and peace, and for
democratic institutions. Some thought was given to the pace and pervasiveness of federal
programs for the support of scientific research. The possibilities of communications satellites
and the institutions to cope with them were reviewed. A similar look was taken at computers and
their associated phenomena; and the consequences of an “irreversible experiment” in outer
space were explored.Gradually we came to an appreciation of the remarkable advances in
electronic, optical, acoustic, and other sensing devices. The rapidly developing capability to
observe, record, and broadcast actions and conversations that are conventionally assumed to
be private was thought to signal some problems of potential concern. Of paramount importance
was the challenge perceived to individual privacy. Not only privacy from unscrupulous, criminal,
or pathological persons. Not alone privacy from aggregations of public or private power, but
privacy also from simply the aggressive, or the curious, who may be tempted to use the new
techniques. If, as it seemed, the new technology was on a collision course with the values of
personal privacy and human dignity, could the collision be averted? Could a system be devised
to identify and permit beneficial uses of the new technology and yet, at the same time, preclude
those uses that most men would deem intolerable?Such queries prompted the Committee on
Science and Law, early in 1962, to propose a more formal study. Thus, it sought, and obtained,
the support of the Carnegie Corporation of New York for an inquiry into the impact of modern
technology upon privacy. That support, thrice supplemented, was surely an act of faith in the fine
tradition of one of the most creative of foundations.Hence, the birth of this volume. Alan F.
Westin, Professor of Public Law and Government at Columbia University, and the author of this
book, was selected to organize the Committee’s studies and to direct its research. In this both he
and the Committee were assisted by a large number of consultants, some of whom participated
actively in Committee meetings, some did research at our suggestion, others joined a two-day
Conference at the Onchiota Conference Center in the spring of 1964, and all whose names are
listed in the Acknowledgments by the author gave to him and to the Committee insight and
encouragement.The more than four years committed to this project had three discernible
phases. First there was a survey of the privacy-invading capacity of modern science, the
capabilities of the technology, and the range of the available hardware. This phase was both the
shortest and quite the simplest. The second phase centered on the nature and meaning of



privacy—a concept that proved to be part philosophy, some semantics, and much pure passion.
True to our methods of proceeding, we reached out for the reflections and advice of
anthropologists, psychologists, biologists, physicists, historians, and psychiatrists, as well as
philosophers, lawyers, and laymen. We held meetings and we sponsored research. The third,
and still continuing, phase has concentrated on analysis of the interaction of three forces: one,
the individual’s claim to a private personality; two, society’s need to acquire information and to
control individual behavior; and, three, the inexorable reality of the available new
technology.What we have been examining is one facet of man’s struggle for a human dimension
in a highly structured society, for dignity notwithstanding dependence. Science has vastly
complicated this elemental contest.The work of the Committee has had, as anticipated, a
“ripple” effect. What was not anticipated, however, was the serendipity with which the ripples
would exert their influence. While some of the consequences of the Committee’s project may
never be known to it, a rewarding number of them have been direct and apparent.Thus, courses
or seminars on science and law, and on the contest between privacy and society’s other values,
are finding their way into the curricula of our leading educational institutions at both the graduate
and undergraduate level. Directly responsive, too, are the administrative revisions being made
by colleges and research institutions throughout the country in the procedures for supervising
and taking responsibility for the conduct of behavioral research. And government is re-examining
its own responsibility in this area as well as in law enforcement.Symposia, conferences, keynote
addresses, and panels on privacy are now blossoming all over the cultural landscape. In many of
these the Committee or its members or Professor Westin have been privileged to participate.
The literature, both popular and scholarly, and even the theses submitted for doctoral degrees
are proliferating with privacy. Much of this output has been directly supported, shaped, or
influenced by the Committee’s effort.What is worth a special word is that while the Special
Committee has yet to issue recommendations or testify before Congress—the traditional format
for bar-association groups—several members of the Committee have been moved to
independent work and have published scholarly material of more than passing importance on
aspects of privacy.In all of this there were several surprises. First, perhaps, was the realization
that the problems for privacy were at the present time not significantly posed by esoteric new
discoveries. Rather, they were raised most sharply by the familiar and increasingly pervasive
items: the miniature, battery-powered microphone, the extension telephone, the portable (and
concealable) tape recorder, and the small, high-resolution camera.Second, midway through the
project the general public began to “discover” the new technology and the extent of its abuse.
This sharply shaped the direction of our effort. For with the public alerted, the need and, no less
important, the temptation to sound the tocsin in simplistic terms of alarm were thoroughly
removed. This development enabled the Special Committee, and the author of this book, better
to concentrate on the complexities of the competing claims and their underlying, adversary
values.Even more significant was our discovery that the claim to privacy was little understood
though widely honored. The functions of privacy seem never to have been systematically



explored. Few monographs analyzed the role of privacy or the tolerable limits upon its invasion.
A very few did precisely this, however, with gleaming flashes of insight and scholarship.Until the
nature of privacy and its uses was reasonably understood, there was little prospect that the
Committee project could contribute to devising a system under which the new technology and
the individual claim to the dignity of a private personality could live in productive partnership.
Hence, the nature of privacy inexorably became a central concern of the project and of this
volume by Professor Westin. As a by product there will also be a companion, historical volume
by Professor Westin, to be published later in the year, on privacy as it was nurtured or neglected
in various periods of history.Although these books are in a very immediate sense a result of the
Special Committee’s four-year project, the research, the authorship, and the scholarship are
Professor Westin’s. He has conducted the first comprehensive exploration of privacy and of the
interaction between it and the competing claims of society. Legislators, lawyers, administrators,
jurists, and laymen will find this work essential in distinguishing the tolerable from the intolerable
intrusions upon the dignity of man.—Oscar M. Ruebhausen,Chairman of the Special Committee
on Science and Law, the Association of the Bar of the City of New YorkDecember
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Balance of Privacy in AmericaNotesBibliographyIndexPrologueTO ITS PROFOUND distress,
the American public has recently learned of a revolution in the techniques by which public and
private authorities can conduct scientific surveillance over the individual. In chilled fascination
the press, television programs, and popular books have described new means of telephone
tapping, electronic eavesdropping, hidden television-eye monitoring, “truth measurement” by
polygraph devices, personality testing for personnel selection, and growing dossiers of personal
data about millions of citizens. Some of these accounts of new surveillance technology have
gone on to speculate uneasily about future developments in the next decade, from data
surveillance by computer systems to drug-aided interrogations and the possibility of brain-wave
analysis. As examples mount of the uses made of the new technology, worried protests against
“Big Brother” have set alarms ringing along the civic-group spectrum from extreme left to radical
right. Reflecting this concern, “invasion of privacy” has become a leading topic in law-review
articles and social-science journals, as well as the subject of legislative and executive
investigations at the state and federal levels and of a growing number of exploratory judicial
rulings throughout the country. As the late 1960’s arrived, it was clear that American society had
developed a deep concern over the preservation of privacy under the new pressures from
surveillance technology.This condition suggests that the thoughtful reader has little need for
further ringing denunciations of “Big Brother in America” or popular volumes devoted to
documenting the spread of privacy-invading practices in our society. That job has been
accomplished. The real need is to move from public awareness of the problem to a sensitive
discussion of what can be done to protect privacy in an age when so many forces of science,
technology, environment, and society press against it from all sides.Such an analysis seems to
call for at least four inquiries. First, privacy must be defined rather than simply invoked, and its
psychological, sociological, and political dimensions must be described on the basis of leading
theoretical and empirical studies. Second, the new techniques of surveillance, their present
uses, and their future prospects must be described, forsaking Orwellian imagery for hard facts.
Third, the ways in which American society has reacted to the new surveillance techniques must
be examined in depth to see what has been happening to our norms of privacy during the past
two decades and whether there are trends in interest-group and general public opinion that may
help to guide American policymakers. Finally, there should be a discussion of how American law
has dealt with the issue of privacy and surveillance, as the backdrop for an analysis of specific
measures that public and private authorities might take to ensure the continuation of privacy in
the 1970’s as a cornerstone of the American system of liberty. Exploring these four topics does
not guarantee wise policy decisions, but it is hard to see how we can come to grips with the
dilemmas of privacy and freedom unless these are the problems we study.PART ONEThe
Functions of Privacy and Surveillance in SocietyFEW VALUES SO fundamental to society as



privacy have been left so undefined in social theory or have been the subject of such vague and
confused writing by social scientists. This is emphasized by the fact that most commentators
assume that privacy is a distinctly modern notion, possibly emerging as an idea in the late
eighteenth century, with Protestantism and early capitalism, but really maturing in the late
nineteenth or early twentieth centuries.In my view, the modern claim to privacy derives first from
man’s animal origins and is shared, in quite real terms, by men and women living in primitive
societies. Furthermore, the approach to privacy taken by Americans today developed from a
tradition of limiting the surveillance powers of authorities over the private activities of individuals
and groups that goes back to the Greeks in Western political history.Since these ideas ought to
raise the hackles of at least some of those reading this book, it is important that I define at the
outset what I mean by privacy before setting out to prove these points. Privacy is the claim of
individuals, groups, or institutions to determine for themselves when, how, and to what extent
information about them is communicated to others. Viewed in terms of the relation of the
individual to social participation, privacy is the voluntary and temporary withdrawal of a person
from the general society through physical or psychological means, either in a state of solitude or
small-group intimacy or, when among larger groups, in a condition of anonymity or reserve. The
individual’s desire for privacy is never absolute, since participation in society is an equally
powerful desire. Thus each individual is continually engaged in a personal adjustment process in
which he balances the desire for privacy with the desire for disclosure and communication of
himself to others, in light of the environmental conditions and social norms set by the society in
which he lives. The individual does so in the face of pressures from the curiosity of others and
from the processes of surveillance that every society sets in order to enforce its social
norms.The test of these general statements is obviously in their explanation and application,
which represent the task of the three chapters that make up Part One.CHAPTER ONEThe
Origins of Modern Claims to PrivacyPrivacy in the Animal WorldMAN LIKES TO think that his
desire for privacy is distinctively human, a function of his unique ethical, intellectual, and artistic
needs. Yet studies of animal behavior and social organization suggest that man’s need for
privacy may well be rooted in his animal origins, and that men and animals share several basic
mechanisms for claiming privacy among their own fellows. Within the past year these points
have been made in two excellent books for the general reader that report recent findings in
biology, ecology, and anthropology—Edward Hall’s The Hidden Dimension1 and Robert Ardrey’s
The Territorial Imperative.2 Thus we begin our analysis of man’s patterns of privacy at the
chronological starting point—man’s evolutionary heritage.One basic finding of animal studies is
that virtually all animals seek periods of individual seclusion or small-group intimacy. This is
usually described as the tendency toward territoriality, in which an organism lays private claim to
an area of land, water, or air and defends it against intrusion by members of its own species.3 A
meadow pipit chases fellow pipits away from a private space of six feet around him. Except
during nesting time, there is only one robin on a bush or branch. The three-spined stickleback
guards an invisible water wall around him and attacks any other stickleback that swims into his



territory. Antelopes in African fields and dairy cattle in an American farmyard space themselves
to establish individual territory.4 For species in which the female cannot raise the young
unaided, nature has created the “pair bond,” linking temporarily or permanently a male and a
female who demand private territory for the unit during breeding time.5 Studies of territoriality
have even shattered the romantic notion that when robins sing or monkeys shriek, it is solely for
the “animal joy of life.” Actually, it is often a defiant cry for privacy, given within the borders of the
animal’s private territory to warn off possible intruders.6These territorial patterns have been
found by scientists to serve a cluster of important purposes. They ensure propagation of the
species by regulating density to available resources. They enhance selection of “worthy males”
and provide breeding stations for animals that require male assistance in raising the young. They
also provide a physical frame of reference for group activity such as learning, playing, and
hiding, and provide contact for group members against the entry of intruders. The parallels
between territory rules in animal life and trespass concepts in human society are obvious: in
each, the organism lays claim to private space to promote individual well-being and small-group
intimacy.Animals and man also share elaborate distance-setting mechanisms to define territorial
spacing of individuals in the group. The distance set between one non-contact animal and
another (illustrated by the spacing of birds on a telephone wire) has been called “personal
distance.”7 Among species such as birds and apes, there are rules of “intimate distance”
regulating the space held between mates or between parents and their young.8 “Social
distance” links members of the animal group to one another and sets off the group from others,9
while “flight distance” is the point of approach at which an animal will flee from an intruder of
another species.10 Though man has eliminated flight distance as a regular mechanism of his
social life, Hall’s studies indicate that man sets basically the same kinds of personal, intimate,
and social distance in his interpersonal relationships as do mammals in the animal world.11 In
addition, man still relies heavily on his “animal” or physical senses—touch, taste, smell, sight,
and hearing—to define his daily boundaries of privacy. What is considered “too close” a contact
and therefore an “invasion of privacy” in human society will often be an odor, a noise, a visual
intrusion, or a touch; the mechanism for defining privacy in these situations is sensory.Ecological
studies have demonstrated that animals also have minimum needs for private space without
which the animal’s survival will be jeopardized. Since overpopulation can impede the animal’s
ability to smell, court, or be free from constant defensive reactions, such a condition upsets the
social organization of the animal group. The animals may then kill each other to reduce the
crowding, or they may engage in mass suicidal reductions of the population, as with lemmings
and rabbits.12 Experiments with spacing rats in cages showed that even rats need time and
space to be alone.13 When rats were deliberately crowded in cages, patterns of courting, nest
building, rearing the young, social hierarchies, and territorial taboos were disrupted. Aggression
and fighting increased and sexual conduct became more sadistic. Experiments also showed that
wild rat populations would stabilize at about 150 when the rats were placed in an open quarter-
acre pen, even though the females there could have produced 50,000 progeny in the test period.



However, if rats are given individual quarters in pens two feet square, 5,000 rats could thrive in
the same area, and 50,000 in the same space in eight-inch cages. This suggests that when
private space is provided, density does not necessarily produce social disorganization or
diseases. Studies of crowding in many animals other than rats indicate that disruption of social
relationships through overlapping personal distances aggravates all forms of pathology within a
group and causes the same diseases in animals that overcrowding does in man—“high blood
pressure, circulatory diseases, and heart disease.”14Crowding in animals can also produce
what has been called “biochemical die-off.” For example, a deer herd on an island near the coast
of Maryland had increased gradually to 300, about one deer to an acre. Food was adequate for
all, and there was no evidence of infection. Yet between 1958 and 1959 more than two thirds of
the deer simply died, in apparently fine physical health. A study of the “die-off” concluded that
crowding had created such metabolic stress that an endocrine reaction set in, producing a
process of natural selection and reducing the population.15A final parallel between animal and
human societies is the need for social stimulation which exists in animals alongside their needs
for privacy. As Ardrey has written:In species after species natural selection has encouraged
social mechanisms which seem ultimately to exist for no reason other than to provide conditions
for antagonism and conflict and excitement. We may comprehend the evolutionary necessity for
bringing together a breeding community. . . . But why must it live in a dense, disturbing,
challenging, competing, squabbling, argumentative mass? If it is not to avoid boredom, then why
must the animal demand for privacy stand cheek-by-jowl with the urge to plunge into the largest
available crowd?16Even though food supplies are adequate for living in seclusion, even though
natural enemies may be manageable alone, and even though pairs could have their sex and
family activities alone, animals consistently return to the group after being apart. The work of
leading scientists such as Darling,17 Fisher,18 and Wynne-Edwards19 shows that it is not
security per se that brings animals of the same species together, but a desire for the stimulation
of their fellows.What the animal studies demonstrate is that virtually all animals have need for
the temporary individual seclusion or small-unit intimacy that constitute two of the core aspects
of privacy. Animals also need the stimulation of social encounters among their own species. As a
result, the animal’s struggle to achieve a balance between privacy and participation provides
one of the basic processes of animal life. In this sense, the quest for privacy is not restricted to
man alone, but arises in the biological and social processes of all life.Privacy in the Primitive
WorldEven though man shares some needs for privacy with most animals, the dominant
anthropological “lesson” about privacy seems to be that our contemporary norms of privacy are
“modern” and “advanced” values largely absent from primitive societies of the past and present.
For example, Dorothy Lee, whose work as a cultural anthropologist has focused on the relation
between freedom and culture in various societies, has drawn a sharp contrast between privacy
in American society and interpersonal life among the Tikopia of Polynesia.20 In child rearing,
Americans concentrate on teaching the child to be “himself’ and “self-dependent,” preparing him
for his individual struggle in life and also giving the mother important privacy during child



rearing.Now the child grows up needing time to himself, a room of his own, freedom of choice,
freedom to plan his own time and his own life. . . . He will spend his wealth installing private
bathrooms in his house, buying a private car, a private yacht, private woods and a private beach,
which he will then people with his privately chosen society. The need for privacy is an imperative
one in our society, recognized by official bodies of our government.21Life among the Tikopia,
Mrs. Lee notes, with their greater emphasis on social rather than individual values, produces
very different practices.[T]he Tikopia help the self to be continuous with its society [rather than
separate from it], . . . They find it good to sleep side by side crowding each other, next to their
children or their parents or their brothers and sisters, mixing sexes and generations; and if a
widow finds herself alone in her one-room house, she may adopt a child or a brother to allay her
intolerable privacy. . . .Work among the Tikopia is also socially conceived and structured; and if a
man has to work alone, he will probably try to take a little child along. In our culture, the private
office is a mark of status, an ideal; and a man has really arrived when he can even have a
receptionist to guard him from any social intrusion without his private consent.22Margaret
Mead’s famous study of Samoa deals with another society in which the basic American
concepts of privacy are unknown.23 In the Samoan house there are no walls, and only mosquito
netting separates the sleeping quarters of the married couples, children, and old folks. Adults
wear little clothing and children none. Bathing in the sea is performed without clothes. The
beaches are used openly as latrines. No privacy is claimed or provided for the processes of birth
and death; even the children stand about watching these moments of intimacy. In all these
areas, Dr. Mead notes, “there is no privacy and no sense of shame.” In Samoa, “little is
mysterious, . . . little forbidden.”To give one last example from another area of the world,
Livingston Jones has written of the Tlingit Indians of North America:There are no skeletons
tucked away in native families, for the acts of one are familiar to all the others. Privacy is hardly
known among them. It cannot be maintained very well under their system of living, with families
bunched together. . . . The Tlingit’s bump of curiosity is well developed and any thing out of the
ordinary, as an accident, a birth, a death or a quarrel, never fails to draw a crowd. . . . They walk
in and out of one another’s homes without knocking on the door. A woman may be in the very act
of changing her garments when Mr. Quakish steps in unannounced to visit her husband. This
does not embarrass her in the least. She proceeds as if no one had called.24One could compile
a long list of societies, primitive and modern, that neither have nor would admire the norms of
privacy found in American culture—norms which some Americans regard as “natural” needs of
all men living in society. Yet this circumstance does not prove that there are no universal needs
for privacy and no universal processes for adjusting the values of privacy, disclosure, and
surveillance within each society. It suggests only that each society must be studied in its own
terms, focusing sensitively on social customs to see whether there are norms of privacy called
by other names, and recognizing all the difficulties in making cross-cultural comparisons. The
analysis must also recognize the fact that there are psychological ways of achieving privacy for
the individual or the family as well as physical arrangements, ways which are crucial in those



societies where communal life makes solitude or intimacy impossible within the living
areas.Most of the work on cultural universals has been based on studies of about 200 to 300
non-literate societies, providing us with a fairly representative cross-section of the 3,000 to 4,000
people with distinctive cultures who have lived on the earth.25 Based on the leading general
works of anthropology and sociology, a survey of the major ethnographic studies, and the
relevant categories of the Human Relations Area Files at Yale University, I suggest that there are
four general aspects of privacy which apply to men living together in virtually every society that
has been systematically examined.INDIVIDUAL AND GROUP NORMS OF PRIVACY IN
PRIMITIVE SOCIETIESNeeds for individual and group privacy and resulting social norms are
present in virtually every society. Encompassing a vast range of activities, these needs affect
basic areas of life for the individual, the intimate family group, and the community as a whole.
Privacy norms for the society are established in each of these three areas. The individual seeks
privacy, as well as companionship, in his daily interactions with others; limits are set to maintain
a degree of distance at certain crucial times in his life. The family-household unit also institutes
limitations on both members of the unit and outsiders to protect various activities within the
household. Finally, significant rituals and ceremonies in the larger community are also protected
by customs which prescribe privacy for these rites within the group. As we will see, the norms
vary, but the functions which privacy performs are crucial for each of these three areas of social
life.Anthropological studies have shown that the individual in virtually every society engages in a
continuing personal process by which he seeks privacy at some times and disclosure or
companionship at other times. This part of the individual’s basic process of interaction with those
around him is usually discussed by social scientists under the terms “social distance” and
“avoidance rules.”26 Although it is obviously affected by the cultural patterns of each society, the
process is adjusted in its finer degrees by each individual himself. A sensitive discussion of this
distance-setting process has been contributed recently by Robert F. Murphy of Columbia
University.27 Murphy noted that the use of “reserve and restraint” to provide “an area of privacy”
for the individual in his relations with others represents a “common, though not constant” factor
in “all social relationships.” Indeed, Murphy says, it is one of the key “dialectical processes in
social life.” The reason for the universality of this process is that individuals have conflicting roles
to play in any society; to play these different roles with different persons, the individual must
present a different “self” at various times.28 Restricting information about himself and his
emotions is a crucial way of protecting the individual in the stresses and strains of this social
interaction. Murphy also notes that creating social distance is especially important in the
individual’s intimate relations, perhaps even more so than in his casual ones. Precisely because
the intimate relationships are the most emotional and ambivalent for the individual, they are
“most demanding of expressions of distance, however elusive and ambivalent these may
be.”Murphy’s work among the Tuareg tribes of North Africa, where men veil their faces and
constantly adjust the veil to changing interpersonal relations, provides a particularly visual
example of the distance-setting process. Murphy concluded that the Tuareg veil is a symbolic



realization of the need for privacy in every society. “The social distance set in some societies by
joking and respect or avoidance behavior toward certain specific categories of relatives is
accomplished here through the veil.” The eyes and the mouth are instruments that “expose” the
individual and diminish his psychological privacy; thus Tuareg men shield the eyes and mouth.
Murphy notes that the Tuareg custom is only a more physical and exaggerated rendition of the
privacy-protecting “masks” found in many societies, such as the use of the fan by women to
cover the mouth and eyes when establishing their relations with men, or the use of dark glasses
today among high personages in the Near and Middle East, Latin America, or
Hollywood.Examples of distance-setting techniques and avoidance rules from other primitive
societies could be presented at length. The point is that kinship rules and interaction norms
present individuals with a need to restrict the flow of information about themselves to others and
to adjust these regulations constantly in contacts with others. This need is fundamental to
individual behavior with intimates, casual acquaintances, and authorities.The claim to individual
privacy gives rise to some other limits on interpersonal disclosure. Virtually all societies have
rules for concealment of the female genitals, and restrictions on the time and manner of female
genital exposure; only a handful of societies practice complete nudity.29 Though Murdock lists
“modesty about natural functions” as a trait found in all societies,30 the openness with which
people in most non literate societies engage in evacuation makes this a “public” affair in contrast
to modern norms in a society like the United States. Similarly, the individual’s moments of birth,
illness, and death are considered taboo and are secluded from general view in many
societies,31 but as some peoples conduct these affairs in casual view, they cannot be
considered universal matters of privacy.Needs for privacy do appear in the intimacy of sexual
relations (the “pair territory” discussed by Ardrey). There are only a few exceptions to the norm
that men and women will seek seclusion for performance of the sexual act. In their survey of
sexual patterns in 190 societies, Ford and Beach note that “human beings in general prefer to
copulate under conditions of privacy.”32 Only in a few cultures, such as the Formosan and
among Yap natives of the Pacific, is the sexual act performed openly in public. Even here,
Formosans will not have intercourse if children are present, and Yapese couples are generally
secluded when intercourse takes place, though they do not seem to mind the presence of other
persons who may come on the scene.33The location of sexual intercourse in various societies
sheds further light on norms of privacy in society. Where the household contains a nuclear family
(husband, wife, and their children), or where it includes various other relatives but furnishes
physical arrangements that provide opportunities for privacy, the sexual act takes place within
the household. But where the household is crowded, or when there are communal households
of large numbers of families sharing the dwelling, the sexual act is usually performed outside, so
that privacy can be obtained, in bush, field, forest, or beach.34As A. R. Holmberg wrote in
describing the situation of the Sirionó Indians of eastern Bolivia:Much more intercourse takes
place in the bush than in the house. The principal reason for this is that privacy is almost
impossible to obtain within the hut where as many as fifty hammocks may be hung in the



confined space of five hundred square feet. Moreover, the hammock of a man and his wife
hangs not three feet from that of the former’s mother-in-law. Furthermore, young children
commonly sleep with the father and mother, so that there may be as many as four or five people
crowded together in a single hammock. In addition to these frustrating circumstances, people
are up and down most of the night, quieting children, cooking, eating, urinating, and
defecating. . . . Consequently intercourse is indulged in more often in some secluded nook in the
forest.35Norms of privacy are also found in the family-household settings of primitive life.
Whether the primitive household is nuclear or extended, most societies have rules limiting free
entry into the house by nonresidents, as well as rules governing the outsider’s conduct once he
enters.36 Even in those societies where entry is fairly free, there will usually be rules limiting
what a person may touch or where he may go within the house. There will also be norms limiting
family conversation or acts performed while the outsiders are present.Clearly there is less
privacy for the individual or pair in an extended household than in the nuclear one, based on the
criterion that more people see and exercise influence over each other’s behavior in the extended
household. But even here there are usually rules of avoidance, based on the kinship system, to
govern who speaks to whom and which relatives may be in the same room with each other.
These avoidance rules have the effect of ensuring certain levels of psychological privacy in the
midst of crowding.37 Restricting the flow of information about oneself in an extended household
is often accomplished by covering the face, averting the eyes, going to one’s mat, or facing the
wall. The respect given to these claims to withhold information are part of the way social
structure is defined in all societies.38 Writing of the Papago, whose households contain ten or
more people living and sleeping in a one-room house, R. M. Underhill notes that their avoidance
rules are such that “they maneuver without touching one another where Europeans, who have
more privacy, are continually doing so.”39The subtlety with which norms of privacy operate in the
household has been described in a paper by Clifford Geertz comparing household-privacy
practices in two Indonesian societies, Bali and Java.In Java people live in small, bamboo-walled
houses, each of which almost always contains a single nuclear family—i.e. mother, father, and
unmarried children. Once in a while an aged grandparent may be present, but almost never
anyone else. The houses face the street with a cleared front yard in front of them. There are no
walls or fences around them, the house walls are thinly and loosely woven, and there are
commonly not even doors. Within the house people wander freely just about any place any time,
and even outsiders wander in fairly freely almost any time during the day and early evening. In
brief, privacy in our terms is about as close to nonexistent as it can get. You may walk freely into
a room where a man or woman is stretched out (clothed, of course) sleeping. You may enter
from the rear of the house as well as from the front with hardly more warning than a greeting
announcing your presence. Except for the bathing enclosure (where people change their
clothes) no place is really private, and that is open above the shoulders and below the knees. . . .
The Javanese have literally almost no defense against the outside world of a physical sort.The
result is that their defenses are mostly psychological. Relationships even within the household



are very restrained; people speak softly, hide their feelings and even in the bosom of a Javanese
family you have the feeling that you are in the public square and must behave with appropriate
decorum. Javanese shut people out with a wall of etiquette (patterns of politeness are very
highly developed), with emotional restraint, and with a general lack of candor in both speech and
behavior. It is not, in short, that the Javanese do not wish or value privacy; but merely that
because they put up no physical or social barriers against the physical ingress of outsiders into
their household life they must put up psychological ones and surround themselves with social
barriers of a different sort. Thus, there is really no sharp break between public and private in
Java: people behave more or less the same in private as they do in public—in a manner we
would call stuffy at best—and maintain the privacy of their personal life by the same means as
they deal with others in their public life. . . .Now, in Bali people live in houseyards surrounded by
high stone walls into which you enter by a narrow, half blocked-off doorway. Inside such a yard
lives some form of what anthropologists call a patrilineal extended family. Such a family may
consist of from one to a dozen or so nuclear families of the Javanese sort whose heads are
related patrilineally: i.e. father, his two married sons, his two married brothers, his father, and the
unmarried children of these; or a set of cousins with their families who are sons of two brothers,
etc. . . .In contrast to Java, nonkinsmen almost never enter one’s houseyard (except on
ceremonial occasions, etc. when they are invited to do so). Within the yard one is in one’s castle
and other people know better than to push their way in (if they wish to see you they will send a
child to fetch you, etc.). Other patrilineal relatives of yours may come around in the early evening
to gossip and in some cases a close friend or two may do so, but except for these when you are
in your houseyard you are free of the public. Only your immediate family is around.40While the
emotional atmosphere of a Javanese house is “stuffy,” Geertz said, the Balinese house is
marked by “a tremendous warmth, humor, [and] openness. . . . As soon as the Balinese steps
through the doorway to the street and the public square, market and temples beyond, however,
he becomes more or less like the Javanese.”Privacy for certain group ceremonies is another
characteristic of primitive societies. One major example involves the rites of passage, by which
girls and boys, as they come of age, are withdrawn from the whole group, go into seclusion,
participate in special ceremonies, and then reenter as “adults.” At the first onset of menstruation,
for instance, girls in most societies go to secluded places away from the village for periods
ranging from several days to several months; in the privacy of this all-female society (men are
forbidden to visit the area), the girls receive sexual instruction and marriage information from
older women. A similar secluded period for boys in many societies involves subjecting the
youths to ordeals designed to test their manhood; after these ceremonies the boys are given
sexual instruction.41Margaret Mead suggests that the enforcement of privacy for the
ceremonies of various sub-groups in the community rests on the feeling that the presence of
“spectators” would affect the psychological feeling of unity and belonging of the participants.
Speaking of the night dances among the Samoans, which usually end in openly promiscuous
relations, Mead writes:[C]hildren and old people were excluded, as non-participants whose



presence as uninvolved spectators would have been indecent. This attitude toward non-
participants characterised all emotionally charged events, a women’s weaving bee which was of
a formal, ceremonial nature, a house-building, [and] a candlenut burning.42Whatever the
reasons given, virtually every society holds ceremonies for special groups from which various
segments of the whole tribe or community will be barred—ceremonies for warrior males, cult
members, women, and the like. Strict sanctions are imposed on invasion of the privacy of these
occasions. In addition, there are taboos forbidding anyone other than priests or some special
elite from entering sacred quarters or going to sacred places.43PRIVACY AND ISOLATIONThe
ways in which human beings perceive their situation when they are alone, in a state of privacy, is
another important area in which to compare primitive and modern aspects of privacy. The data
suggest that fear of isolation leads individuals in human societies to believe that they are never
wholly alone, even when they are in physical solitude. Especially in pre-literate societies, men
are convinced that they are in the presence and under the observation of supernatural forces,
some protecting the individual, some threatening or tempting him, and some simply watching to
judge him for a future purpose, perhaps his fate after death.44 “The longing to communicate with
the supernatural” has been said to be “common to all races of mankind.”45 It arises from such
factors as the need for protection, the desire for identity, and spiritual longings. Both the idea of
being watched and the need to communicate are found in contemporary Judeo-Christian,
Moslem, Hindu, and Buddhist systems as much as in the beliefs of primitive peoples about
ancestors, spirits, witches, and gods.In primitive societies a man who was truly alone when he
was away from fellow humans was a man in terrible peril, since hostile spirits were believed to be
all around—in the bodies of animals, in trees or rocks, in shadows, and even in the air.46 While
primitive man follows various taboos and performs various rituals to avoid offending or disturbing
such spirits, they remain all about him, and his prime protection lies in the friendly spirits that go
with him and protect him if he retains their favor.47Whatever the manner in which the individual
establishes initial contact with the spirits or gods,48 he will seek privacy in order to communicate
with his guardian spirits. Among primitive peoples, this situation usually rests on fear that
enemies would locate his spiritual guardian and appropriate it or cause it to go away.49 In
modern societies, periods of seclusion, whether for minutes or days, are assumed to be
essential to create the contemplative and holy mood for religious communication. Thus when
man seeks to reach his guardian spirit, he seeks privacy—usually by physical solitude in forest,
beach, or church but also by psychological isolation through self-induced trance or reverie, or
even dreams,50 if the individual cannot escape the physical presence of others.The significant
point is that men in most organized societies have a belief that they are watched by gods or
spirits even when they are physically alone, and that personal communication with guardian
spirits requires either physical or psychological privacy if it is to be most effective.Curiosity and
SurveillanceThe third element of privacy that seems universal is a tendency on the part of
individuals to invade the privacy of others, and of society to engage in surveillance to guard
against anti-social conduct. At the individual level, this is based upon the propensity for curiosity



that lies in each individual, from the time that as a child he seeks to explore his environment to
his later conduct as an adult in wanting to know more than he learns casually about what is
“really” happening to others.51 Again, this is not a phenomenon restricted to man. Studies of
monkeys have shown that even when experiments take away such possible motivations as
hunger, fear, sex, comfort, and the like, monkeys will actively take things apart, poke their fingers
into holes, and exercise active curiosity.52 Though the degree to which action will be taken to
satisfy human curiosity varies according to cultural and personality factors, men and women in
all primitive societies try to find out what has been happening to members of their own family,
other villagers, other tribal members, and so forth. Gossip, which is only a particular way of
obtaining private information to satisfy curiosity, seems to be found in all societies. People want
to know what others are doing, especially the great and the powerful, partly as a means of
gauging their own performances and desires and partly as a means of vicarious experience, for
by satisfying curiosity the individual experiences a sense of pleasure from knowing about
exciting or awesome behavior in others.It has been noted that the tendency to curiosity varies
widely among individual members of any society. William McDougal has written that “these
differences are apt to be increased during the course of life, the impulse growing weaker for lack
of use in those in whom it is innately weak, stronger through exercise in those in whom it is
innately strong. In men of the latter type it may become the main source of intellectual energy
and effort.”53 And, of course, each society can encourage or discourage such curiosity in its
members.The conduct just described might be called simple curiosity, the day-to-day
inquisitiveness or search for explanations that is usually acceptable or even considered
beneficial in most societies. There is also “anti-social” curiosity, the phenomenon that takes
place when curiosity leads individuals to break the taboos of their society and penetrate the
sacred worlds. This is the well-known “insatiable” craving to discover the secret things—to watch
the forbidden ceremonies, visit the forbidden places, eat the forbidden fruit, utter the forbidden
names. Some persons will take great risks to satisfy this craving.The commonness of this
phenomenon (and the need to control it) is illustrated by the myths in many societies about men
and women who have lost precious things, or destroyed themselves, or injured their community
because they did not control their curiosity. Western society’s cautionary tales of Lot’s wife,
Pandora opening the box, Eve tasting the apple, Bluebeard’s wives opening the forbidden room,
Orpheus looking back to Hades, Psyche almost losing Cupid, and others,54 all have their
primitive counterparts, as in the Australian bush myth that death came to mankind because a
woman went to a tabooed tree.55 When normal curiosity is placed alongside the desire of some
members of society to penetrate the secrets, it becomes clear that the notion of societies in
which people happily “mind their own business” and “let everyone alone” is a fantasy of some
libertarian’s imagination, not the condition of men in either primitive or modern
societies.Curiosity is only half of the privacy-invading phenomenon, the “individual” half. There is
also the universal process of surveillance by authorities to enforce the rules and taboos of the
society. Any social system that creates norms—as all human societies do—must have



mechanisms for enforcing those norms. Since those who break the rules and taboos must be
detected, every society has mechanisms of watching conduct, investigating transgressions, and
determining “guilt.” In these processes each society sets socially approved machinery for
penetrating the privacy of individuals or groups in order to protect personal and group rights and
enforce the society’s rules and taboos. Society also requires certain acts to be done in the
presence of others, in recognition that visibility itself provides a powerful method of enforcing
social norms.56The importance of recognizing this “social” half of the universal privacy-invading
process is similar to the recognition of individual curiosity—it reminds us that every society
which wants to protect its rules and taboos against deviant behavior must have enforcement
machinery. Until a society appears in which every individual obeys every rule and taboo and
there is no ambiguity to create choices and tensions, there will be family heads, group leaders,
religious authorities, and tribal-national authorities who will engage in surveillance to see that
private conduct stays within a socially determined degree of conformity with the rules and
taboos of that culture. Any discussion of privacy must recognize this fact.Privacy and the
Movement from Primitive to Modern SocietiesFinally, the anthropological literature suggests that
the movement from primitive to modern societies increases both the physical and psychological
opportunities for privacy by individuals and family units and converts these opportunities into
choices of values in the socio-political realm. Some anthropologists, such as John Honigmann,
have expressed this concept in terms of an increase in the scale of life.Increase of scale . . .
though necessarily involving greater centralization produces not less but more freedom in
personal relations. . . . The freedom of a primitive man is limited at every point by the pressure of
neighbors and kinsmen, living and dead, from whom he cannot escape. He has little privacy. His
position in society is largely fixed by sex, age, and blood. The freedom of the civilized man from
neighbors and kinsmen, and from the immediate past, is much greater than that of the primitive;
not only does he live relatively aloof in his house, but he can escape the living by moving.57The
developments associated with the rise of modern industrial societies—such as the nuclear
family living in individual households, urbanization and the anonymity of city life, mobility in work
and residence, the weakening of religious authority over individuals—all provide greater
situations of physical and psychological privacy than do the milieu and belief-systems of
primitive man. But modern societies have also brought developments that work against the
achievement of privacy: density and crowding of populations; large bureaucratic organizational
life; popular moods of alienation and insecurity that can lead to desires for new “total” relations;
new instruments of physical, psychological, and data surveillance, as discussed in this book;
and the modern state, with its military, technological, and propaganda capacities to create and
sustain an Orwellian control of life. This suggests that the achievement of privacy for individuals,
families, and groups in modern society has become a matter of freedom rather than the product
of necessity.Privacy in Western History: The Struggle to Limit Surveillance by AuthoritiesThe
point just made is illustrated concretely by the evolution of Western political and social
institutions from Greek and Roman antiquity to the contemporary era.58 This development has



been marked by two competing traditions. One, associated primarily with phenomena like the
democratic city-state in ancient Greece, English Protestantism and common-law traditions, and
American constitutionalism and property concepts, has been a trend to place limits on the
surveillance powers of governmental, religious, and economic authorities in the interest of
privacy for individuals, families, and certain social groups in each society. A competing tradition
in Western history, associated with societies such as Sparta, the Roman Empire, the medieval
Church, and the continental nation-state, continued very broad powers of surveillance for
governmental, economic, and religious authorities. The socio-political balance of the former
tradition expanded, in each society, the opportunities of individuals and groups to enjoy
substantial opportunities for privacy as that was conceived in the particular era. The socio-
political balance in the second tradition created a restrictive setting and instilled a competing set
of values in its citizenry. Of course, the two traditions sometimes competed within particular
societies, as alternative trends, but it is remarkable how constant the dominant themes have
been.It is beyond the scope of this brief summary to describe how the leading elites, general
citizens, and the poor and unfree in each of the Western societies studied conceived of privacy,
enjoyed or had none of it, and balanced the values of privacy, disclosure, and surveillance in
their civic life. The point that can be made, however, is that no society with a reputation for
providing liberty in its own time failed to provide limits on the surveillance power of authorities. In
this sense, American society in the 1970’s faces the task of keeping this tradition meaningful
when technological change promises to give public and private authorities the physical power to
do what a combination of physical and socio-legal restraints had denied to them as part of our
basic social system.CHAPTER TWOPrivacy in the Modern Democratic StatePrivacy and
Political SystemsIT IS OBVIOUS that the political system in each society will be a fundamental
force in shaping its balance of privacy, since certain patterns of privacy, disclosure, and
surveillance are functional necessities for particular kinds of political regime. This is shown most
vividly by contrasting privacy in the democratic and the totalitarian state.The modern totalitarian
state relies on secrecy for the regime, but high surveillance and disclosure for all other groups.1
With their demand for a complete commitment of loyalties to the regime, the literature of both
fascism and communism traditionally attacks the idea of privacy as “immoral,” “antisocial,” and
“part of the cult of individualism.” This attitude is most strongly expressed in the consolidation
phase of a new totalitarian regime.2 Autonomous units are denied privacy, traditional
confidential relationships are destroyed, surveillance systems and informers are widely installed,
and thorough dossiers are compiled on millions of citizens. Most important, the individual is not
allowed to gain security by conforming without opposition and quietly doing his job. The regime
demands active and positive loyalty.3 These policies, by creating fear and distrust, tend to foster
a sense of loneliness and isolation in the citizen; for relief, he turns to identification with the state
and its programs so that he may find the satisfactions of affiliation and achievement.Once the
regime has consolidated its power and a new generation has grown up under totalitarian rule,
some of the anti-privacy measures are relaxed. A degree of privacy is allowed to families,



church, science, and the arts, and police terror is reduced. However, the public has been well
conditioned by the old methods, and occasional punishment of those who use their new privacy
too aggressively is sufficient to restore the required amount of regime control. Furthermore, the
primary surveillance systems of paid and volunteer spies, eavesdropping and watching devices,
and strict records control are retained to keep the regime on its guard.Just as a social balance
favoring disclosure and surveillance over privacy is a functional necessity for totalitarian
systems, so a balance that ensures strong citadels of individual and group privacy and limits
both disclosure and surveillance is a prerequisite for liberal democratic societies. The
democratic society relies on publicity as a control over government, and on privacy as a shield
for group and individual life. The reasons for protecting privacy tend to be familiar to citizens of
liberal democracies; thus the specific functions that privacy performs in their political systems
are often left unexpressed.4 The discussion that follows will treat these functions briefly.Liberal
democratic theory assumes that a good life for the individual must have substantial areas of
interest apart from political participation—time devoted to sports, arts, literature, and similar non-
political pursuits. These areas of individual pursuit prevent the total politicizing of life and permit
other models of success and happiness to serve as alternatives to the political career and the
citizenship role. Personal retreats for securing perspective and critical judgment are also
significant for democratic life. A liberal democratic system maintains a strong commitment to the
family as a basic and autonomous unit responsible for important educational, religious, and
moral roles, and therefore the family is allowed to assert claims to physical and legal privacy
against both society and the state. As a result of religious diversity and ideas of toleration, most
democratic systems make religious choice a “private” concern; both law and custom forbid
government controls over the nature and legitimacy of religious affiliations and allow maximum
privacy for religious observance and for religious examination of public policy issues.Because of
the central role played by groups in a democratic society—they provide opportunities for
sociability, expression of independent ideas, resolution of community conflicts, criticism of
government, and formation of a consensus on public policy—citizens are given wide freedom to
join associations and participate in group affairs. To this end, privacy of membership and intra-
group action are protected. Associations themselves are given substantial organizational privacy
to achieve their objectives efficiently and responsibly. Liberal democracy recognizes the special
needs of scholars and scientists to be free of constant community and government examination
so that paths to truth and discovery can be pursued even in directions that offend dominant
opinion. Liberal democratic systems ensure maximum freedom for political choice by providing a
secret ballot to protect the voting process and by forbidding governmental inquiries into a
citizen’s past voting record. Through a network of constitutional, legal, and political restraints,
democratic societies protect the individual’s person and personality from improper police
conduct such as physical brutality, compulsory self-incrimination, and unreasonable searches
and seizures. Finally, liberal democratic societies set a balance between government’s
organizational needs for preparatory and institutional privacy and the need of the press, interest



groups, and other governmental agencies for the knowledge of government operations required
to keep government conduct responsible.The functions of privacy in liberal systems do not
require that it be an absolute right. The exercise of privacy creates dangers for a democracy that
may call for social and legal responses. Private-life commitments can produce such indifference
to political and governmental needs on the part of citizens that society must work to bring its
members back to participating responsibility. In some situations claims to organizational privacy
can give rise to anonymous influences over public life, can over-weigh the organized sectors of
the citizenry, and can foster the growth of conspiracies that will threaten the democracy’s
survival. Persons who venture into public debates or civic life sometimes claim an unjustified
right to privacy from fair reply or fair criticism. Rules protecting the privacy of the person by
forbidding new but not necessarily unreasonable law-enforcement methods can seriously
impede protection of the public from crime and lessen the nation’s internal security. Privacy may
also frustrate the public’s “need to know,” important behavioral research, and effective
administration of government and business. An overly strict cloak of privacy for governmental
affairs can cover manipulation of the public, misuse of office, and aggrandizement of power by
government agencies. Thus the constant search in democracies must be for the proper
boundary line in each specific situation and for an overall equilibrium that serves to strengthen
democratic institutions and processes.No one has written more sensitively on this problem than
the political sociologist, Edward Shils:Democracy requires the occasional political participation
of most of its citizenry some of the time, and a moderate and dim perceptiveness—as if from the
corner of the eye—the rest of the time. It could not function if politics and the state of the social
order were always on everyone’s mind. If most men, most of the time, regarded themselves as
their brother-citizens’ keepers, freedom, which flourishes in the indifference of privacy, would be
abolished.5Shils sees the “first principle of individualist democracy” to be “the partial autonomy
of individuals and of corporate bodies or institutions.”Autonomy involves the right to make
decisions, to promulgate rules of action, to dispose over resources and to recruit associates in
accordance with criteria which the individual or organization deems appropriate to its tasks. The
principle of partial autonomy assumes that, by and large, an individual’s or a corporate group’s
life is its own business, that only marginal circumstances justify intrusion by others, and that only
more exceptional circumstances justify enforced and entire disclosure, to the eyes of the
broader public, of the private affairs of the corporate body or individual.6Shils makes an
important distinction between privacy and secrecy. In secrecy, he notes, law forbids the
disclosure of information. In privacy, disclosure “is at the discretion of the possessor, and such
sanctions as laws provide are directed only against coercive acquisition” by persons to whom
the individual does not want to disclose.7In overall terms, the goal of a liberal society is to
achieve a state of political “civility,” which Shils defines as a condition in which there is enough
privacy to nourish individual creativity and group expression; enough publicity of government
affairs to let the public know the facts necessary to form judgments in political matters; and a
small area of secrecy for government to preserve the integrity of certain secret information and



the privacy of internal policy-making processes.Variations in Privacy Balances Among Western
DemocraciesIt is important to realize that different historical and political traditions among
contemporary democratic nations have created different types of overall social balances of
privacy. Britain has what might be called a “deferential democratic balance,” based on England’s
situation as a small country with a relatively homogeneous population, strong family structure,
surviving class system, positive public attitude toward government, and elite systems of
education and government service. This combination has produced a democracy in which there
is great personal reserve between Englishmen, high personal privacy in home and private
associations, and a faith in government that bestows major areas of privacy for government
operations. There is also a tradition of tolerating non-conformism which treats much deviant
political and social conduct as permissible private action. The balance among privacy,
disclosure, and surveillance in Britain is one in which disclosure or surveillance of associational
and governmental activities occurs less frequently than would be the case in democratic nations
where the patterns of deference toward and trust in the Establishment were not so strong.8West
Germany today has what might be called an authoritarian democratic balance. The Bonn
Republic defines privacy in a nation where the traditions of democratic self-government came
late; authoritarian patterns are deeply rooted in German family structure and social life; both law
and government are permeated by high public respect for officialdom and experts; and neither
German law nor government showed high capacity, until the post-World War II period, to enforce
a meaningful system of civil-liberties restraints on government surveillance practices or
harassment of dissent. The result is a democratic state in which privileged elements having the
authority of family, wealth, and official position often enjoy substantial privacy and government
enjoys great rights of secrecy; but the privacy of the critic and the non-conformist is still not
secure in West German life. As the government midnight raid in 1962 on the offices of the
Spiegel magazine and its acceptance by the German courts illustrate, respect for the privacy of
person, home, office, and press still gives way to the claims of official surveillance and
disclosure in the German political tradition.9Where does the United States fall in this spectrum
of socio-political balances of privacy? I would term it an egalitarian democratic balance, in which
the privacy-supporting values of individualism, associational life, and civil liberty are under
constant pressure from privacy-denying tendencies toward social egalitarianism, personal
activism, and political fundamentalism.10American individualism—with its stress on unique
personality in religion, politics, and law—provides a major force for privacy in the United States.
This attitude is derived from such factors in American national experience as frontier life,
freedom from the feudal heritage of fixed class lines, the Protestant religious base of the nation,
its private-property system, and the English legal heritage. Along with the individualist stress has
gone a complementary trait of associational life—the formation of numerous voluntary groups to
pursue private and public goals. An outcome partly of our heterogeneous immigrant base and
partly of the American’s search for group warmth in a highly mobile, flexible-status society,
associations have long been a distinctive aspect of our culture, with well-established rights of



privacy against government surveillance or compulsory public disclosure. A final value
supporting privacy is the American principle of civil liberty, with its belief in limits on government
and private power, freedom of expression and dissent, and institutionalized mechanisms for
enforcing these rights, particularly the legal system and independent courts.Were these the
dominant values of the American socio-political tradition, the privacy balance in the United
States might be called wholly libertarian. But, from colonial days down to the present, foreign
and native analysts have observed other powerful tendencies in American life that press against
privacy and support restrictive rules of disclosure and surveillance. The classic American belief
in egalitarianism and “frontier democracy gives rise to several trends: a denial of various “status
rights” to privacy that once were attached to European aristocratic classes and are now claimed
by elite groups of culture, intellect, and science; a propensity toward “leveling curiosity” in social
and political life that supports a muckraking press and inquisitive interpersonal relationships;
and a demand for external conformity of a high order, in the name of a middle-class system in
which the blessings of equality and opportunity carry with them a heavy burden of ideological
and social conformity.Pressure on privacy is increased by the American credo of personal
activism. Because Americans believe deeply in social progress, especially material progress,
and because they are a highly sociable people who like to be psychologically open to others and
involved in group affiliations, there has always been a heavy “go-getter” quality to American life.
Those who actively “produce” are our heroes (even among professors, religious leaders, and
intellectual critics), with public suspicion falling on solitary types, “unsociables,” and on
contemplation for its own sake unless it is the temporary contemplation of those preparing to
produce.Finally, political fundamentalism has been a major limiting force on privacy in American
culture.11 In one sense this is our nativist tradition, with its elements of xenophobia, religious
and racial prejudice, and isolationism. In another facet this is “populist” fundamentalism, the
belief that American democracy requires such “open” politics and government that there is no
right of privacy for associational groups or government processes. Political fundamentalism also
rests on aspects of the American Puritan heritage, with its moral absolutism, censorial watching
over the private lives of community members, and the Puritan approach to social welfare, which
violates the privacy of the poor and unfortunate in the name of the “good” being done them.The
United States is thus a democracy whose balance of privacy is continually threatened by
egalitarian tendencies demanding greater disclosure and surveillance than a libertarian society
should permit. For example, the basic balance of privacy in America was clearly threatened
during the late 1940’s and early 1950’s, when American fear over the cold war, atomic holocaust,
and internal subversion united with the fundamentalist tradition to produce the McCarthy era.12
By the late 1950’s, however, American society had restored the equilibrium with the containment
of radical-right anti-communism.Variations in Privacy Patterns by “Sensory Cultures”Privacy also
differs from nation to nation in terms of the impact of culture on interpersonal relations. The idea
that notions of privacy vary widely from culture to culture has been treated by anthropologists,13
psychologists,14 and sociologists,15 but the most extensive recent work on this theme comes



from the cultural anthropologist Edward Hall, who states that people in different cultures
experience the world differently not only in terms of language16 but also with their senses. They
“inhabit different sensory worlds,”17 affecting the way they relate to one another in space, in
matters ranging from their concepts of architecture and furniture arrangement to their setting of
social distance in interpersonal contact.To compare these differences, Hall studied a number of
contemporary cultures to see how their notions of sensory pleasure and displeasure affected
their definitions of interpersonal space. First, he compared the dominant norms of American
society, as set by the white middle and upper classes, with three European cultures with which
the American middle and upper classes are most closely linked historically and culturally—
Germany, England, and France. Germans, Hall found, demand individual and enclosed places
to achieve a sense of privacy. This need for individual “Lebensraum” is expressed in closed
doors to business and government offices, fenced yards and separate closed rooms in the
home, discomfort at having to share facilities with others, and strict “trespass” rules regulating
the person-to-person distance on social, business, and ceremonial occasions. In addition, in
defining private space around each individual, or around a group talking in public, or in the areas
surrounding a private home, Germans assert a larger sphere of private territory than cultures
such as the American or British. This need is symbolized by the German law which forbids
photographing strangers in public without their consent. In contrast, Americans are happy with
open doors in offices, do not require fencing or screening of their homes to feel comfortable, and
are far more informal in their rules of approach, order, and distance. An American does not feel
that a person walking close to a group or a home has “intruded” on privacy; Germans will feel
this a trespass.English norms of privacy, Hall found, lie between the American and the German.
The English accomplish with reserve what Germans require doors, walls, and trespass rules to
enforce. Because English children in the middle and upper classes do not usually have separate
rooms but share the nursery with brothers and sisters until they go away to boarding school and
live in dormitories, the Englishman grows up with a concept of preserving his individual privacy
within shared space rather than by solitary quarters. He learns to rely on reserve, on cues to
others to leave him alone. This habit is illustrated in later life by the fact that many English
political and business figures do not have private offices; members of Parliament, for example,
do not occupy individual offices, and they often meet their constituents on the terrace or in the
lobbies of the House of Commons. Englishmen speak more softly and direct the voice more
carefully so that it can be heard only by the person being spoken to, and the eyes are focused
directly during conversation. Where an American seeking privacy goes to a private room and
shuts the door, an Englishman stops talking, and this signal for privacy is respected by family,
friends, and associates. By contrast, when an American stops talking, it is usually a sign that
something is wrong among the persons present, and silence is often a signal for punishment in
American relations. Hall terms the English pattern an “internalized privacy mechanism” in
contrast with the “physical privacy screen” of the American. Furthermore, where Americans use
privacy to define social status (the private office, the private secretary, and the like), the English



social system firmly determines a person’s position, and privacy is not needed for this purpose.
Similarly, Americans “neighbor” heavily by propinquity—who lives next door or down the block—
while the English neighbor by class and set firm barriers against overtures from persons who
merely reside close by.Hall found that the influence of Mediterranean culture set the French
apart from the American, English, and German patterns. Mediterranean peoples pack more
closely together in public, enjoy physical contact in public places, and are more involved with
each other in sensory terms than more northern peoples. On the other hand, while the American
brings friends and acquaintances into his home readily, the French home is reserved for family
privacy and is rarely opened to outsiders, even co-workers of long standing or acquaintances
from social functions.The work by Hall and others makes it clear that the way individuals define
interpersonal privacy is heavily affected by each culture’s conceptions of sensory relations. This
holds true even of sub-cultures within one country. Attitudes toward privacy on the part of lower-
class Negro-Americans, Puerto Ricans, and American Indians make these groups much more
involved with one another in sensory terms than middle-and upper-class Americans. We do
“inhabit different sensory worlds,” and a contact between two persons that is “too close” in one
culture may be “too remote” in another. What “respects privacy” in one can “intrude” in
another.Privacy and Individual Life in Western DemocraciesRecognizing the differences that
political and sensory cultures make in setting norms of privacy among modern societies, it is still
possible to describe the general functions that privacy performs for individuals and groups in
Western democratic nations. Before describing these, it is helpful to explain in somewhat greater
detail the four basic states of individual privacy that were mentioned briefly in the Introduction to
Part I: solitude, intimacy, anonymity, and reserve.The first state of privacy is solitude; here the
individual is separated from the group and freed from the observation of other persons. He may
be subjected to jarring physical stimuli, such as noise, odors, and vibrations. His peace of mind
may continue to be disturbed by physical sensations of heat, cold, itching, and pain. He may
believe that he is being observed by God or some supernatural force, or fear that some authority
is secretly watching him. Finally, in solitude he will be especially subject to that familiar dialogue
with the mind or conscience. But, despite all these physical or psychological intrusions, solitude
is the most complete state of privacy that individuals can achieve.In the second state of privacy,
intimacy, the individual is acting as part of a small unit that claims and is allowed to exercise
corporate seclusion so that it may achieve a close, relaxed, and frank relationship between two
or more individuals. Typical units of intimacy are husband and wife, the family, a friendship circle,
or a work clique. Whether close contact brings relaxed relations or abrasive hostility depends on
the personal interaction of the members, but without intimacy a basic need of human contact
would not be met.18The third state of privacy, anonymity, occurs when the individual is in public
places or performing public acts but still seeks, and finds, freedom from identification and
surveillance. He may be riding a subway, attending a ball game, or walking the streets; he is
among people and knows that he is being observed; but unless he is a well-known celebrity, he
does not expect to be personally identified and held to the full rules of behavior and role that



would operate if he were known to those observing him. In this state the individual is able to
merge into the “situational landscape.” Knowledge or fear that one is under systematic
observation in public places destroys the sense of relaxation and freedom that men seek in
open spaces and public arenas.Anonymous relations give rise to what Georg Simmel called the
“phenomenon of the stranger,” the person who “often received the most surprising openness—
confidences which sometimes have the character of a confessional and which would be
carefully withheld from a more closely related person.”19 In this aspect of anonymity the
individual can express himself freely because he knows the stranger will not continue in his life
and that, although the stranger may give an objective response to the questions put to him, he is
able to exert no authority or restraint over the individual.Still another kind of anonymity is the
publication of ideas anonymously. Here the individual wants to present some idea publicly to the
community or to a segment of it, but does not want to be universally identified at once as the
author—especially not by the authorities, who may be forced to take action if they “know” the
perpetrator. The core of each of these types of anonymous action is the desire of individuals for
times of “public privacy.”Reserve, the fourth and most subtle state of privacy, is the creation of a
psychological barrier against unwanted intrusion; this occurs when the individual’s need to limit
communication about himself is protected by the willing discretion of those surrounding him.
Most of our lives are spent not in solitude or anonymity but in situations of intimacy and in group
settings where we are known to others. Even in the most intimate relations, communication of
self to others is always incomplete and is based on the need to hold back some parts of one’s
self as either too personal and sacred or too shameful and profane to express. This
circumstance gives rise to what Simmel called “reciprocal reserve and indifference,” the relation
that creates “mental distance” to protect the personality.20 This creation of mental distance—a
variant of the concept of “social distance”—takes place in every sort of relationship under rules
of social etiquette; it expresses the individual’s choice to withhold or disclose information—the
choice that is the dynamic aspect of privacy in daily interpersonal relations. Simmel identified
this tension within the individual as being between “self-revelation and self-restraint” and, within
society, between “trespass and discretion.” The manner in which individuals claim reserve and
the extent to which it is respected or disregarded by others is at the heart of securing meaningful
privacy in the crowded, organization-dominated settings of modern industrial society and urban
life, and varies considerably from culture to culture.21The Functions of Individual PrivacyThis
analysis of the various states of privacy is useful in discussing the basic question of the
functions privacy performs for individuals in democratic societies.22 These can also be grouped
conveniently under four headings—personal autonomy, emotional release, self-evaluation, and
limited and protected communication. Since every human being is a whole organism, these four
functions constantly flow into one another, but their separation for analytical purposes helps to
clarify the important choices about individual privacy that American law may have to make in the
coming decade.Personal Autonomy. In democratic societies there is a fundamental belief in the
uniqueness of the individual, in his basic dignity and worth as a creature of God and a human



being, and in the need to maintain social processes that safeguard his sacred individuality.23
Psychologists and sociologists have linked the development and maintenance of this sense of
individuality to the human need for autonomy—the desire to avoid being manipulated or
dominated wholly by others.One of the accepted ways of representing the individual’s need for
an ultimate core of autonomy, as expressed by such theorists as Simmel, R. E. Park, Kurt Lewin,
and Erving Goffman,24 has been to describe the individual’s relations with others in terms of a
series of “zones” or “regions” of privacy leading to a “core self.” This core self is pictured as an
inner circle surrounded by a series of larger concentric circles. The inner circle shelters the
individual’s “ultimate secrets”—those hopes, fears, and prayers that are beyond sharing with
anyone unless the individual comes under such stress that he must pour out these ultimate
secrets to secure emotional relief. Under normal circumstances no one is admitted to this
sanctuary of the personality. The next circle outward contains “intimate secrets,” those that can
be willingly shared with close relations, confessors, or strangers who pass by and cannot injure.
The next circle is open to members of the individual’s friendship group. The series continues
until it reaches the outer circles of casual conversation and physical expression that are open to
all observers.The most serious threat to the individual’s autonomy is the possibility that
someone may penetrate the inner zone and learn his ultimate secrets, either by physical or
psychological means. This deliberate penetration of the individual’s protective shell, his
psychological armor, would leave him naked to ridicule and shame and would put him under the
control of those who knew his secrets. Autonomy is also threatened by those who penetrate the
core self because they do not recognize the importance of ultimate privacy or think that the
casual and uninvited help they may be rendering compensates for the violation.Each person is
aware of the gap between what he wants to be and what he actually is, between what the world
sees of him and what he knows to be his much more complex reality. In addition, there are
aspects of himself that the individual does not fully understand but is slowly exploring and
shaping as he develops. Every individual lives behind a mask in this manner; indeed, the first
etymological meaning of the word “person” was “mask,”25 indicating both the conscious and
expressive presentation of the self to a social audience. If this mask is torn off and the
individual’s real self bared to a world in which everyone else still wears his mask and believes in
masked performances, the individual can be seared by the hot light of selective, forced
exposure. The numerous instances of suicides and nervous breakdowns resulting from such
exposures by government investigation, press stories, and even published research constantly
remind a free society that only grave social need can ever justify destruction of the privacy which
guards the individual’s ultimate autonomy.The autonomy that privacy protects is also vital to the
development of individuality and consciousness of individual choice in life. Leontine Young has
noted that “without privacy there is no individuality. There are only types. Who can know what he
thinks and feels if he never has the opportunity to be alone with his thoughts and feelings?”26
This development of individuality is particularly important in democratic societies, since qualities
of independent thought, diversity of views, and nonconformity are considered desirable traits for



individuals. Such independence requires time for sheltered experimentation and testing of ideas,
for preparation and practice in thought and conduct, without fear of ridicule or penalty, and for
the opportunity to alter opinions before making them public. The individual’s sense that it is he
who decides when to “go public” is a crucial aspect of his feeling of autonomy. Without such time
for incubation and growth, through privacy, many ideas and positions would be launched into the
world with dangerous prematurity. As Robert Maclver has stated, “Everything that grows first of
all does so in the darkness before it sends its shoots out into the light.”27Summing up the
importance of privacy for political liberty, Clinton Rossiter has also stressed the feature of
autonomy:Privacy is a special kind of independence, which can be understood as an attempt to
secure autonomy in at least a few personal and spiritual concerns, if necessary in defiance of all
the pressures of modern society. . . . [I]t seeks to erect an un-breachable wall of dignity and
reserve against the entire world. The free man is the private man, the man who still keeps some
of his thoughts and judgments entirely to himself, who feels no overriding compulsion to share
everything of value with others, not even those he loves and trusts.28Emotional Release. Life in
society generates such tensions for the individual that both physical and psychological health
demand periods of privacy for various types of emotional release. At one level, such relaxation is
required from the pressure of playing social roles. Social scientists agree that each person
constantly plays a series of varied and multiple roles, depending on his audience and behavioral
situation.29 On any given day a man may move through the roles of stern father, loving husband,
carpool comedian, skilled lathe operator, union steward, watercooler flirt, and American Legion
committee chairman—all psychologically different roles that he adopts as he moves from scene
to scene on the social stage. Like actors on the dramatic stage, Goffman has noted,30
individuals can sustain roles only for reasonable periods of time, and no individual can play
indefinitely, without relief, the variety of roles that life demands. There have to be moments “off
stage” when the individual can be “himself”: tender, angry, irritable, lustful, or dream-filled. Such
moments may come in solitude; in the intimacy of family, peers, or woman-to-woman and man-
to-man relaxation; in the anonymity of park or street; or in a state of reserve while in a group.
Privacy in this aspect gives individuals, from factory workers to Presidents, a chance to lay their
masks aside for rest. To be always “on” would destroy the human organism.Closely related to
this form of release is the need of individuals for respite from the emotional stimulation of daily
life. For most persons the constant experiences and surprises of active life are what make it
worth living; indeed, we all search for richer and more varied stimulation. But the whirlpool of
active life must lead to some quiet waters, if only so that the appetite can be whetted for
renewed social engagement. Privacy provides the change of pace that makes life worth
savoring.Another form of emotional release is provided by the protection privacy gives to minor
non-compliance with social norms.31 Some norms are formally adopted—perhaps as law—
which society really expects many persons to break. This ambivalence produces a situation in
which almost everyone does break some social or institutional norms—for example, violating
traffic laws, breaking sexual mores, cheating on expense accounts, overstating income-tax



deductions, or smoking in rest rooms when this is prohibited. Although society will usually
punish the most flagrant abuses, it tolerates the great bulk of the violations as “permissible”
deviations. If there were no privacy to permit society to ignore these deviations—if all
transgressions were known—most persons in society would be under organizational discipline
or in jail, or could be manipulated by threats of such action. The firm expectation of having
privacy for permissible deviations is a distinguishing characteristic of life in a free society. At a
lesser but still important level, privacy also allows individuals to deviate temporarily from social
etiquette when alone or among intimates, as by putting feet on desks, cursing, letting one’s face
go slack, or scratching wherever one itches.Another aspect of release is the “safety-valve”
function afforded by privacy. Most persons need to give vent to their anger at “the system,” “city
hall,” “the boss,” and various others who exercise authority over them, and to do this in the
intimacy of family or friendship circles, or in private papers, without fear of being held
responsible for such comments. This is very different from freedom of speech or press, which
involves publicly voiced criticism without fear of interference by government and subject only to
private suit. Rather, the aspect of release concerned here involves commentary that may be
wholly unfair, frivolous, nasty, and libelous, but is never socially measured because it is uttered
in privacy. Without the aid of such release in accommodating the daily abrasions with authorities,
most people would experience serious emotional pressure. Even Presidents and other high
public officials have been well known, under the strains of office, to lash out momentarily in
angry commentary that they really do not mean. Their privacy in such moments is respected
because society knows that these occasional outbursts make possible the measured and
responsible speech that is produced for public presentation.Still another aspect of release
through privacy arises in the management of bodily and sexual functions. American society has
strong codes requiring privacy for evacuation, dressing the body, and arranging the body while
in public; and privacy for sexual relations is deeply rooted in our culture. Though poverty may
produce crowded conditions which deny privacy for bodily and sexual functions, it is not
accidental that surveillance of such functions by outsiders is practiced with social approval only
in what sociologists call “total institutions”32—such as jails, mental institutions, and monasteries
—or on volunteers in medical or behavioral-science experiments. Even then, prisoners and
patients usually complain about being watched and seek ways to escape the constant
surveillance of guards.33Finally, emotional release through privacy plays an important part in
individual life at times of loss, shock, or sorrow. In such moments society provides comfort both
through communal support by gatherings of friends and through respect for the privacy of the
individual and his intimates. A similar need is often felt by individuals in public life who have
suffered defeats or loss of face and need to retire from public view to regroup their psychological
forces. Reporters, legislative committees, and social scientists do not always respect the claim
of restorative privacy by public figures in temporary distress, but it is striking how often the rules
of “decency” do provide substantial privacy in these circumstances. Privacy also performs a
protective function at moments of less intense stress, during the periods of anxiety and



uncertainty which are part of daily life.Self-Evaluation. Every individual needs to integrate his
experiences into a meaningful pattern and to exert his individuality on events. To carry on such
self-evaluation, privacy is essential.At the intellectual level, individuals need to process the
information that is constantly bombarding them, information that cannot be processed while they
are still “on the go.” Alan Bates has written that privacy in such circumstances enables a person
to “assess the flood of information received, to consider alternatives and possible
consequences so that he may then act as consistently and appropriately as possible.”34Privacy
serves not only a processing but a planning need, by providing a time “to anticipate, to recast,
and to originate.”35 This is particularly true of creative persons. Studies of creativity show that it
is in reflective solitude and even “daydreaming” during moments of reserve that most creative
“non-verbal” thought takes place. At such moments the individual runs ideas and impressions
through his mind in a flow of associations; the active presence of others tends to inhibit this
process.36 For example, the Yale studies of “brain-storming” found that group-think sessions
produced fewer ideas quantitatively than periods of individual, private work by the same number
of people.37 Many studies and autobiographies have described the “creative loneliness” needed
by artists and writers to produce their works.38The evaluative function of privacy also has a
major moral dimension—the exercise of conscience by which the individual “repossesses
himself.” While people often consider the moral consequences of their acts during the course of
daily affairs, it is primarily in periods of privacy that they take a moral inventory of ongoing
conduct and measure current performance against personal ideals. For many persons this
process is a religious exercise. Religious contemplation, said Coe, was a time for “organizing the
self,”39 and William James called religion the experience of “individual men in their solitude.”40
Thus, periods for rumination over past events and for communication with oneself have been
said to be “institutionalized in all societies.”41 The tradition of religious retreats is another means
of providing a time and setting for moral inventory. Even for an individual who is not a religious
believer, privacy serves to bring the conscience into play, for, when alone, he must find a way to
continue living with himself.A final contribution of privacy to evaluation is its role in the proper
timing of the decision to move from private reflection or intimate conversation to a more general
publication of acts and thoughts. This is the process by which one tests his own evaluations
against the responses of his peers. Given the delicacy of a person’s relations with intimates and
associates, deciding when and to what extent to disclose facts about himself—and to put others
in the position of receiving such confidences—is a matter of enormous concern in personal
interaction, almost as important as whether to disclose at all.Limited and Protected
Communication. The greatest threat to civilized social life would be a situation in which each
individual was utterly candid in his communications with others, saying exactly what he knew or
felt at all times. The havoc done to interpersonal relations by children, saints, mental patients,
and adult “innocents” is legendary.In real life, among mature persons all communication is partial
and limited, based on the complementary relation between reserve and discretion that has
already been discussed. Limited communication is particularly vital in urban life, with its



heightened stimulation, crowded environment, and continuous physical and psychological
confrontations between individuals who do not know one another in the extended, softening
fashion of small-town life. Reserved communication is the means of psychic self-preservation for
men in the metropolis.42Privacy for limited and protected communication has two general
aspects. First, it provides the individual with the opportunities he needs for sharing confidences
and intimacies with those he trusts—spouse, “the family,” personal friends, and close associates
at work.43 The individual discloses because he knows that his confidences will be held, and
because he knows that breach of confidence violates social norms in a civilized society. “A
friend,” said Emerson, “is someone before . . . [whom] I can think aloud.”44 In addition, the
individual often wants to secure counsel from persons with whom he does not have to live daily
after disclosing his confidences. He seeks professionally objective advice from persons whose
status in society promises that they will not later use his distress to take advantage of him. To
protect freedom of limited communication, such relationships—with doctors, lawyers, ministers,
psychiatrists, psychologists, and others—are given varying but important degrees of legal
privilege against forced disclosure. The privacy given to the religious confessional in democratic
societies is well known, but the need for confession is so general that those without religious
commitment have institutionalized their substitute in psychiatric and counseling services.
Confessional relief also comes through the stranger, to whom communication is limited because
what he is told will not be repeated in the “home sphere” of the person who has confided in him.
For this reason, certain places where the real world is seemingly held in suspension “outside”—
such as trains, boats, and bars—lend themselves to free conversation.In its second general
aspect, privacy through limited communication serves to set necessary boundaries of mental
distance in interpersonal situations ranging from the most intimate to the most formal and public.
In marriage, for example, husbands and wives need to retain is-lands of privacy in the midst of
their intimacy if they are to preserve a saving respect and mystery in the relation. These
elements of reserved communication will range from small matters, involving management of
money, personal habits, and outside activities, to the more serious levels of past experiences
and inner secrets of personality. Successful marriages usually depend on the discovery of the
ideal line between privacy and revelation and on the respect of both partners for that line.45 In
work situations, mental distance is necessary so that the relations of superior and subordinate
do not slip into an intimacy which would create a lack of respect and an impediment to directions
and correction. Thus, physical arrangements shield superiors from constant observation by
subordinates, and social etiquette forbids conversations or off-duty contacts that are “too close”
for the work relationship. Similar distance is observed in relations between professor and
student, parent and child, minister and communicant, and many others.Psychological distance
is also used in crowded settings to provide privacy for the participants of group and public
encounters; a complex but well-understood etiquette of privacy is part of our social scenario.
Bates remarked that “we request or recognize withdrawal into privacy in facial expressions,
bodily gestures, conventions like changing the subject, and by exchanging meaning in ways



which exclude others present, such as private words, jokes, winks, and grimaces.”46 We learn to
ignore people and to be ignored by them as a way of achieving privacy in subways, on streets,
and in the “non-presence” of servants or children. There are also social conventions within
various sub-groups in the population establishing fairly clearly the proper and improper matters
for discussion among intimates, workmates, persons on a bus, and other groups. And, as James
Thurber showed so engagingly, the individual can simply go off into mental privacy when he
needs to, as the Walter Mittys of society work off their aggressions and dream their
fantasies.47The Individual’s Quest for Intra-Psychic BalanceSo far, the discussion has stressed
the individual’s need for privacy and the functions privacy performs in his personal life. But
privacy is neither a self-sufficient state nor an end in itself, even for the hermit and the recluse. It
is basically an instrument for achieving individual goals of self-realization. As such, it is only part
of the individual’s complex and shifting system of social needs, part of the way he adjusts his
emotional mechanism to the barrage of personal and social stimuli that he encounters in daily
life. Individuals have needs for disclosure and companionship every bit as important as their
needs for privacy. As ancient and modern philosophers agree, man is a social animal, a
gregarious being whose need for affiliation marks his conduct in every society. Thus, at one hour
a person may want lively companionship and group affiliation; at another moment, the intimacy
of family or close friends; at another, the anonymity of the city street or the movie; and at still
other times, to be totally alone and unobserved. To be left in privacy when one wants
companionship is as uncomfortable as the inability to have privacy when one craves it.This
balance of privacy and disclosure will be powerfully influenced, of course, by both the society’s
cultural norms and the particular individual’s status and life situation. In American society, for
example, which prefers “activism” over contemplation,48 people tend to use their leisure time to
“do things” rather than to rest, read, and think in privacy. And, in any society, differences in
occupation, socio-economic level, and religious commitment are broad conditioning factors in
the way each person allots his time and tunes his emotional wave length for privacy.This fact
raises an interesting question about “status tensions” and privacy in America. Many claims to
privacy or expectations of receiving privacy arise out of certain statuses—rich man, university
professor, corporation executive, lawyer, and the like. Privacy rights and roles grow out of the
legitimacy and prestige of these statuses. Yet, as noted earlier, American society from its
inception has had a commitment to egalitarianism and social democracy that presses against
the kind of privacy rules that are so well defined and well observed in European systems, which
developed out of feudal traditions and still have definite class lines. In the United States this
situation means that both the individual who occupies a high-status position and the low-status
persons who come in contact with him are not always sure of what privacy rules ought to apply,
of where proper reserve and discretion begin. This egalitarian-democratic ethos accounts for the
“openness” and disregard for privacy in so many areas of American interpersonal life, but it
makes the individual’s adjustment of his intra-psychic privacy balance a more experimental and
fluid matter than in most other systems, including most European democracies.In general,



however, all individuals are constantly engaged in an attempt to find sufficient privacy to serve
their general social roles as well as their individual needs of the moment. Either too much or too
little privacy can create imbalances which seriously jeopardize the individual’s well-being. Too
much privacy can be a result of social or physical conditions that lie largely beyond the
individual’s power to control. Thus, it can come from forced physical separation from society, as
in the experiences of children raised by animals away from human society or the reactions of
volunteers in sensory-deprivation experiments. More relevant is the solitary confinement of the
prisoner or the isolation of explorers and disaster victims; memoirs and scholarly studies
document the depression, hallucinations, and even mental collapse that such isolation can
create.49 Or it may be the effect of life in complex, impersonal, industrial societies; many studies
testify to the sense of rootlessness, anomie, and psychological isolation that this evokes in
segments of the citizenry.50 Although the individual has no control over the conditions creating
too much privacy in these situations, whether or not he adapts successfully depends on his own
emotional capacities.Too much privacy can also result from the individual’s failure to adjust his
own life situation to achieve a healthy emotional state, even though he enjoys “normal” social
conditions. Karen Horney has described the individual who invokes an unnatural degree of
privacy because he cannot relate successfully to daily life as one of the three major types of
neurotics in our society.[This type of neurotic] is like a person in a hotel room who rarely removes
the “Do-Not-Disturb” sign from his door. Even books may be regarded as intruders, as
something from outside. Any question put to him about his personal life may shock him; he tends
to shroud himself in a veil of secrecy. A patient once told me that at the age of forty-five he still
resented the idea of God’s omniscience quite as much as when his mother told him that God
could look through the shutters and see him biting his fingernails.51At its extreme, this state
produces the total privacy of the mental patient, alone in a self-sealed world as only the mad can
be totally alone in the midst of society.The opposite pole of imbalance is too little privacy. Here,
too, some factors beyond the individual’s effective control limit his opportunities for a “normal”
privacy balance. These may be environmental factors such as crowded and noisy living
conditions; economic factors such as poverty that make privacy less important than the
satisfaction of more basic family needs; political factors such as widespread government
surveillance of speech and communications; business and social factors such as intrusions into
the home by telephone solicitors, door-to-door salesmen, and opinion surveyors; or cultural
pressures such as the ethic of activism and the pressure on middle-class persons to participate
in group affairs. Such limits on privacy in democratic societies require the individual to adjust his
psychological balances, to find sufficient privacy despite these limiting factors. Thus, people in
crowded living quarters find privacy outdoors—in the streets of cities, in the corners of bars, in
motion-picture houses, and in a host of “public” places where the necessary solitude, intimacy,
anonymity, and reserve can be found. Individuals find ways to bypass governmental surveillance
of their private messages. Householders slam doors on solicitors or put “No Trespassing” signs
on their property. These attempts to secure privacy even under hostile social conditions illustrate



the quest for intra-psychic balance at work.Too little privacy can also be present as a result of the
way individuals manage their own lives. Nervous breakdowns and physical collapses from
overwork often have as one major ingredient the lack of that emotional relief from stimulation
which is a function of privacy. This factor is often much more basic to the collapse than physical
strain. Psychiatrists have described the mental conflicts created by individuals who deliberately
avoid solitude because they do not want to confront themselves with the moral implications of
their own conduct; constant activity is an attempt to silence conscience by those who are
abnormally afraid of being alone.52 A similar phenomenon takes when people reject normal
levels of intimacy with those close to them.53 In another type of neurotic conduct the individual,
to avoid “threatening” normal intimacies, immerses himself in group activity; this is a retreat into
public life.The basic point is that each individual must, within the larger context of his culture, his
status, and his personal situation, make a continuous adjustment between his needs for solitude
and companionship; for intimacy and general social intercourse; for anonymity and responsible
participation in society; for reserve and disclosure. A free society leaves this choice to the
individual, for this is the core of the “right of individual privacy”—the right of the individual to
decide for himself, with only extraordinary exceptions in the interests of society, when and on
what terms his acts should be revealed to the general public.The Functions of Organizational
PrivacyHaving discussed privacy thus far in terms of individuals, we turn now to privacy and
group life. The approach adopted here involves making two judgments about the issue of
“organizational privacy.” First, the legal and social claims to privacy given to organizations by
American society are more than a protection of the collective privacy rights of the members as
individuals. Organizational privacy is needed if groups are to play the role of independent and
responsible agents that is assigned to them in democratic societies. Among these are the
satisfaction of needs for affiliation in large-scale society; the expression of basic interests felt by
sub-groups in the community; the operation of civic enterprises by private rather than
government management; criticism of government policies; and measurement of public
sentiment on issues and policies between elections. Just as with individuals, and subject to the
same process of social limitation, organizations need the right to decide when and to what
extent their acts and decisions should be made public. The need to protect society from the
“multiplier effect” of concerted activity by large numbers of individuals affects the setting of the
balance, but does not eliminate the legitimate claim to group privacy.Second, the term
organization will be used to include public as well as private bodies. All organizations—from law
firms and fraternal groups to political parties, courts, juries, legislatures, and executive agencies
—are similar in that they have an organizational purpose, a separate entity, and internal rules
and procedures. Government agencies have the same basic need to be free from constant and
immediate public exposure as do corporations, unions, universities, religious bodies, and civic
groups. Each government agency must also resist intrusions into its privacy by other government
agencies under our separation-of-powers, checks-and-balances system of government. Though
the traditional democratic belief in an open governmental process should operate to weight the



balance between privacy and disclosure in favor of earlier disclosure and greater visibility for
certain aspects of government’s decisional process, it should not be seen as denying the claim
to privacy.The most helpful way to analyze the functions privacy performs for organizations in a
democratic society is to apply the same four categories used for individuals and test these for
the organizational setting.ORGANIZATIONAL AUTONOMYThe lack of privacy for certain core
secrets can threaten the independence or autonomous life of an organization much as it does
that of an individual. The diplomatic, military, economic, and scientific secrets of government
agencies are protected by law because public disclosure of such information under conditions of
international conflict could threaten national security and survival. Business groups often have
trade secrets—special processes or formulas—on which their commercial success rests. The
law will usually protect these secrets against disclosure to competitors by former employees or
through business espionage, and against demands for access by labor unions or legislative
committees. Wilbert Moore and Melvin Tumin have noted that privacy for confidential business
decisions is an absolute requirement of a competitive economic system; without such privacy,
business units could not function with the individual autonomy that our anti-trust laws
demand.54Membership privacy represents a core secret for many civic organizations,
especially those advocating controversial ideas. Forced public disclosure of members’ names
could lead to social sanctions against the members and, therefore, to wholesale defections that
could destroy the organization. In democratic societies a legal right to privacy for membership
lists and officers’ names has been given to labor unions, religious and political bodies, and civil-
rights organizations, especially when these groups were facing hostile community pressures.
Such a right is often denied to organizations which are considered “illegitimate” in democratic
theory, as with groups using violence (such as the Ku Klux Klan) or conspiratorial groups linked
to foreign powers (such as Communist and Fascist parties).Still another aspect of privacy for
organizational autonomy involves the secret rituals of private groups. Many legitimate
organizations, particularly the fraternal and social type, have secret rituals that provide the bond
of acceptance and cohesiveness within the group. For outsiders to obtain and publish these
rituals would undermine the sense of exclusiveness and identity that the ritual provides to the
organization’s members. Of course, if the ritual involved unlawful acts (such as torture or
obscenities) or was itself seditious (such as burning the American flag), the press and
government would be justified in investigating such acts. In the normal circumstance, however,
privacy of ritual is respected because it provides an important psychological satisfaction in
certain types of organization that fill approved social needs.Government policies of non-
interference with the internal executive and disciplinary procedures of such private organizations
as societies, clubs, churches, and associations is based on a belief that autonomy for these
groups furnishes experience in self-government and acts as a check on government power.
Allowing private self-government also avoids the necessity of continued government
involvement in the internal regulation and factional disputes of private groups unless these
decisions have so great an effect on public interests that government must intervene.Where to



set the boundaries of organizational privacy remains a continuing topic of debate. “Full
exposure” has been advocated by commentators who believe that the identities of those who
attempt to influence public policy, such as organized lobbyists, ought to be known to the public
in a free society. Claims to membership privacy have at times been rejected by the courts, the
decision turning on the illegitimacy of those organizations’ goals and methods of operation.55
Yet this requirement of visibility has been rejected in other areas where it too narrowly constricts
organizational autonomy, as in the labor-union, civil-rights, and political-lobbying areas. These
rulings indicate that society must constantly set a balance between those ultimate secrets it
feels may legitimately be kept private and those it does not. An enterprising press or social-
science study may increase public wisdom by the penetration of the “inside affairs” of groups,
but too much exposure can create distrust and hamper group activity. Permitting too much
classification of information by government agencies can jeopardize democratic control over
public policy; but too little may endanger national security.RELEASE FROM PUBLIC
ROLESJust as individuals need privacy to obtain release from playing social roles and to
engage in permissible deviations from social norms, so organizations need internal privacy to
conduct their affairs without having to keep up a “public face.” This involves, in particular, the gap
between public myth and organizational reality. For the same basic reasons that standards of
moral expectation are set for individuals, society builds images of how universities, churches,
labor unions, corporations, and government agencies ought to operate. These idealized portraits
are usually based on notions of rational decision making, fair-minded discussion, direct
representation of membership viewpoints by the leadership, dedication to public over personal
interest, and orderly control of the problems assigned to the organization’s care. In fact, much of
the behavior of both private and public organizations involves irrational decision-making
procedures, harsh and/or comic discussions of “outside” people and causes, personal
motivations for decisions, and highly disorderly procedures to cope with problems seen by the
organizations as intractable or insoluble. Despite press and social-science exposures of the true
workings of organizations,56 society at large persists in believing that these are departures from
a norm and that properly led and dedicated organizations will adhere to the ideal
procedures.Given this penchant of society for idealized models and the far different realities of
organizational life, privacy is necessary so that organizations may do the divergent part of their
work out of public view. The adage that one should not visit the kitchen of a restaurant if one
wants to enjoy the food is applied daily in the grant of privacy to organizations for their staging
processes. Privacy affords the relaxation which enables those who are part of a common
venture, public or private, to communicate freely with one another and to accomplish their tasks
with a minimum of social dissembling for “outside” purposes. Without such privacy the
operations of law firms, businesses, hospitals, welfare agencies, civic groups, and a host of
other organizations would be seriously impaired.The arguments for operational privacy made by
public executive agencies are often criticized by legislative overseers as “undemocratic” and in
contrast to legislative “openness.” It is helpful, then, to note that legislative bodies themselves



have such a need for privacy and exercise it constantly. From 1953 to 1960, between 30 and 41
per cent of the sessions of congressional committees were closed “executive” meetings from
which press and public were excluded.57 Robert Luce, an experienced observer of legislative
behavior, has noted:Behind closed doors nobody can talk to the galleries or the newspaper
reporters. Buncombe is not worthwhile. Only sincerity counts. Men drop their masks. They argue
to, not through, each other. That is one reason why it would be a calamity if the demand for
pitiless publicity of committee deliberations should ever prevail. . . . [P]ublicity would lessen the
chance for concessions, the compromises, without which wise legislation cannot in practice be
secured. Men are averse to changing their positions or yielding anything when many eyes are
watching. It is in the conference room that agreements are reached, results accomplished.58In
the judicial sphere, American law institutionalizes privacy for jury deliberations, and judicial
practice provides private conferences for opposing lawyers at the bench or in the judge’s
chambers. Judicial decisions are reached in privacy, and the refusal to tell the press or other
government agencies what went on at the judges’ conference has been fundamental to our
judicial system. Even the publication of intra-conference discussions years later by scholarly
biographers has been condemned by many commentators as a threat to the proper functioning
of the judicial conference. “[T]he free give and take of a secret conference may dry up,” John P.
Frank has written, “if the justices feel that what may be highly biased accounts by some of their
brothers are going to find their way into the history books.”59Of course, society decides that
certain phases of activity by some organizations are so charged with public interest that they
must be carried out in the open, with full visibility. This is illustrated by rules requiring public
agencies or private organizations to conduct certain proceedings in public (such as regulatory-
agency hearings or union elections), to publish certain facts about their internal procedures
(such as corporate accounting reports and other public-record requirements for private groups),
and to open their premises to representatives of the public for periodic inspection of procedures
(such as visiting committees of universities and government inspectors checking safety
practices or the existence of discrimination in personnel policies).EVALUATIVE PERIODS FOR
DECISION MAKINGJust as individuals need privacy to evaluate what is happening to them and
to decide how to respond, so organizations need privacy to plan their courses of action.Planning
by organizations involves both periods of reflection for considering long-range implications of
organizational policies and the frank process of internal debate needed to reach day-to-day
decisions. In both situations privacy is essential if the individuals involved are to be able to
contemplate and to express their views with primary loyalty to the organization. If all written
memos and policy discussions were subject to immediate publication, or if private organizations
knew themselves to be under continuous monitoring by government agents, much of the debate
would automatically become formalized. Gradual accommodation of divergent views within the
organization would be hampered.It is useful to recall that the Constitution of the United States
was itself written in a closed meeting in Philadelphia; press and outsiders were excluded, and
the participants were sworn to secrecy. Historians are agreed that if the convention’s work had



been made public contemporaneously, it is unlikely that the compromises forged in private
sessions could have been achieved, or even that their state governments would have allowed
the delegates to write a new constitution. Once the constitution had been drafted, of course, it
was made public and its merits were freely debated and discussed as part of the ratification
process. A generation later Madison’s notes of the debates within the convention appeared and
the record of who said what was finally disclosed.The privacy involved in the writing of the
American Constitution suggests the importance of confidentiality of organizational decisions
until agreement has been reached, and confidentiality for a reasonable time thereafter of the
way in which they were reached. Today this issue is most often discussed in terms of the federal
executive branch and the question of legislative power to compel disclosure of policy positions
taken by executive officials. President Eisenhower expressed the view of chief executives since
Washington’s time when he wrote in 1954:[I]t is essential to efficient and effective administration
that employees of the executive branch be in a position to be completely candid in advising with
each other on official matters. . . . [I]t is not in the public interest that any of their conversations or
communications, or any documents or reproductions, concerning such advice be disclosed.60In
one of the recent public debates over the propriety of publishing former presidential aides’
accounts of recent intra-executive positions, Adolf A. Berle, Jr., has written:A President must talk
to his staff. He can get the best from them—and they can best function—only when exchange is
wholly candid. In the reviewer’s experience, great decision-making usually boils down to a tired
chief of state on one side of the desk and a trusted friend or aide on the other. If at that point the
chief of state must consider not only the decision involved but also the possible effect of
revelation of himself, his emotions and his thinking—concerning men, political effects of possible
measures, his personal hopes and fears—frankness will necessarily be inhibited.61Obviously,
the issue has its counterpart in the staff relations of law clerks to judges, of military aides to
commanding officers, and of legislative assistants to Senators and Representatives. What law
there is on the matter remains confused, because at heart the question is usually one of
reasonableness, the nature of the issue involved, and the give-and-take of the checks-and-
balances system.62 Time is obviously an important factor in striking the practical balances,
since what is an invasion of a former superior’s privacy in a memoir today may not be so five or
ten years from now. Staff advice must, in the usual case, be kept private for a reasonable time if
men are to make government work.The other aspect of privacy for organizational decision
making is the issue of timing—when and how to release the decision—which corresponds to the
individual’s determination whether and when to communicate about himself to others. Groups
obviously have a harder time keeping decisions secret. The large number of persons involved
increases the possibility of leaks, and the press, competitors, and opponents often seek
energetically to discover the decision before the organization is ready to release it. Since most
organizational decisions will become known eventually, privacy is a temporary claim—a claim of
foundations, university administrations, political parties, and government agencies to retain the
power of deciding for themselves when to break the seal of privacy and “go public.”While the



timing problem is not unique to government (advance news of a corporate decision is worth a
great deal in the stock market and may harm the company’s plans), its scope is greatest in
governmental life. A major need is to prevent outsiders from taking unfair advantage of a
government decision revealed through secret surveillance, careless leak, or deliberate
disclosure by a corrupted government employee. The rulings of courts and regulatory agencies
are particularly sensitive in this regard.63 Another concern is to prevent improper pressure on
government agencies, such as federal and state regulatory commissions, by persons who learn
prematurely that certain actions are proposed. Privacy is also necessary when the degree and
timing of disclosure of the government’s views are vital to the application of responsible policy.
Adam Yarmolinsky has stressed the need for freedom from “premature exposure” in the
international area of “signaling.”There has been a good deal of discussion in recent international
crises of the importance of signals being transmitted to an adversary by particular actions that
the U.S. chooses to take. In the Cuban missile crises, for example, we were much more
concerned about the way in which the Russians would read our actions in imposing a naval
quarantine than about the physical consequences of the actions themselves. Living as we all do
under the threat of nuclear destruction, our ultimate reliance is on a policy of nuclear deterrence,
which means if we have to use our nuclear weapons our policy has failed. In every confrontation
below the nuclear level, therefore, our words and our actions are at least as important for what
they signal about our ultimate intentions, as for their more immediate effects.64Similarly, in
domestic situations, government is constantly involved in taking actions or making statements
which are primarily designed as signals of ultimate intentions. Civil-rights confrontations are a
case in point. If such signaling is not to be misunderstood, government officials need freedom to
decide when their statements to Southern officials or civil-rights leaders remain a matter of
executive privacy and when they should be made public.The basic point is obvious: privacy in
governmental decision making is a functional necessity for the formulation of responsible policy,
especially in a democratic system concerned with finding formulas for reconciling differences
and adjusting majority-minority interests. Nevertheless, drawing the line between what is proper
privacy and what becomes dangerous “government secrecy” is a difficult task. Critics have
complained that the public often has a right to know what policies are being considered and,
after a decision is taken, to know who influenced the result and what considerations moved the
governmental leaders.65 Apart from the broad jockeying for position that underlies privacy
conflicts between the legislature and the executive or between elected and appointed branches
of government, there is also the problem of manipulation of the privacy claim by government
agencies to secure what is really unfair advantage. An effective legislative or press campaign
may be needed to compel responsibility when an agency makes a partial disclosure of
information to advance its own interests or invokes the privacy principle to shield wrongdoing by
public officials (as in the Dixon-Yates affair during the Eisenhower
administration).66PROTECTED COMMUNICATIONSThe organization’s need to communicate
in confidence with its outside advisors and sources of information and to negotiate privately with



other organizations corresponds to the individual’s need for protected communication. At the
governmental level this necessity ranges from the so-called “informer privilege” (by which
American law recognizes the need of the executive branches, especially the law-enforcement
and security services, to keep secret the identities of persons who report wrongdoings in
confidence) to the situation of private persons who give confidential advice to the President and
to executive departments. For example, in refusing to release a private citizen group’s
confidential report on the adequacy of national defenses, President Eisenhower in 1958
explained that the willingness of citizens to give advice to the government was heavily
dependent on protecting the privacy of these communications.67 Society sets limits on this
privacy for informational sources, such as the requirement that informers be produced if the
government wants to use their statements in criminal prosecutions or that information
“volunteered” to executive and regulatory agencies by private citizens—when it is really
advocacy of their economic interests—be placed on the record.Another aspect of privacy for
confidential communication involves the information that organizations acquire from individuals
and other organizations. Private agencies such as life-insurance companies, credit bureaus,
employers, and many others collect reams of personal information, sometimes under the
compulsion that the benefits offered by the organization cannot be had unless the information is
provided. Government departments, in their capacities as law-enforcement, regulatory, money-
granting, and employment agencies, collect even more personal data, and much of this, too, is
compelled—by a legal duty to respond to the government inquiry. Normally, this issue is
discussed as a matter of individual rather than of organizational privacy, because of the
individual’s interest in ensuring that personal information which he gave for one purpose is not
used for another without his consent. But organizations also need to protect such information
against many of the claims to access made by the press and other private and public agencies if
they are to continue to get frank and full information from reporting sources. This fact makes
confidential treatment of the data an independent organizational need, not an assertion of
privacy solely on behalf of those furnishing the information.Many private organizations have
developed confidentiality policies to govern this issue. Government usually tries to safeguard
confidential information through statutes or regulations prohibiting unauthorized disclosures by
government employees of information acquired in their official capacities or contained in
government files. Census data, for example, are legally restricted to the statistical purposes for
which they were acquired and no other government officials may examine the census returns.68
Income-tax data are also restricted; they may be used beyond revenue purposes only for limited
governmental inquiries.69 Pressures on the privacy of governmentally obtained data arise when
business, the press, or other governmental agencies claim the right of “the people” to have
access to such information, creating an important area of struggle over executive privacy.A final
aspect of confidential communications involves the privacy of negotiations among organizations
in society. In many spheres of American life, private organizations are expected to negotiate and
agree among themselves on matters that affect the common interests of their various



memberships. Leading examples of this method are labor-management negotiations over
working terms, negotiations among political parties and factions over political affairs, and the
bargains struck by civic groups of all kinds on matters of community relations. Unless the
representatives of the negotiating organizations can debate and work toward such bargains in
privacy, without premature exposure either to their respective memberships or to the general
public, there cannot be a successful process of accommodation and compromise.A typical
illustration of this factor at work was reported in a New York Times account of a series of
community fact-finding conferences on local problems held in New York state during 1964.
Several “open” meetings for local group spokesmen were conducted, then a session was
scheduled for off-the-record statements. The Times reporter noted that the open meetings had
been marked by “a lack of candor,” since “many who took part . . . did not want to discuss the
city’s racial situation in public.” However, when the meeting was closed, permitting “civic,
business, labor and civil rights leaders to express themselves without fear of being quoted in the
newspapers,” the Times reported, the participants felt that they were discussing realities, and
leaders spoke frankly for the first time.70Government agencies have a similar need to engage in
negotiations with other governmental bodies to arrive at joint decisions. Examples are the
conference committee meetings at which differences between Senate and House versions of
legislation are reconciled; meetings of representatives from various executive agencies to arrive
at a unified policy for the executive on defense or foreign-policy matters; and, of course, many of
the most critical negotiations among national governments. “Open covenants openly arrived at”
is a Wilsonian precept that has definite limits in the realities of international affairs, especially in
negotiations between nations with different ideologies, cultures, and basic international
objectives.The foregoing discussion of organizational behavior suggests that privacy is a
necessary element for the protection of organizational autonomy, gathering of information and
advice, preparation of positions, internal decision making, inter-organizational negotiations, and
timing of disclosure. Privacy is thus not a luxury for organizational life; it is a vital lubricant of the
organizational system in free societies.CHAPTER THREEIntrusions on Privacy: Self-Revelation,
Curiosity, and SurveillanceTHE PREVIOUS CHAPTER has already discussed several aspects
of intrusions on privacy, from curiosity and social control surveillance as universal elements in
society to the individual’s own search for a personal balance of privacy within his society’s
general framework of environment and norms. But there are three topics involving intrusion that
deserve special treatment in terms of contemporary American society and the problem of
privacy: the degree of self-disclosure that involves a threat to the libertarian definition of privacy;
the problem of voyeuristic curiosity; and the effects of surveillance by authorities in group and
community life.Self-Revelation and Interpersonal RelationsGeorg Simmel found a basic aspect
of privacy in the individual’s exercise of reserve and the use of discretion by others. The analysis
of invasion of privacy properly begins with “self-invasion,” the lack of reserve through which an
individual fails to observe his own minimum boundaries of privacy. By this failure, Simmel felt,
the individual reveals so much about himself to those around him that his relationships



deteriorate and he ceases to have a private life.1 Obviously, if enough individuals lose their
reserve, the sense of discretion in others would be affected; those who tell all prompt others to
ask all. A particular aspect of many of the new drugs, such as LSD-25, is that they may greatly
affect the individual’s daily personal balance between what he keeps private about himself and
what he discloses to those around him. Widespread use of such drugs could profoundly alter our
traditional interpersonal sense of privacy.Some recent writers on privacy have lamented that self-
invasion is growing dangerously in American society, especially in people’s responses to public-
opinion pollsters and behavioral researchers. What will happen to respect for privacy, it is asked,
when people blurt out their views, personal histories, and intimate behavior so freely to such
inquiring questioners, instead of saying, “It’s none of your business”?2Actually, the attack on
disclosures of personal information to pollsters and researchers overlooks the distinction
between the reserve which should govern the setting of privacy with intimates and
acquaintances and that required for relations with the stranger and for anonymous disclosures.
To verify this point, I wrote to the leading survey organizations and asked them about trends in
the past two decades in people’s willingness to disclose personal information—such as
information about their income, sexual conduct, political and religious beliefs, and criminal
records. The areas of highest resistance to questioning are income and money (about 10 per
cent refusals), age for women respondents, and educational background when questioning
persons with little formal education.3 The responses were uniform in saying that the American
public was overwhelmingly willing to disclose intimate information to reputable survey
organizations. This willingness had grown steadily in the past two decades. The main problem
today for those seeking information is not that people fear an invasion of privacy but that they are
angry at salesmen who use false surveys for merchandising purposes.Such self-disclosure to
survey researchers is not a uniquely American characteristic, however. Dr. George Gallup,
whose organization, The Gallup Poll, has affiliated polling organizations in twenty-five foreign
nations, reported that “the number of persons refusing to be interviewed is extremely small and
about the same in all nations. . . . [P]eople the world over react about the same way when put in
the same situation.”4 Why? Reputable polling and survey organizations, it must be remembered,
always tell their subjects that all information will be treated as confidential and that the subject’s
identity will never be disclosed; this guarantee of anonymity has been respected. Furthermore,
the interviewer and the polling agency he represents are strangers to the respondent and will
remain so; this is not the surveillance of government, the boss, neighbors, friends, or intimates.
The respondent knows that he will not be hurt by disclosing his private thoughts, his past
conduct, or his future intentions; nothing will be used against him. Indeed, not only will he not be
influenced by self-disclosure, but the interview offers him as well an unusual opportunity to
influence others—the manufacturers, television programmers, advertisers, government
agencies, and others who will read and study what the respondent says. As George Gallup
observed, this situation creates an “eagerness” to respond, especially in a democracy which
“doesn’t give the typical citizen much of a chance to participate or to have a feeling that his views



have any significance.” Finally, Elmo Roper has noted that the individual always has the right to
refuse to answer, and with that guarantee intact, “the limits of privacy” in a free society “are
defined by what people are themselves willing or unwilling to talk about.”The other side of self-
disclosure is what individuals are willing to reveal to those who do continue in their lives,
particularly to family and close friends. Clearly, the age we live in is shaped by many factors
expanding the desire to reveal, from the effects of Freud and the popularization of psychiatry to
the American tradition of interpersonal openness. What kinds of “private” fact Americans are
willing to reveal in this context has been the subject of recent studies experimenting with a “self-
disclosure questionnaire” developed by the psychologist Sidney Jourard.5 This form contains
twenty-five questions about personal facts divided into the basic areas of personality, body,
attitudes, tastes, work, and money. Individuals given the questionnaire were asked to indicate,
anonymously, whether they had lied or misrepresented, told nothing, given general information,
or revealed full and complete details on each of the aspects of themselves to various persons on
a checklist: mother, father, spouse, male friend, and female friend. Jourard’s tests with the
questionnaire during the past ten years with diverse groups of subjects have shown that money,
personality, and body were low-disclosure items, while attitudes, tastes, and work were high-
disclosure items. No significant difference in self-disclosure was found according to the
intelligence or academic achievement of test subjects. The basic patterns that emerged are that
white Americans disclose more to their intimates than Negroes, and females more than males.
Jewish males reveal more than Protestant and Catholic males, but Jewish females do not differ
significantly from other females. Unmarried American white and Negro subjects of both sexes
disclose more to mothers than to any other on the checklist; married persons disclose most to
their spouse, and in more intimate detail than they did to mothers before marriage. Jourard’s
broadest conclusion was that self-disclosure to intimates is systematically related to mental and
possibly to physical health. Psychologically and physically healthy subjects were the most free in
self-disclosure.Intrusions Through Curiosity PressuresA companion to the issue of self-invasion
of privacy is that of discretion—the willingness of people to respect the privacy of others. This
factor has always been subject to the propensity for curiosity that seems to be a universal
human trait, as we saw in the discussion in Chapter 1.Though curiosity varies considerably in its
intensity among individuals and cultures,6 it serves a number of important functions in all
societies—it helps, for example, to provide vicarious experience, to circulate information, and to
promote group and community norms. In its usual forms, curiosity operates as part of family,
neighborhood, and organizational life; in the form of gossip, it expresses the desire of persons in
any social unit to know what is “going on” and to be privy to the “inside” and “secret” aspects of
behavior. The basic stock in trade of the press is to satisfy curiosity through radio, newspapers,
television, magazines, and books; and the press often stimulates public curiosity to maximum
levels by reportorial techniques that override the privacy claims not only of “public figures” but
also of anyone who happens to be touched by a “public event.” As one commentator has put it,
“There is a hermit spirit in each of us,” but there is also “a snooper, a census taker, a gossip-



monger and a brother’s keeper.”7 This is why casual eavesdropping is such a regular part of
most people’s daily life, and why they derive such normal satisfaction from it. “Show me a man
who doesn’t eavesdrop,” one writer on curiosity has written, “and I’ll show you a man with a
serious hearing problem.”8Though curiosity is a constant element in social life, and even gives
rise to aggressive efforts to penetrate other people’s secrets,9 many social scientists have
observed a rise in recent decades of a particular and dangerous form of curiosity, to which the
term “voyeurism” has been applied. As a clinical term employed in abnormal psychology,
voyeurism refers, of course, to an individual’s desire to obtain sexual gratification by viewing
another’s sexual organs or the sexual intercourse of others.10 Psychological literature attributes
voyeurism to parental repression of curiosity impulses about sexual matters during adolescence
or to the young adult’s fears of inability to obtain satisfaction through heterosexual relations.11
The voyeur’s excitement comes in part from doing something forbidden and in part from
watching persons who do not know that they are being observed. The “peeping Tom” of English
history is the most common form of voyeur.As used in its social rather than its clinical sense,
voyeurism refers to the tasteless pursuit and aggressive exposure of the privacies of personal
life, especially sexual conduct among the socially prominent. Such invasion of privacy for its own
sake as a stimulant to those who do not find direct social satisfactions is commonly seen in the
mass circulation of confession and fan magazines; in a certain semi-salacious style of exposé
journalism (New York Confidential, Washington Confidential, U.S.A. Confidential, and so forth);
in the “Candid Camera” type of peeping into the situations of persons experiencing
embarrassing troubles; and in the style of television reporting that thrusts a microphone under
the chin of a woman who has watched her child being injured and urges her to tell the viewers
how she feels. The intimate relations that are captured and disclosed by wiretapping, camera
surveillance, or personality testing find an avid market in the voyeuristically inclined segment of
the public.The dangerous appeal to voyeuristic urges is illustrated by increasingly open and
offensive newspaper and magazine advertisements and retail-sales outlets of firms distributing
devices for surreptitious listening and watching. Among the most offensive of the advertisements
are those found in the various “men’s” magazines. For example, one recent ad offers a miniature
device that can be inserted in a small hole drilled through a wall. A lens in the device provides a
view of most of the room on the other side of the wall. The advertiser points out that “people who
relax in ‘privacy’ have no way of knowing that you can see everything they do!” It is suggested
that the device, dubbed “Super-Spy,” has applications limited only by its owner’s imagination,
including use in bedroom walls to “keep an eye on the kids while they take their naps,” and in
bathrooms to “avoid the embarrassment of barging in while it’s occupied!” The advertisement
recommends purchase of the device by anyone who finds it “fascinating or profitable . . . to know
what people do when they don’t know they are being watched.” Using what is perhaps especially
revealing language, the advertiser urges the reader to “order spares so you’re never denied the
thrill of sudden or unexpected opportunities.” An advertisement for a similar device in the same
magazine is illustrated with a drawing of the device being used to peer into a bedroom occupied



by a young woman sitting on the bed and a young man standing beside her.12 Such ads, openly
inviting customers to eavesdrop for fun and profit, contribute to the erosion of public moral
standards. Television programs that show sophisticated bugs and closed-circuit TV being used
regularly by police, intelligence agencies, and private investigators have certainly not slowed this
erosion process.There are other relations of voyeurism to the problem of surveillance. Some
observers of law enforcement believe that wiretapping and eavesdropping assignments, the
private-detective business, the polygraph profession, and similar activities frequently attract
voyeuristic types. This circumstance is illustrated by the polygraph operators who deliberately
use “embarrassing personal questions” on female subjects, despite scientific opinion that this
procedure upsets the whole polygraph examination, and the wiretap experts (both police and
private) who save tape recordings of intimate conversations and play these to their friends for
entertainment.13Invasion of Privacy in Group and Community Life: The Concept of Surveillance
by AuthoritySurveillance is obviously a fundamental means of social control. Parents watch their
children, teachers watch students, supervisors watch employees, religious leaders watch the
acts of their congregants, policemen watch the streets and other public places, and government
agencies watch the citizen’s performance of various legal obligations and prohibitions. Records
are kept by authorities to organize the task of indirect surveillance and to identify trends that may
call for direct surveillance. Without such surveillance, society could not enforce its norms or
protect its citizens, and an era of ever increasing speed of communication, mobility of persons,
and coordination of conspiracies requires that the means of protecting society keep pace with
the technology of crime. Yet one of the central elements of the history of liberty in Western
societies since the days of the Greek city-state has been the struggle to install limits on the
power of economic, political, and religious authorities to place individuals and private groups
under surveillance against their will. The whole network of American constitutional rights—
especially those of free speech, press, assembly, and religion; forbidding the quartering of
troops in private homes; securing “persons, houses, papers and effects” from unreasonable
search and seizure; and assuring the privilege against self-incrimination—was established to
curtail the ancient surveillance claims of governmental authorities. Similar rules have evolved by
statute, common law, and judicial decision to limit the surveillance powers of corporations,
unions, and other private agencies.Though this general principle of civil liberty is clear, many
governmental and private authorities seem puzzled by the protest against current or proposed
uses of new surveillance techniques. Why should persons who have not committed criminal acts
worry whether their conversations might be accidentally overheard by police officers
eavesdropping on public telephone booths or at public places used by suspected criminals?
Why should truthful persons resist verifying their testimony through polygraph examination?
Shouldn’t anyone who appreciates the need for effective personnel placement accept
personality testing? And aren’t fears about subliminal suggestion or increased data collection
simply nervous responses to the new and the unknown? In all these instances, authorities point
to the fact that, beyond the benefits of the surveillance for the organization or the community, the



individual himself can now prove his innocence, virtue, or talents by “science” and avoid the
unjust assumptions frequently produced by “fallible” conventional methods.The answer, of
course, lies in the impact of surveillance on human behavior. This impact can best be
understood by distinguishing three main types of modern surveillance. First is surveillance by
observation. Writings by leading social scientists14 have made it clear that observation by
listening or watching which is known to the subject necessarily exercises a restrictive influence
over him. In fact, in most situations this is exactly why the observational surveillance is set up—
to enforce the rules. When a person knows his conduct is visible, he must either bring his actions
within the accepted social norms in the particular situation involved or decide to violate those
norms and accept the risk of reprisal. Sociological writing has stressed that there are degrees of
observation in various types of group (work forces, government agencies, and the like) which will
prevent the particular group’s members from performing effectively. Robert Merton has
explained this phenomenon as follows:Few groups, it appears, so fully absorb the loyalties of
members that they will readily accept unrestricted observability of their role-performance. . . .
Resistance to full visibility of one’s behavior appears . . . to result from structural properties of
group life. Some measure of leeway in conforming to role-expectations is presupposed in all
groups. To have to meet the strict requirements of a role at all times, without some degree of
deviation, is to experience insufficient allowances for individual differences in capacity and
training and for situational exigencies which make strict conformity extremely difficult.15Even
though the authorities may accept evasion of the rules, the experience will be “psychologically
taxing” on both the observed person and the authorities, since the latter must decide whether or
not to act against the noncomplying person and must measure the effects of not acting on the
group perception of authority.What is sometimes called “the need for privacy”—that is, insulation
of actions and thought from surveillance by others—is the individual counterpart to the
functional requirement of social structure that some measure of exemption from full observability
be provided for. Otherwise, the pressure to live up to the details of all (and often conflicting)
social norms would become literally unbearable; in a complex society, schizophrenic behavior
would become the rule rather than the formidable exception it already is. “Privacy” is not merely
a personal predilection; it is an important functional requirement for the effective operation of
social structure. Social systems must provide for some appropriate measure, as they would say
in France, of quant-à-soi—a portion of the self which is kept apart, immune from social
surveillance.16Though the destructive effect of near total observation and compulsory public
confessions is associated in the public mind with totalitarian systems, as depicted with chilling
effect in Huxley’s Brave New World and Orwell’s 1984, the histories of utopian community
experiments also document the disintegrative effect of complete observation over individual and
group life. Robert Owen’s famous community of New Lanark contained what Owen called a
“silent monitor” system to watch the conduct of workers.17 This feature of life in several utopian
communist communities of England and America in the nineteenth century led Charles Nordhoff
to observe in 1875 that the absence of the “precious” thing called “solitude” was one of the key



factors in the failure of these experiments.18 In his leading work on the Israeli kibbutz, Melford
Spiro has noted that the early settlers’ deliberate rejection of personal privacy gave way in the
established kibbutz, and especially among the second kibbutz generation, to a demand for
privacy in family and living arrangements that had to be satisfied to keep the loyalty of the
kibbutz members.19 It is revealing that the attempt to use total observational surveillance and to
require total self-revelation to the group or to authorities takes place either as part of efforts to
run perfect societies, such as utopias, or perfect sub-societies, such as monasteries or
convents. In the Jesuit order, for example, brothers in training must keep themselves under a
total monitor, keep a record of their improper thoughts and actions, and report themselves each
day to their superior. In addition, each week all the brothers must report anything they have
heard their fellow brothers say or do that breaches the rules. Only those who can sustain an
absolute commitment to the ideal of perfection can survive total surveillance. This is not the
condition of men in ordinary society.Sociological analysis of observability explains why the
prospect of total physical surveillance is so psychologically shattering to the individual. If a
factory is wired completely with listening and watching devices, workers know that every station
cannot be monitored all the time. Yet no individual has any way of knowing when he is under
observation and when not. The particularly dehumanizing feature of this situation is not the fact
that the surveillance is done by machine techniques rather than by direct human observation,
but that the person-to-person factor in observation—with its softening and “game” aspects—has
been eliminated. The same element is present in data surveillance—the maintenance of such
detailed daily and cumulative records of each individual’s personal transactions that
computerized systems can reconstruct his acts and use such data for social control even without
direct physical surveillance.On the other hand, surveillance may be such a vital means of
providing physical security, as in our public places, that properly controlled use of new watching
and listening devices may be desirable. This point was made by Margaret Mead in a recent
essay. After noting that city life offers “extraordinary possibilities” for anonymity from neighbors,
relatives, and community controls, Mead stated that the desire for “personal privacy” is being
confused with a notion of “privacy from the law.” This confusion is based on the erroneous
assumption that there is no obligation to create institutions of social protection in cities to
replace the public safety provided by social surveillance of known persons in small communities.
New listening, watching, and recording devices in apartment buildings, police street monitoring,
and similar situations are to be welcomed. “[T]he devices we have rejected because they can be
(and have been) used to invade individual privacy can also be used to ensure the public safety,
without which privacy itself becomes a nightmare isolation.”20A second main type of
surveillance is extraction—entry into a person’s psychological privacy by requiring him to reveal
by speech or act those parts of his memory and personality that he regards as private. Earlier
discussion of the individual’s need for autonomy explains the threat this procedure poses to the
individual in a free society. American society has understood well that such extraction through
torture, test oaths, self-incrimination, and governmental inquiries into religious belief is



antithetical to civil liberty, and our law has forbidden such official surveillance.It is not such
traditional methods of extraction that are causing the present debate over privacy, of course, but
less direct methods, such as polygraphs and personality testing. The issue of personality testing
for personnel selection by industry and government provides a useful subject for studying the
social effect of extraction.The basic objection on privacy grounds to the typical personality test
used in personnel selection today—with its questions on such topics as sex and political values
—is that many individuals do not want to be sorted and judged according to standards that rest
on the unexplained evaluations of professional psychologists in the employ of “institutional”
clients. Liberals fear that a government or industrial psychologist will enforce conformist or elitist
norms. Conservatives fear that school or government testing might not only “reward” liberal
ideology and penalize conservative ideas but also “implant” ideas through the testing process
itself. Negroes are concerned that psychologists might enforce standards of personality that
penalize minority groups and that the personality test might enable the “white power structure” to
accomplish covertly discrimination it can no longer carry out openly. In all these situations the
assertion of privacy serves to say to those in power: “If you make evaluative decisions openly,
questioning me directly and justifying your decisions openly, I can fight out publicly your right to
judge me in a certain way, and American society will decide our conflicting claims. But if you
invoice ‘science’ and ‘expertise’ and evaluate me through personality tests, the issue becomes
masked and the public cannot judge the validity and morality of these evaluative decisions.
Thus, where such basic issues as political ideology, religion, and race are at stake, the selection
process must be objective and public, and I assert my right of privacy to close my emotions,
beliefs, and attitudes to the process of job evaluation in a free society.”In addition, the basic aim
of test psychology is admittedly to search for norms of conduct and to use these for judgment in
“trait” and “prediction” matters. The intellectuals who lead the anti-personality-testing campaigns
know how far they themselves are from any type of “bland” normality, how many conflicts and
personal disturbances lie behind their social masks, and yet how useful they are in their area of
work, whether it is business, law, government, teaching, or the ministry. Many intellectuals are
aware of the test psychologist’s answer that he does not advise the selection of “normals” only,
that the tests can reward imagination, initiative, and other traits. But, knowing how fundamentally
emotional tension and creativity are linked in the individual, intellectuals are not willing to submit
themselves or the majority of their fellow citizens to the judgment of psychologists on that point.
One of the basic functions of privacy is to protect the individual’s need to choose those to whom
he will bare the true secrets of his soul and his personality. The counseling and clinical
psychologists have long been among the handful of those professional groups in whom many
Americans have been willing to place such intimate trust. If civic reactions of the 1960’s are any
sign of developing public trends, many will not accept the test psychologist, working for an
institutional client, in such a role.Finally, from the literature of psychology and psychiatry, as well
as from personal experience, critics of personality testing know that many individuals go through
life with personal problems and conflicts that they keep under control. These “managed”



conflicts may involve sex, struggles over self-image, careers, and similar matters. Most of these
people can grow old without having these conflicts become serious enough to impair their
capacities at work, in the family, or as citizens. If these capacities are impaired, of course, the
individual needs help; he may seek it himself, or it may be offered to him when his difficulties
become observable. The problem presented by the spread of personality testing is that it may,
by the pressures of testing and of rejection in selection, bring to the surface personality conflicts
that might otherwise never have become critical in the individual’s life, and may thus precipitate
emotional crises. It can be argued that it is healthy to bring such problems to the surface and to
lead the disturbed individual to professional help. Perhaps we are moving toward an age of
preventive mental health by personality testing, when individuals will get their emotional “check-
up” just as they have their bodies, eyes, and teeth checked. Before we accept this trend in
American life, however, we had better be more certain than we are now that we can cure the
wounds opened by such a process, or that awareness is a good thing even though a cure is not
always possible. Until then, resistance to such extraction will be invoked as a way of saying, “I
want to go on managing my problems myself; and what might force me to a self-confrontation
that I do not want invades my privacy in the deepest way.”A third type of surveillance, which has
not yet been studied by social scientists because of its recent development, is what I would call
reproducibility of communication. Through the new recording and camera devices, it is now
simple to obtain permanent pictorial and sound recordings of subjects without their knowledge.
This may be done by the person with whom the subject is talking or acting, or a secret recording
may be made by a third party. The special character of this surveillance is that it gives the person
who conducted the surveillance the power to reproduce, at will, the subject’s speech or acts.
When a person writes a letter or files a report, he knows that he is communicating a record and
that there is a risk of circulation; thus he exercises care and usually tries to say what he really
means. But in speech that is overheard and recorded, all the offhand comments, sarcastic
remarks, indiscretions, partial observations, agreements with statements to draw out a partner in
conversation or to avoid argument, and many similar aspects of informal private intercourse are
capable of being “turned on” by another for his own purposes. The right of individuals and
organizations to decide when, to whom, and in what way they will “go public” has been taken
away from them. It is almost as if we were witnessing an achievement through technology of a
risk to modern man comparable to that primitive men felt when they had their photographs taken
by visiting anthropologists: a part of them had been taken and might be used to harm them in the
future.When surreptitious recording and filming was limited primarily to security or law-
enforcement agencies or to private investigations into misconduct such as employee pilfering,
the risk to society may not have been great. Now that such recording devices have become
general commodities—and are spreading so rapidly into the business, governmental, and
personal worlds—we must consider the impact of their use on our freedom of private
expression, and the widespread public assumption that important conversations are being
recorded, whether they are in fact or not.21 Secret recordings are being made by federal



executive agencies (wholly apart from security matters) and other government bodies, and such
recordings are being used to exert pressure on individuals by playing back to them comments
which would be embarrassing if revealed publicly. Such use in corporate life is not yet as
widespread, but if the history of surveillance practices teaches us anything, it is that business
will not lag far behind government for long.PART TWONew Tools for Invading PrivacyThe effort
to limit official surveillance over man’s thoughts, speech, private acts, confidential
communications, and group participation has for centuries been a central part of the struggle for
liberty in Western society. This search for personal and group privacy has been waged against
kings and legislatures; churches, guilds, manor lords, and corporations; sheriffs, welfare
investigators, and political police.When the American Republic was founded, the framers
established a libertarian equilibrium among the competing values of privacy, disclosure, and
surveillance. This balance was based on the technological realities of eighteenth-century life.
Since torture and inquisition were the only known ways of penetrating the mind, all such
measures by government were forbidden by law. Physical entry and eavesdropping were the
only means of penetrating private homes and meeting rooms; the framers therefore made
eavesdropping by private persons a crime and allowed government to enter private premises
only for reasonable searches, under strict warrant controls. Since registration procedures and
police dossiers were the means used to control the free movement of “controversial” persons,
this European police practice was precluded by American governmental practice and the
realities of mobile frontier life.Since World War II, spurred primarily by wartime development and
government projects in the cold-war era, a series of scientific and technological advances has
taken place that threatens the classic American equilibrium on privacy, disclosure, and
surveillance. The tiny listening “bugs” and closed-circuit TV eyes, discussed with alarm in the
mass media and legislative halls in the past two or three years, are only part of a larger
revolution in surveillance technology. Further developments are possible that could pose wholly
new and unprecedented intrusions into the emotions and mind of the citizen in the future. This
technology has been developed at a time when socio-cultural changes in American life have
produced an acceptance of these surveillance techniques by many private and public
authorities, disseminating the new techniques rapidly through the society and outstripping the
classic legal and social controls over “unreasonable” surveillance.The first response to this
situation, obviously, must be careful factual analysis. What is this new technology? How is it
being used to invade personal and group privacy? And what realistic prospects lie ahead in the
next decade, if present scientific trends are projected forward or if break-throughs are made in
areas currently stalemated?For a clear discussion of these topics, the field of surveillance can
be divided into three general parts. First is physical surveillance, the observation through optical
or acoustical devices of a person’s location, acts, speech, or private writing without his
knowledge or against his will. In this area lies the greatest present threat by new technology to
individual and group privacy. Second is psychological surveillance, the use of oral or written
tests, devices, or substances to extract from an individual information that he does not give



willingly, or does not know that he is revealing, or reveals without a mature awareness of its
significance for his private personality. Last is data surveillance, the collection, exchange, and
manipulation of documentary information about individuals and groups by data-processing
machines (primarily computers) which, if enough detailed data is accumulated and collated, can
produce such knowledge of an individual’s or group’s transactions that privacy may be seriously
threatened.It is obvious that none of these types of surveillance is brand new. Eavesdroppers
and paid surveillance agents go back to antiquity. Torture, sex, alcohol, opium, hypnotism,
primitive “lie” tests, and tests for proper “personality” are also ancient ways of unlocking minds,
extracting information, or implanting suggestions. As for data surveillance, many societies in the
past required registration of residences, movements, and transactions, and used elaborate
dossiers and permits as a mechanism of administrative social control. What is new today is the
marriage of advanced scientific technology to these classic surveillance methods.CHAPTER
FOURThe Listening and Watching Devices: New Techniques of Physical SurveillanceLocating
the Individual1A MAJOR ASPECT of privacy for individuals (though something lost by
celebrities) is the ability to move about anonymously from time to time. Because a major aspect
of physical surveillance depends on knowing where the “subject” is at all times, and especially
where he goes when he wants to be alone, physical shadowing has been a technique of
surveillance since antiquity. What the new technology adds is ways to “tag” persons so that they
can be followed more efficiently and with less risk of discovery. At least three major ways of
tagging individuals have been developed.Fluorescent powders or dyes have been produced
which are applied secretly to a person’s hands, shoes, clothing, hair, umbrella, and the like, or
can be added to such items as soap, after-shave lotion, and hair tonic which an individual
applies to himself. Although these substances are invisible under regular light, they register as
“glowing” substances on the person being followed when he is illuminated by an ultraviolet-light
source carried by the investigator.2A second locating device is the miniature radio-signal
transmitter, smaller than a quarter. This is used at close ranges without antennae or is equipped
with twelve to fifteen inches of thin wire antennae for longer-range shadowing.3 It can be
secreted on a person, his clothing, car, or briefcase, or other articles that he carries. The
transmitter sends out a signal which registers on a receiver tuned to that frequency, enabling the
investigator to keep his quarry located, especially if two operatives are assigned to surveillance
and a “cross-fix” can be utilized. The places available for hiding such transmitters in a car are so
plentiful that secret installation rarely presents a problem. In addition, surveillance manufacturers
have built special auto-tagging equipment in the form of standard spotlights or rear-view
mirrors.4Tagging transmitters can also be built into eyeglasses, hearing aids, and wrist watches
for close-range shadowing. Longer-range transmitters (requiring some sort of antennae) have
been made to match coat buttons, the antennae being sewed into the collar or piping of the
garment. Shoes with shoelace antennae, tie-clasps with tie antennae, hat emblems with
hatband antennae, and buckles with belt antennae are examples of how “tagging” the individual
has been carried out by resourceful investigators. The range of the signals with antennae is



several city blocks.Technology has recently contributed another advance on this front through
the “radio pill” developed for medical research.5 This emits a signal sufficiently strong to be
followed at fairly close ranges—five to twenty yards today, with greater ranges expected in the
near future. Thus, if a person takes large-sized anti-histamine or anti-allergy pills and an
investigator can fill his medicine bottle with radio pills, a tag can be lodged in the stomach of the
subject himself. It will eventually be passed out of the body without the individual’s suspecting
that he has been converted, for a time, into a living electronic beacon.Third, substances of low
radioactive levels can be placed on a person’s clothing or belongings, while the investigator
uses small Geiger counters or scintillation detectors to obtain signals from the radiation. The
radioactive material comes in powder and liquid forms and is not visible under normal physical
inspection.6 In addition, tiny quantities of gamma-ray-emitting substances, put into a person’s
food, drink, or medication, are enough to “tag” a person by indications on radiation detectors.
Such a quantity of material would not cause immediate effects on the subject, though it might
eventually be harmful to the person’s health.Observation and Photography of Physical ActsThe
physical activity of a person when he is within the closed areas of his home, office, or apartment,
or in the private rooms of public facilities such as hotels, or in places such as the bathrooms of
stores or factories, has traditionally been a prime target of those applying physical
surveillance.Today special “screens” can be installed in the walls of a room that seem opaque to
persons inside but permit an observer in the adjoining room to look through and photograph
everything taking place. At the simplest level this is done by the well-known technique of using
glass which seems to be a mirror or screen in the room under observation.7A far more
sophisticated technique made possible by new technology is the use of special substances that
seem to be wall panels and appear solid from both sides. These do not permit regular light to
pass through, but transmit infra-red light—light with extra-long wave lengths—enabling
investigators to take infra-red photographs or observe actions visually through an infra-red
viewer. The infra-red-light source does not have to be placed within the room; it can be supplied
by a beam sent from the observation post itself.Secreting cameras within a room has been a
growing technique of the past two decades. Miniature “still” cameras can be hidden within a
room to take films on electronic signals from outside, at periodic preset intervals, or when
triggered by a light switch being turned on or a file drawer opened. They can also be set off by
the entrance of persons into an empty room, by means of antennae that sense changes in a
room’s electronic balance. Electric eyes in these hidden cameras provide shutter changes to
take account of light factors. Such cameras, ranging in price from $100 to $300, are easily
hidden behind air-conditioning and heating grills, in wall clocks, in the speaker section of
television sets, and many other vantage points. One radio-controlled model now in use by police
and private detectives can take more than four hundred 35-millimeter frames without reloading,
from control distances of up to one mile.8Probably the most useful device in visual surveillance
is closed-circuit television, since this provides continuous observation and permits instant
response by the investigator to what is seen. “Television eyes” now come in small units (3 inches



by 9 inches) commercially available at about $500.9 These can be hidden on the premises and
can send a picture of the room to a remote receiver located a block or two away. TV cameras
have also been developed with light pipes, or optical fibers, which can bend light around
corners. Thus the camera can be installed in another room and only the optic fibers need be
placed in the room under surveillance.10 TV cameras able to fit into a vest pocket and featuring
an “eye” the width of a cigarette have been built ever since the late 1950’s11 and probably for
government surveillance work as well. Closed-circuit television has been widely used to check
assembly-line progress, guard warehouses at night, protect tenants in apartment elevators or
lobbies, prevent subway-car assaults, supervise prison cell blocks, survey stores with high
shoplifting records, watch gambling tables in Nevada, and the like. Some police forces have
already experimented with street surveillance by TV units mounted in lamp poles and parking
meters to prevent thefts and provide riot control. This technique appears likely to increase in
coming years. A few police forces have hidden TV cameras monitoring all incoming air flights, to
identify organized-crime leaders coming to their city.The uses closest to our area of concern
have been the secret installation of TV eyes in business offices, in hotel rooms, and in homes,
for police-investigation work or private-surveillance purposes. Such installations present few
serious technical problems. In addition, videotape units to record what is seen by closed-circuit
TV are now on the general market at prices from $500 to $1,000.12When persons are in a dark
room, they may assume themselves to be immune from surveillance. The truth is that concealed
cameras equipped with infra-red film can photograph actions in a dark room if an invisible infra-
red-energy source has been placed within that room. One way this is done is by putting special
bulbs in overhead fixtures or lamps. To the naked eye the bulb seems to be unlit, since no visible
light is transmitted; but it is actually flooding the room with infra-red light and will provide the
basis for clear snapshots or film. Of course if the windows are bare, cameras outside the
premises can photograph inside by projecting infrared illumination into the room. Other cameras
have methods of amplifying very small visible-light sources. One closed-circuit television camera
operates with such sensitivity (and without the need of infra-red energy) that it can transmit clear
pictures of an entire room from the illumination of a cigarette lighter.13While some persons seek
privacy in closed or darkened rooms, others go out along public streets or parks or place
themselves considerable distances away from other persons or objects. Several types of
camera devices enable investigators to handle these situations. Miniature still cameras costing
less than $100 have been made in the form of cigarette lighters or match boxes; with these, or a
regular miniature camera concealed in the palm of the hand or in a hat, a casual passerby or a
man sitting across the aisle on a bus can take pictures of his “subject” without
detection.14Telephoto-lens cameras will produce a clear picture of a person 100 yards away.
Special lenses with extra-long focal length (costing $1,000 or less) can produce recognizable
pictures of persons from 500 to 1,000 yards away.15 One popular investigative tool combines
binoculars, camera, and telecamera elements into one compact instrument.16 The binocular
and camera are synchronized so that both normal-range pictures and telephoto shots can be



taken in either color or black and white up to 1,000 yards away while the binocular focuses on
the view. As every newspaper reader knows, these are crude ranges compared to the camera
capabilities presently used in “spy satellites” and other photo-reconnaisance systems. Camera
surveillance for distances of miles is clearly possible now.Photography outdoors in the dark
presents few problems when the investigator uses infra-red energy and special film. The World
War II sniperscope viewer is now available in police equipment with a viewing range of 500 feet
or more, at a cost of $150.17 Military sniperscopes used in Vietnam illuminate a man in
darkness at 700 yards.18 More important still, a new image-intensification system has been
developed which uses starlight radiated by the night sky.19 With this system, objects in apparent
blackness can be clearly observed and photographed. Since no light source from the
photographer shines on the object, as in infra-red observation, the surveillance cannot be
detected by devices for locating infrared rays. This intensification device is also in current use on
rifle sights for the military services.Listening To and Recording SpeechThe transmission of
verbal information from one person to another, either directly in face-to-face conversation or over
a telephone, radio, or television “line,” is a major target of physical surveillance. Other targets are
the highly specialized voice-transmission channels, such as microwaves and laser beams,
which are used by governments to transmit speech on security matters, whether “straight,” in
code, or “scrambled” electronically. When such conversations are obtained, through
technological means, by someone who is not a party to them, or is not known to be listening by
both parties involved, this is known as “third-party eavesdropping.” The new electronic
technology is now able to break through long-standing physical barriers to such third-party
audial eavesdropping and can provide sophisticated means for extracting speech from closed
locations or transmission lines and sending it to secure listening posts. Apart from such non-
technological aids to surveillance as lip-reading, a bulging arsenal of new or improved
techniques for vocal surveillance has been developed since World War II.The investigator’s
dream is to make his subject a walking radio transmitter, enabling the investigator to hear
everything the subject says to anyone else, or even what he mutters aloud while he walks along
the street. This can be done by wiring a person’s clothing. A leading method is to build a
microphone into one button of a suit coat, a sub-miniature transmitter into a second button, and
the batteries into a third. The thread with which the special buttons are sewn in is of conductive
wire, carried through the seams of the coat or jacket to make up the antenna. Access to the
subject’s coat for a few minutes is all that is necessary to install these devices. Common points
of contact—the tailor shop, the dry-cleaning establishment, the restaurant checkroom, and the
like—are often available. An example of the installation possibilities of existing micro-miniature
transmitters is provided by a transmitter so small that it has been mounted as a tooth in a dental
bridge.20Because of the expense and frequent difficulty of wiring the person, plus the fact that
the place of conversations to be overheard is often known in advance, wiring the premises is the
most common form of eavesdropping. Developments in electronics and miniaturization in the
past two decades, moving from the vacuum tubes of the 1950’s to transistors and the latest



“chip” integrated circuits,21 have reduced bugging devices to ultra-miniature sizes. Microphones
the size of sugar cubes ($10) or special “pea” units ($100) are presently available to secrete in
rooms, offices, autos, chairs in hotel lobbies, tables at bars and restaurants, and so forth.22 By
1966 micro-miniaturization had reduced high-quality microphones to match-head size.23Any of
the tiny mikes presently available can be attached by adhesive to the underside of furniture or by
magnetic force to metal objects. They can also be installed inside telephones, intercoms,
doorbell units, radios, TV’s, water coolers, desk sets, clocks, picture frames, lamps, mattresses,
flower pots, ash trays, cellophane-tape dispensers, bulletin boards, air conditioners, and a
hundred other common objects within the room.24 A special microphone and transmitter have
been built into a light bulb so that the transmitter begins broadcasting when the light switch is
turned on and stops when it is turned off.Usually microphones are attached to the regular
electrical wiring system or have their own wires connected to a receiver outside the room.
Common models of this type have a range of one to three city blocks and cost $135 to $250. At
the listening post the eavesdropper can monitor the conversation and make a tape recording of
the parts he desires. Battery-operated portable tape recorders provide one to six hours of
recording time without change of tape. Special equipment is available which activates a tape
recorder automatically when voices are heard in the room and shuts it off when conversation
ceases; this makes it unnecessary to “man” a listening post.25 Tape recorders with twenty-four
hours or more of recording time are used by surveillance specialists.26 Miniature tape recorders
providing a full hour without changing the reel have been reduced to cigarette-pack size.Where
utmost security is called for, investigators use trails of electrically conductive metallic paint from
the microphone, along the walls or baseboards, and out to the receiver location or a place safe
enough to connect to regular wires. The paint trails can be sprayed with artificial dust so that
they don’t look fresher than the old paint surfaces.27Where the installation of any kind of wiring
is too dangerous, even electrically conductive paint, FM microphones are available with their
own built-in battery-operated radio transmitter. One unit on the commercial market is less than
two cubic inches in size and sells for $90 to $150.28 Government units are even smaller.Electric
sources already in the room can also be used to power the microphone for transmission. One
such source is the handset of the telephone, which can be converted in simple fashion into a live
microphone that broadcasts speech in the room to an outside receiver, whether or not the
telephone is off the hook. Another source is the intercom system used in most offices and many
middle-class homes. The built-in microphones of these units can be altered to make them
broadcasting stations to outside receivers. Indeed, many of the intercoms and public-address
systems manufactured today are already equipped for listening in, without notice, from the
master console unit.In all the “bugging” situations described so far, the microphones were added
to existing premises. However, a whole building or suite can be wired for eavesdropping during
its construction, and with great ease. One ingenious device developed recently allows
investigators to activate, by remote control, a bug placed in the telephone of the person under
surveillance. After the bug is secreted in the telephone, drawing its power from the telephone



line, the eavesdropper calls the bugged telephone from any place in the world. Once the line
rings, either before the person answers or after he hangs up, the eavesdropper sends out a
harmonica tone on the line. This activates the bug inside the person’s telephone and enables the
eavesdropper to listen on that telephone line to everything said in that room within a range of fifty
feet until the investigator hangs up. The remote-control tone device sells for $400, and its
inventor reports that he has sold “lots of them.”29The laser has contributed another new
technique for taking sound out of rooms. One available portable laser microphone sends out an
invisible infra-red beam only a quarter of an inch in thickness. The power of a laser beam to
remain focused over long distances allows it to go for miles from the point of transmission to a
target room. There it strikes a two-inch mirrored modulator planted in the room by the
investigator, which sends the laser beam back to its original source miles away. Since the
returning beam has been modulated by the sound waves produced by speech in the room under
surveillance, a photo amplifier at the listening post allows the investigator to transform the
returning light into sound.30All these listening devices are installed inside the room under
surveillance. Where entry is impossible or impractical, a contact microphone can be used to add
electronic power to the “ear on the wall” principle. When sound waves generated by speech
strike the walls, floors, and ceiling of a room, they set up measurable vibrations. The contact
microphone, a vibration-sensitive transducer priced at $40 (available in lima-bean size for $50)
is attached to the opposite side of a vibrating surface and picks up enough of the vibration to
permit listening and recording with accuracy.31 Where the walls are too thick or where separate
panels are mounted on studs and trap too much air space, a $50 contact microphone known as
a “spike-mike” is used. Here the walls or ceiling of the room under surveillance act as a sounding
board.The acoustical vibrations triggered by conversations in the room are transmitted through
thin metallic shafts, or spikes, to contact microphones, and are then recorded by portable
magnetic-tape recorders.32Vibrations set off by speech in a room can be carried for
considerable distances along the steel-and-concrete frames of a structure, especially in modern
light-frame office and apartment construction. Speech vibrations are carried even more strongly
along air-conditioning ducts, heating vents, and water pipes. A contact microphone attached to
these frames or pipes can pick up speech hundreds of feet from the source. This technique is
more effective in a single-family dwelling or small office building than in large apartment houses
or city office structures, where a myriad of speech vibrations bombard the structural and
electrical fixtures.If a room is not closed completely—as when a window is open—directional
microphones are able to zoom in and pick up speech at a considerable distance—across a city
street, for example. Simple and easily operated parabolic microphones with eighteen-inch discs
are advertised in the general press today as “toys” and have tested out as effective for ranges of
500 to 600 feet. These cost $15 to $20. Larger directional microphones increase this range
considerably.In addition to beaming through windows into rooms, directional microphones are
used to listen to conversations outdoors—for example, on park benches or in fields hundreds of
feet from any other object. Conversations in rowboats on a lake, as parties walk along a street,



or as people dine at an outdoor restaurant terrace have been recorded through use of directional
microphones. A special gun developed for American military authorities can shoot a small dart
containing a wireless radio microphone into a tree, window pane, clump of bushes, awning, or
any other object near people whose conversation the investigator wants to overhear.33Speech
vibrations in a room have a particularly strong effect on glass windows, window walls, and light-
weight wallboard, even though an average-weight curtain may be hung over these surfaces.
Speech produces “ultra-sound” vibrations on the outside surface which can be taken off and
transformed back into sound. An ultrasonic generator is used which sends an airborne wave
over space to the window or thin wall. The wave, modulated by the vibrations present, is then
reflected back to the sending apparatus. The range of such eavesdropping depends on
atmospheric conditions and winds. A Döppler radar microphone disguised as an automobile
spotlight can beam its signal to window panes and obtain a returning beam from a mile or more
away.34 Other methods of “reading vibrations” include replacing one window pane with glass
covered by a transparent film of tin oxide, causing it to be electrically conductive and enabling
continuous-wave radar devices to convert vibrations into speech. It is also possible to attach a
strip of metal foil to the window pane for removal of vibrations. The easiest situation of all for the
eavesdropper occurs when a window already contains a foil strip as a burglar-alarm device, so
that the eavesdropper installs nothing.35An even more sophisticated technique for recovering
speech from a closed room is by means of a tiny device using a reflector made of a thin
diaphragm and microwave antenna. When a microwave beam is sent into the room from outside
(this goes through solid wall barriers, with a range of a city block) the device is activated,
sending its acoustic signal to an outside receiver.36 An example of the effectiveness of this type
of surveillance came to light in 1952, when State Department security officers discovered that
conversations in the American Embassy in Moscow were being “overheard” by Russian agents
through an ultra-miniature continuous-wave radar unit installed in a hollow part of the wooden
Great Seal of the United States hanging in the Ambassador’s study. A piece of metal with an
attached spring-steel vibrator was activated by Soviet radar receivers across the street and
enabled Soviet agents to pick up the vibrations set off by sound waves in the room.37Finally,
there is the telephone tap. Even though any reader of newspapers knows that wiretapping goes
on in the United States, it is still almost impossible to conduct a business, engage in politics,
participate in civic groups, or even run the Mafia without resorting to the telephone. As many
confessional accounts in the past two decades have stated, even foreign espionage agents
operating in this country have found it necessary to use the telephone (usually public pay
phones) to arrange meetings or pass along code instructions, even though they are aware of
wire-tapping by government counter-intelligence services. What is even more important, radio-
telephone conversations from field to office, picture-phone conferences, long-distance copying
and reproduction of documents by telephone line, and transmission of business and
government data by high-speed dataphones—all new uses of the telephone—point to the
growing rather than lessening importance of privacy for telephone communication.Any of the



techniques already described for eavesdropping on room conversations will obviously pick up
the speech that goes into the telephone receiver. But it is often important for the eavesdropper to
know who is on the other end and what that person says. Such two-way eavesdropping requires
some means of entry into the telephone circuit.Long before World War II (in fact, before World
War I) direct cuts into telephone wires and splices into a set of earphones permitted
eavesdroppers to overhear both sides of telephone conversations. Such “direct taps” could take
place anywhere between the voice piece of the telephone and the main telephone exchange.
However, these physical taps sometimes interfered with clear service and were subject to
discovery by physical inspection.The major innovation in wiretapping before 1941 (and still the
leading technique) is the induction coil. A two-cubic-inch induction coil, priced at $10 to $15,38
is placed a few feet from the telephone instrument or near its various connecting wires at any
point before it is mixed with other lines.No cutting or breaking into the telephone wires or
equipment is required. The coil, being in the magnetic field carrying the voice signal, draws off a
very small amount of that signal and carries it to a receiver that permits listening or recording of
the entire conversation. In addition to their use as “planted” devices, induction coils can be used
as portable devices when kept in a pocket and wired to a pocket recorder. In this way, calls have
been tapped by investigators sitting in waiting rooms outside business, law, and government
offices, from rooms adjoining those of hotel guests, and even from the street outside a building
when a phone is near the sidewalk.Physical Surveillance of RecordsIn an age of reports,
records, and data flow, individuals and groups are constantly concerned with protecting the
privacy of their written communications from surveillance by those not entitled to examine them.
Apart from the “non-technological” physical search of premises, there are several techniques of
physical surveillance that have been applied to obtain private documents and data.Powerful
binoculars, long-range telephoto cameras, and “zoomar” -type television cameras have been
used with great effectiveness in recent years to look through windows at important papers lying
face-up on desks, at models of new products and designs, and at charts displayed at
conferences. These techniques have become so common in certain areas of industrial
espionage, such as the automobile industry, that elaborate security precautions are taken to
keep designs and models in windowless rooms and to keep blinds drawn at all times in certain
offices. Modern window-wall office buildings have made the job of observers much easier than it
was in the era of concrete-and-brick buildings, and surveillance operations from building to
building by camera have become a common technique.Another area of record invasion involves
the safes and storage vaults that most people rely on to keep records confidential. “Safe-
cracking” has long been a criminal and espionage art, traditionally conducted by sandpapered
fingers, dynamite charges, powerful drills and the medical stethoscope. New electronic
technology has added sensitive listening devices—one is widely advertised at $39.50 and a
more sophisticated unit at $113—which are readily available to police and private detectives.39
These permit the investigator to hear the clicking of tumblers as a rotary lock is spun and
thereby to discover the combination. The typical rotary safe—the kind used by most offices and



homes, though not in banks or security installations—can be easily opened in this manner.A
third aspect of privacy for records involves the growing volume of important business and
governmental information transmitted by teletype and telephone (“dataphone”) systems. Sales
orders, production figures, costs, bid quotations, and many other confidential business items are
now sent regularly by these processes. Since the machines originating this flow and those
receiving it are located in the offices of subscriber corporations or government, many of the
extraction techniques discussed under vocal surveillance (tapping the teletype by radio, for
example, and feeding the signal into readily available, second-hand teletypewriters) can be used
to secure the signal carried on these circuits. The great majority of data sent by teletype and
dataphone today, while in electrical pulse form, is not “scrambled” (as secret government
transmissions are).Another area of surveillance over records involves letters and the postal
service. Congressional investigations have recently publicized the practice of “mail covers,” by
which the Post Office copies the return addresses on letters delivered to a given person or
organization under investigation for postal or general crimes. If private parties manage to get
access to letters (before, during, or after they are in the hands of the Post Office), such mail can
be opened secretly by steaming the adhesive seam open, reading the contents, and re-sealing
the envelope. Modern technology has added to these existing situations the possibility of
passing visible light or reflected infra-red energy through an envelope and taking pictures of the
contents. These pictures can then be read—or, more properly, deciphered—by persons skilled
in reading handwriting or typing where lines are inverted and superimposed. There is also
available today a needle-thin “flashlight” that can be inserted in a sealed envelope to “light it up”
for quick reading by a trained investigator. Where more than one or two sheets of paper are in
the envelope, or where a random pattern has been printed on the envelopes to make them
opaque, this type of surveillance is greatly reduced or even prevented.A major new field of
physical surveillance concerns tapping the computer. The vital records of businesses,
government agencies, and other large institutions are increasingly being put into computer tapes
and programs. Until recently little thought had been given outside the national security agencies
to the possibility that computers could be “tapped”; many computer experts assumed either that
such a procedure was impossible or that the information would be valueless to the tapper if he
could obtain it. However, there are several ways that the computer can be subjected to
surveillance. One method is the direct tap, by which a line is added to the computer and then fed
out to the eavesdropper’s computer nearby. If the slight power drain is compensated for by
special equipment, such a direct connection would be noticeable only through physical
inspection. However, direct connection is usually difficult to install and continue without
observation. A more effective technique is to tap the electrical signals that operate the “print-out”
mechanism of computers, enabling the tapper to reproduce on his own printing equipment the
same data the computer’s owner is generating. Acoustical as well as radio tapping of the printing
mechanism is also technically possible with many computers in general use. Military and
defense contracts now require special shielding and other security methods for computers used



in security operations, in recognition of the vulnerability of the computer to tapping, electronic
sabotage, and deliberate alteration of programs.Copyright © 1967 by The Association of the Bar
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memory of my father,Irving WestinTo my mother, Etta Westin, and the memory of my
father,Irving WestinThe Legacy of Privacy and FreedomDaniel J. SoloveWHEN IT WAS first
published in 1967, Alan Westin’s Privacy and Freedom was one of the most important works in a
renaissance in scholarship about information privacy. Prior to that time, Samuel Warren and
Louis Brandeis’s 1890 article, “The Right to Privacy,” and William Prosser’s 1960 article,
“Privacy,” were the most notable works, and only a few other scholars had addressed the
topic.Westin’s book was at the forefront of a wave of scholarship about information privacy that
began in the late 1960s and grew as computers came into wider use. This wave began
accelerating in the mid-1990s with the rise of the Internet, and it has continued with its
exponential growth to this day.Privacy and Freedom was truly prescient. Far ahead of its time,
the book became a foundational work in the field. Westin focuses on how the amassing of
personal data into gigantic databases threatens individuals. His book set the stage for his later
work in the early 1970s in helping to craft the Fair Information Practice Principles (FIPPs). The
FIPPs identify individual rights in their personal data and also define the obligations of the
entities that collect personal data. The FIPPs have become the backbone of privacy laws around
the world. They have been honed and further developed, and they still are at the core of nearly
all contemporary approaches to data protection.Westin wrote this book in a very different time,
at the beginning of the age of computers. Today, the privacy concerns that animate his book are
even more pressing. The repositories of personal data are vast in number and size. Via the NSA
and other entities, the government is engaging in surveillance on an unprecedented scale. The
Internet and modern commerce result in the collection of enormous troves of personal data. We
are living in the age of Big Data. This was a future that Westin envisioned, and this book is about
how we ought to deal with it.Privacy is a very complex concept, and scholars and others have
struggled for centuries to define it and articulate its value. Privacy and Freedom contains one of
the most sophisticated, interdisciplinary, and insightful discussions of privacy ever written.
Westin weaves together philosophy, sociology, psychology, and other disciplines to explain what
privacy is and why we should protect it. For example, here is one small excerpt where Westin
draws from Erving Goffman’s theories of selfhood, roles, and masks:Life in society generates
such tensions for the individual that both physical and psychological health demand periods of
privacy for various types of emotional release. At one level, such relaxation is required from the
pressure of playing social roles. Social scientists agree that each person constantly plays a



series of varied and multiple roles, depending on his audience and behavioral situation. On any
given day a man may move through the roles of stern father, loving husband, car-pool comedian,
skilled lathe operator, union steward, water-cooler flirt, and American Legion committee
chairman—all psychologically different roles that he adopts as he moves from scene to scene
on the social stage. Like actors on the dramatic stage, Goffman has noted, individuals can
sustain roles only for reasonable periods of time, and no individual can play indefinitely, without
relief, the variety of roles that life demands. There have to be moments “off stage” when the
individual can be “himself”: tender, angry, irritable, lustful, or dream-filled.Privacy and Freedom
remains one of the most comprehensive and electrifying accounts of the concept and value of
privacy yet written. Warren and Brandeis only touched upon what privacy was and why it
mattered; their focus was primarily on how to formulate a right to privacy in the common law.
Prosser’s work focused on making sense of the hundreds of privacy tort cases inspired by
Warren and Brandeis’s article. No work about privacy had done such a thorough job as Westin’s
in elucidating the meaning and importance of privacy. There was more insight packed into these
pages than in the vast majority of entire books on the topic. It is no wonder that Privacy and
Freedom is still so often cited and discussed. Of course, there are parts that are outdated in light
of contemporary technology. This is inevitable, especially in so dynamic a field and considering
that Westin wrote at the dawn of the Information Age, before the Internet. But his deep and
thoughtful account of privacy remains important and relevant today. His book is a foundational
work that shaped the way that countries around the world protect privacy in their laws and
regulations. Westin’s insights have inspired and informed countless works on privacy, including
my own. Privacy and Freedom belongs on the bookshelves of everyone in the information
privacy field, and it deserves its place in the small collection of the most influential privacy works
ever written.The Legacy of Privacy and FreedomDaniel J. SoloveWHEN IT WAS first published
in 1967, Alan Westin’s Privacy and Freedom was one of the most important works in a
renaissance in scholarship about information privacy. Prior to that time, Samuel Warren and
Louis Brandeis’s 1890 article, “The Right to Privacy,” and William Prosser’s 1960 article,
“Privacy,” were the most notable works, and only a few other scholars had addressed the
topic.Westin’s book was at the forefront of a wave of scholarship about information privacy that
began in the late 1960s and grew as computers came into wider use. This wave began
accelerating in the mid-1990s with the rise of the Internet, and it has continued with its
exponential growth to this day.Privacy and Freedom was truly prescient. Far ahead of its time,
the book became a foundational work in the field. Westin focuses on how the amassing of
personal data into gigantic databases threatens individuals. His book set the stage for his later
work in the early 1970s in helping to craft the Fair Information Practice Principles (FIPPs). The
FIPPs identify individual rights in their personal data and also define the obligations of the
entities that collect personal data. The FIPPs have become the backbone of privacy laws around
the world. They have been honed and further developed, and they still are at the core of nearly
all contemporary approaches to data protection.Westin wrote this book in a very different time,



at the beginning of the age of computers. Today, the privacy concerns that animate his book are
even more pressing. The repositories of personal data are vast in number and size. Via the NSA
and other entities, the government is engaging in surveillance on an unprecedented scale. The
Internet and modern commerce result in the collection of enormous troves of personal data. We
are living in the age of Big Data. This was a future that Westin envisioned, and this book is about
how we ought to deal with it.Privacy is a very complex concept, and scholars and others have
struggled for centuries to define it and articulate its value. Privacy and Freedom contains one of
the most sophisticated, interdisciplinary, and insightful discussions of privacy ever written.
Westin weaves together philosophy, sociology, psychology, and other disciplines to explain what
privacy is and why we should protect it. For example, here is one small excerpt where Westin
draws from Erving Goffman’s theories of selfhood, roles, and masks:Life in society generates
such tensions for the individual that both physical and psychological health demand periods of
privacy for various types of emotional release. At one level, such relaxation is required from the
pressure of playing social roles. Social scientists agree that each person constantly plays a
series of varied and multiple roles, depending on his audience and behavioral situation. On any
given day a man may move through the roles of stern father, loving husband, car-pool comedian,
skilled lathe operator, union steward, water-cooler flirt, and American Legion committee
chairman—all psychologically different roles that he adopts as he moves from scene to scene
on the social stage. Like actors on the dramatic stage, Goffman has noted, individuals can
sustain roles only for reasonable periods of time, and no individual can play indefinitely, without
relief, the variety of roles that life demands. There have to be moments “off stage” when the
individual can be “himself”: tender, angry, irritable, lustful, or dream-filled.Privacy and Freedom
remains one of the most comprehensive and electrifying accounts of the concept and value of
privacy yet written. Warren and Brandeis only touched upon what privacy was and why it
mattered; their focus was primarily on how to formulate a right to privacy in the common law.
Prosser’s work focused on making sense of the hundreds of privacy tort cases inspired by
Warren and Brandeis’s article. No work about privacy had done such a thorough job as Westin’s
in elucidating the meaning and importance of privacy. There was more insight packed into these
pages than in the vast majority of entire books on the topic. It is no wonder that Privacy and
Freedom is still so often cited and discussed. Of course, there are parts that are outdated in light
of contemporary technology. This is inevitable, especially in so dynamic a field and considering
that Westin wrote at the dawn of the Information Age, before the Internet. But his deep and
thoughtful account of privacy remains important and relevant today. His book is a foundational
work that shaped the way that countries around the world protect privacy in their laws and
regulations. Westin’s insights have inspired and informed countless works on privacy, including
my own. Privacy and Freedom belongs on the bookshelves of everyone in the information
privacy field, and it deserves its place in the small collection of the most influential privacy works
ever written.ForewordEVER SINCE Prometheus first stole fire from the gods, man has been
fascinated, and a little anxious, about the magic of science. Though centuries have passed, the



hint of alchemy still lingers; and the word Frankenstein persists as a chilling symbol.Yet the basic
posture of modern man toward science is not fearful but proud. Intuitively, at the least, he sees
the systematic collection and classification of knowledge as central to his dignity, the process of
adding to knowledge as elevating, and the contributions of science as an essential part of the
lives he leads and the joys he takes.With each passing year, however, the pace of obsolescence
in old knowledge seems to quicken. New data, new concepts and techniques seem to press
upon the structure of our lives with ever accelerating force.For the first time it appears to be
coming within the reach of man to exercise on a large scale powers often previously believed to
be the province of the great Creator: the conquest of space, the control of genetics, the
synthesis of life, the deferment of death with artificial organs, influencing the weather, the
pollution and purification of air and water, the probing of the cosmic forces in our solar system,
and the shaping of human values and behavior. The catalogue is long and provocative. Nor is it
wholly free of terror.Survival, it is clear, depends on the rapidity with which such new knowledge
is mastered. This is an axiom for industry and commerce, as well as for biologists. It is no less
axiomatic—only somewhat less explicitly accepted—for our social and political institutions.In a
simpler society the pace of new knowledge, and of the technology which adapted it to the uses
of man, was slow. Thus it was easier for society to accommodate its laws and its culture to the
wondrous new ways. The “revolutions” of the steam engine, electric power, the wireless, and the
gasoline engine spent their initial force over decades of time. Institutions, such as the family, the
professions, government, and the several priesthoods of society, both religious and secular,
were thus afforded sufficient breathing space for accommodation to the new technology. These
institutions were, therefore, quite effective in exploiting the new data and the growing wisdom,
while minimizing the dangers which always accompany an advance in knowledge or
technique.With our complex and dynamic society, however, the advent of new knowledge can
be traumatic. Especially is this true when the pace of advance is rapid and the initial force of
radical discoveries must be cushioned and accommodated in a relatively short interval of time. It
is no surprise that our social and political institutions are now sorely pressed to find the flexibility
to utilize new technology effectively while, at the same time, preventing its abuse.As we
approach the year 2000, therefore, it is plain that the new discoveries of science cannot be
accommodated successfully to our already intricate social and biological mechanisms unless
more laymen have better perceptions and anticipations of both the potentials and limitations of
science than they have ever before enjoyed. And our ingenuity will increasingly be challenged to
create the cultural institutions competent to make the most of what science is providing. Nothing
less will do if the new revolutions of science are to serve the well-being of man and the dignity of
his existence.In this spirit, and with that end in view, the Association of the Bar of the City of New
York organized in 1959 its Special Committee on Science and Law. This action was born of its
experience, a decade earlier, in establishing the first committee of lawyers to concern
themselves with atomic energy.The role of this Special Committee was in many ways unique.
The scope of its concern was as broad as the whole interface between the disciplines of science



and the aspirations of society. Unlike many conventional bar-association committees, it did not
concern itself primarily with substantive legal issues or with their resolution, but, rather, with the
interrelationships between man, science, and society and the concessions which each sought to
exact from the others. It was, we felt, out of this complex interaction between human goals and
modern science that fresh social challenges and new legal problems would arise.With this
concept as its guide, the current problems that were the most clearly apparent were not of
paramount interest to the Special Committee. A problem perceived was, we thought, probably
already being attacked on a variety of fronts—the battle lines drawn, the scholars committed,
and lobbyists in position.In contrast, the Committee on Science and Law sought to anticipate
and identify the embryonic issues that might later mature into problems. Attention called to a
latent issue, we were convinced, meant a better prospect for either avoiding or resolving a future
problem. It would be “preventive law” in a very positive sense if the Committee could in any way
contribute to a climate of understanding out of which public decisions could wisely evolve. We
also held the notion that new insights and fresh perspectives in terms of new problems might lift
the vision and redirect the energies of those already long locked in combat on related and
familiar issues.It was a central part of our approach to reach out to scientists who might be
willing to share their concerns with lawyers in an interdisciplinary experience. The spirit of our
examination was relaxed and cooperative. There was little of the purposeful legal inquiry. Our
test of success was not measured in terms of blueprints for reform or technical proposals for
legislation. We sought rather to widen our own perceptions and, possibly, those of the scientists
who collaborated with us.This shared experience was productive. It suggests a model for wider
use not only by the bar, but by all the professions. Cooperative interdisciplinary examination, by
practitioners, not just scholars, into items of common concern could be rewarding in a large
number of areas. A dialogue between the working lawyer and the religious leader, the practicing
accountant and his legal counterpart, between the priest and the physicist, the moralist and
medicine, are suggestive of the richness of the opportunity.In this spirit we proceeded. Initially, a
look was taken at weapons technology and its implications for war and peace, and for
democratic institutions. Some thought was given to the pace and pervasiveness of federal
programs for the support of scientific research. The possibilities of communications satellites
and the institutions to cope with them were reviewed. A similar look was taken at computers and
their associated phenomena; and the consequences of an “irreversible experiment” in outer
space were explored.Gradually we came to an appreciation of the remarkable advances in
electronic, optical, acoustic, and other sensing devices. The rapidly developing capability to
observe, record, and broadcast actions and conversations that are conventionally assumed to
be private was thought to signal some problems of potential concern. Of paramount importance
was the challenge perceived to individual privacy. Not only privacy from unscrupulous, criminal,
or pathological persons. Not alone privacy from aggregations of public or private power, but
privacy also from simply the aggressive, or the curious, who may be tempted to use the new
techniques. If, as it seemed, the new technology was on a collision course with the values of



personal privacy and human dignity, could the collision be averted? Could a system be devised
to identify and permit beneficial uses of the new technology and yet, at the same time, preclude
those uses that most men would deem intolerable?Such queries prompted the Committee on
Science and Law, early in 1962, to propose a more formal study. Thus, it sought, and obtained,
the support of the Carnegie Corporation of New York for an inquiry into the impact of modern
technology upon privacy. That support, thrice supplemented, was surely an act of faith in the fine
tradition of one of the most creative of foundations.Hence, the birth of this volume. Alan F.
Westin, Professor of Public Law and Government at Columbia University, and the author of this
book, was selected to organize the Committee’s studies and to direct its research. In this both he
and the Committee were assisted by a large number of consultants, some of whom participated
actively in Committee meetings, some did research at our suggestion, others joined a two-day
Conference at the Onchiota Conference Center in the spring of 1964, and all whose names are
listed in the Acknowledgments by the author gave to him and to the Committee insight and
encouragement.The more than four years committed to this project had three discernible
phases. First there was a survey of the privacy-invading capacity of modern science, the
capabilities of the technology, and the range of the available hardware. This phase was both the
shortest and quite the simplest. The second phase centered on the nature and meaning of
privacy—a concept that proved to be part philosophy, some semantics, and much pure passion.
True to our methods of proceeding, we reached out for the reflections and advice of
anthropologists, psychologists, biologists, physicists, historians, and psychiatrists, as well as
philosophers, lawyers, and laymen. We held meetings and we sponsored research. The third,
and still continuing, phase has concentrated on analysis of the interaction of three forces: one,
the individual’s claim to a private personality; two, society’s need to acquire information and to
control individual behavior; and, three, the inexorable reality of the available new
technology.What we have been examining is one facet of man’s struggle for a human dimension
in a highly structured society, for dignity notwithstanding dependence. Science has vastly
complicated this elemental contest.The work of the Committee has had, as anticipated, a
“ripple” effect. What was not anticipated, however, was the serendipity with which the ripples
would exert their influence. While some of the consequences of the Committee’s project may
never be known to it, a rewarding number of them have been direct and apparent.Thus, courses
or seminars on science and law, and on the contest between privacy and society’s other values,
are finding their way into the curricula of our leading educational institutions at both the graduate
and undergraduate level. Directly responsive, too, are the administrative revisions being made
by colleges and research institutions throughout the country in the procedures for supervising
and taking responsibility for the conduct of behavioral research. And government is re-examining
its own responsibility in this area as well as in law enforcement.Symposia, conferences, keynote
addresses, and panels on privacy are now blossoming all over the cultural landscape. In many of
these the Committee or its members or Professor Westin have been privileged to participate.
The literature, both popular and scholarly, and even the theses submitted for doctoral degrees



are proliferating with privacy. Much of this output has been directly supported, shaped, or
influenced by the Committee’s effort.What is worth a special word is that while the Special
Committee has yet to issue recommendations or testify before Congress—the traditional format
for bar-association groups—several members of the Committee have been moved to
independent work and have published scholarly material of more than passing importance on
aspects of privacy.In all of this there were several surprises. First, perhaps, was the realization
that the problems for privacy were at the present time not significantly posed by esoteric new
discoveries. Rather, they were raised most sharply by the familiar and increasingly pervasive
items: the miniature, battery-powered microphone, the extension telephone, the portable (and
concealable) tape recorder, and the small, high-resolution camera.Second, midway through the
project the general public began to “discover” the new technology and the extent of its abuse.
This sharply shaped the direction of our effort. For with the public alerted, the need and, no less
important, the temptation to sound the tocsin in simplistic terms of alarm were thoroughly
removed. This development enabled the Special Committee, and the author of this book, better
to concentrate on the complexities of the competing claims and their underlying, adversary
values.Even more significant was our discovery that the claim to privacy was little understood
though widely honored. The functions of privacy seem never to have been systematically
explored. Few monographs analyzed the role of privacy or the tolerable limits upon its invasion.
A very few did precisely this, however, with gleaming flashes of insight and scholarship.Until the
nature of privacy and its uses was reasonably understood, there was little prospect that the
Committee project could contribute to devising a system under which the new technology and
the individual claim to the dignity of a private personality could live in productive partnership.
Hence, the nature of privacy inexorably became a central concern of the project and of this
volume by Professor Westin. As a by product there will also be a companion, historical volume
by Professor Westin, to be published later in the year, on privacy as it was nurtured or neglected
in various periods of history.Although these books are in a very immediate sense a result of the
Special Committee’s four-year project, the research, the authorship, and the scholarship are
Professor Westin’s. He has conducted the first comprehensive exploration of privacy and of the
interaction between it and the competing claims of society. Legislators, lawyers, administrators,
jurists, and laymen will find this work essential in distinguishing the tolerable from the intolerable
intrusions upon the dignity of man.—Oscar M. Ruebhausen,Chairman of the Special Committee
on Science and Law, the Association of the Bar of the City of New YorkDecember
1966ForewordEVER SINCE Prometheus first stole fire from the gods, man has been fascinated,
and a little anxious, about the magic of science. Though centuries have passed, the hint of
alchemy still lingers; and the word Frankenstein persists as a chilling symbol.Yet the basic
posture of modern man toward science is not fearful but proud. Intuitively, at the least, he sees
the systematic collection and classification of knowledge as central to his dignity, the process of
adding to knowledge as elevating, and the contributions of science as an essential part of the
lives he leads and the joys he takes.With each passing year, however, the pace of obsolescence



in old knowledge seems to quicken. New data, new concepts and techniques seem to press
upon the structure of our lives with ever accelerating force.For the first time it appears to be
coming within the reach of man to exercise on a large scale powers often previously believed to
be the province of the great Creator: the conquest of space, the control of genetics, the
synthesis of life, the deferment of death with artificial organs, influencing the weather, the
pollution and purification of air and water, the probing of the cosmic forces in our solar system,
and the shaping of human values and behavior. The catalogue is long and provocative. Nor is it
wholly free of terror.Survival, it is clear, depends on the rapidity with which such new knowledge
is mastered. This is an axiom for industry and commerce, as well as for biologists. It is no less
axiomatic—only somewhat less explicitly accepted—for our social and political institutions.In a
simpler society the pace of new knowledge, and of the technology which adapted it to the uses
of man, was slow. Thus it was easier for society to accommodate its laws and its culture to the
wondrous new ways. The “revolutions” of the steam engine, electric power, the wireless, and the
gasoline engine spent their initial force over decades of time. Institutions, such as the family, the
professions, government, and the several priesthoods of society, both religious and secular,
were thus afforded sufficient breathing space for accommodation to the new technology. These
institutions were, therefore, quite effective in exploiting the new data and the growing wisdom,
while minimizing the dangers which always accompany an advance in knowledge or
technique.With our complex and dynamic society, however, the advent of new knowledge can
be traumatic. Especially is this true when the pace of advance is rapid and the initial force of
radical discoveries must be cushioned and accommodated in a relatively short interval of time. It
is no surprise that our social and political institutions are now sorely pressed to find the flexibility
to utilize new technology effectively while, at the same time, preventing its abuse.As we
approach the year 2000, therefore, it is plain that the new discoveries of science cannot be
accommodated successfully to our already intricate social and biological mechanisms unless
more laymen have better perceptions and anticipations of both the potentials and limitations of
science than they have ever before enjoyed. And our ingenuity will increasingly be challenged to
create the cultural institutions competent to make the most of what science is providing. Nothing
less will do if the new revolutions of science are to serve the well-being of man and the dignity of
his existence.In this spirit, and with that end in view, the Association of the Bar of the City of New
York organized in 1959 its Special Committee on Science and Law. This action was born of its
experience, a decade earlier, in establishing the first committee of lawyers to concern
themselves with atomic energy.The role of this Special Committee was in many ways unique.
The scope of its concern was as broad as the whole interface between the disciplines of science
and the aspirations of society. Unlike many conventional bar-association committees, it did not
concern itself primarily with substantive legal issues or with their resolution, but, rather, with the
interrelationships between man, science, and society and the concessions which each sought to
exact from the others. It was, we felt, out of this complex interaction between human goals and
modern science that fresh social challenges and new legal problems would arise.With this



concept as its guide, the current problems that were the most clearly apparent were not of
paramount interest to the Special Committee. A problem perceived was, we thought, probably
already being attacked on a variety of fronts—the battle lines drawn, the scholars committed,
and lobbyists in position.In contrast, the Committee on Science and Law sought to anticipate
and identify the embryonic issues that might later mature into problems. Attention called to a
latent issue, we were convinced, meant a better prospect for either avoiding or resolving a future
problem. It would be “preventive law” in a very positive sense if the Committee could in any way
contribute to a climate of understanding out of which public decisions could wisely evolve. We
also held the notion that new insights and fresh perspectives in terms of new problems might lift
the vision and redirect the energies of those already long locked in combat on related and
familiar issues.It was a central part of our approach to reach out to scientists who might be
willing to share their concerns with lawyers in an interdisciplinary experience. The spirit of our
examination was relaxed and cooperative. There was little of the purposeful legal inquiry. Our
test of success was not measured in terms of blueprints for reform or technical proposals for
legislation. We sought rather to widen our own perceptions and, possibly, those of the scientists
who collaborated with us.This shared experience was productive. It suggests a model for wider
use not only by the bar, but by all the professions. Cooperative interdisciplinary examination, by
practitioners, not just scholars, into items of common concern could be rewarding in a large
number of areas. A dialogue between the working lawyer and the religious leader, the practicing
accountant and his legal counterpart, between the priest and the physicist, the moralist and
medicine, are suggestive of the richness of the opportunity.In this spirit we proceeded. Initially, a
look was taken at weapons technology and its implications for war and peace, and for
democratic institutions. Some thought was given to the pace and pervasiveness of federal
programs for the support of scientific research. The possibilities of communications satellites
and the institutions to cope with them were reviewed. A similar look was taken at computers and
their associated phenomena; and the consequences of an “irreversible experiment” in outer
space were explored.Gradually we came to an appreciation of the remarkable advances in
electronic, optical, acoustic, and other sensing devices. The rapidly developing capability to
observe, record, and broadcast actions and conversations that are conventionally assumed to
be private was thought to signal some problems of potential concern. Of paramount importance
was the challenge perceived to individual privacy. Not only privacy from unscrupulous, criminal,
or pathological persons. Not alone privacy from aggregations of public or private power, but
privacy also from simply the aggressive, or the curious, who may be tempted to use the new
techniques. If, as it seemed, the new technology was on a collision course with the values of
personal privacy and human dignity, could the collision be averted? Could a system be devised
to identify and permit beneficial uses of the new technology and yet, at the same time, preclude
those uses that most men would deem intolerable?Such queries prompted the Committee on
Science and Law, early in 1962, to propose a more formal study. Thus, it sought, and obtained,
the support of the Carnegie Corporation of New York for an inquiry into the impact of modern



technology upon privacy. That support, thrice supplemented, was surely an act of faith in the fine
tradition of one of the most creative of foundations.Hence, the birth of this volume. Alan F.
Westin, Professor of Public Law and Government at Columbia University, and the author of this
book, was selected to organize the Committee’s studies and to direct its research. In this both he
and the Committee were assisted by a large number of consultants, some of whom participated
actively in Committee meetings, some did research at our suggestion, others joined a two-day
Conference at the Onchiota Conference Center in the spring of 1964, and all whose names are
listed in the Acknowledgments by the author gave to him and to the Committee insight and
encouragement.The more than four years committed to this project had three discernible
phases. First there was a survey of the privacy-invading capacity of modern science, the
capabilities of the technology, and the range of the available hardware. This phase was both the
shortest and quite the simplest. The second phase centered on the nature and meaning of
privacy—a concept that proved to be part philosophy, some semantics, and much pure passion.
True to our methods of proceeding, we reached out for the reflections and advice of
anthropologists, psychologists, biologists, physicists, historians, and psychiatrists, as well as
philosophers, lawyers, and laymen. We held meetings and we sponsored research. The third,
and still continuing, phase has concentrated on analysis of the interaction of three forces: one,
the individual’s claim to a private personality; two, society’s need to acquire information and to
control individual behavior; and, three, the inexorable reality of the available new
technology.What we have been examining is one facet of man’s struggle for a human dimension
in a highly structured society, for dignity notwithstanding dependence. Science has vastly
complicated this elemental contest.The work of the Committee has had, as anticipated, a
“ripple” effect. What was not anticipated, however, was the serendipity with which the ripples
would exert their influence. While some of the consequences of the Committee’s project may
never be known to it, a rewarding number of them have been direct and apparent.Thus, courses
or seminars on science and law, and on the contest between privacy and society’s other values,
are finding their way into the curricula of our leading educational institutions at both the graduate
and undergraduate level. Directly responsive, too, are the administrative revisions being made
by colleges and research institutions throughout the country in the procedures for supervising
and taking responsibility for the conduct of behavioral research. And government is re-examining
its own responsibility in this area as well as in law enforcement.Symposia, conferences, keynote
addresses, and panels on privacy are now blossoming all over the cultural landscape. In many of
these the Committee or its members or Professor Westin have been privileged to participate.
The literature, both popular and scholarly, and even the theses submitted for doctoral degrees
are proliferating with privacy. Much of this output has been directly supported, shaped, or
influenced by the Committee’s effort.What is worth a special word is that while the Special
Committee has yet to issue recommendations or testify before Congress—the traditional format
for bar-association groups—several members of the Committee have been moved to
independent work and have published scholarly material of more than passing importance on



aspects of privacy.In all of this there were several surprises. First, perhaps, was the realization
that the problems for privacy were at the present time not significantly posed by esoteric new
discoveries. Rather, they were raised most sharply by the familiar and increasingly pervasive
items: the miniature, battery-powered microphone, the extension telephone, the portable (and
concealable) tape recorder, and the small, high-resolution camera.Second, midway through the
project the general public began to “discover” the new technology and the extent of its abuse.
This sharply shaped the direction of our effort. For with the public alerted, the need and, no less
important, the temptation to sound the tocsin in simplistic terms of alarm were thoroughly
removed. This development enabled the Special Committee, and the author of this book, better
to concentrate on the complexities of the competing claims and their underlying, adversary
values.Even more significant was our discovery that the claim to privacy was little understood
though widely honored. The functions of privacy seem never to have been systematically
explored. Few monographs analyzed the role of privacy or the tolerable limits upon its invasion.
A very few did precisely this, however, with gleaming flashes of insight and scholarship.Until the
nature of privacy and its uses was reasonably understood, there was little prospect that the
Committee project could contribute to devising a system under which the new technology and
the individual claim to the dignity of a private personality could live in productive partnership.
Hence, the nature of privacy inexorably became a central concern of the project and of this
volume by Professor Westin. As a by product there will also be a companion, historical volume
by Professor Westin, to be published later in the year, on privacy as it was nurtured or neglected
in various periods of history.Although these books are in a very immediate sense a result of the
Special Committee’s four-year project, the research, the authorship, and the scholarship are
Professor Westin’s. He has conducted the first comprehensive exploration of privacy and of the
interaction between it and the competing claims of society. Legislators, lawyers, administrators,
jurists, and laymen will find this work essential in distinguishing the tolerable from the intolerable
intrusions upon the dignity of man.—Oscar M. Ruebhausen,Chairman of the Special Committee
on Science and Law, the Association of the Bar of the City of New YorkDecember
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Herbert Spiegel, and Peter Wotton, on psychological-surveillance issues.I was fortunate in
having a talented group of research assistants throughout the life of the project. Gordon M.
Stevenson and Heather Feldman worked on the whole study and contributed to it continuously.
On its legal side, I drew on the efforts of Edward R. Bendet, Michael Curzan, Robert Z. Dobrish,
Robert E. Easton, William D. Friedman, Stephen Gardner, Harvey J. Goldschmid, Richard
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thought and improve language. My wife, Bea, and my sister-in-law, Elinor Miller, were subjected
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too near and dear to turn them away. They always gave me the lift I needed and let me drop
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Dissolving the Walls and WindowsChapter Nine Truth Through StressChapter Ten Prove That
You’re AdjustedChapter Eleven Tampering with the UnconsciousChapter Twelve Pulling All the
Facts TogetherPART FOUR POLICY CHOICES FOR THE 1970SChapter Thirteen Privacy and
American LawChapter Fourteen Restoring the Balance of Privacy in
AmericaNotesBibliographyIndexPrologueTO ITS PROFOUND distress, the American public has
recently learned of a revolution in the techniques by which public and private authorities can
conduct scientific surveillance over the individual. In chilled fascination the press, television
programs, and popular books have described new means of telephone tapping, electronic
eavesdropping, hidden television-eye monitoring, “truth measurement” by polygraph devices,
personality testing for personnel selection, and growing dossiers of personal data about millions
of citizens. Some of these accounts of new surveillance technology have gone on to speculate
uneasily about future developments in the next decade, from data surveillance by computer
systems to drug-aided interrogations and the possibility of brain-wave analysis. As examples
mount of the uses made of the new technology, worried protests against “Big Brother” have set
alarms ringing along the civic-group spectrum from extreme left to radical right. Reflecting this
concern, “invasion of privacy” has become a leading topic in law-review articles and social-
science journals, as well as the subject of legislative and executive investigations at the state
and federal levels and of a growing number of exploratory judicial rulings throughout the country.
As the late 1960’s arrived, it was clear that American society had developed a deep concern
over the preservation of privacy under the new pressures from surveillance technology.This
condition suggests that the thoughtful reader has little need for further ringing denunciations of
“Big Brother in America” or popular volumes devoted to documenting the spread of privacy-
invading practices in our society. That job has been accomplished. The real need is to move
from public awareness of the problem to a sensitive discussion of what can be done to protect
privacy in an age when so many forces of science, technology, environment, and society press
against it from all sides.Such an analysis seems to call for at least four inquiries. First, privacy
must be defined rather than simply invoked, and its psychological, sociological, and political
dimensions must be described on the basis of leading theoretical and empirical studies.
Second, the new techniques of surveillance, their present uses, and their future prospects must
be described, forsaking Orwellian imagery for hard facts. Third, the ways in which American
society has reacted to the new surveillance techniques must be examined in depth to see what
has been happening to our norms of privacy during the past two decades and whether there are
trends in interest-group and general public opinion that may help to guide American
policymakers. Finally, there should be a discussion of how American law has dealt with the issue
of privacy and surveillance, as the backdrop for an analysis of specific measures that public and
private authorities might take to ensure the continuation of privacy in the 1970’s as a cornerstone
of the American system of liberty. Exploring these four topics does not guarantee wise policy
decisions, but it is hard to see how we can come to grips with the dilemmas of privacy and
freedom unless these are the problems we study.PrologueTO ITS PROFOUND distress, the
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the press, television programs, and popular books have described new means of telephone
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polygraph devices, personality testing for personnel selection, and growing dossiers of personal
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investigations at the state and federal levels and of a growing number of exploratory judicial
rulings throughout the country. As the late 1960’s arrived, it was clear that American society had
developed a deep concern over the preservation of privacy under the new pressures from
surveillance technology.This condition suggests that the thoughtful reader has little need for
further ringing denunciations of “Big Brother in America” or popular volumes devoted to
documenting the spread of privacy-invading practices in our society. That job has been
accomplished. The real need is to move from public awareness of the problem to a sensitive
discussion of what can be done to protect privacy in an age when so many forces of science,
technology, environment, and society press against it from all sides.Such an analysis seems to
call for at least four inquiries. First, privacy must be defined rather than simply invoked, and its
psychological, sociological, and political dimensions must be described on the basis of leading
theoretical and empirical studies. Second, the new techniques of surveillance, their present
uses, and their future prospects must be described, forsaking Orwellian imagery for hard facts.
Third, the ways in which American society has reacted to the new surveillance techniques must
be examined in depth to see what has been happening to our norms of privacy during the past
two decades and whether there are trends in interest-group and general public opinion that may
help to guide American policymakers. Finally, there should be a discussion of how American law
has dealt with the issue of privacy and surveillance, as the backdrop for an analysis of specific
measures that public and private authorities might take to ensure the continuation of privacy in
the 1970’s as a cornerstone of the American system of liberty. Exploring these four topics does
not guarantee wise policy decisions, but it is hard to see how we can come to grips with the
dilemmas of privacy and freedom unless these are the problems we study.PART ONEThe
Functions of Privacy and Surveillance in SocietyFEW VALUES SO fundamental to society as
privacy have been left so undefined in social theory or have been the subject of such vague and
confused writing by social scientists. This is emphasized by the fact that most commentators
assume that privacy is a distinctly modern notion, possibly emerging as an idea in the late
eighteenth century, with Protestantism and early capitalism, but really maturing in the late



nineteenth or early twentieth centuries.In my view, the modern claim to privacy derives first from
man’s animal origins and is shared, in quite real terms, by men and women living in primitive
societies. Furthermore, the approach to privacy taken by Americans today developed from a
tradition of limiting the surveillance powers of authorities over the private activities of individuals
and groups that goes back to the Greeks in Western political history.Since these ideas ought to
raise the hackles of at least some of those reading this book, it is important that I define at the
outset what I mean by privacy before setting out to prove these points. Privacy is the claim of
individuals, groups, or institutions to determine for themselves when, how, and to what extent
information about them is communicated to others. Viewed in terms of the relation of the
individual to social participation, privacy is the voluntary and temporary withdrawal of a person
from the general society through physical or psychological means, either in a state of solitude or
small-group intimacy or, when among larger groups, in a condition of anonymity or reserve. The
individual’s desire for privacy is never absolute, since participation in society is an equally
powerful desire. Thus each individual is continually engaged in a personal adjustment process in
which he balances the desire for privacy with the desire for disclosure and communication of
himself to others, in light of the environmental conditions and social norms set by the society in
which he lives. The individual does so in the face of pressures from the curiosity of others and
from the processes of surveillance that every society sets in order to enforce its social
norms.The test of these general statements is obviously in their explanation and application,
which represent the task of the three chapters that make up Part One.PART ONEThe Functions
of Privacy and Surveillance in SocietyFEW VALUES SO fundamental to society as privacy have
been left so undefined in social theory or have been the subject of such vague and confused
writing by social scientists. This is emphasized by the fact that most commentators assume that
privacy is a distinctly modern notion, possibly emerging as an idea in the late eighteenth century,
with Protestantism and early capitalism, but really maturing in the late nineteenth or early
twentieth centuries.In my view, the modern claim to privacy derives first from man’s animal
origins and is shared, in quite real terms, by men and women living in primitive societies.
Furthermore, the approach to privacy taken by Americans today developed from a tradition of
limiting the surveillance powers of authorities over the private activities of individuals and groups
that goes back to the Greeks in Western political history.Since these ideas ought to raise the
hackles of at least some of those reading this book, it is important that I define at the outset what
I mean by privacy before setting out to prove these points. Privacy is the claim of individuals,
groups, or institutions to determine for themselves when, how, and to what extent information
about them is communicated to others. Viewed in terms of the relation of the individual to social
participation, privacy is the voluntary and temporary withdrawal of a person from the general
society through physical or psychological means, either in a state of solitude or small-group
intimacy or, when among larger groups, in a condition of anonymity or reserve. The individual’s
desire for privacy is never absolute, since participation in society is an equally powerful desire.
Thus each individual is continually engaged in a personal adjustment process in which he



balances the desire for privacy with the desire for disclosure and communication of himself to
others, in light of the environmental conditions and social norms set by the society in which he
lives. The individual does so in the face of pressures from the curiosity of others and from the
processes of surveillance that every society sets in order to enforce its social norms.The test of
these general statements is obviously in their explanation and application, which represent the
task of the three chapters that make up Part One.CHAPTER ONEThe Origins of Modern Claims
to PrivacyPrivacy in the Animal WorldMAN LIKES TO think that his desire for privacy is
distinctively human, a function of his unique ethical, intellectual, and artistic needs. Yet studies of
animal behavior and social organization suggest that man’s need for privacy may well be rooted
in his animal origins, and that men and animals share several basic mechanisms for claiming
privacy among their own fellows. Within the past year these points have been made in two
excellent books for the general reader that report recent findings in biology, ecology, and
anthropology—Edward Hall’s The Hidden Dimension1 and Robert Ardrey’s The Territorial
Imperative.2 Thus we begin our analysis of man’s patterns of privacy at the chronological
starting point—man’s evolutionary heritage.One basic finding of animal studies is that virtually all
animals seek periods of individual seclusion or small-group intimacy. This is usually described
as the tendency toward territoriality, in which an organism lays private claim to an area of land,
water, or air and defends it against intrusion by members of its own species.3 A meadow pipit
chases fellow pipits away from a private space of six feet around him. Except during nesting
time, there is only one robin on a bush or branch. The three-spined stickleback guards an
invisible water wall around him and attacks any other stickleback that swims into his territory.
Antelopes in African fields and dairy cattle in an American farmyard space themselves to
establish individual territory.4 For species in which the female cannot raise the young unaided,
nature has created the “pair bond,” linking temporarily or permanently a male and a female who
demand private territory for the unit during breeding time.5 Studies of territoriality have even
shattered the romantic notion that when robins sing or monkeys shriek, it is solely for the “animal
joy of life.” Actually, it is often a defiant cry for privacy, given within the borders of the animal’s
private territory to warn off possible intruders.6These territorial patterns have been found by
scientists to serve a cluster of important purposes. They ensure propagation of the species by
regulating density to available resources. They enhance selection of “worthy males” and provide
breeding stations for animals that require male assistance in raising the young. They also
provide a physical frame of reference for group activity such as learning, playing, and hiding, and
provide contact for group members against the entry of intruders. The parallels between territory
rules in animal life and trespass concepts in human society are obvious: in each, the organism
lays claim to private space to promote individual well-being and small-group intimacy.Animals
and man also share elaborate distance-setting mechanisms to define territorial spacing of
individuals in the group. The distance set between one non-contact animal and another
(illustrated by the spacing of birds on a telephone wire) has been called “personal distance.”7
Among species such as birds and apes, there are rules of “intimate distance” regulating the



space held between mates or between parents and their young.8 “Social distance” links
members of the animal group to one another and sets off the group from others,9 while “flight
distance” is the point of approach at which an animal will flee from an intruder of another
species.10 Though man has eliminated flight distance as a regular mechanism of his social life,
Hall’s studies indicate that man sets basically the same kinds of personal, intimate, and social
distance in his interpersonal relationships as do mammals in the animal world.11 In addition,
man still relies heavily on his “animal” or physical senses—touch, taste, smell, sight, and hearing
—to define his daily boundaries of privacy. What is considered “too close” a contact and
therefore an “invasion of privacy” in human society will often be an odor, a noise, a visual
intrusion, or a touch; the mechanism for defining privacy in these situations is sensory.Ecological
studies have demonstrated that animals also have minimum needs for private space without
which the animal’s survival will be jeopardized. Since overpopulation can impede the animal’s
ability to smell, court, or be free from constant defensive reactions, such a condition upsets the
social organization of the animal group. The animals may then kill each other to reduce the
crowding, or they may engage in mass suicidal reductions of the population, as with lemmings
and rabbits.12 Experiments with spacing rats in cages showed that even rats need time and
space to be alone.13 When rats were deliberately crowded in cages, patterns of courting, nest
building, rearing the young, social hierarchies, and territorial taboos were disrupted. Aggression
and fighting increased and sexual conduct became more sadistic. Experiments also showed that
wild rat populations would stabilize at about 150 when the rats were placed in an open quarter-
acre pen, even though the females there could have produced 50,000 progeny in the test period.
However, if rats are given individual quarters in pens two feet square, 5,000 rats could thrive in
the same area, and 50,000 in the same space in eight-inch cages. This suggests that when
private space is provided, density does not necessarily produce social disorganization or
diseases. Studies of crowding in many animals other than rats indicate that disruption of social
relationships through overlapping personal distances aggravates all forms of pathology within a
group and causes the same diseases in animals that overcrowding does in man—“high blood
pressure, circulatory diseases, and heart disease.”14Crowding in animals can also produce
what has been called “biochemical die-off.” For example, a deer herd on an island near the coast
of Maryland had increased gradually to 300, about one deer to an acre. Food was adequate for
all, and there was no evidence of infection. Yet between 1958 and 1959 more than two thirds of
the deer simply died, in apparently fine physical health. A study of the “die-off” concluded that
crowding had created such metabolic stress that an endocrine reaction set in, producing a
process of natural selection and reducing the population.15A final parallel between animal and
human societies is the need for social stimulation which exists in animals alongside their needs
for privacy. As Ardrey has written:In species after species natural selection has encouraged
social mechanisms which seem ultimately to exist for no reason other than to provide conditions
for antagonism and conflict and excitement. We may comprehend the evolutionary necessity for
bringing together a breeding community. . . . But why must it live in a dense, disturbing,



challenging, competing, squabbling, argumentative mass? If it is not to avoid boredom, then why
must the animal demand for privacy stand cheek-by-jowl with the urge to plunge into the largest
available crowd?16Even though food supplies are adequate for living in seclusion, even though
natural enemies may be manageable alone, and even though pairs could have their sex and
family activities alone, animals consistently return to the group after being apart. The work of
leading scientists such as Darling,17 Fisher,18 and Wynne-Edwards19 shows that it is not
security per se that brings animals of the same species together, but a desire for the stimulation
of their fellows.What the animal studies demonstrate is that virtually all animals have need for
the temporary individual seclusion or small-unit intimacy that constitute two of the core aspects
of privacy. Animals also need the stimulation of social encounters among their own species. As a
result, the animal’s struggle to achieve a balance between privacy and participation provides
one of the basic processes of animal life. In this sense, the quest for privacy is not restricted to
man alone, but arises in the biological and social processes of all life.Privacy in the Primitive
WorldEven though man shares some needs for privacy with most animals, the dominant
anthropological “lesson” about privacy seems to be that our contemporary norms of privacy are
“modern” and “advanced” values largely absent from primitive societies of the past and present.
For example, Dorothy Lee, whose work as a cultural anthropologist has focused on the relation
between freedom and culture in various societies, has drawn a sharp contrast between privacy
in American society and interpersonal life among the Tikopia of Polynesia.20 In child rearing,
Americans concentrate on teaching the child to be “himself’ and “self-dependent,” preparing him
for his individual struggle in life and also giving the mother important privacy during child
rearing.Now the child grows up needing time to himself, a room of his own, freedom of choice,
freedom to plan his own time and his own life. . . . He will spend his wealth installing private
bathrooms in his house, buying a private car, a private yacht, private woods and a private beach,
which he will then people with his privately chosen society. The need for privacy is an imperative
one in our society, recognized by official bodies of our government.21Life among the Tikopia,
Mrs. Lee notes, with their greater emphasis on social rather than individual values, produces
very different practices.[T]he Tikopia help the self to be continuous with its society [rather than
separate from it], . . . They find it good to sleep side by side crowding each other, next to their
children or their parents or their brothers and sisters, mixing sexes and generations; and if a
widow finds herself alone in her one-room house, she may adopt a child or a brother to allay her
intolerable privacy. . . .Work among the Tikopia is also socially conceived and structured; and if a
man has to work alone, he will probably try to take a little child along. In our culture, the private
office is a mark of status, an ideal; and a man has really arrived when he can even have a
receptionist to guard him from any social intrusion without his private consent.22Margaret
Mead’s famous study of Samoa deals with another society in which the basic American
concepts of privacy are unknown.23 In the Samoan house there are no walls, and only mosquito
netting separates the sleeping quarters of the married couples, children, and old folks. Adults
wear little clothing and children none. Bathing in the sea is performed without clothes. The



beaches are used openly as latrines. No privacy is claimed or provided for the processes of birth
and death; even the children stand about watching these moments of intimacy. In all these
areas, Dr. Mead notes, “there is no privacy and no sense of shame.” In Samoa, “little is
mysterious, . . . little forbidden.”To give one last example from another area of the world,
Livingston Jones has written of the Tlingit Indians of North America:There are no skeletons
tucked away in native families, for the acts of one are familiar to all the others. Privacy is hardly
known among them. It cannot be maintained very well under their system of living, with families
bunched together. . . . The Tlingit’s bump of curiosity is well developed and any thing out of the
ordinary, as an accident, a birth, a death or a quarrel, never fails to draw a crowd. . . . They walk
in and out of one another’s homes without knocking on the door. A woman may be in the very act
of changing her garments when Mr. Quakish steps in unannounced to visit her husband. This
does not embarrass her in the least. She proceeds as if no one had called.24One could compile
a long list of societies, primitive and modern, that neither have nor would admire the norms of
privacy found in American culture—norms which some Americans regard as “natural” needs of
all men living in society. Yet this circumstance does not prove that there are no universal needs
for privacy and no universal processes for adjusting the values of privacy, disclosure, and
surveillance within each society. It suggests only that each society must be studied in its own
terms, focusing sensitively on social customs to see whether there are norms of privacy called
by other names, and recognizing all the difficulties in making cross-cultural comparisons. The
analysis must also recognize the fact that there are psychological ways of achieving privacy for
the individual or the family as well as physical arrangements, ways which are crucial in those
societies where communal life makes solitude or intimacy impossible within the living
areas.Most of the work on cultural universals has been based on studies of about 200 to 300
non-literate societies, providing us with a fairly representative cross-section of the 3,000 to 4,000
people with distinctive cultures who have lived on the earth.25 Based on the leading general
works of anthropology and sociology, a survey of the major ethnographic studies, and the
relevant categories of the Human Relations Area Files at Yale University, I suggest that there are
four general aspects of privacy which apply to men living together in virtually every society that
has been systematically examined.INDIVIDUAL AND GROUP NORMS OF PRIVACY IN
PRIMITIVE SOCIETIESNeeds for individual and group privacy and resulting social norms are
present in virtually every society. Encompassing a vast range of activities, these needs affect
basic areas of life for the individual, the intimate family group, and the community as a whole.
Privacy norms for the society are established in each of these three areas. The individual seeks
privacy, as well as companionship, in his daily interactions with others; limits are set to maintain
a degree of distance at certain crucial times in his life. The family-household unit also institutes
limitations on both members of the unit and outsiders to protect various activities within the
household. Finally, significant rituals and ceremonies in the larger community are also protected
by customs which prescribe privacy for these rites within the group. As we will see, the norms
vary, but the functions which privacy performs are crucial for each of these three areas of social



life.Anthropological studies have shown that the individual in virtually every society engages in a
continuing personal process by which he seeks privacy at some times and disclosure or
companionship at other times. This part of the individual’s basic process of interaction with those
around him is usually discussed by social scientists under the terms “social distance” and
“avoidance rules.”26 Although it is obviously affected by the cultural patterns of each society, the
process is adjusted in its finer degrees by each individual himself. A sensitive discussion of this
distance-setting process has been contributed recently by Robert F. Murphy of Columbia
University.27 Murphy noted that the use of “reserve and restraint” to provide “an area of privacy”
for the individual in his relations with others represents a “common, though not constant” factor
in “all social relationships.” Indeed, Murphy says, it is one of the key “dialectical processes in
social life.” The reason for the universality of this process is that individuals have conflicting roles
to play in any society; to play these different roles with different persons, the individual must
present a different “self” at various times.28 Restricting information about himself and his
emotions is a crucial way of protecting the individual in the stresses and strains of this social
interaction. Murphy also notes that creating social distance is especially important in the
individual’s intimate relations, perhaps even more so than in his casual ones. Precisely because
the intimate relationships are the most emotional and ambivalent for the individual, they are
“most demanding of expressions of distance, however elusive and ambivalent these may
be.”Murphy’s work among the Tuareg tribes of North Africa, where men veil their faces and
constantly adjust the veil to changing interpersonal relations, provides a particularly visual
example of the distance-setting process. Murphy concluded that the Tuareg veil is a symbolic
realization of the need for privacy in every society. “The social distance set in some societies by
joking and respect or avoidance behavior toward certain specific categories of relatives is
accomplished here through the veil.” The eyes and the mouth are instruments that “expose” the
individual and diminish his psychological privacy; thus Tuareg men shield the eyes and mouth.
Murphy notes that the Tuareg custom is only a more physical and exaggerated rendition of the
privacy-protecting “masks” found in many societies, such as the use of the fan by women to
cover the mouth and eyes when establishing their relations with men, or the use of dark glasses
today among high personages in the Near and Middle East, Latin America, or
Hollywood.Examples of distance-setting techniques and avoidance rules from other primitive
societies could be presented at length. The point is that kinship rules and interaction norms
present individuals with a need to restrict the flow of information about themselves to others and
to adjust these regulations constantly in contacts with others. This need is fundamental to
individual behavior with intimates, casual acquaintances, and authorities.The claim to individual
privacy gives rise to some other limits on interpersonal disclosure. Virtually all societies have
rules for concealment of the female genitals, and restrictions on the time and manner of female
genital exposure; only a handful of societies practice complete nudity.29 Though Murdock lists
“modesty about natural functions” as a trait found in all societies,30 the openness with which
people in most non literate societies engage in evacuation makes this a “public” affair in contrast



to modern norms in a society like the United States. Similarly, the individual’s moments of birth,
illness, and death are considered taboo and are secluded from general view in many
societies,31 but as some peoples conduct these affairs in casual view, they cannot be
considered universal matters of privacy.Needs for privacy do appear in the intimacy of sexual
relations (the “pair territory” discussed by Ardrey). There are only a few exceptions to the norm
that men and women will seek seclusion for performance of the sexual act. In their survey of
sexual patterns in 190 societies, Ford and Beach note that “human beings in general prefer to
copulate under conditions of privacy.”32 Only in a few cultures, such as the Formosan and
among Yap natives of the Pacific, is the sexual act performed openly in public. Even here,
Formosans will not have intercourse if children are present, and Yapese couples are generally
secluded when intercourse takes place, though they do not seem to mind the presence of other
persons who may come on the scene.33The location of sexual intercourse in various societies
sheds further light on norms of privacy in society. Where the household contains a nuclear family
(husband, wife, and their children), or where it includes various other relatives but furnishes
physical arrangements that provide opportunities for privacy, the sexual act takes place within
the household. But where the household is crowded, or when there are communal households
of large numbers of families sharing the dwelling, the sexual act is usually performed outside, so
that privacy can be obtained, in bush, field, forest, or beach.34As A. R. Holmberg wrote in
describing the situation of the Sirionó Indians of eastern Bolivia:Much more intercourse takes
place in the bush than in the house. The principal reason for this is that privacy is almost
impossible to obtain within the hut where as many as fifty hammocks may be hung in the
confined space of five hundred square feet. Moreover, the hammock of a man and his wife
hangs not three feet from that of the former’s mother-in-law. Furthermore, young children
commonly sleep with the father and mother, so that there may be as many as four or five people
crowded together in a single hammock. In addition to these frustrating circumstances, people
are up and down most of the night, quieting children, cooking, eating, urinating, and
defecating. . . . Consequently intercourse is indulged in more often in some secluded nook in the
forest.35Norms of privacy are also found in the family-household settings of primitive life.
Whether the primitive household is nuclear or extended, most societies have rules limiting free
entry into the house by nonresidents, as well as rules governing the outsider’s conduct once he
enters.36 Even in those societies where entry is fairly free, there will usually be rules limiting
what a person may touch or where he may go within the house. There will also be norms limiting
family conversation or acts performed while the outsiders are present.Clearly there is less
privacy for the individual or pair in an extended household than in the nuclear one, based on the
criterion that more people see and exercise influence over each other’s behavior in the extended
household. But even here there are usually rules of avoidance, based on the kinship system, to
govern who speaks to whom and which relatives may be in the same room with each other.
These avoidance rules have the effect of ensuring certain levels of psychological privacy in the
midst of crowding.37 Restricting the flow of information about oneself in an extended household



is often accomplished by covering the face, averting the eyes, going to one’s mat, or facing the
wall. The respect given to these claims to withhold information are part of the way social
structure is defined in all societies.38 Writing of the Papago, whose households contain ten or
more people living and sleeping in a one-room house, R. M. Underhill notes that their avoidance
rules are such that “they maneuver without touching one another where Europeans, who have
more privacy, are continually doing so.”39The subtlety with which norms of privacy operate in the
household has been described in a paper by Clifford Geertz comparing household-privacy
practices in two Indonesian societies, Bali and Java.In Java people live in small, bamboo-walled
houses, each of which almost always contains a single nuclear family—i.e. mother, father, and
unmarried children. Once in a while an aged grandparent may be present, but almost never
anyone else. The houses face the street with a cleared front yard in front of them. There are no
walls or fences around them, the house walls are thinly and loosely woven, and there are
commonly not even doors. Within the house people wander freely just about any place any time,
and even outsiders wander in fairly freely almost any time during the day and early evening. In
brief, privacy in our terms is about as close to nonexistent as it can get. You may walk freely into
a room where a man or woman is stretched out (clothed, of course) sleeping. You may enter
from the rear of the house as well as from the front with hardly more warning than a greeting
announcing your presence. Except for the bathing enclosure (where people change their
clothes) no place is really private, and that is open above the shoulders and below the knees. . . .
The Javanese have literally almost no defense against the outside world of a physical sort.The
result is that their defenses are mostly psychological. Relationships even within the household
are very restrained; people speak softly, hide their feelings and even in the bosom of a Javanese
family you have the feeling that you are in the public square and must behave with appropriate
decorum. Javanese shut people out with a wall of etiquette (patterns of politeness are very
highly developed), with emotional restraint, and with a general lack of candor in both speech and
behavior. It is not, in short, that the Javanese do not wish or value privacy; but merely that
because they put up no physical or social barriers against the physical ingress of outsiders into
their household life they must put up psychological ones and surround themselves with social
barriers of a different sort. Thus, there is really no sharp break between public and private in
Java: people behave more or less the same in private as they do in public—in a manner we
would call stuffy at best—and maintain the privacy of their personal life by the same means as
they deal with others in their public life. . . .Now, in Bali people live in houseyards surrounded by
high stone walls into which you enter by a narrow, half blocked-off doorway. Inside such a yard
lives some form of what anthropologists call a patrilineal extended family. Such a family may
consist of from one to a dozen or so nuclear families of the Javanese sort whose heads are
related patrilineally: i.e. father, his two married sons, his two married brothers, his father, and the
unmarried children of these; or a set of cousins with their families who are sons of two brothers,
etc. . . .In contrast to Java, nonkinsmen almost never enter one’s houseyard (except on
ceremonial occasions, etc. when they are invited to do so). Within the yard one is in one’s castle



and other people know better than to push their way in (if they wish to see you they will send a
child to fetch you, etc.). Other patrilineal relatives of yours may come around in the early evening
to gossip and in some cases a close friend or two may do so, but except for these when you are
in your houseyard you are free of the public. Only your immediate family is around.40While the
emotional atmosphere of a Javanese house is “stuffy,” Geertz said, the Balinese house is
marked by “a tremendous warmth, humor, [and] openness. . . . As soon as the Balinese steps
through the doorway to the street and the public square, market and temples beyond, however,
he becomes more or less like the Javanese.”Privacy for certain group ceremonies is another
characteristic of primitive societies. One major example involves the rites of passage, by which
girls and boys, as they come of age, are withdrawn from the whole group, go into seclusion,
participate in special ceremonies, and then reenter as “adults.” At the first onset of menstruation,
for instance, girls in most societies go to secluded places away from the village for periods
ranging from several days to several months; in the privacy of this all-female society (men are
forbidden to visit the area), the girls receive sexual instruction and marriage information from
older women. A similar secluded period for boys in many societies involves subjecting the
youths to ordeals designed to test their manhood; after these ceremonies the boys are given
sexual instruction.41Margaret Mead suggests that the enforcement of privacy for the
ceremonies of various sub-groups in the community rests on the feeling that the presence of
“spectators” would affect the psychological feeling of unity and belonging of the participants.
Speaking of the night dances among the Samoans, which usually end in openly promiscuous
relations, Mead writes:[C]hildren and old people were excluded, as non-participants whose
presence as uninvolved spectators would have been indecent. This attitude toward non-
participants characterised all emotionally charged events, a women’s weaving bee which was of
a formal, ceremonial nature, a house-building, [and] a candlenut burning.42Whatever the
reasons given, virtually every society holds ceremonies for special groups from which various
segments of the whole tribe or community will be barred—ceremonies for warrior males, cult
members, women, and the like. Strict sanctions are imposed on invasion of the privacy of these
occasions. In addition, there are taboos forbidding anyone other than priests or some special
elite from entering sacred quarters or going to sacred places.43PRIVACY AND ISOLATIONThe
ways in which human beings perceive their situation when they are alone, in a state of privacy, is
another important area in which to compare primitive and modern aspects of privacy. The data
suggest that fear of isolation leads individuals in human societies to believe that they are never
wholly alone, even when they are in physical solitude. Especially in pre-literate societies, men
are convinced that they are in the presence and under the observation of supernatural forces,
some protecting the individual, some threatening or tempting him, and some simply watching to
judge him for a future purpose, perhaps his fate after death.44 “The longing to communicate with
the supernatural” has been said to be “common to all races of mankind.”45 It arises from such
factors as the need for protection, the desire for identity, and spiritual longings. Both the idea of
being watched and the need to communicate are found in contemporary Judeo-Christian,



Moslem, Hindu, and Buddhist systems as much as in the beliefs of primitive peoples about
ancestors, spirits, witches, and gods.In primitive societies a man who was truly alone when he
was away from fellow humans was a man in terrible peril, since hostile spirits were believed to be
all around—in the bodies of animals, in trees or rocks, in shadows, and even in the air.46 While
primitive man follows various taboos and performs various rituals to avoid offending or disturbing
such spirits, they remain all about him, and his prime protection lies in the friendly spirits that go
with him and protect him if he retains their favor.47Whatever the manner in which the individual
establishes initial contact with the spirits or gods,48 he will seek privacy in order to communicate
with his guardian spirits. Among primitive peoples, this situation usually rests on fear that
enemies would locate his spiritual guardian and appropriate it or cause it to go away.49 In
modern societies, periods of seclusion, whether for minutes or days, are assumed to be
essential to create the contemplative and holy mood for religious communication. Thus when
man seeks to reach his guardian spirit, he seeks privacy—usually by physical solitude in forest,
beach, or church but also by psychological isolation through self-induced trance or reverie, or
even dreams,50 if the individual cannot escape the physical presence of others.The significant
point is that men in most organized societies have a belief that they are watched by gods or
spirits even when they are physically alone, and that personal communication with guardian
spirits requires either physical or psychological privacy if it is to be most effective.Curiosity and
SurveillanceThe third element of privacy that seems universal is a tendency on the part of
individuals to invade the privacy of others, and of society to engage in surveillance to guard
against anti-social conduct. At the individual level, this is based upon the propensity for curiosity
that lies in each individual, from the time that as a child he seeks to explore his environment to
his later conduct as an adult in wanting to know more than he learns casually about what is
“really” happening to others.51 Again, this is not a phenomenon restricted to man. Studies of
monkeys have shown that even when experiments take away such possible motivations as
hunger, fear, sex, comfort, and the like, monkeys will actively take things apart, poke their fingers
into holes, and exercise active curiosity.52 Though the degree to which action will be taken to
satisfy human curiosity varies according to cultural and personality factors, men and women in
all primitive societies try to find out what has been happening to members of their own family,
other villagers, other tribal members, and so forth. Gossip, which is only a particular way of
obtaining private information to satisfy curiosity, seems to be found in all societies. People want
to know what others are doing, especially the great and the powerful, partly as a means of
gauging their own performances and desires and partly as a means of vicarious experience, for
by satisfying curiosity the individual experiences a sense of pleasure from knowing about
exciting or awesome behavior in others.It has been noted that the tendency to curiosity varies
widely among individual members of any society. William McDougal has written that “these
differences are apt to be increased during the course of life, the impulse growing weaker for lack
of use in those in whom it is innately weak, stronger through exercise in those in whom it is
innately strong. In men of the latter type it may become the main source of intellectual energy



and effort.”53 And, of course, each society can encourage or discourage such curiosity in its
members.The conduct just described might be called simple curiosity, the day-to-day
inquisitiveness or search for explanations that is usually acceptable or even considered
beneficial in most societies. There is also “anti-social” curiosity, the phenomenon that takes
place when curiosity leads individuals to break the taboos of their society and penetrate the
sacred worlds. This is the well-known “insatiable” craving to discover the secret things—to watch
the forbidden ceremonies, visit the forbidden places, eat the forbidden fruit, utter the forbidden
names. Some persons will take great risks to satisfy this craving.The commonness of this
phenomenon (and the need to control it) is illustrated by the myths in many societies about men
and women who have lost precious things, or destroyed themselves, or injured their community
because they did not control their curiosity. Western society’s cautionary tales of Lot’s wife,
Pandora opening the box, Eve tasting the apple, Bluebeard’s wives opening the forbidden room,
Orpheus looking back to Hades, Psyche almost losing Cupid, and others,54 all have their
primitive counterparts, as in the Australian bush myth that death came to mankind because a
woman went to a tabooed tree.55 When normal curiosity is placed alongside the desire of some
members of society to penetrate the secrets, it becomes clear that the notion of societies in
which people happily “mind their own business” and “let everyone alone” is a fantasy of some
libertarian’s imagination, not the condition of men in either primitive or modern
societies.Curiosity is only half of the privacy-invading phenomenon, the “individual” half. There is
also the universal process of surveillance by authorities to enforce the rules and taboos of the
society. Any social system that creates norms—as all human societies do—must have
mechanisms for enforcing those norms. Since those who break the rules and taboos must be
detected, every society has mechanisms of watching conduct, investigating transgressions, and
determining “guilt.” In these processes each society sets socially approved machinery for
penetrating the privacy of individuals or groups in order to protect personal and group rights and
enforce the society’s rules and taboos. Society also requires certain acts to be done in the
presence of others, in recognition that visibility itself provides a powerful method of enforcing
social norms.56The importance of recognizing this “social” half of the universal privacy-invading
process is similar to the recognition of individual curiosity—it reminds us that every society
which wants to protect its rules and taboos against deviant behavior must have enforcement
machinery. Until a society appears in which every individual obeys every rule and taboo and
there is no ambiguity to create choices and tensions, there will be family heads, group leaders,
religious authorities, and tribal-national authorities who will engage in surveillance to see that
private conduct stays within a socially determined degree of conformity with the rules and
taboos of that culture. Any discussion of privacy must recognize this fact.Privacy and the
Movement from Primitive to Modern SocietiesFinally, the anthropological literature suggests that
the movement from primitive to modern societies increases both the physical and psychological
opportunities for privacy by individuals and family units and converts these opportunities into
choices of values in the socio-political realm. Some anthropologists, such as John Honigmann,



have expressed this concept in terms of an increase in the scale of life.Increase of scale . . .
though necessarily involving greater centralization produces not less but more freedom in
personal relations. . . . The freedom of a primitive man is limited at every point by the pressure of
neighbors and kinsmen, living and dead, from whom he cannot escape. He has little privacy. His
position in society is largely fixed by sex, age, and blood. The freedom of the civilized man from
neighbors and kinsmen, and from the immediate past, is much greater than that of the primitive;
not only does he live relatively aloof in his house, but he can escape the living by moving.57The
developments associated with the rise of modern industrial societies—such as the nuclear
family living in individual households, urbanization and the anonymity of city life, mobility in work
and residence, the weakening of religious authority over individuals—all provide greater
situations of physical and psychological privacy than do the milieu and belief-systems of
primitive man. But modern societies have also brought developments that work against the
achievement of privacy: density and crowding of populations; large bureaucratic organizational
life; popular moods of alienation and insecurity that can lead to desires for new “total” relations;
new instruments of physical, psychological, and data surveillance, as discussed in this book;
and the modern state, with its military, technological, and propaganda capacities to create and
sustain an Orwellian control of life. This suggests that the achievement of privacy for individuals,
families, and groups in modern society has become a matter of freedom rather than the product
of necessity.Privacy in Western History: The Struggle to Limit Surveillance by AuthoritiesThe
point just made is illustrated concretely by the evolution of Western political and social
institutions from Greek and Roman antiquity to the contemporary era.58 This development has
been marked by two competing traditions. One, associated primarily with phenomena like the
democratic city-state in ancient Greece, English Protestantism and common-law traditions, and
American constitutionalism and property concepts, has been a trend to place limits on the
surveillance powers of governmental, religious, and economic authorities in the interest of
privacy for individuals, families, and certain social groups in each society. A competing tradition
in Western history, associated with societies such as Sparta, the Roman Empire, the medieval
Church, and the continental nation-state, continued very broad powers of surveillance for
governmental, economic, and religious authorities. The socio-political balance of the former
tradition expanded, in each society, the opportunities of individuals and groups to enjoy
substantial opportunities for privacy as that was conceived in the particular era. The socio-
political balance in the second tradition created a restrictive setting and instilled a competing set
of values in its citizenry. Of course, the two traditions sometimes competed within particular
societies, as alternative trends, but it is remarkable how constant the dominant themes have
been.It is beyond the scope of this brief summary to describe how the leading elites, general
citizens, and the poor and unfree in each of the Western societies studied conceived of privacy,
enjoyed or had none of it, and balanced the values of privacy, disclosure, and surveillance in
their civic life. The point that can be made, however, is that no society with a reputation for
providing liberty in its own time failed to provide limits on the surveillance power of authorities. In



this sense, American society in the 1970’s faces the task of keeping this tradition meaningful
when technological change promises to give public and private authorities the physical power to
do what a combination of physical and socio-legal restraints had denied to them as part of our
basic social system.CHAPTER ONEThe Origins of Modern Claims to PrivacyPrivacy in the
Animal WorldMAN LIKES TO think that his desire for privacy is distinctively human, a function of
his unique ethical, intellectual, and artistic needs. Yet studies of animal behavior and social
organization suggest that man’s need for privacy may well be rooted in his animal origins, and
that men and animals share several basic mechanisms for claiming privacy among their own
fellows. Within the past year these points have been made in two excellent books for the general
reader that report recent findings in biology, ecology, and anthropology—Edward Hall’s The
Hidden Dimension1 and Robert Ardrey’s The Territorial Imperative.2 Thus we begin our analysis
of man’s patterns of privacy at the chronological starting point—man’s evolutionary heritage.One
basic finding of animal studies is that virtually all animals seek periods of individual seclusion or
small-group intimacy. This is usually described as the tendency toward territoriality, in which an
organism lays private claim to an area of land, water, or air and defends it against intrusion by
members of its own species.3 A meadow pipit chases fellow pipits away from a private space of
six feet around him. Except during nesting time, there is only one robin on a bush or branch. The
three-spined stickleback guards an invisible water wall around him and attacks any other
stickleback that swims into his territory. Antelopes in African fields and dairy cattle in an
American farmyard space themselves to establish individual territory.4 For species in which the
female cannot raise the young unaided, nature has created the “pair bond,” linking temporarily or
permanently a male and a female who demand private territory for the unit during breeding
time.5 Studies of territoriality have even shattered the romantic notion that when robins sing or
monkeys shriek, it is solely for the “animal joy of life.” Actually, it is often a defiant cry for privacy,
given within the borders of the animal’s private territory to warn off possible intruders.6These
territorial patterns have been found by scientists to serve a cluster of important purposes. They
ensure propagation of the species by regulating density to available resources. They enhance
selection of “worthy males” and provide breeding stations for animals that require male
assistance in raising the young. They also provide a physical frame of reference for group activity
such as learning, playing, and hiding, and provide contact for group members against the entry
of intruders. The parallels between territory rules in animal life and trespass concepts in human
society are obvious: in each, the organism lays claim to private space to promote individual well-
being and small-group intimacy.Animals and man also share elaborate distance-setting
mechanisms to define territorial spacing of individuals in the group. The distance set between
one non-contact animal and another (illustrated by the spacing of birds on a telephone wire) has
been called “personal distance.”7 Among species such as birds and apes, there are rules of
“intimate distance” regulating the space held between mates or between parents and their
young.8 “Social distance” links members of the animal group to one another and sets off the
group from others,9 while “flight distance” is the point of approach at which an animal will flee



from an intruder of another species.10 Though man has eliminated flight distance as a regular
mechanism of his social life, Hall’s studies indicate that man sets basically the same kinds of
personal, intimate, and social distance in his interpersonal relationships as do mammals in the
animal world.11 In addition, man still relies heavily on his “animal” or physical senses—touch,
taste, smell, sight, and hearing—to define his daily boundaries of privacy. What is considered
“too close” a contact and therefore an “invasion of privacy” in human society will often be an
odor, a noise, a visual intrusion, or a touch; the mechanism for defining privacy in these
situations is sensory.Ecological studies have demonstrated that animals also have minimum
needs for private space without which the animal’s survival will be jeopardized. Since
overpopulation can impede the animal’s ability to smell, court, or be free from constant defensive
reactions, such a condition upsets the social organization of the animal group. The animals may
then kill each other to reduce the crowding, or they may engage in mass suicidal reductions of
the population, as with lemmings and rabbits.12 Experiments with spacing rats in cages showed
that even rats need time and space to be alone.13 When rats were deliberately crowded in
cages, patterns of courting, nest building, rearing the young, social hierarchies, and territorial
taboos were disrupted. Aggression and fighting increased and sexual conduct became more
sadistic. Experiments also showed that wild rat populations would stabilize at about 150 when
the rats were placed in an open quarter-acre pen, even though the females there could have
produced 50,000 progeny in the test period. However, if rats are given individual quarters in
pens two feet square, 5,000 rats could thrive in the same area, and 50,000 in the same space in
eight-inch cages. This suggests that when private space is provided, density does not
necessarily produce social disorganization or diseases. Studies of crowding in many animals
other than rats indicate that disruption of social relationships through overlapping personal
distances aggravates all forms of pathology within a group and causes the same diseases in
animals that overcrowding does in man—“high blood pressure, circulatory diseases, and heart
disease.”14Crowding in animals can also produce what has been called “biochemical die-off.”
For example, a deer herd on an island near the coast of Maryland had increased gradually to
300, about one deer to an acre. Food was adequate for all, and there was no evidence of
infection. Yet between 1958 and 1959 more than two thirds of the deer simply died, in apparently
fine physical health. A study of the “die-off” concluded that crowding had created such metabolic
stress that an endocrine reaction set in, producing a process of natural selection and reducing
the population.15A final parallel between animal and human societies is the need for social
stimulation which exists in animals alongside their needs for privacy. As Ardrey has written:In
species after species natural selection has encouraged social mechanisms which seem
ultimately to exist for no reason other than to provide conditions for antagonism and conflict and
excitement. We may comprehend the evolutionary necessity for bringing together a breeding
community. . . . But why must it live in a dense, disturbing, challenging, competing, squabbling,
argumentative mass? If it is not to avoid boredom, then why must the animal demand for privacy
stand cheek-by-jowl with the urge to plunge into the largest available crowd?16Even though



food supplies are adequate for living in seclusion, even though natural enemies may be
manageable alone, and even though pairs could have their sex and family activities alone,
animals consistently return to the group after being apart. The work of leading scientists such as
Darling,17 Fisher,18 and Wynne-Edwards19 shows that it is not security per se that brings
animals of the same species together, but a desire for the stimulation of their fellows.What the
animal studies demonstrate is that virtually all animals have need for the temporary individual
seclusion or small-unit intimacy that constitute two of the core aspects of privacy. Animals also
need the stimulation of social encounters among their own species. As a result, the animal’s
struggle to achieve a balance between privacy and participation provides one of the basic
processes of animal life. In this sense, the quest for privacy is not restricted to man alone, but
arises in the biological and social processes of all life.Privacy in the Primitive WorldEven though
man shares some needs for privacy with most animals, the dominant anthropological “lesson”
about privacy seems to be that our contemporary norms of privacy are “modern” and “advanced”
values largely absent from primitive societies of the past and present. For example, Dorothy Lee,
whose work as a cultural anthropologist has focused on the relation between freedom and
culture in various societies, has drawn a sharp contrast between privacy in American society
and interpersonal life among the Tikopia of Polynesia.20 In child rearing, Americans concentrate
on teaching the child to be “himself’ and “self-dependent,” preparing him for his individual
struggle in life and also giving the mother important privacy during child rearing.Now the child
grows up needing time to himself, a room of his own, freedom of choice, freedom to plan his own
time and his own life. . . . He will spend his wealth installing private bathrooms in his house,
buying a private car, a private yacht, private woods and a private beach, which he will then
people with his privately chosen society. The need for privacy is an imperative one in our society,
recognized by official bodies of our government.21Life among the Tikopia, Mrs. Lee notes, with
their greater emphasis on social rather than individual values, produces very different practices.
[T]he Tikopia help the self to be continuous with its society [rather than separate from it], . . .
They find it good to sleep side by side crowding each other, next to their children or their parents
or their brothers and sisters, mixing sexes and generations; and if a widow finds herself alone in
her one-room house, she may adopt a child or a brother to allay her intolerable privacy. . . .Work
among the Tikopia is also socially conceived and structured; and if a man has to work alone, he
will probably try to take a little child along. In our culture, the private office is a mark of status, an
ideal; and a man has really arrived when he can even have a receptionist to guard him from any
social intrusion without his private consent.22Margaret Mead’s famous study of Samoa deals
with another society in which the basic American concepts of privacy are unknown.23 In the
Samoan house there are no walls, and only mosquito netting separates the sleeping quarters of
the married couples, children, and old folks. Adults wear little clothing and children none. Bathing
in the sea is performed without clothes. The beaches are used openly as latrines. No privacy is
claimed or provided for the processes of birth and death; even the children stand about watching
these moments of intimacy. In all these areas, Dr. Mead notes, “there is no privacy and no sense



of shame.” In Samoa, “little is mysterious, . . . little forbidden.”To give one last example from
another area of the world, Livingston Jones has written of the Tlingit Indians of North
America:There are no skeletons tucked away in native families, for the acts of one are familiar to
all the others. Privacy is hardly known among them. It cannot be maintained very well under their
system of living, with families bunched together. . . . The Tlingit’s bump of curiosity is well
developed and any thing out of the ordinary, as an accident, a birth, a death or a quarrel, never
fails to draw a crowd. . . . They walk in and out of one another’s homes without knocking on the
door. A woman may be in the very act of changing her garments when Mr. Quakish steps in
unannounced to visit her husband. This does not embarrass her in the least. She proceeds as if
no one had called.24One could compile a long list of societies, primitive and modern, that
neither have nor would admire the norms of privacy found in American culture—norms which
some Americans regard as “natural” needs of all men living in society. Yet this circumstance
does not prove that there are no universal needs for privacy and no universal processes for
adjusting the values of privacy, disclosure, and surveillance within each society. It suggests only
that each society must be studied in its own terms, focusing sensitively on social customs to see
whether there are norms of privacy called by other names, and recognizing all the difficulties in
making cross-cultural comparisons. The analysis must also recognize the fact that there are
psychological ways of achieving privacy for the individual or the family as well as physical
arrangements, ways which are crucial in those societies where communal life makes solitude or
intimacy impossible within the living areas.Most of the work on cultural universals has been
based on studies of about 200 to 300 non-literate societies, providing us with a fairly
representative cross-section of the 3,000 to 4,000 people with distinctive cultures who have lived
on the earth.25 Based on the leading general works of anthropology and sociology, a survey of
the major ethnographic studies, and the relevant categories of the Human Relations Area Files
at Yale University, I suggest that there are four general aspects of privacy which apply to men
living together in virtually every society that has been systematically examined.INDIVIDUAL
AND GROUP NORMS OF PRIVACY IN PRIMITIVE SOCIETIESNeeds for individual and group
privacy and resulting social norms are present in virtually every society. Encompassing a vast
range of activities, these needs affect basic areas of life for the individual, the intimate family
group, and the community as a whole. Privacy norms for the society are established in each of
these three areas. The individual seeks privacy, as well as companionship, in his daily
interactions with others; limits are set to maintain a degree of distance at certain crucial times in
his life. The family-household unit also institutes limitations on both members of the unit and
outsiders to protect various activities within the household. Finally, significant rituals and
ceremonies in the larger community are also protected by customs which prescribe privacy for
these rites within the group. As we will see, the norms vary, but the functions which privacy
performs are crucial for each of these three areas of social life.Anthropological studies have
shown that the individual in virtually every society engages in a continuing personal process by
which he seeks privacy at some times and disclosure or companionship at other times. This part



of the individual’s basic process of interaction with those around him is usually discussed by
social scientists under the terms “social distance” and “avoidance rules.”26 Although it is
obviously affected by the cultural patterns of each society, the process is adjusted in its finer
degrees by each individual himself. A sensitive discussion of this distance-setting process has
been contributed recently by Robert F. Murphy of Columbia University.27 Murphy noted that the
use of “reserve and restraint” to provide “an area of privacy” for the individual in his relations with
others represents a “common, though not constant” factor in “all social relationships.” Indeed,
Murphy says, it is one of the key “dialectical processes in social life.” The reason for the
universality of this process is that individuals have conflicting roles to play in any society; to play
these different roles with different persons, the individual must present a different “self” at
various times.28 Restricting information about himself and his emotions is a crucial way of
protecting the individual in the stresses and strains of this social interaction. Murphy also notes
that creating social distance is especially important in the individual’s intimate relations, perhaps
even more so than in his casual ones. Precisely because the intimate relationships are the most
emotional and ambivalent for the individual, they are “most demanding of expressions of
distance, however elusive and ambivalent these may be.”Murphy’s work among the Tuareg tribes
of North Africa, where men veil their faces and constantly adjust the veil to changing
interpersonal relations, provides a particularly visual example of the distance-setting process.
Murphy concluded that the Tuareg veil is a symbolic realization of the need for privacy in every
society. “The social distance set in some societies by joking and respect or avoidance behavior
toward certain specific categories of relatives is accomplished here through the veil.” The eyes
and the mouth are instruments that “expose” the individual and diminish his psychological
privacy; thus Tuareg men shield the eyes and mouth. Murphy notes that the Tuareg custom is
only a more physical and exaggerated rendition of the privacy-protecting “masks” found in many
societies, such as the use of the fan by women to cover the mouth and eyes when establishing
their relations with men, or the use of dark glasses today among high personages in the Near
and Middle East, Latin America, or Hollywood.Examples of distance-setting techniques and
avoidance rules from other primitive societies could be presented at length. The point is that
kinship rules and interaction norms present individuals with a need to restrict the flow of
information about themselves to others and to adjust these regulations constantly in contacts
with others. This need is fundamental to individual behavior with intimates, casual
acquaintances, and authorities.The claim to individual privacy gives rise to some other limits on
interpersonal disclosure. Virtually all societies have rules for concealment of the female genitals,
and restrictions on the time and manner of female genital exposure; only a handful of societies
practice complete nudity.29 Though Murdock lists “modesty about natural functions” as a trait
found in all societies,30 the openness with which people in most non literate societies engage in
evacuation makes this a “public” affair in contrast to modern norms in a society like the United
States. Similarly, the individual’s moments of birth, illness, and death are considered taboo and
are secluded from general view in many societies,31 but as some peoples conduct these affairs



in casual view, they cannot be considered universal matters of privacy.Needs for privacy do
appear in the intimacy of sexual relations (the “pair territory” discussed by Ardrey). There are
only a few exceptions to the norm that men and women will seek seclusion for performance of
the sexual act. In their survey of sexual patterns in 190 societies, Ford and Beach note that
“human beings in general prefer to copulate under conditions of privacy.”32 Only in a few
cultures, such as the Formosan and among Yap natives of the Pacific, is the sexual act
performed openly in public. Even here, Formosans will not have intercourse if children are
present, and Yapese couples are generally secluded when intercourse takes place, though they
do not seem to mind the presence of other persons who may come on the scene.33The location
of sexual intercourse in various societies sheds further light on norms of privacy in society.
Where the household contains a nuclear family (husband, wife, and their children), or where it
includes various other relatives but furnishes physical arrangements that provide opportunities
for privacy, the sexual act takes place within the household. But where the household is
crowded, or when there are communal households of large numbers of families sharing the
dwelling, the sexual act is usually performed outside, so that privacy can be obtained, in bush,
field, forest, or beach.34As A. R. Holmberg wrote in describing the situation of the Sirionó
Indians of eastern Bolivia:Much more intercourse takes place in the bush than in the house. The
principal reason for this is that privacy is almost impossible to obtain within the hut where as
many as fifty hammocks may be hung in the confined space of five hundred square feet.
Moreover, the hammock of a man and his wife hangs not three feet from that of the former’s
mother-in-law. Furthermore, young children commonly sleep with the father and mother, so that
there may be as many as four or five people crowded together in a single hammock. In addition
to these frustrating circumstances, people are up and down most of the night, quieting children,
cooking, eating, urinating, and defecating. . . . Consequently intercourse is indulged in more
often in some secluded nook in the forest.35Norms of privacy are also found in the family-
household settings of primitive life. Whether the primitive household is nuclear or extended,
most societies have rules limiting free entry into the house by nonresidents, as well as rules
governing the outsider’s conduct once he enters.36 Even in those societies where entry is fairly
free, there will usually be rules limiting what a person may touch or where he may go within the
house. There will also be norms limiting family conversation or acts performed while the
outsiders are present.Clearly there is less privacy for the individual or pair in an extended
household than in the nuclear one, based on the criterion that more people see and exercise
influence over each other’s behavior in the extended household. But even here there are usually
rules of avoidance, based on the kinship system, to govern who speaks to whom and which
relatives may be in the same room with each other. These avoidance rules have the effect of
ensuring certain levels of psychological privacy in the midst of crowding.37 Restricting the flow
of information about oneself in an extended household is often accomplished by covering the
face, averting the eyes, going to one’s mat, or facing the wall. The respect given to these claims
to withhold information are part of the way social structure is defined in all societies.38 Writing of



the Papago, whose households contain ten or more people living and sleeping in a one-room
house, R. M. Underhill notes that their avoidance rules are such that “they maneuver without
touching one another where Europeans, who have more privacy, are continually doing so.”39The
subtlety with which norms of privacy operate in the household has been described in a paper by
Clifford Geertz comparing household-privacy practices in two Indonesian societies, Bali and
Java.In Java people live in small, bamboo-walled houses, each of which almost always contains
a single nuclear family—i.e. mother, father, and unmarried children. Once in a while an aged
grandparent may be present, but almost never anyone else. The houses face the street with a
cleared front yard in front of them. There are no walls or fences around them, the house walls are
thinly and loosely woven, and there are commonly not even doors. Within the house people
wander freely just about any place any time, and even outsiders wander in fairly freely almost
any time during the day and early evening. In brief, privacy in our terms is about as close to
nonexistent as it can get. You may walk freely into a room where a man or woman is stretched
out (clothed, of course) sleeping. You may enter from the rear of the house as well as from the
front with hardly more warning than a greeting announcing your presence. Except for the bathing
enclosure (where people change their clothes) no place is really private, and that is open above
the shoulders and below the knees. . . . The Javanese have literally almost no defense against
the outside world of a physical sort.The result is that their defenses are mostly psychological.
Relationships even within the household are very restrained; people speak softly, hide their
feelings and even in the bosom of a Javanese family you have the feeling that you are in the
public square and must behave with appropriate decorum. Javanese shut people out with a wall
of etiquette (patterns of politeness are very highly developed), with emotional restraint, and with
a general lack of candor in both speech and behavior. It is not, in short, that the Javanese do not
wish or value privacy; but merely that because they put up no physical or social barriers against
the physical ingress of outsiders into their household life they must put up psychological ones
and surround themselves with social barriers of a different sort. Thus, there is really no sharp
break between public and private in Java: people behave more or less the same in private as
they do in public—in a manner we would call stuffy at best—and maintain the privacy of their
personal life by the same means as they deal with others in their public life. . . .Now, in Bali
people live in houseyards surrounded by high stone walls into which you enter by a narrow, half
blocked-off doorway. Inside such a yard lives some form of what anthropologists call a patrilineal
extended family. Such a family may consist of from one to a dozen or so nuclear families of the
Javanese sort whose heads are related patrilineally: i.e. father, his two married sons, his two
married brothers, his father, and the unmarried children of these; or a set of cousins with their
families who are sons of two brothers, etc. . . .In contrast to Java, nonkinsmen almost never enter
one’s houseyard (except on ceremonial occasions, etc. when they are invited to do so). Within
the yard one is in one’s castle and other people know better than to push their way in (if they
wish to see you they will send a child to fetch you, etc.). Other patrilineal relatives of yours may
come around in the early evening to gossip and in some cases a close friend or two may do so,



but except for these when you are in your houseyard you are free of the public. Only your
immediate family is around.40While the emotional atmosphere of a Javanese house is “stuffy,”
Geertz said, the Balinese house is marked by “a tremendous warmth, humor, [and]
openness. . . . As soon as the Balinese steps through the doorway to the street and the public
square, market and temples beyond, however, he becomes more or less like the
Javanese.”Privacy for certain group ceremonies is another characteristic of primitive societies.
One major example involves the rites of passage, by which girls and boys, as they come of age,
are withdrawn from the whole group, go into seclusion, participate in special ceremonies, and
then reenter as “adults.” At the first onset of menstruation, for instance, girls in most societies go
to secluded places away from the village for periods ranging from several days to several
months; in the privacy of this all-female society (men are forbidden to visit the area), the girls
receive sexual instruction and marriage information from older women. A similar secluded period
for boys in many societies involves subjecting the youths to ordeals designed to test their
manhood; after these ceremonies the boys are given sexual instruction.41Margaret Mead
suggests that the enforcement of privacy for the ceremonies of various sub-groups in the
community rests on the feeling that the presence of “spectators” would affect the psychological
feeling of unity and belonging of the participants. Speaking of the night dances among the
Samoans, which usually end in openly promiscuous relations, Mead writes:[C]hildren and old
people were excluded, as non-participants whose presence as uninvolved spectators would
have been indecent. This attitude toward non-participants characterised all emotionally charged
events, a women’s weaving bee which was of a formal, ceremonial nature, a house-building,
[and] a candlenut burning.42Whatever the reasons given, virtually every society holds
ceremonies for special groups from which various segments of the whole tribe or community will
be barred—ceremonies for warrior males, cult members, women, and the like. Strict sanctions
are imposed on invasion of the privacy of these occasions. In addition, there are taboos
forbidding anyone other than priests or some special elite from entering sacred quarters or going
to sacred places.43PRIVACY AND ISOLATIONThe ways in which human beings perceive their
situation when they are alone, in a state of privacy, is another important area in which to
compare primitive and modern aspects of privacy. The data suggest that fear of isolation leads
individuals in human societies to believe that they are never wholly alone, even when they are in
physical solitude. Especially in pre-literate societies, men are convinced that they are in the
presence and under the observation of supernatural forces, some protecting the individual,
some threatening or tempting him, and some simply watching to judge him for a future purpose,
perhaps his fate after death.44 “The longing to communicate with the supernatural” has been
said to be “common to all races of mankind.”45 It arises from such factors as the need for
protection, the desire for identity, and spiritual longings. Both the idea of being watched and the
need to communicate are found in contemporary Judeo-Christian, Moslem, Hindu, and
Buddhist systems as much as in the beliefs of primitive peoples about ancestors, spirits,
witches, and gods.In primitive societies a man who was truly alone when he was away from



fellow humans was a man in terrible peril, since hostile spirits were believed to be all around—in
the bodies of animals, in trees or rocks, in shadows, and even in the air.46 While primitive man
follows various taboos and performs various rituals to avoid offending or disturbing such spirits,
they remain all about him, and his prime protection lies in the friendly spirits that go with him and
protect him if he retains their favor.47Whatever the manner in which the individual establishes
initial contact with the spirits or gods,48 he will seek privacy in order to communicate with his
guardian spirits. Among primitive peoples, this situation usually rests on fear that enemies would
locate his spiritual guardian and appropriate it or cause it to go away.49 In modern societies,
periods of seclusion, whether for minutes or days, are assumed to be essential to create the
contemplative and holy mood for religious communication. Thus when man seeks to reach his
guardian spirit, he seeks privacy—usually by physical solitude in forest, beach, or church but
also by psychological isolation through self-induced trance or reverie, or even dreams,50 if the
individual cannot escape the physical presence of others.The significant point is that men in
most organized societies have a belief that they are watched by gods or spirits even when they
are physically alone, and that personal communication with guardian spirits requires either
physical or psychological privacy if it is to be most effective.Curiosity and SurveillanceThe third
element of privacy that seems universal is a tendency on the part of individuals to invade the
privacy of others, and of society to engage in surveillance to guard against anti-social conduct.
At the individual level, this is based upon the propensity for curiosity that lies in each individual,
from the time that as a child he seeks to explore his environment to his later conduct as an adult
in wanting to know more than he learns casually about what is “really” happening to others.51
Again, this is not a phenomenon restricted to man. Studies of monkeys have shown that even
when experiments take away such possible motivations as hunger, fear, sex, comfort, and the
like, monkeys will actively take things apart, poke their fingers into holes, and exercise active
curiosity.52 Though the degree to which action will be taken to satisfy human curiosity varies
according to cultural and personality factors, men and women in all primitive societies try to find
out what has been happening to members of their own family, other villagers, other tribal
members, and so forth. Gossip, which is only a particular way of obtaining private information to
satisfy curiosity, seems to be found in all societies. People want to know what others are doing,
especially the great and the powerful, partly as a means of gauging their own performances and
desires and partly as a means of vicarious experience, for by satisfying curiosity the individual
experiences a sense of pleasure from knowing about exciting or awesome behavior in others.It
has been noted that the tendency to curiosity varies widely among individual members of any
society. William McDougal has written that “these differences are apt to be increased during the
course of life, the impulse growing weaker for lack of use in those in whom it is innately weak,
stronger through exercise in those in whom it is innately strong. In men of the latter type it may
become the main source of intellectual energy and effort.”53 And, of course, each society can
encourage or discourage such curiosity in its members.The conduct just described might be
called simple curiosity, the day-to-day inquisitiveness or search for explanations that is usually



acceptable or even considered beneficial in most societies. There is also “anti-social” curiosity,
the phenomenon that takes place when curiosity leads individuals to break the taboos of their
society and penetrate the sacred worlds. This is the well-known “insatiable” craving to discover
the secret things—to watch the forbidden ceremonies, visit the forbidden places, eat the
forbidden fruit, utter the forbidden names. Some persons will take great risks to satisfy this
craving.The commonness of this phenomenon (and the need to control it) is illustrated by the
myths in many societies about men and women who have lost precious things, or destroyed
themselves, or injured their community because they did not control their curiosity. Western
society’s cautionary tales of Lot’s wife, Pandora opening the box, Eve tasting the apple,
Bluebeard’s wives opening the forbidden room, Orpheus looking back to Hades, Psyche almost
losing Cupid, and others,54 all have their primitive counterparts, as in the Australian bush myth
that death came to mankind because a woman went to a tabooed tree.55 When normal curiosity
is placed alongside the desire of some members of society to penetrate the secrets, it becomes
clear that the notion of societies in which people happily “mind their own business” and “let
everyone alone” is a fantasy of some libertarian’s imagination, not the condition of men in either
primitive or modern societies.Curiosity is only half of the privacy-invading phenomenon, the
“individual” half. There is also the universal process of surveillance by authorities to enforce the
rules and taboos of the society. Any social system that creates norms—as all human societies do
—must have mechanisms for enforcing those norms. Since those who break the rules and
taboos must be detected, every society has mechanisms of watching conduct, investigating
transgressions, and determining “guilt.” In these processes each society sets socially approved
machinery for penetrating the privacy of individuals or groups in order to protect personal and
group rights and enforce the society’s rules and taboos. Society also requires certain acts to be
done in the presence of others, in recognition that visibility itself provides a powerful method of
enforcing social norms.56The importance of recognizing this “social” half of the universal
privacy-invading process is similar to the recognition of individual curiosity—it reminds us that
every society which wants to protect its rules and taboos against deviant behavior must have
enforcement machinery. Until a society appears in which every individual obeys every rule and
taboo and there is no ambiguity to create choices and tensions, there will be family heads, group
leaders, religious authorities, and tribal-national authorities who will engage in surveillance to
see that private conduct stays within a socially determined degree of conformity with the rules
and taboos of that culture. Any discussion of privacy must recognize this fact.Privacy and the
Movement from Primitive to Modern SocietiesFinally, the anthropological literature suggests that
the movement from primitive to modern societies increases both the physical and psychological
opportunities for privacy by individuals and family units and converts these opportunities into
choices of values in the socio-political realm. Some anthropologists, such as John Honigmann,
have expressed this concept in terms of an increase in the scale of life.Increase of scale . . .
though necessarily involving greater centralization produces not less but more freedom in
personal relations. . . . The freedom of a primitive man is limited at every point by the pressure of



neighbors and kinsmen, living and dead, from whom he cannot escape. He has little privacy. His
position in society is largely fixed by sex, age, and blood. The freedom of the civilized man from
neighbors and kinsmen, and from the immediate past, is much greater than that of the primitive;
not only does he live relatively aloof in his house, but he can escape the living by moving.57The
developments associated with the rise of modern industrial societies—such as the nuclear
family living in individual households, urbanization and the anonymity of city life, mobility in work
and residence, the weakening of religious authority over individuals—all provide greater
situations of physical and psychological privacy than do the milieu and belief-systems of
primitive man. But modern societies have also brought developments that work against the
achievement of privacy: density and crowding of populations; large bureaucratic organizational
life; popular moods of alienation and insecurity that can lead to desires for new “total” relations;
new instruments of physical, psychological, and data surveillance, as discussed in this book;
and the modern state, with its military, technological, and propaganda capacities to create and
sustain an Orwellian control of life. This suggests that the achievement of privacy for individuals,
families, and groups in modern society has become a matter of freedom rather than the product
of necessity.Privacy in Western History: The Struggle to Limit Surveillance by AuthoritiesThe
point just made is illustrated concretely by the evolution of Western political and social
institutions from Greek and Roman antiquity to the contemporary era.58 This development has
been marked by two competing traditions. One, associated primarily with phenomena like the
democratic city-state in ancient Greece, English Protestantism and common-law traditions, and
American constitutionalism and property concepts, has been a trend to place limits on the
surveillance powers of governmental, religious, and economic authorities in the interest of
privacy for individuals, families, and certain social groups in each society. A competing tradition
in Western history, associated with societies such as Sparta, the Roman Empire, the medieval
Church, and the continental nation-state, continued very broad powers of surveillance for
governmental, economic, and religious authorities. The socio-political balance of the former
tradition expanded, in each society, the opportunities of individuals and groups to enjoy
substantial opportunities for privacy as that was conceived in the particular era. The socio-
political balance in the second tradition created a restrictive setting and instilled a competing set
of values in its citizenry. Of course, the two traditions sometimes competed within particular
societies, as alternative trends, but it is remarkable how constant the dominant themes have
been.It is beyond the scope of this brief summary to describe how the leading elites, general
citizens, and the poor and unfree in each of the Western societies studied conceived of privacy,
enjoyed or had none of it, and balanced the values of privacy, disclosure, and surveillance in
their civic life. The point that can be made, however, is that no society with a reputation for
providing liberty in its own time failed to provide limits on the surveillance power of authorities. In
this sense, American society in the 1970’s faces the task of keeping this tradition meaningful
when technological change promises to give public and private authorities the physical power to
do what a combination of physical and socio-legal restraints had denied to them as part of our



basic social system.CHAPTER TWOPrivacy in the Modern Democratic StatePrivacy and
Political SystemsIT IS OBVIOUS that the political system in each society will be a fundamental
force in shaping its balance of privacy, since certain patterns of privacy, disclosure, and
surveillance are functional necessities for particular kinds of political regime. This is shown most
vividly by contrasting privacy in the democratic and the totalitarian state.The modern totalitarian
state relies on secrecy for the regime, but high surveillance and disclosure for all other groups.1
With their demand for a complete commitment of loyalties to the regime, the literature of both
fascism and communism traditionally attacks the idea of privacy as “immoral,” “antisocial,” and
“part of the cult of individualism.” This attitude is most strongly expressed in the consolidation
phase of a new totalitarian regime.2 Autonomous units are denied privacy, traditional
confidential relationships are destroyed, surveillance systems and informers are widely installed,
and thorough dossiers are compiled on millions of citizens. Most important, the individual is not
allowed to gain security by conforming without opposition and quietly doing his job. The regime
demands active and positive loyalty.3 These policies, by creating fear and distrust, tend to foster
a sense of loneliness and isolation in the citizen; for relief, he turns to identification with the state
and its programs so that he may find the satisfactions of affiliation and achievement.Once the
regime has consolidated its power and a new generation has grown up under totalitarian rule,
some of the anti-privacy measures are relaxed. A degree of privacy is allowed to families,
church, science, and the arts, and police terror is reduced. However, the public has been well
conditioned by the old methods, and occasional punishment of those who use their new privacy
too aggressively is sufficient to restore the required amount of regime control. Furthermore, the
primary surveillance systems of paid and volunteer spies, eavesdropping and watching devices,
and strict records control are retained to keep the regime on its guard.Just as a social balance
favoring disclosure and surveillance over privacy is a functional necessity for totalitarian
systems, so a balance that ensures strong citadels of individual and group privacy and limits
both disclosure and surveillance is a prerequisite for liberal democratic societies. The
democratic society relies on publicity as a control over government, and on privacy as a shield
for group and individual life. The reasons for protecting privacy tend to be familiar to citizens of
liberal democracies; thus the specific functions that privacy performs in their political systems
are often left unexpressed.4 The discussion that follows will treat these functions briefly.Liberal
democratic theory assumes that a good life for the individual must have substantial areas of
interest apart from political participation—time devoted to sports, arts, literature, and similar non-
political pursuits. These areas of individual pursuit prevent the total politicizing of life and permit
other models of success and happiness to serve as alternatives to the political career and the
citizenship role. Personal retreats for securing perspective and critical judgment are also
significant for democratic life. A liberal democratic system maintains a strong commitment to the
family as a basic and autonomous unit responsible for important educational, religious, and
moral roles, and therefore the family is allowed to assert claims to physical and legal privacy
against both society and the state. As a result of religious diversity and ideas of toleration, most



democratic systems make religious choice a “private” concern; both law and custom forbid
government controls over the nature and legitimacy of religious affiliations and allow maximum
privacy for religious observance and for religious examination of public policy issues.Because of
the central role played by groups in a democratic society—they provide opportunities for
sociability, expression of independent ideas, resolution of community conflicts, criticism of
government, and formation of a consensus on public policy—citizens are given wide freedom to
join associations and participate in group affairs. To this end, privacy of membership and intra-
group action are protected. Associations themselves are given substantial organizational privacy
to achieve their objectives efficiently and responsibly. Liberal democracy recognizes the special
needs of scholars and scientists to be free of constant community and government examination
so that paths to truth and discovery can be pursued even in directions that offend dominant
opinion. Liberal democratic systems ensure maximum freedom for political choice by providing a
secret ballot to protect the voting process and by forbidding governmental inquiries into a
citizen’s past voting record. Through a network of constitutional, legal, and political restraints,
democratic societies protect the individual’s person and personality from improper police
conduct such as physical brutality, compulsory self-incrimination, and unreasonable searches
and seizures. Finally, liberal democratic societies set a balance between government’s
organizational needs for preparatory and institutional privacy and the need of the press, interest
groups, and other governmental agencies for the knowledge of government operations required
to keep government conduct responsible.The functions of privacy in liberal systems do not
require that it be an absolute right. The exercise of privacy creates dangers for a democracy that
may call for social and legal responses. Private-life commitments can produce such indifference
to political and governmental needs on the part of citizens that society must work to bring its
members back to participating responsibility. In some situations claims to organizational privacy
can give rise to anonymous influences over public life, can over-weigh the organized sectors of
the citizenry, and can foster the growth of conspiracies that will threaten the democracy’s
survival. Persons who venture into public debates or civic life sometimes claim an unjustified
right to privacy from fair reply or fair criticism. Rules protecting the privacy of the person by
forbidding new but not necessarily unreasonable law-enforcement methods can seriously
impede protection of the public from crime and lessen the nation’s internal security. Privacy may
also frustrate the public’s “need to know,” important behavioral research, and effective
administration of government and business. An overly strict cloak of privacy for governmental
affairs can cover manipulation of the public, misuse of office, and aggrandizement of power by
government agencies. Thus the constant search in democracies must be for the proper
boundary line in each specific situation and for an overall equilibrium that serves to strengthen
democratic institutions and processes.No one has written more sensitively on this problem than
the political sociologist, Edward Shils:Democracy requires the occasional political participation
of most of its citizenry some of the time, and a moderate and dim perceptiveness—as if from the
corner of the eye—the rest of the time. It could not function if politics and the state of the social



order were always on everyone’s mind. If most men, most of the time, regarded themselves as
their brother-citizens’ keepers, freedom, which flourishes in the indifference of privacy, would be
abolished.5Shils sees the “first principle of individualist democracy” to be “the partial autonomy
of individuals and of corporate bodies or institutions.”Autonomy involves the right to make
decisions, to promulgate rules of action, to dispose over resources and to recruit associates in
accordance with criteria which the individual or organization deems appropriate to its tasks. The
principle of partial autonomy assumes that, by and large, an individual’s or a corporate group’s
life is its own business, that only marginal circumstances justify intrusion by others, and that only
more exceptional circumstances justify enforced and entire disclosure, to the eyes of the
broader public, of the private affairs of the corporate body or individual.6Shils makes an
important distinction between privacy and secrecy. In secrecy, he notes, law forbids the
disclosure of information. In privacy, disclosure “is at the discretion of the possessor, and such
sanctions as laws provide are directed only against coercive acquisition” by persons to whom
the individual does not want to disclose.7In overall terms, the goal of a liberal society is to
achieve a state of political “civility,” which Shils defines as a condition in which there is enough
privacy to nourish individual creativity and group expression; enough publicity of government
affairs to let the public know the facts necessary to form judgments in political matters; and a
small area of secrecy for government to preserve the integrity of certain secret information and
the privacy of internal policy-making processes.Variations in Privacy Balances Among Western
DemocraciesIt is important to realize that different historical and political traditions among
contemporary democratic nations have created different types of overall social balances of
privacy. Britain has what might be called a “deferential democratic balance,” based on England’s
situation as a small country with a relatively homogeneous population, strong family structure,
surviving class system, positive public attitude toward government, and elite systems of
education and government service. This combination has produced a democracy in which there
is great personal reserve between Englishmen, high personal privacy in home and private
associations, and a faith in government that bestows major areas of privacy for government
operations. There is also a tradition of tolerating non-conformism which treats much deviant
political and social conduct as permissible private action. The balance among privacy,
disclosure, and surveillance in Britain is one in which disclosure or surveillance of associational
and governmental activities occurs less frequently than would be the case in democratic nations
where the patterns of deference toward and trust in the Establishment were not so strong.8West
Germany today has what might be called an authoritarian democratic balance. The Bonn
Republic defines privacy in a nation where the traditions of democratic self-government came
late; authoritarian patterns are deeply rooted in German family structure and social life; both law
and government are permeated by high public respect for officialdom and experts; and neither
German law nor government showed high capacity, until the post-World War II period, to enforce
a meaningful system of civil-liberties restraints on government surveillance practices or
harassment of dissent. The result is a democratic state in which privileged elements having the



authority of family, wealth, and official position often enjoy substantial privacy and government
enjoys great rights of secrecy; but the privacy of the critic and the non-conformist is still not
secure in West German life. As the government midnight raid in 1962 on the offices of the
Spiegel magazine and its acceptance by the German courts illustrate, respect for the privacy of
person, home, office, and press still gives way to the claims of official surveillance and
disclosure in the German political tradition.9Where does the United States fall in this spectrum
of socio-political balances of privacy? I would term it an egalitarian democratic balance, in which
the privacy-supporting values of individualism, associational life, and civil liberty are under
constant pressure from privacy-denying tendencies toward social egalitarianism, personal
activism, and political fundamentalism.10American individualism—with its stress on unique
personality in religion, politics, and law—provides a major force for privacy in the United States.
This attitude is derived from such factors in American national experience as frontier life,
freedom from the feudal heritage of fixed class lines, the Protestant religious base of the nation,
its private-property system, and the English legal heritage. Along with the individualist stress has
gone a complementary trait of associational life—the formation of numerous voluntary groups to
pursue private and public goals. An outcome partly of our heterogeneous immigrant base and
partly of the American’s search for group warmth in a highly mobile, flexible-status society,
associations have long been a distinctive aspect of our culture, with well-established rights of
privacy against government surveillance or compulsory public disclosure. A final value
supporting privacy is the American principle of civil liberty, with its belief in limits on government
and private power, freedom of expression and dissent, and institutionalized mechanisms for
enforcing these rights, particularly the legal system and independent courts.Were these the
dominant values of the American socio-political tradition, the privacy balance in the United
States might be called wholly libertarian. But, from colonial days down to the present, foreign
and native analysts have observed other powerful tendencies in American life that press against
privacy and support restrictive rules of disclosure and surveillance. The classic American belief
in egalitarianism and “frontier democracy gives rise to several trends: a denial of various “status
rights” to privacy that once were attached to European aristocratic classes and are now claimed
by elite groups of culture, intellect, and science; a propensity toward “leveling curiosity” in social
and political life that supports a muckraking press and inquisitive interpersonal relationships;
and a demand for external conformity of a high order, in the name of a middle-class system in
which the blessings of equality and opportunity carry with them a heavy burden of ideological
and social conformity.Pressure on privacy is increased by the American credo of personal
activism. Because Americans believe deeply in social progress, especially material progress,
and because they are a highly sociable people who like to be psychologically open to others and
involved in group affiliations, there has always been a heavy “go-getter” quality to American life.
Those who actively “produce” are our heroes (even among professors, religious leaders, and
intellectual critics), with public suspicion falling on solitary types, “unsociables,” and on
contemplation for its own sake unless it is the temporary contemplation of those preparing to



produce.Finally, political fundamentalism has been a major limiting force on privacy in American
culture.11 In one sense this is our nativist tradition, with its elements of xenophobia, religious
and racial prejudice, and isolationism. In another facet this is “populist” fundamentalism, the
belief that American democracy requires such “open” politics and government that there is no
right of privacy for associational groups or government processes. Political fundamentalism also
rests on aspects of the American Puritan heritage, with its moral absolutism, censorial watching
over the private lives of community members, and the Puritan approach to social welfare, which
violates the privacy of the poor and unfortunate in the name of the “good” being done them.The
United States is thus a democracy whose balance of privacy is continually threatened by
egalitarian tendencies demanding greater disclosure and surveillance than a libertarian society
should permit. For example, the basic balance of privacy in America was clearly threatened
during the late 1940’s and early 1950’s, when American fear over the cold war, atomic holocaust,
and internal subversion united with the fundamentalist tradition to produce the McCarthy era.12
By the late 1950’s, however, American society had restored the equilibrium with the containment
of radical-right anti-communism.Variations in Privacy Patterns by “Sensory Cultures”Privacy also
differs from nation to nation in terms of the impact of culture on interpersonal relations. The idea
that notions of privacy vary widely from culture to culture has been treated by anthropologists,13
psychologists,14 and sociologists,15 but the most extensive recent work on this theme comes
from the cultural anthropologist Edward Hall, who states that people in different cultures
experience the world differently not only in terms of language16 but also with their senses. They
“inhabit different sensory worlds,”17 affecting the way they relate to one another in space, in
matters ranging from their concepts of architecture and furniture arrangement to their setting of
social distance in interpersonal contact.To compare these differences, Hall studied a number of
contemporary cultures to see how their notions of sensory pleasure and displeasure affected
their definitions of interpersonal space. First, he compared the dominant norms of American
society, as set by the white middle and upper classes, with three European cultures with which
the American middle and upper classes are most closely linked historically and culturally—
Germany, England, and France. Germans, Hall found, demand individual and enclosed places
to achieve a sense of privacy. This need for individual “Lebensraum” is expressed in closed
doors to business and government offices, fenced yards and separate closed rooms in the
home, discomfort at having to share facilities with others, and strict “trespass” rules regulating
the person-to-person distance on social, business, and ceremonial occasions. In addition, in
defining private space around each individual, or around a group talking in public, or in the areas
surrounding a private home, Germans assert a larger sphere of private territory than cultures
such as the American or British. This need is symbolized by the German law which forbids
photographing strangers in public without their consent. In contrast, Americans are happy with
open doors in offices, do not require fencing or screening of their homes to feel comfortable, and
are far more informal in their rules of approach, order, and distance. An American does not feel
that a person walking close to a group or a home has “intruded” on privacy; Germans will feel



this a trespass.English norms of privacy, Hall found, lie between the American and the German.
The English accomplish with reserve what Germans require doors, walls, and trespass rules to
enforce. Because English children in the middle and upper classes do not usually have separate
rooms but share the nursery with brothers and sisters until they go away to boarding school and
live in dormitories, the Englishman grows up with a concept of preserving his individual privacy
within shared space rather than by solitary quarters. He learns to rely on reserve, on cues to
others to leave him alone. This habit is illustrated in later life by the fact that many English
political and business figures do not have private offices; members of Parliament, for example,
do not occupy individual offices, and they often meet their constituents on the terrace or in the
lobbies of the House of Commons. Englishmen speak more softly and direct the voice more
carefully so that it can be heard only by the person being spoken to, and the eyes are focused
directly during conversation. Where an American seeking privacy goes to a private room and
shuts the door, an Englishman stops talking, and this signal for privacy is respected by family,
friends, and associates. By contrast, when an American stops talking, it is usually a sign that
something is wrong among the persons present, and silence is often a signal for punishment in
American relations. Hall terms the English pattern an “internalized privacy mechanism” in
contrast with the “physical privacy screen” of the American. Furthermore, where Americans use
privacy to define social status (the private office, the private secretary, and the like), the English
social system firmly determines a person’s position, and privacy is not needed for this purpose.
Similarly, Americans “neighbor” heavily by propinquity—who lives next door or down the block—
while the English neighbor by class and set firm barriers against overtures from persons who
merely reside close by.Hall found that the influence of Mediterranean culture set the French
apart from the American, English, and German patterns. Mediterranean peoples pack more
closely together in public, enjoy physical contact in public places, and are more involved with
each other in sensory terms than more northern peoples. On the other hand, while the American
brings friends and acquaintances into his home readily, the French home is reserved for family
privacy and is rarely opened to outsiders, even co-workers of long standing or acquaintances
from social functions.The work by Hall and others makes it clear that the way individuals define
interpersonal privacy is heavily affected by each culture’s conceptions of sensory relations. This
holds true even of sub-cultures within one country. Attitudes toward privacy on the part of lower-
class Negro-Americans, Puerto Ricans, and American Indians make these groups much more
involved with one another in sensory terms than middle-and upper-class Americans. We do
“inhabit different sensory worlds,” and a contact between two persons that is “too close” in one
culture may be “too remote” in another. What “respects privacy” in one can “intrude” in
another.Privacy and Individual Life in Western DemocraciesRecognizing the differences that
political and sensory cultures make in setting norms of privacy among modern societies, it is still
possible to describe the general functions that privacy performs for individuals and groups in
Western democratic nations. Before describing these, it is helpful to explain in somewhat greater
detail the four basic states of individual privacy that were mentioned briefly in the Introduction to



Part I: solitude, intimacy, anonymity, and reserve.The first state of privacy is solitude; here the
individual is separated from the group and freed from the observation of other persons. He may
be subjected to jarring physical stimuli, such as noise, odors, and vibrations. His peace of mind
may continue to be disturbed by physical sensations of heat, cold, itching, and pain. He may
believe that he is being observed by God or some supernatural force, or fear that some authority
is secretly watching him. Finally, in solitude he will be especially subject to that familiar dialogue
with the mind or conscience. But, despite all these physical or psychological intrusions, solitude
is the most complete state of privacy that individuals can achieve.In the second state of privacy,
intimacy, the individual is acting as part of a small unit that claims and is allowed to exercise
corporate seclusion so that it may achieve a close, relaxed, and frank relationship between two
or more individuals. Typical units of intimacy are husband and wife, the family, a friendship circle,
or a work clique. Whether close contact brings relaxed relations or abrasive hostility depends on
the personal interaction of the members, but without intimacy a basic need of human contact
would not be met.18The third state of privacy, anonymity, occurs when the individual is in public
places or performing public acts but still seeks, and finds, freedom from identification and
surveillance. He may be riding a subway, attending a ball game, or walking the streets; he is
among people and knows that he is being observed; but unless he is a well-known celebrity, he
does not expect to be personally identified and held to the full rules of behavior and role that
would operate if he were known to those observing him. In this state the individual is able to
merge into the “situational landscape.” Knowledge or fear that one is under systematic
observation in public places destroys the sense of relaxation and freedom that men seek in
open spaces and public arenas.Anonymous relations give rise to what Georg Simmel called the
“phenomenon of the stranger,” the person who “often received the most surprising openness—
confidences which sometimes have the character of a confessional and which would be
carefully withheld from a more closely related person.”19 In this aspect of anonymity the
individual can express himself freely because he knows the stranger will not continue in his life
and that, although the stranger may give an objective response to the questions put to him, he is
able to exert no authority or restraint over the individual.Still another kind of anonymity is the
publication of ideas anonymously. Here the individual wants to present some idea publicly to the
community or to a segment of it, but does not want to be universally identified at once as the
author—especially not by the authorities, who may be forced to take action if they “know” the
perpetrator. The core of each of these types of anonymous action is the desire of individuals for
times of “public privacy.”Reserve, the fourth and most subtle state of privacy, is the creation of a
psychological barrier against unwanted intrusion; this occurs when the individual’s need to limit
communication about himself is protected by the willing discretion of those surrounding him.
Most of our lives are spent not in solitude or anonymity but in situations of intimacy and in group
settings where we are known to others. Even in the most intimate relations, communication of
self to others is always incomplete and is based on the need to hold back some parts of one’s
self as either too personal and sacred or too shameful and profane to express. This



circumstance gives rise to what Simmel called “reciprocal reserve and indifference,” the relation
that creates “mental distance” to protect the personality.20 This creation of mental distance—a
variant of the concept of “social distance”—takes place in every sort of relationship under rules
of social etiquette; it expresses the individual’s choice to withhold or disclose information—the
choice that is the dynamic aspect of privacy in daily interpersonal relations. Simmel identified
this tension within the individual as being between “self-revelation and self-restraint” and, within
society, between “trespass and discretion.” The manner in which individuals claim reserve and
the extent to which it is respected or disregarded by others is at the heart of securing meaningful
privacy in the crowded, organization-dominated settings of modern industrial society and urban
life, and varies considerably from culture to culture.21The Functions of Individual PrivacyThis
analysis of the various states of privacy is useful in discussing the basic question of the
functions privacy performs for individuals in democratic societies.22 These can also be grouped
conveniently under four headings—personal autonomy, emotional release, self-evaluation, and
limited and protected communication. Since every human being is a whole organism, these four
functions constantly flow into one another, but their separation for analytical purposes helps to
clarify the important choices about individual privacy that American law may have to make in the
coming decade.Personal Autonomy. In democratic societies there is a fundamental belief in the
uniqueness of the individual, in his basic dignity and worth as a creature of God and a human
being, and in the need to maintain social processes that safeguard his sacred individuality.23
Psychologists and sociologists have linked the development and maintenance of this sense of
individuality to the human need for autonomy—the desire to avoid being manipulated or
dominated wholly by others.One of the accepted ways of representing the individual’s need for
an ultimate core of autonomy, as expressed by such theorists as Simmel, R. E. Park, Kurt Lewin,
and Erving Goffman,24 has been to describe the individual’s relations with others in terms of a
series of “zones” or “regions” of privacy leading to a “core self.” This core self is pictured as an
inner circle surrounded by a series of larger concentric circles. The inner circle shelters the
individual’s “ultimate secrets”—those hopes, fears, and prayers that are beyond sharing with
anyone unless the individual comes under such stress that he must pour out these ultimate
secrets to secure emotional relief. Under normal circumstances no one is admitted to this
sanctuary of the personality. The next circle outward contains “intimate secrets,” those that can
be willingly shared with close relations, confessors, or strangers who pass by and cannot injure.
The next circle is open to members of the individual’s friendship group. The series continues
until it reaches the outer circles of casual conversation and physical expression that are open to
all observers.The most serious threat to the individual’s autonomy is the possibility that
someone may penetrate the inner zone and learn his ultimate secrets, either by physical or
psychological means. This deliberate penetration of the individual’s protective shell, his
psychological armor, would leave him naked to ridicule and shame and would put him under the
control of those who knew his secrets. Autonomy is also threatened by those who penetrate the
core self because they do not recognize the importance of ultimate privacy or think that the



casual and uninvited help they may be rendering compensates for the violation.Each person is
aware of the gap between what he wants to be and what he actually is, between what the world
sees of him and what he knows to be his much more complex reality. In addition, there are
aspects of himself that the individual does not fully understand but is slowly exploring and
shaping as he develops. Every individual lives behind a mask in this manner; indeed, the first
etymological meaning of the word “person” was “mask,”25 indicating both the conscious and
expressive presentation of the self to a social audience. If this mask is torn off and the
individual’s real self bared to a world in which everyone else still wears his mask and believes in
masked performances, the individual can be seared by the hot light of selective, forced
exposure. The numerous instances of suicides and nervous breakdowns resulting from such
exposures by government investigation, press stories, and even published research constantly
remind a free society that only grave social need can ever justify destruction of the privacy which
guards the individual’s ultimate autonomy.The autonomy that privacy protects is also vital to the
development of individuality and consciousness of individual choice in life. Leontine Young has
noted that “without privacy there is no individuality. There are only types. Who can know what he
thinks and feels if he never has the opportunity to be alone with his thoughts and feelings?”26
This development of individuality is particularly important in democratic societies, since qualities
of independent thought, diversity of views, and nonconformity are considered desirable traits for
individuals. Such independence requires time for sheltered experimentation and testing of ideas,
for preparation and practice in thought and conduct, without fear of ridicule or penalty, and for
the opportunity to alter opinions before making them public. The individual’s sense that it is he
who decides when to “go public” is a crucial aspect of his feeling of autonomy. Without such time
for incubation and growth, through privacy, many ideas and positions would be launched into the
world with dangerous prematurity. As Robert Maclver has stated, “Everything that grows first of
all does so in the darkness before it sends its shoots out into the light.”27Summing up the
importance of privacy for political liberty, Clinton Rossiter has also stressed the feature of
autonomy:Privacy is a special kind of independence, which can be understood as an attempt to
secure autonomy in at least a few personal and spiritual concerns, if necessary in defiance of all
the pressures of modern society. . . . [I]t seeks to erect an un-breachable wall of dignity and
reserve against the entire world. The free man is the private man, the man who still keeps some
of his thoughts and judgments entirely to himself, who feels no overriding compulsion to share
everything of value with others, not even those he loves and trusts.28Emotional Release. Life in
society generates such tensions for the individual that both physical and psychological health
demand periods of privacy for various types of emotional release. At one level, such relaxation is
required from the pressure of playing social roles. Social scientists agree that each person
constantly plays a series of varied and multiple roles, depending on his audience and behavioral
situation.29 On any given day a man may move through the roles of stern father, loving husband,
carpool comedian, skilled lathe operator, union steward, watercooler flirt, and American Legion
committee chairman—all psychologically different roles that he adopts as he moves from scene



to scene on the social stage. Like actors on the dramatic stage, Goffman has noted,30
individuals can sustain roles only for reasonable periods of time, and no individual can play
indefinitely, without relief, the variety of roles that life demands. There have to be moments “off
stage” when the individual can be “himself”: tender, angry, irritable, lustful, or dream-filled. Such
moments may come in solitude; in the intimacy of family, peers, or woman-to-woman and man-
to-man relaxation; in the anonymity of park or street; or in a state of reserve while in a group.
Privacy in this aspect gives individuals, from factory workers to Presidents, a chance to lay their
masks aside for rest. To be always “on” would destroy the human organism.Closely related to
this form of release is the need of individuals for respite from the emotional stimulation of daily
life. For most persons the constant experiences and surprises of active life are what make it
worth living; indeed, we all search for richer and more varied stimulation. But the whirlpool of
active life must lead to some quiet waters, if only so that the appetite can be whetted for
renewed social engagement. Privacy provides the change of pace that makes life worth
savoring.Another form of emotional release is provided by the protection privacy gives to minor
non-compliance with social norms.31 Some norms are formally adopted—perhaps as law—
which society really expects many persons to break. This ambivalence produces a situation in
which almost everyone does break some social or institutional norms—for example, violating
traffic laws, breaking sexual mores, cheating on expense accounts, overstating income-tax
deductions, or smoking in rest rooms when this is prohibited. Although society will usually
punish the most flagrant abuses, it tolerates the great bulk of the violations as “permissible”
deviations. If there were no privacy to permit society to ignore these deviations—if all
transgressions were known—most persons in society would be under organizational discipline
or in jail, or could be manipulated by threats of such action. The firm expectation of having
privacy for permissible deviations is a distinguishing characteristic of life in a free society. At a
lesser but still important level, privacy also allows individuals to deviate temporarily from social
etiquette when alone or among intimates, as by putting feet on desks, cursing, letting one’s face
go slack, or scratching wherever one itches.Another aspect of release is the “safety-valve”
function afforded by privacy. Most persons need to give vent to their anger at “the system,” “city
hall,” “the boss,” and various others who exercise authority over them, and to do this in the
intimacy of family or friendship circles, or in private papers, without fear of being held
responsible for such comments. This is very different from freedom of speech or press, which
involves publicly voiced criticism without fear of interference by government and subject only to
private suit. Rather, the aspect of release concerned here involves commentary that may be
wholly unfair, frivolous, nasty, and libelous, but is never socially measured because it is uttered
in privacy. Without the aid of such release in accommodating the daily abrasions with authorities,
most people would experience serious emotional pressure. Even Presidents and other high
public officials have been well known, under the strains of office, to lash out momentarily in
angry commentary that they really do not mean. Their privacy in such moments is respected
because society knows that these occasional outbursts make possible the measured and



responsible speech that is produced for public presentation.Still another aspect of release
through privacy arises in the management of bodily and sexual functions. American society has
strong codes requiring privacy for evacuation, dressing the body, and arranging the body while
in public; and privacy for sexual relations is deeply rooted in our culture. Though poverty may
produce crowded conditions which deny privacy for bodily and sexual functions, it is not
accidental that surveillance of such functions by outsiders is practiced with social approval only
in what sociologists call “total institutions”32—such as jails, mental institutions, and monasteries
—or on volunteers in medical or behavioral-science experiments. Even then, prisoners and
patients usually complain about being watched and seek ways to escape the constant
surveillance of guards.33Finally, emotional release through privacy plays an important part in
individual life at times of loss, shock, or sorrow. In such moments society provides comfort both
through communal support by gatherings of friends and through respect for the privacy of the
individual and his intimates. A similar need is often felt by individuals in public life who have
suffered defeats or loss of face and need to retire from public view to regroup their psychological
forces. Reporters, legislative committees, and social scientists do not always respect the claim
of restorative privacy by public figures in temporary distress, but it is striking how often the rules
of “decency” do provide substantial privacy in these circumstances. Privacy also performs a
protective function at moments of less intense stress, during the periods of anxiety and
uncertainty which are part of daily life.Self-Evaluation. Every individual needs to integrate his
experiences into a meaningful pattern and to exert his individuality on events. To carry on such
self-evaluation, privacy is essential.At the intellectual level, individuals need to process the
information that is constantly bombarding them, information that cannot be processed while they
are still “on the go.” Alan Bates has written that privacy in such circumstances enables a person
to “assess the flood of information received, to consider alternatives and possible
consequences so that he may then act as consistently and appropriately as possible.”34Privacy
serves not only a processing but a planning need, by providing a time “to anticipate, to recast,
and to originate.”35 This is particularly true of creative persons. Studies of creativity show that it
is in reflective solitude and even “daydreaming” during moments of reserve that most creative
“non-verbal” thought takes place. At such moments the individual runs ideas and impressions
through his mind in a flow of associations; the active presence of others tends to inhibit this
process.36 For example, the Yale studies of “brain-storming” found that group-think sessions
produced fewer ideas quantitatively than periods of individual, private work by the same number
of people.37 Many studies and autobiographies have described the “creative loneliness” needed
by artists and writers to produce their works.38The evaluative function of privacy also has a
major moral dimension—the exercise of conscience by which the individual “repossesses
himself.” While people often consider the moral consequences of their acts during the course of
daily affairs, it is primarily in periods of privacy that they take a moral inventory of ongoing
conduct and measure current performance against personal ideals. For many persons this
process is a religious exercise. Religious contemplation, said Coe, was a time for “organizing the



self,”39 and William James called religion the experience of “individual men in their solitude.”40
Thus, periods for rumination over past events and for communication with oneself have been
said to be “institutionalized in all societies.”41 The tradition of religious retreats is another means
of providing a time and setting for moral inventory. Even for an individual who is not a religious
believer, privacy serves to bring the conscience into play, for, when alone, he must find a way to
continue living with himself.A final contribution of privacy to evaluation is its role in the proper
timing of the decision to move from private reflection or intimate conversation to a more general
publication of acts and thoughts. This is the process by which one tests his own evaluations
against the responses of his peers. Given the delicacy of a person’s relations with intimates and
associates, deciding when and to what extent to disclose facts about himself—and to put others
in the position of receiving such confidences—is a matter of enormous concern in personal
interaction, almost as important as whether to disclose at all.Limited and Protected
Communication. The greatest threat to civilized social life would be a situation in which each
individual was utterly candid in his communications with others, saying exactly what he knew or
felt at all times. The havoc done to interpersonal relations by children, saints, mental patients,
and adult “innocents” is legendary.In real life, among mature persons all communication is partial
and limited, based on the complementary relation between reserve and discretion that has
already been discussed. Limited communication is particularly vital in urban life, with its
heightened stimulation, crowded environment, and continuous physical and psychological
confrontations between individuals who do not know one another in the extended, softening
fashion of small-town life. Reserved communication is the means of psychic self-preservation for
men in the metropolis.42Privacy for limited and protected communication has two general
aspects. First, it provides the individual with the opportunities he needs for sharing confidences
and intimacies with those he trusts—spouse, “the family,” personal friends, and close associates
at work.43 The individual discloses because he knows that his confidences will be held, and
because he knows that breach of confidence violates social norms in a civilized society. “A
friend,” said Emerson, “is someone before . . . [whom] I can think aloud.”44 In addition, the
individual often wants to secure counsel from persons with whom he does not have to live daily
after disclosing his confidences. He seeks professionally objective advice from persons whose
status in society promises that they will not later use his distress to take advantage of him. To
protect freedom of limited communication, such relationships—with doctors, lawyers, ministers,
psychiatrists, psychologists, and others—are given varying but important degrees of legal
privilege against forced disclosure. The privacy given to the religious confessional in democratic
societies is well known, but the need for confession is so general that those without religious
commitment have institutionalized their substitute in psychiatric and counseling services.
Confessional relief also comes through the stranger, to whom communication is limited because
what he is told will not be repeated in the “home sphere” of the person who has confided in him.
For this reason, certain places where the real world is seemingly held in suspension “outside”—
such as trains, boats, and bars—lend themselves to free conversation.In its second general



aspect, privacy through limited communication serves to set necessary boundaries of mental
distance in interpersonal situations ranging from the most intimate to the most formal and public.
In marriage, for example, husbands and wives need to retain is-lands of privacy in the midst of
their intimacy if they are to preserve a saving respect and mystery in the relation. These
elements of reserved communication will range from small matters, involving management of
money, personal habits, and outside activities, to the more serious levels of past experiences
and inner secrets of personality. Successful marriages usually depend on the discovery of the
ideal line between privacy and revelation and on the respect of both partners for that line.45 In
work situations, mental distance is necessary so that the relations of superior and subordinate
do not slip into an intimacy which would create a lack of respect and an impediment to directions
and correction. Thus, physical arrangements shield superiors from constant observation by
subordinates, and social etiquette forbids conversations or off-duty contacts that are “too close”
for the work relationship. Similar distance is observed in relations between professor and
student, parent and child, minister and communicant, and many others.Psychological distance
is also used in crowded settings to provide privacy for the participants of group and public
encounters; a complex but well-understood etiquette of privacy is part of our social scenario.
Bates remarked that “we request or recognize withdrawal into privacy in facial expressions,
bodily gestures, conventions like changing the subject, and by exchanging meaning in ways
which exclude others present, such as private words, jokes, winks, and grimaces.”46 We learn to
ignore people and to be ignored by them as a way of achieving privacy in subways, on streets,
and in the “non-presence” of servants or children. There are also social conventions within
various sub-groups in the population establishing fairly clearly the proper and improper matters
for discussion among intimates, workmates, persons on a bus, and other groups. And, as James
Thurber showed so engagingly, the individual can simply go off into mental privacy when he
needs to, as the Walter Mittys of society work off their aggressions and dream their
fantasies.47The Individual’s Quest for Intra-Psychic BalanceSo far, the discussion has stressed
the individual’s need for privacy and the functions privacy performs in his personal life. But
privacy is neither a self-sufficient state nor an end in itself, even for the hermit and the recluse. It
is basically an instrument for achieving individual goals of self-realization. As such, it is only part
of the individual’s complex and shifting system of social needs, part of the way he adjusts his
emotional mechanism to the barrage of personal and social stimuli that he encounters in daily
life. Individuals have needs for disclosure and companionship every bit as important as their
needs for privacy. As ancient and modern philosophers agree, man is a social animal, a
gregarious being whose need for affiliation marks his conduct in every society. Thus, at one hour
a person may want lively companionship and group affiliation; at another moment, the intimacy
of family or close friends; at another, the anonymity of the city street or the movie; and at still
other times, to be totally alone and unobserved. To be left in privacy when one wants
companionship is as uncomfortable as the inability to have privacy when one craves it.This
balance of privacy and disclosure will be powerfully influenced, of course, by both the society’s



cultural norms and the particular individual’s status and life situation. In American society, for
example, which prefers “activism” over contemplation,48 people tend to use their leisure time to
“do things” rather than to rest, read, and think in privacy. And, in any society, differences in
occupation, socio-economic level, and religious commitment are broad conditioning factors in
the way each person allots his time and tunes his emotional wave length for privacy.This fact
raises an interesting question about “status tensions” and privacy in America. Many claims to
privacy or expectations of receiving privacy arise out of certain statuses—rich man, university
professor, corporation executive, lawyer, and the like. Privacy rights and roles grow out of the
legitimacy and prestige of these statuses. Yet, as noted earlier, American society from its
inception has had a commitment to egalitarianism and social democracy that presses against
the kind of privacy rules that are so well defined and well observed in European systems, which
developed out of feudal traditions and still have definite class lines. In the United States this
situation means that both the individual who occupies a high-status position and the low-status
persons who come in contact with him are not always sure of what privacy rules ought to apply,
of where proper reserve and discretion begin. This egalitarian-democratic ethos accounts for the
“openness” and disregard for privacy in so many areas of American interpersonal life, but it
makes the individual’s adjustment of his intra-psychic privacy balance a more experimental and
fluid matter than in most other systems, including most European democracies.In general,
however, all individuals are constantly engaged in an attempt to find sufficient privacy to serve
their general social roles as well as their individual needs of the moment. Either too much or too
little privacy can create imbalances which seriously jeopardize the individual’s well-being. Too
much privacy can be a result of social or physical conditions that lie largely beyond the
individual’s power to control. Thus, it can come from forced physical separation from society, as
in the experiences of children raised by animals away from human society or the reactions of
volunteers in sensory-deprivation experiments. More relevant is the solitary confinement of the
prisoner or the isolation of explorers and disaster victims; memoirs and scholarly studies
document the depression, hallucinations, and even mental collapse that such isolation can
create.49 Or it may be the effect of life in complex, impersonal, industrial societies; many studies
testify to the sense of rootlessness, anomie, and psychological isolation that this evokes in
segments of the citizenry.50 Although the individual has no control over the conditions creating
too much privacy in these situations, whether or not he adapts successfully depends on his own
emotional capacities.Too much privacy can also result from the individual’s failure to adjust his
own life situation to achieve a healthy emotional state, even though he enjoys “normal” social
conditions. Karen Horney has described the individual who invokes an unnatural degree of
privacy because he cannot relate successfully to daily life as one of the three major types of
neurotics in our society.[This type of neurotic] is like a person in a hotel room who rarely removes
the “Do-Not-Disturb” sign from his door. Even books may be regarded as intruders, as
something from outside. Any question put to him about his personal life may shock him; he tends
to shroud himself in a veil of secrecy. A patient once told me that at the age of forty-five he still



resented the idea of God’s omniscience quite as much as when his mother told him that God
could look through the shutters and see him biting his fingernails.51At its extreme, this state
produces the total privacy of the mental patient, alone in a self-sealed world as only the mad can
be totally alone in the midst of society.The opposite pole of imbalance is too little privacy. Here,
too, some factors beyond the individual’s effective control limit his opportunities for a “normal”
privacy balance. These may be environmental factors such as crowded and noisy living
conditions; economic factors such as poverty that make privacy less important than the
satisfaction of more basic family needs; political factors such as widespread government
surveillance of speech and communications; business and social factors such as intrusions into
the home by telephone solicitors, door-to-door salesmen, and opinion surveyors; or cultural
pressures such as the ethic of activism and the pressure on middle-class persons to participate
in group affairs. Such limits on privacy in democratic societies require the individual to adjust his
psychological balances, to find sufficient privacy despite these limiting factors. Thus, people in
crowded living quarters find privacy outdoors—in the streets of cities, in the corners of bars, in
motion-picture houses, and in a host of “public” places where the necessary solitude, intimacy,
anonymity, and reserve can be found. Individuals find ways to bypass governmental surveillance
of their private messages. Householders slam doors on solicitors or put “No Trespassing” signs
on their property. These attempts to secure privacy even under hostile social conditions illustrate
the quest for intra-psychic balance at work.Too little privacy can also be present as a result of the
way individuals manage their own lives. Nervous breakdowns and physical collapses from
overwork often have as one major ingredient the lack of that emotional relief from stimulation
which is a function of privacy. This factor is often much more basic to the collapse than physical
strain. Psychiatrists have described the mental conflicts created by individuals who deliberately
avoid solitude because they do not want to confront themselves with the moral implications of
their own conduct; constant activity is an attempt to silence conscience by those who are
abnormally afraid of being alone.52 A similar phenomenon takes when people reject normal
levels of intimacy with those close to them.53 In another type of neurotic conduct the individual,
to avoid “threatening” normal intimacies, immerses himself in group activity; this is a retreat into
public life.The basic point is that each individual must, within the larger context of his culture, his
status, and his personal situation, make a continuous adjustment between his needs for solitude
and companionship; for intimacy and general social intercourse; for anonymity and responsible
participation in society; for reserve and disclosure. A free society leaves this choice to the
individual, for this is the core of the “right of individual privacy”—the right of the individual to
decide for himself, with only extraordinary exceptions in the interests of society, when and on
what terms his acts should be revealed to the general public.The Functions of Organizational
PrivacyHaving discussed privacy thus far in terms of individuals, we turn now to privacy and
group life. The approach adopted here involves making two judgments about the issue of
“organizational privacy.” First, the legal and social claims to privacy given to organizations by
American society are more than a protection of the collective privacy rights of the members as



individuals. Organizational privacy is needed if groups are to play the role of independent and
responsible agents that is assigned to them in democratic societies. Among these are the
satisfaction of needs for affiliation in large-scale society; the expression of basic interests felt by
sub-groups in the community; the operation of civic enterprises by private rather than
government management; criticism of government policies; and measurement of public
sentiment on issues and policies between elections. Just as with individuals, and subject to the
same process of social limitation, organizations need the right to decide when and to what
extent their acts and decisions should be made public. The need to protect society from the
“multiplier effect” of concerted activity by large numbers of individuals affects the setting of the
balance, but does not eliminate the legitimate claim to group privacy.Second, the term
organization will be used to include public as well as private bodies. All organizations—from law
firms and fraternal groups to political parties, courts, juries, legislatures, and executive agencies
—are similar in that they have an organizational purpose, a separate entity, and internal rules
and procedures. Government agencies have the same basic need to be free from constant and
immediate public exposure as do corporations, unions, universities, religious bodies, and civic
groups. Each government agency must also resist intrusions into its privacy by other government
agencies under our separation-of-powers, checks-and-balances system of government. Though
the traditional democratic belief in an open governmental process should operate to weight the
balance between privacy and disclosure in favor of earlier disclosure and greater visibility for
certain aspects of government’s decisional process, it should not be seen as denying the claim
to privacy.The most helpful way to analyze the functions privacy performs for organizations in a
democratic society is to apply the same four categories used for individuals and test these for
the organizational setting.ORGANIZATIONAL AUTONOMYThe lack of privacy for certain core
secrets can threaten the independence or autonomous life of an organization much as it does
that of an individual. The diplomatic, military, economic, and scientific secrets of government
agencies are protected by law because public disclosure of such information under conditions of
international conflict could threaten national security and survival. Business groups often have
trade secrets—special processes or formulas—on which their commercial success rests. The
law will usually protect these secrets against disclosure to competitors by former employees or
through business espionage, and against demands for access by labor unions or legislative
committees. Wilbert Moore and Melvin Tumin have noted that privacy for confidential business
decisions is an absolute requirement of a competitive economic system; without such privacy,
business units could not function with the individual autonomy that our anti-trust laws
demand.54Membership privacy represents a core secret for many civic organizations,
especially those advocating controversial ideas. Forced public disclosure of members’ names
could lead to social sanctions against the members and, therefore, to wholesale defections that
could destroy the organization. In democratic societies a legal right to privacy for membership
lists and officers’ names has been given to labor unions, religious and political bodies, and civil-
rights organizations, especially when these groups were facing hostile community pressures.



Such a right is often denied to organizations which are considered “illegitimate” in democratic
theory, as with groups using violence (such as the Ku Klux Klan) or conspiratorial groups linked
to foreign powers (such as Communist and Fascist parties).Still another aspect of privacy for
organizational autonomy involves the secret rituals of private groups. Many legitimate
organizations, particularly the fraternal and social type, have secret rituals that provide the bond
of acceptance and cohesiveness within the group. For outsiders to obtain and publish these
rituals would undermine the sense of exclusiveness and identity that the ritual provides to the
organization’s members. Of course, if the ritual involved unlawful acts (such as torture or
obscenities) or was itself seditious (such as burning the American flag), the press and
government would be justified in investigating such acts. In the normal circumstance, however,
privacy of ritual is respected because it provides an important psychological satisfaction in
certain types of organization that fill approved social needs.Government policies of non-
interference with the internal executive and disciplinary procedures of such private organizations
as societies, clubs, churches, and associations is based on a belief that autonomy for these
groups furnishes experience in self-government and acts as a check on government power.
Allowing private self-government also avoids the necessity of continued government
involvement in the internal regulation and factional disputes of private groups unless these
decisions have so great an effect on public interests that government must intervene.Where to
set the boundaries of organizational privacy remains a continuing topic of debate. “Full
exposure” has been advocated by commentators who believe that the identities of those who
attempt to influence public policy, such as organized lobbyists, ought to be known to the public
in a free society. Claims to membership privacy have at times been rejected by the courts, the
decision turning on the illegitimacy of those organizations’ goals and methods of operation.55
Yet this requirement of visibility has been rejected in other areas where it too narrowly constricts
organizational autonomy, as in the labor-union, civil-rights, and political-lobbying areas. These
rulings indicate that society must constantly set a balance between those ultimate secrets it
feels may legitimately be kept private and those it does not. An enterprising press or social-
science study may increase public wisdom by the penetration of the “inside affairs” of groups,
but too much exposure can create distrust and hamper group activity. Permitting too much
classification of information by government agencies can jeopardize democratic control over
public policy; but too little may endanger national security.RELEASE FROM PUBLIC
ROLESJust as individuals need privacy to obtain release from playing social roles and to
engage in permissible deviations from social norms, so organizations need internal privacy to
conduct their affairs without having to keep up a “public face.” This involves, in particular, the gap
between public myth and organizational reality. For the same basic reasons that standards of
moral expectation are set for individuals, society builds images of how universities, churches,
labor unions, corporations, and government agencies ought to operate. These idealized portraits
are usually based on notions of rational decision making, fair-minded discussion, direct
representation of membership viewpoints by the leadership, dedication to public over personal



interest, and orderly control of the problems assigned to the organization’s care. In fact, much of
the behavior of both private and public organizations involves irrational decision-making
procedures, harsh and/or comic discussions of “outside” people and causes, personal
motivations for decisions, and highly disorderly procedures to cope with problems seen by the
organizations as intractable or insoluble. Despite press and social-science exposures of the true
workings of organizations,56 society at large persists in believing that these are departures from
a norm and that properly led and dedicated organizations will adhere to the ideal
procedures.Given this penchant of society for idealized models and the far different realities of
organizational life, privacy is necessary so that organizations may do the divergent part of their
work out of public view. The adage that one should not visit the kitchen of a restaurant if one
wants to enjoy the food is applied daily in the grant of privacy to organizations for their staging
processes. Privacy affords the relaxation which enables those who are part of a common
venture, public or private, to communicate freely with one another and to accomplish their tasks
with a minimum of social dissembling for “outside” purposes. Without such privacy the
operations of law firms, businesses, hospitals, welfare agencies, civic groups, and a host of
other organizations would be seriously impaired.The arguments for operational privacy made by
public executive agencies are often criticized by legislative overseers as “undemocratic” and in
contrast to legislative “openness.” It is helpful, then, to note that legislative bodies themselves
have such a need for privacy and exercise it constantly. From 1953 to 1960, between 30 and 41
per cent of the sessions of congressional committees were closed “executive” meetings from
which press and public were excluded.57 Robert Luce, an experienced observer of legislative
behavior, has noted:Behind closed doors nobody can talk to the galleries or the newspaper
reporters. Buncombe is not worthwhile. Only sincerity counts. Men drop their masks. They argue
to, not through, each other. That is one reason why it would be a calamity if the demand for
pitiless publicity of committee deliberations should ever prevail. . . . [P]ublicity would lessen the
chance for concessions, the compromises, without which wise legislation cannot in practice be
secured. Men are averse to changing their positions or yielding anything when many eyes are
watching. It is in the conference room that agreements are reached, results accomplished.58In
the judicial sphere, American law institutionalizes privacy for jury deliberations, and judicial
practice provides private conferences for opposing lawyers at the bench or in the judge’s
chambers. Judicial decisions are reached in privacy, and the refusal to tell the press or other
government agencies what went on at the judges’ conference has been fundamental to our
judicial system. Even the publication of intra-conference discussions years later by scholarly
biographers has been condemned by many commentators as a threat to the proper functioning
of the judicial conference. “[T]he free give and take of a secret conference may dry up,” John P.
Frank has written, “if the justices feel that what may be highly biased accounts by some of their
brothers are going to find their way into the history books.”59Of course, society decides that
certain phases of activity by some organizations are so charged with public interest that they
must be carried out in the open, with full visibility. This is illustrated by rules requiring public



agencies or private organizations to conduct certain proceedings in public (such as regulatory-
agency hearings or union elections), to publish certain facts about their internal procedures
(such as corporate accounting reports and other public-record requirements for private groups),
and to open their premises to representatives of the public for periodic inspection of procedures
(such as visiting committees of universities and government inspectors checking safety
practices or the existence of discrimination in personnel policies).EVALUATIVE PERIODS FOR
DECISION MAKINGJust as individuals need privacy to evaluate what is happening to them and
to decide how to respond, so organizations need privacy to plan their courses of action.Planning
by organizations involves both periods of reflection for considering long-range implications of
organizational policies and the frank process of internal debate needed to reach day-to-day
decisions. In both situations privacy is essential if the individuals involved are to be able to
contemplate and to express their views with primary loyalty to the organization. If all written
memos and policy discussions were subject to immediate publication, or if private organizations
knew themselves to be under continuous monitoring by government agents, much of the debate
would automatically become formalized. Gradual accommodation of divergent views within the
organization would be hampered.It is useful to recall that the Constitution of the United States
was itself written in a closed meeting in Philadelphia; press and outsiders were excluded, and
the participants were sworn to secrecy. Historians are agreed that if the convention’s work had
been made public contemporaneously, it is unlikely that the compromises forged in private
sessions could have been achieved, or even that their state governments would have allowed
the delegates to write a new constitution. Once the constitution had been drafted, of course, it
was made public and its merits were freely debated and discussed as part of the ratification
process. A generation later Madison’s notes of the debates within the convention appeared and
the record of who said what was finally disclosed.The privacy involved in the writing of the
American Constitution suggests the importance of confidentiality of organizational decisions
until agreement has been reached, and confidentiality for a reasonable time thereafter of the
way in which they were reached. Today this issue is most often discussed in terms of the federal
executive branch and the question of legislative power to compel disclosure of policy positions
taken by executive officials. President Eisenhower expressed the view of chief executives since
Washington’s time when he wrote in 1954:[I]t is essential to efficient and effective administration
that employees of the executive branch be in a position to be completely candid in advising with
each other on official matters. . . . [I]t is not in the public interest that any of their conversations or
communications, or any documents or reproductions, concerning such advice be disclosed.60In
one of the recent public debates over the propriety of publishing former presidential aides’
accounts of recent intra-executive positions, Adolf A. Berle, Jr., has written:A President must talk
to his staff. He can get the best from them—and they can best function—only when exchange is
wholly candid. In the reviewer’s experience, great decision-making usually boils down to a tired
chief of state on one side of the desk and a trusted friend or aide on the other. If at that point the
chief of state must consider not only the decision involved but also the possible effect of



revelation of himself, his emotions and his thinking—concerning men, political effects of possible
measures, his personal hopes and fears—frankness will necessarily be inhibited.61Obviously,
the issue has its counterpart in the staff relations of law clerks to judges, of military aides to
commanding officers, and of legislative assistants to Senators and Representatives. What law
there is on the matter remains confused, because at heart the question is usually one of
reasonableness, the nature of the issue involved, and the give-and-take of the checks-and-
balances system.62 Time is obviously an important factor in striking the practical balances,
since what is an invasion of a former superior’s privacy in a memoir today may not be so five or
ten years from now. Staff advice must, in the usual case, be kept private for a reasonable time if
men are to make government work.The other aspect of privacy for organizational decision
making is the issue of timing—when and how to release the decision—which corresponds to the
individual’s determination whether and when to communicate about himself to others. Groups
obviously have a harder time keeping decisions secret. The large number of persons involved
increases the possibility of leaks, and the press, competitors, and opponents often seek
energetically to discover the decision before the organization is ready to release it. Since most
organizational decisions will become known eventually, privacy is a temporary claim—a claim of
foundations, university administrations, political parties, and government agencies to retain the
power of deciding for themselves when to break the seal of privacy and “go public.”While the
timing problem is not unique to government (advance news of a corporate decision is worth a
great deal in the stock market and may harm the company’s plans), its scope is greatest in
governmental life. A major need is to prevent outsiders from taking unfair advantage of a
government decision revealed through secret surveillance, careless leak, or deliberate
disclosure by a corrupted government employee. The rulings of courts and regulatory agencies
are particularly sensitive in this regard.63 Another concern is to prevent improper pressure on
government agencies, such as federal and state regulatory commissions, by persons who learn
prematurely that certain actions are proposed. Privacy is also necessary when the degree and
timing of disclosure of the government’s views are vital to the application of responsible policy.
Adam Yarmolinsky has stressed the need for freedom from “premature exposure” in the
international area of “signaling.”There has been a good deal of discussion in recent international
crises of the importance of signals being transmitted to an adversary by particular actions that
the U.S. chooses to take. In the Cuban missile crises, for example, we were much more
concerned about the way in which the Russians would read our actions in imposing a naval
quarantine than about the physical consequences of the actions themselves. Living as we all do
under the threat of nuclear destruction, our ultimate reliance is on a policy of nuclear deterrence,
which means if we have to use our nuclear weapons our policy has failed. In every confrontation
below the nuclear level, therefore, our words and our actions are at least as important for what
they signal about our ultimate intentions, as for their more immediate effects.64Similarly, in
domestic situations, government is constantly involved in taking actions or making statements
which are primarily designed as signals of ultimate intentions. Civil-rights confrontations are a



case in point. If such signaling is not to be misunderstood, government officials need freedom to
decide when their statements to Southern officials or civil-rights leaders remain a matter of
executive privacy and when they should be made public.The basic point is obvious: privacy in
governmental decision making is a functional necessity for the formulation of responsible policy,
especially in a democratic system concerned with finding formulas for reconciling differences
and adjusting majority-minority interests. Nevertheless, drawing the line between what is proper
privacy and what becomes dangerous “government secrecy” is a difficult task. Critics have
complained that the public often has a right to know what policies are being considered and,
after a decision is taken, to know who influenced the result and what considerations moved the
governmental leaders.65 Apart from the broad jockeying for position that underlies privacy
conflicts between the legislature and the executive or between elected and appointed branches
of government, there is also the problem of manipulation of the privacy claim by government
agencies to secure what is really unfair advantage. An effective legislative or press campaign
may be needed to compel responsibility when an agency makes a partial disclosure of
information to advance its own interests or invokes the privacy principle to shield wrongdoing by
public officials (as in the Dixon-Yates affair during the Eisenhower
administration).66PROTECTED COMMUNICATIONSThe organization’s need to communicate
in confidence with its outside advisors and sources of information and to negotiate privately with
other organizations corresponds to the individual’s need for protected communication. At the
governmental level this necessity ranges from the so-called “informer privilege” (by which
American law recognizes the need of the executive branches, especially the law-enforcement
and security services, to keep secret the identities of persons who report wrongdoings in
confidence) to the situation of private persons who give confidential advice to the President and
to executive departments. For example, in refusing to release a private citizen group’s
confidential report on the adequacy of national defenses, President Eisenhower in 1958
explained that the willingness of citizens to give advice to the government was heavily
dependent on protecting the privacy of these communications.67 Society sets limits on this
privacy for informational sources, such as the requirement that informers be produced if the
government wants to use their statements in criminal prosecutions or that information
“volunteered” to executive and regulatory agencies by private citizens—when it is really
advocacy of their economic interests—be placed on the record.Another aspect of privacy for
confidential communication involves the information that organizations acquire from individuals
and other organizations. Private agencies such as life-insurance companies, credit bureaus,
employers, and many others collect reams of personal information, sometimes under the
compulsion that the benefits offered by the organization cannot be had unless the information is
provided. Government departments, in their capacities as law-enforcement, regulatory, money-
granting, and employment agencies, collect even more personal data, and much of this, too, is
compelled—by a legal duty to respond to the government inquiry. Normally, this issue is
discussed as a matter of individual rather than of organizational privacy, because of the



individual’s interest in ensuring that personal information which he gave for one purpose is not
used for another without his consent. But organizations also need to protect such information
against many of the claims to access made by the press and other private and public agencies if
they are to continue to get frank and full information from reporting sources. This fact makes
confidential treatment of the data an independent organizational need, not an assertion of
privacy solely on behalf of those furnishing the information.Many private organizations have
developed confidentiality policies to govern this issue. Government usually tries to safeguard
confidential information through statutes or regulations prohibiting unauthorized disclosures by
government employees of information acquired in their official capacities or contained in
government files. Census data, for example, are legally restricted to the statistical purposes for
which they were acquired and no other government officials may examine the census returns.68
Income-tax data are also restricted; they may be used beyond revenue purposes only for limited
governmental inquiries.69 Pressures on the privacy of governmentally obtained data arise when
business, the press, or other governmental agencies claim the right of “the people” to have
access to such information, creating an important area of struggle over executive privacy.A final
aspect of confidential communications involves the privacy of negotiations among organizations
in society. In many spheres of American life, private organizations are expected to negotiate and
agree among themselves on matters that affect the common interests of their various
memberships. Leading examples of this method are labor-management negotiations over
working terms, negotiations among political parties and factions over political affairs, and the
bargains struck by civic groups of all kinds on matters of community relations. Unless the
representatives of the negotiating organizations can debate and work toward such bargains in
privacy, without premature exposure either to their respective memberships or to the general
public, there cannot be a successful process of accommodation and compromise.A typical
illustration of this factor at work was reported in a New York Times account of a series of
community fact-finding conferences on local problems held in New York state during 1964.
Several “open” meetings for local group spokesmen were conducted, then a session was
scheduled for off-the-record statements. The Times reporter noted that the open meetings had
been marked by “a lack of candor,” since “many who took part . . . did not want to discuss the
city’s racial situation in public.” However, when the meeting was closed, permitting “civic,
business, labor and civil rights leaders to express themselves without fear of being quoted in the
newspapers,” the Times reported, the participants felt that they were discussing realities, and
leaders spoke frankly for the first time.70Government agencies have a similar need to engage in
negotiations with other governmental bodies to arrive at joint decisions. Examples are the
conference committee meetings at which differences between Senate and House versions of
legislation are reconciled; meetings of representatives from various executive agencies to arrive
at a unified policy for the executive on defense or foreign-policy matters; and, of course, many of
the most critical negotiations among national governments. “Open covenants openly arrived at”
is a Wilsonian precept that has definite limits in the realities of international affairs, especially in



negotiations between nations with different ideologies, cultures, and basic international
objectives.The foregoing discussion of organizational behavior suggests that privacy is a
necessary element for the protection of organizational autonomy, gathering of information and
advice, preparation of positions, internal decision making, inter-organizational negotiations, and
timing of disclosure. Privacy is thus not a luxury for organizational life; it is a vital lubricant of the
organizational system in free societies.CHAPTER TWOPrivacy in the Modern Democratic
StatePrivacy and Political SystemsIT IS OBVIOUS that the political system in each society will
be a fundamental force in shaping its balance of privacy, since certain patterns of privacy,
disclosure, and surveillance are functional necessities for particular kinds of political regime.
This is shown most vividly by contrasting privacy in the democratic and the totalitarian state.The
modern totalitarian state relies on secrecy for the regime, but high surveillance and disclosure
for all other groups.1 With their demand for a complete commitment of loyalties to the regime,
the literature of both fascism and communism traditionally attacks the idea of privacy as
“immoral,” “antisocial,” and “part of the cult of individualism.” This attitude is most strongly
expressed in the consolidation phase of a new totalitarian regime.2 Autonomous units are
denied privacy, traditional confidential relationships are destroyed, surveillance systems and
informers are widely installed, and thorough dossiers are compiled on millions of citizens. Most
important, the individual is not allowed to gain security by conforming without opposition and
quietly doing his job. The regime demands active and positive loyalty.3 These policies, by
creating fear and distrust, tend to foster a sense of loneliness and isolation in the citizen; for
relief, he turns to identification with the state and its programs so that he may find the
satisfactions of affiliation and achievement.Once the regime has consolidated its power and a
new generation has grown up under totalitarian rule, some of the anti-privacy measures are
relaxed. A degree of privacy is allowed to families, church, science, and the arts, and police
terror is reduced. However, the public has been well conditioned by the old methods, and
occasional punishment of those who use their new privacy too aggressively is sufficient to
restore the required amount of regime control. Furthermore, the primary surveillance systems of
paid and volunteer spies, eavesdropping and watching devices, and strict records control are
retained to keep the regime on its guard.Just as a social balance favoring disclosure and
surveillance over privacy is a functional necessity for totalitarian systems, so a balance that
ensures strong citadels of individual and group privacy and limits both disclosure and
surveillance is a prerequisite for liberal democratic societies. The democratic society relies on
publicity as a control over government, and on privacy as a shield for group and individual life.
The reasons for protecting privacy tend to be familiar to citizens of liberal democracies; thus the
specific functions that privacy performs in their political systems are often left unexpressed.4
The discussion that follows will treat these functions briefly.Liberal democratic theory assumes
that a good life for the individual must have substantial areas of interest apart from political
participation—time devoted to sports, arts, literature, and similar non-political pursuits. These
areas of individual pursuit prevent the total politicizing of life and permit other models of success



and happiness to serve as alternatives to the political career and the citizenship role. Personal
retreats for securing perspective and critical judgment are also significant for democratic life. A
liberal democratic system maintains a strong commitment to the family as a basic and
autonomous unit responsible for important educational, religious, and moral roles, and therefore
the family is allowed to assert claims to physical and legal privacy against both society and the
state. As a result of religious diversity and ideas of toleration, most democratic systems make
religious choice a “private” concern; both law and custom forbid government controls over the
nature and legitimacy of religious affiliations and allow maximum privacy for religious
observance and for religious examination of public policy issues.Because of the central role
played by groups in a democratic society—they provide opportunities for sociability, expression
of independent ideas, resolution of community conflicts, criticism of government, and formation
of a consensus on public policy—citizens are given wide freedom to join associations and
participate in group affairs. To this end, privacy of membership and intra-group action are
protected. Associations themselves are given substantial organizational privacy to achieve their
objectives efficiently and responsibly. Liberal democracy recognizes the special needs of
scholars and scientists to be free of constant community and government examination so that
paths to truth and discovery can be pursued even in directions that offend dominant opinion.
Liberal democratic systems ensure maximum freedom for political choice by providing a secret
ballot to protect the voting process and by forbidding governmental inquiries into a citizen’s past
voting record. Through a network of constitutional, legal, and political restraints, democratic
societies protect the individual’s person and personality from improper police conduct such as
physical brutality, compulsory self-incrimination, and unreasonable searches and seizures.
Finally, liberal democratic societies set a balance between government’s organizational needs
for preparatory and institutional privacy and the need of the press, interest groups, and other
governmental agencies for the knowledge of government operations required to keep
government conduct responsible.The functions of privacy in liberal systems do not require that it
be an absolute right. The exercise of privacy creates dangers for a democracy that may call for
social and legal responses. Private-life commitments can produce such indifference to political
and governmental needs on the part of citizens that society must work to bring its members
back to participating responsibility. In some situations claims to organizational privacy can give
rise to anonymous influences over public life, can over-weigh the organized sectors of the
citizenry, and can foster the growth of conspiracies that will threaten the democracy’s survival.
Persons who venture into public debates or civic life sometimes claim an unjustified right to
privacy from fair reply or fair criticism. Rules protecting the privacy of the person by forbidding
new but not necessarily unreasonable law-enforcement methods can seriously impede
protection of the public from crime and lessen the nation’s internal security. Privacy may also
frustrate the public’s “need to know,” important behavioral research, and effective administration
of government and business. An overly strict cloak of privacy for governmental affairs can cover
manipulation of the public, misuse of office, and aggrandizement of power by government



agencies. Thus the constant search in democracies must be for the proper boundary line in each
specific situation and for an overall equilibrium that serves to strengthen democratic institutions
and processes.No one has written more sensitively on this problem than the political sociologist,
Edward Shils:Democracy requires the occasional political participation of most of its citizenry
some of the time, and a moderate and dim perceptiveness—as if from the corner of the eye—
the rest of the time. It could not function if politics and the state of the social order were always
on everyone’s mind. If most men, most of the time, regarded themselves as their brother-
citizens’ keepers, freedom, which flourishes in the indifference of privacy, would be
abolished.5Shils sees the “first principle of individualist democracy” to be “the partial autonomy
of individuals and of corporate bodies or institutions.”Autonomy involves the right to make
decisions, to promulgate rules of action, to dispose over resources and to recruit associates in
accordance with criteria which the individual or organization deems appropriate to its tasks. The
principle of partial autonomy assumes that, by and large, an individual’s or a corporate group’s
life is its own business, that only marginal circumstances justify intrusion by others, and that only
more exceptional circumstances justify enforced and entire disclosure, to the eyes of the
broader public, of the private affairs of the corporate body or individual.6Shils makes an
important distinction between privacy and secrecy. In secrecy, he notes, law forbids the
disclosure of information. In privacy, disclosure “is at the discretion of the possessor, and such
sanctions as laws provide are directed only against coercive acquisition” by persons to whom
the individual does not want to disclose.7In overall terms, the goal of a liberal society is to
achieve a state of political “civility,” which Shils defines as a condition in which there is enough
privacy to nourish individual creativity and group expression; enough publicity of government
affairs to let the public know the facts necessary to form judgments in political matters; and a
small area of secrecy for government to preserve the integrity of certain secret information and
the privacy of internal policy-making processes.Variations in Privacy Balances Among Western
DemocraciesIt is important to realize that different historical and political traditions among
contemporary democratic nations have created different types of overall social balances of
privacy. Britain has what might be called a “deferential democratic balance,” based on England’s
situation as a small country with a relatively homogeneous population, strong family structure,
surviving class system, positive public attitude toward government, and elite systems of
education and government service. This combination has produced a democracy in which there
is great personal reserve between Englishmen, high personal privacy in home and private
associations, and a faith in government that bestows major areas of privacy for government
operations. There is also a tradition of tolerating non-conformism which treats much deviant
political and social conduct as permissible private action. The balance among privacy,
disclosure, and surveillance in Britain is one in which disclosure or surveillance of associational
and governmental activities occurs less frequently than would be the case in democratic nations
where the patterns of deference toward and trust in the Establishment were not so strong.8West
Germany today has what might be called an authoritarian democratic balance. The Bonn



Republic defines privacy in a nation where the traditions of democratic self-government came
late; authoritarian patterns are deeply rooted in German family structure and social life; both law
and government are permeated by high public respect for officialdom and experts; and neither
German law nor government showed high capacity, until the post-World War II period, to enforce
a meaningful system of civil-liberties restraints on government surveillance practices or
harassment of dissent. The result is a democratic state in which privileged elements having the
authority of family, wealth, and official position often enjoy substantial privacy and government
enjoys great rights of secrecy; but the privacy of the critic and the non-conformist is still not
secure in West German life. As the government midnight raid in 1962 on the offices of the
Spiegel magazine and its acceptance by the German courts illustrate, respect for the privacy of
person, home, office, and press still gives way to the claims of official surveillance and
disclosure in the German political tradition.9Where does the United States fall in this spectrum
of socio-political balances of privacy? I would term it an egalitarian democratic balance, in which
the privacy-supporting values of individualism, associational life, and civil liberty are under
constant pressure from privacy-denying tendencies toward social egalitarianism, personal
activism, and political fundamentalism.10American individualism—with its stress on unique
personality in religion, politics, and law—provides a major force for privacy in the United States.
This attitude is derived from such factors in American national experience as frontier life,
freedom from the feudal heritage of fixed class lines, the Protestant religious base of the nation,
its private-property system, and the English legal heritage. Along with the individualist stress has
gone a complementary trait of associational life—the formation of numerous voluntary groups to
pursue private and public goals. An outcome partly of our heterogeneous immigrant base and
partly of the American’s search for group warmth in a highly mobile, flexible-status society,
associations have long been a distinctive aspect of our culture, with well-established rights of
privacy against government surveillance or compulsory public disclosure. A final value
supporting privacy is the American principle of civil liberty, with its belief in limits on government
and private power, freedom of expression and dissent, and institutionalized mechanisms for
enforcing these rights, particularly the legal system and independent courts.Were these the
dominant values of the American socio-political tradition, the privacy balance in the United
States might be called wholly libertarian. But, from colonial days down to the present, foreign
and native analysts have observed other powerful tendencies in American life that press against
privacy and support restrictive rules of disclosure and surveillance. The classic American belief
in egalitarianism and “frontier democracy gives rise to several trends: a denial of various “status
rights” to privacy that once were attached to European aristocratic classes and are now claimed
by elite groups of culture, intellect, and science; a propensity toward “leveling curiosity” in social
and political life that supports a muckraking press and inquisitive interpersonal relationships;
and a demand for external conformity of a high order, in the name of a middle-class system in
which the blessings of equality and opportunity carry with them a heavy burden of ideological
and social conformity.Pressure on privacy is increased by the American credo of personal



activism. Because Americans believe deeply in social progress, especially material progress,
and because they are a highly sociable people who like to be psychologically open to others and
involved in group affiliations, there has always been a heavy “go-getter” quality to American life.
Those who actively “produce” are our heroes (even among professors, religious leaders, and
intellectual critics), with public suspicion falling on solitary types, “unsociables,” and on
contemplation for its own sake unless it is the temporary contemplation of those preparing to
produce.Finally, political fundamentalism has been a major limiting force on privacy in American
culture.11 In one sense this is our nativist tradition, with its elements of xenophobia, religious
and racial prejudice, and isolationism. In another facet this is “populist” fundamentalism, the
belief that American democracy requires such “open” politics and government that there is no
right of privacy for associational groups or government processes. Political fundamentalism also
rests on aspects of the American Puritan heritage, with its moral absolutism, censorial watching
over the private lives of community members, and the Puritan approach to social welfare, which
violates the privacy of the poor and unfortunate in the name of the “good” being done them.The
United States is thus a democracy whose balance of privacy is continually threatened by
egalitarian tendencies demanding greater disclosure and surveillance than a libertarian society
should permit. For example, the basic balance of privacy in America was clearly threatened
during the late 1940’s and early 1950’s, when American fear over the cold war, atomic holocaust,
and internal subversion united with the fundamentalist tradition to produce the McCarthy era.12
By the late 1950’s, however, American society had restored the equilibrium with the containment
of radical-right anti-communism.Variations in Privacy Patterns by “Sensory Cultures”Privacy also
differs from nation to nation in terms of the impact of culture on interpersonal relations. The idea
that notions of privacy vary widely from culture to culture has been treated by anthropologists,13
psychologists,14 and sociologists,15 but the most extensive recent work on this theme comes
from the cultural anthropologist Edward Hall, who states that people in different cultures
experience the world differently not only in terms of language16 but also with their senses. They
“inhabit different sensory worlds,”17 affecting the way they relate to one another in space, in
matters ranging from their concepts of architecture and furniture arrangement to their setting of
social distance in interpersonal contact.To compare these differences, Hall studied a number of
contemporary cultures to see how their notions of sensory pleasure and displeasure affected
their definitions of interpersonal space. First, he compared the dominant norms of American
society, as set by the white middle and upper classes, with three European cultures with which
the American middle and upper classes are most closely linked historically and culturally—
Germany, England, and France. Germans, Hall found, demand individual and enclosed places
to achieve a sense of privacy. This need for individual “Lebensraum” is expressed in closed
doors to business and government offices, fenced yards and separate closed rooms in the
home, discomfort at having to share facilities with others, and strict “trespass” rules regulating
the person-to-person distance on social, business, and ceremonial occasions. In addition, in
defining private space around each individual, or around a group talking in public, or in the areas



surrounding a private home, Germans assert a larger sphere of private territory than cultures
such as the American or British. This need is symbolized by the German law which forbids
photographing strangers in public without their consent. In contrast, Americans are happy with
open doors in offices, do not require fencing or screening of their homes to feel comfortable, and
are far more informal in their rules of approach, order, and distance. An American does not feel
that a person walking close to a group or a home has “intruded” on privacy; Germans will feel
this a trespass.English norms of privacy, Hall found, lie between the American and the German.
The English accomplish with reserve what Germans require doors, walls, and trespass rules to
enforce. Because English children in the middle and upper classes do not usually have separate
rooms but share the nursery with brothers and sisters until they go away to boarding school and
live in dormitories, the Englishman grows up with a concept of preserving his individual privacy
within shared space rather than by solitary quarters. He learns to rely on reserve, on cues to
others to leave him alone. This habit is illustrated in later life by the fact that many English
political and business figures do not have private offices; members of Parliament, for example,
do not occupy individual offices, and they often meet their constituents on the terrace or in the
lobbies of the House of Commons. Englishmen speak more softly and direct the voice more
carefully so that it can be heard only by the person being spoken to, and the eyes are focused
directly during conversation. Where an American seeking privacy goes to a private room and
shuts the door, an Englishman stops talking, and this signal for privacy is respected by family,
friends, and associates. By contrast, when an American stops talking, it is usually a sign that
something is wrong among the persons present, and silence is often a signal for punishment in
American relations. Hall terms the English pattern an “internalized privacy mechanism” in
contrast with the “physical privacy screen” of the American. Furthermore, where Americans use
privacy to define social status (the private office, the private secretary, and the like), the English
social system firmly determines a person’s position, and privacy is not needed for this purpose.
Similarly, Americans “neighbor” heavily by propinquity—who lives next door or down the block—
while the English neighbor by class and set firm barriers against overtures from persons who
merely reside close by.Hall found that the influence of Mediterranean culture set the French
apart from the American, English, and German patterns. Mediterranean peoples pack more
closely together in public, enjoy physical contact in public places, and are more involved with
each other in sensory terms than more northern peoples. On the other hand, while the American
brings friends and acquaintances into his home readily, the French home is reserved for family
privacy and is rarely opened to outsiders, even co-workers of long standing or acquaintances
from social functions.The work by Hall and others makes it clear that the way individuals define
interpersonal privacy is heavily affected by each culture’s conceptions of sensory relations. This
holds true even of sub-cultures within one country. Attitudes toward privacy on the part of lower-
class Negro-Americans, Puerto Ricans, and American Indians make these groups much more
involved with one another in sensory terms than middle-and upper-class Americans. We do
“inhabit different sensory worlds,” and a contact between two persons that is “too close” in one



culture may be “too remote” in another. What “respects privacy” in one can “intrude” in
another.Privacy and Individual Life in Western DemocraciesRecognizing the differences that
political and sensory cultures make in setting norms of privacy among modern societies, it is still
possible to describe the general functions that privacy performs for individuals and groups in
Western democratic nations. Before describing these, it is helpful to explain in somewhat greater
detail the four basic states of individual privacy that were mentioned briefly in the Introduction to
Part I: solitude, intimacy, anonymity, and reserve.The first state of privacy is solitude; here the
individual is separated from the group and freed from the observation of other persons. He may
be subjected to jarring physical stimuli, such as noise, odors, and vibrations. His peace of mind
may continue to be disturbed by physical sensations of heat, cold, itching, and pain. He may
believe that he is being observed by God or some supernatural force, or fear that some authority
is secretly watching him. Finally, in solitude he will be especially subject to that familiar dialogue
with the mind or conscience. But, despite all these physical or psychological intrusions, solitude
is the most complete state of privacy that individuals can achieve.In the second state of privacy,
intimacy, the individual is acting as part of a small unit that claims and is allowed to exercise
corporate seclusion so that it may achieve a close, relaxed, and frank relationship between two
or more individuals. Typical units of intimacy are husband and wife, the family, a friendship circle,
or a work clique. Whether close contact brings relaxed relations or abrasive hostility depends on
the personal interaction of the members, but without intimacy a basic need of human contact
would not be met.18The third state of privacy, anonymity, occurs when the individual is in public
places or performing public acts but still seeks, and finds, freedom from identification and
surveillance. He may be riding a subway, attending a ball game, or walking the streets; he is
among people and knows that he is being observed; but unless he is a well-known celebrity, he
does not expect to be personally identified and held to the full rules of behavior and role that
would operate if he were known to those observing him. In this state the individual is able to
merge into the “situational landscape.” Knowledge or fear that one is under systematic
observation in public places destroys the sense of relaxation and freedom that men seek in
open spaces and public arenas.Anonymous relations give rise to what Georg Simmel called the
“phenomenon of the stranger,” the person who “often received the most surprising openness—
confidences which sometimes have the character of a confessional and which would be
carefully withheld from a more closely related person.”19 In this aspect of anonymity the
individual can express himself freely because he knows the stranger will not continue in his life
and that, although the stranger may give an objective response to the questions put to him, he is
able to exert no authority or restraint over the individual.Still another kind of anonymity is the
publication of ideas anonymously. Here the individual wants to present some idea publicly to the
community or to a segment of it, but does not want to be universally identified at once as the
author—especially not by the authorities, who may be forced to take action if they “know” the
perpetrator. The core of each of these types of anonymous action is the desire of individuals for
times of “public privacy.”Reserve, the fourth and most subtle state of privacy, is the creation of a



psychological barrier against unwanted intrusion; this occurs when the individual’s need to limit
communication about himself is protected by the willing discretion of those surrounding him.
Most of our lives are spent not in solitude or anonymity but in situations of intimacy and in group
settings where we are known to others. Even in the most intimate relations, communication of
self to others is always incomplete and is based on the need to hold back some parts of one’s
self as either too personal and sacred or too shameful and profane to express. This
circumstance gives rise to what Simmel called “reciprocal reserve and indifference,” the relation
that creates “mental distance” to protect the personality.20 This creation of mental distance—a
variant of the concept of “social distance”—takes place in every sort of relationship under rules
of social etiquette; it expresses the individual’s choice to withhold or disclose information—the
choice that is the dynamic aspect of privacy in daily interpersonal relations. Simmel identified
this tension within the individual as being between “self-revelation and self-restraint” and, within
society, between “trespass and discretion.” The manner in which individuals claim reserve and
the extent to which it is respected or disregarded by others is at the heart of securing meaningful
privacy in the crowded, organization-dominated settings of modern industrial society and urban
life, and varies considerably from culture to culture.21The Functions of Individual PrivacyThis
analysis of the various states of privacy is useful in discussing the basic question of the
functions privacy performs for individuals in democratic societies.22 These can also be grouped
conveniently under four headings—personal autonomy, emotional release, self-evaluation, and
limited and protected communication. Since every human being is a whole organism, these four
functions constantly flow into one another, but their separation for analytical purposes helps to
clarify the important choices about individual privacy that American law may have to make in the
coming decade.Personal Autonomy. In democratic societies there is a fundamental belief in the
uniqueness of the individual, in his basic dignity and worth as a creature of God and a human
being, and in the need to maintain social processes that safeguard his sacred individuality.23
Psychologists and sociologists have linked the development and maintenance of this sense of
individuality to the human need for autonomy—the desire to avoid being manipulated or
dominated wholly by others.One of the accepted ways of representing the individual’s need for
an ultimate core of autonomy, as expressed by such theorists as Simmel, R. E. Park, Kurt Lewin,
and Erving Goffman,24 has been to describe the individual’s relations with others in terms of a
series of “zones” or “regions” of privacy leading to a “core self.” This core self is pictured as an
inner circle surrounded by a series of larger concentric circles. The inner circle shelters the
individual’s “ultimate secrets”—those hopes, fears, and prayers that are beyond sharing with
anyone unless the individual comes under such stress that he must pour out these ultimate
secrets to secure emotional relief. Under normal circumstances no one is admitted to this
sanctuary of the personality. The next circle outward contains “intimate secrets,” those that can
be willingly shared with close relations, confessors, or strangers who pass by and cannot injure.
The next circle is open to members of the individual’s friendship group. The series continues
until it reaches the outer circles of casual conversation and physical expression that are open to



all observers.The most serious threat to the individual’s autonomy is the possibility that
someone may penetrate the inner zone and learn his ultimate secrets, either by physical or
psychological means. This deliberate penetration of the individual’s protective shell, his
psychological armor, would leave him naked to ridicule and shame and would put him under the
control of those who knew his secrets. Autonomy is also threatened by those who penetrate the
core self because they do not recognize the importance of ultimate privacy or think that the
casual and uninvited help they may be rendering compensates for the violation.Each person is
aware of the gap between what he wants to be and what he actually is, between what the world
sees of him and what he knows to be his much more complex reality. In addition, there are
aspects of himself that the individual does not fully understand but is slowly exploring and
shaping as he develops. Every individual lives behind a mask in this manner; indeed, the first
etymological meaning of the word “person” was “mask,”25 indicating both the conscious and
expressive presentation of the self to a social audience. If this mask is torn off and the
individual’s real self bared to a world in which everyone else still wears his mask and believes in
masked performances, the individual can be seared by the hot light of selective, forced
exposure. The numerous instances of suicides and nervous breakdowns resulting from such
exposures by government investigation, press stories, and even published research constantly
remind a free society that only grave social need can ever justify destruction of the privacy which
guards the individual’s ultimate autonomy.The autonomy that privacy protects is also vital to the
development of individuality and consciousness of individual choice in life. Leontine Young has
noted that “without privacy there is no individuality. There are only types. Who can know what he
thinks and feels if he never has the opportunity to be alone with his thoughts and feelings?”26
This development of individuality is particularly important in democratic societies, since qualities
of independent thought, diversity of views, and nonconformity are considered desirable traits for
individuals. Such independence requires time for sheltered experimentation and testing of ideas,
for preparation and practice in thought and conduct, without fear of ridicule or penalty, and for
the opportunity to alter opinions before making them public. The individual’s sense that it is he
who decides when to “go public” is a crucial aspect of his feeling of autonomy. Without such time
for incubation and growth, through privacy, many ideas and positions would be launched into the
world with dangerous prematurity. As Robert Maclver has stated, “Everything that grows first of
all does so in the darkness before it sends its shoots out into the light.”27Summing up the
importance of privacy for political liberty, Clinton Rossiter has also stressed the feature of
autonomy:Privacy is a special kind of independence, which can be understood as an attempt to
secure autonomy in at least a few personal and spiritual concerns, if necessary in defiance of all
the pressures of modern society. . . . [I]t seeks to erect an un-breachable wall of dignity and
reserve against the entire world. The free man is the private man, the man who still keeps some
of his thoughts and judgments entirely to himself, who feels no overriding compulsion to share
everything of value with others, not even those he loves and trusts.28Emotional Release. Life in
society generates such tensions for the individual that both physical and psychological health



demand periods of privacy for various types of emotional release. At one level, such relaxation is
required from the pressure of playing social roles. Social scientists agree that each person
constantly plays a series of varied and multiple roles, depending on his audience and behavioral
situation.29 On any given day a man may move through the roles of stern father, loving husband,
carpool comedian, skilled lathe operator, union steward, watercooler flirt, and American Legion
committee chairman—all psychologically different roles that he adopts as he moves from scene
to scene on the social stage. Like actors on the dramatic stage, Goffman has noted,30
individuals can sustain roles only for reasonable periods of time, and no individual can play
indefinitely, without relief, the variety of roles that life demands. There have to be moments “off
stage” when the individual can be “himself”: tender, angry, irritable, lustful, or dream-filled. Such
moments may come in solitude; in the intimacy of family, peers, or woman-to-woman and man-
to-man relaxation; in the anonymity of park or street; or in a state of reserve while in a group.
Privacy in this aspect gives individuals, from factory workers to Presidents, a chance to lay their
masks aside for rest. To be always “on” would destroy the human organism.Closely related to
this form of release is the need of individuals for respite from the emotional stimulation of daily
life. For most persons the constant experiences and surprises of active life are what make it
worth living; indeed, we all search for richer and more varied stimulation. But the whirlpool of
active life must lead to some quiet waters, if only so that the appetite can be whetted for
renewed social engagement. Privacy provides the change of pace that makes life worth
savoring.Another form of emotional release is provided by the protection privacy gives to minor
non-compliance with social norms.31 Some norms are formally adopted—perhaps as law—
which society really expects many persons to break. This ambivalence produces a situation in
which almost everyone does break some social or institutional norms—for example, violating
traffic laws, breaking sexual mores, cheating on expense accounts, overstating income-tax
deductions, or smoking in rest rooms when this is prohibited. Although society will usually
punish the most flagrant abuses, it tolerates the great bulk of the violations as “permissible”
deviations. If there were no privacy to permit society to ignore these deviations—if all
transgressions were known—most persons in society would be under organizational discipline
or in jail, or could be manipulated by threats of such action. The firm expectation of having
privacy for permissible deviations is a distinguishing characteristic of life in a free society. At a
lesser but still important level, privacy also allows individuals to deviate temporarily from social
etiquette when alone or among intimates, as by putting feet on desks, cursing, letting one’s face
go slack, or scratching wherever one itches.Another aspect of release is the “safety-valve”
function afforded by privacy. Most persons need to give vent to their anger at “the system,” “city
hall,” “the boss,” and various others who exercise authority over them, and to do this in the
intimacy of family or friendship circles, or in private papers, without fear of being held
responsible for such comments. This is very different from freedom of speech or press, which
involves publicly voiced criticism without fear of interference by government and subject only to
private suit. Rather, the aspect of release concerned here involves commentary that may be



wholly unfair, frivolous, nasty, and libelous, but is never socially measured because it is uttered
in privacy. Without the aid of such release in accommodating the daily abrasions with authorities,
most people would experience serious emotional pressure. Even Presidents and other high
public officials have been well known, under the strains of office, to lash out momentarily in
angry commentary that they really do not mean. Their privacy in such moments is respected
because society knows that these occasional outbursts make possible the measured and
responsible speech that is produced for public presentation.Still another aspect of release
through privacy arises in the management of bodily and sexual functions. American society has
strong codes requiring privacy for evacuation, dressing the body, and arranging the body while
in public; and privacy for sexual relations is deeply rooted in our culture. Though poverty may
produce crowded conditions which deny privacy for bodily and sexual functions, it is not
accidental that surveillance of such functions by outsiders is practiced with social approval only
in what sociologists call “total institutions”32—such as jails, mental institutions, and monasteries
—or on volunteers in medical or behavioral-science experiments. Even then, prisoners and
patients usually complain about being watched and seek ways to escape the constant
surveillance of guards.33Finally, emotional release through privacy plays an important part in
individual life at times of loss, shock, or sorrow. In such moments society provides comfort both
through communal support by gatherings of friends and through respect for the privacy of the
individual and his intimates. A similar need is often felt by individuals in public life who have
suffered defeats or loss of face and need to retire from public view to regroup their psychological
forces. Reporters, legislative committees, and social scientists do not always respect the claim
of restorative privacy by public figures in temporary distress, but it is striking how often the rules
of “decency” do provide substantial privacy in these circumstances. Privacy also performs a
protective function at moments of less intense stress, during the periods of anxiety and
uncertainty which are part of daily life.Self-Evaluation. Every individual needs to integrate his
experiences into a meaningful pattern and to exert his individuality on events. To carry on such
self-evaluation, privacy is essential.At the intellectual level, individuals need to process the
information that is constantly bombarding them, information that cannot be processed while they
are still “on the go.” Alan Bates has written that privacy in such circumstances enables a person
to “assess the flood of information received, to consider alternatives and possible
consequences so that he may then act as consistently and appropriately as possible.”34Privacy
serves not only a processing but a planning need, by providing a time “to anticipate, to recast,
and to originate.”35 This is particularly true of creative persons. Studies of creativity show that it
is in reflective solitude and even “daydreaming” during moments of reserve that most creative
“non-verbal” thought takes place. At such moments the individual runs ideas and impressions
through his mind in a flow of associations; the active presence of others tends to inhibit this
process.36 For example, the Yale studies of “brain-storming” found that group-think sessions
produced fewer ideas quantitatively than periods of individual, private work by the same number
of people.37 Many studies and autobiographies have described the “creative loneliness” needed



by artists and writers to produce their works.38The evaluative function of privacy also has a
major moral dimension—the exercise of conscience by which the individual “repossesses
himself.” While people often consider the moral consequences of their acts during the course of
daily affairs, it is primarily in periods of privacy that they take a moral inventory of ongoing
conduct and measure current performance against personal ideals. For many persons this
process is a religious exercise. Religious contemplation, said Coe, was a time for “organizing the
self,”39 and William James called religion the experience of “individual men in their solitude.”40
Thus, periods for rumination over past events and for communication with oneself have been
said to be “institutionalized in all societies.”41 The tradition of religious retreats is another means
of providing a time and setting for moral inventory. Even for an individual who is not a religious
believer, privacy serves to bring the conscience into play, for, when alone, he must find a way to
continue living with himself.A final contribution of privacy to evaluation is its role in the proper
timing of the decision to move from private reflection or intimate conversation to a more general
publication of acts and thoughts. This is the process by which one tests his own evaluations
against the responses of his peers. Given the delicacy of a person’s relations with intimates and
associates, deciding when and to what extent to disclose facts about himself—and to put others
in the position of receiving such confidences—is a matter of enormous concern in personal
interaction, almost as important as whether to disclose at all.Limited and Protected
Communication. The greatest threat to civilized social life would be a situation in which each
individual was utterly candid in his communications with others, saying exactly what he knew or
felt at all times. The havoc done to interpersonal relations by children, saints, mental patients,
and adult “innocents” is legendary.In real life, among mature persons all communication is partial
and limited, based on the complementary relation between reserve and discretion that has
already been discussed. Limited communication is particularly vital in urban life, with its
heightened stimulation, crowded environment, and continuous physical and psychological
confrontations between individuals who do not know one another in the extended, softening
fashion of small-town life. Reserved communication is the means of psychic self-preservation for
men in the metropolis.42Privacy for limited and protected communication has two general
aspects. First, it provides the individual with the opportunities he needs for sharing confidences
and intimacies with those he trusts—spouse, “the family,” personal friends, and close associates
at work.43 The individual discloses because he knows that his confidences will be held, and
because he knows that breach of confidence violates social norms in a civilized society. “A
friend,” said Emerson, “is someone before . . . [whom] I can think aloud.”44 In addition, the
individual often wants to secure counsel from persons with whom he does not have to live daily
after disclosing his confidences. He seeks professionally objective advice from persons whose
status in society promises that they will not later use his distress to take advantage of him. To
protect freedom of limited communication, such relationships—with doctors, lawyers, ministers,
psychiatrists, psychologists, and others—are given varying but important degrees of legal
privilege against forced disclosure. The privacy given to the religious confessional in democratic



societies is well known, but the need for confession is so general that those without religious
commitment have institutionalized their substitute in psychiatric and counseling services.
Confessional relief also comes through the stranger, to whom communication is limited because
what he is told will not be repeated in the “home sphere” of the person who has confided in him.
For this reason, certain places where the real world is seemingly held in suspension “outside”—
such as trains, boats, and bars—lend themselves to free conversation.In its second general
aspect, privacy through limited communication serves to set necessary boundaries of mental
distance in interpersonal situations ranging from the most intimate to the most formal and public.
In marriage, for example, husbands and wives need to retain is-lands of privacy in the midst of
their intimacy if they are to preserve a saving respect and mystery in the relation. These
elements of reserved communication will range from small matters, involving management of
money, personal habits, and outside activities, to the more serious levels of past experiences
and inner secrets of personality. Successful marriages usually depend on the discovery of the
ideal line between privacy and revelation and on the respect of both partners for that line.45 In
work situations, mental distance is necessary so that the relations of superior and subordinate
do not slip into an intimacy which would create a lack of respect and an impediment to directions
and correction. Thus, physical arrangements shield superiors from constant observation by
subordinates, and social etiquette forbids conversations or off-duty contacts that are “too close”
for the work relationship. Similar distance is observed in relations between professor and
student, parent and child, minister and communicant, and many others.Psychological distance
is also used in crowded settings to provide privacy for the participants of group and public
encounters; a complex but well-understood etiquette of privacy is part of our social scenario.
Bates remarked that “we request or recognize withdrawal into privacy in facial expressions,
bodily gestures, conventions like changing the subject, and by exchanging meaning in ways
which exclude others present, such as private words, jokes, winks, and grimaces.”46 We learn to
ignore people and to be ignored by them as a way of achieving privacy in subways, on streets,
and in the “non-presence” of servants or children. There are also social conventions within
various sub-groups in the population establishing fairly clearly the proper and improper matters
for discussion among intimates, workmates, persons on a bus, and other groups. And, as James
Thurber showed so engagingly, the individual can simply go off into mental privacy when he
needs to, as the Walter Mittys of society work off their aggressions and dream their
fantasies.47The Individual’s Quest for Intra-Psychic BalanceSo far, the discussion has stressed
the individual’s need for privacy and the functions privacy performs in his personal life. But
privacy is neither a self-sufficient state nor an end in itself, even for the hermit and the recluse. It
is basically an instrument for achieving individual goals of self-realization. As such, it is only part
of the individual’s complex and shifting system of social needs, part of the way he adjusts his
emotional mechanism to the barrage of personal and social stimuli that he encounters in daily
life. Individuals have needs for disclosure and companionship every bit as important as their
needs for privacy. As ancient and modern philosophers agree, man is a social animal, a



gregarious being whose need for affiliation marks his conduct in every society. Thus, at one hour
a person may want lively companionship and group affiliation; at another moment, the intimacy
of family or close friends; at another, the anonymity of the city street or the movie; and at still
other times, to be totally alone and unobserved. To be left in privacy when one wants
companionship is as uncomfortable as the inability to have privacy when one craves it.This
balance of privacy and disclosure will be powerfully influenced, of course, by both the society’s
cultural norms and the particular individual’s status and life situation. In American society, for
example, which prefers “activism” over contemplation,48 people tend to use their leisure time to
“do things” rather than to rest, read, and think in privacy. And, in any society, differences in
occupation, socio-economic level, and religious commitment are broad conditioning factors in
the way each person allots his time and tunes his emotional wave length for privacy.This fact
raises an interesting question about “status tensions” and privacy in America. Many claims to
privacy or expectations of receiving privacy arise out of certain statuses—rich man, university
professor, corporation executive, lawyer, and the like. Privacy rights and roles grow out of the
legitimacy and prestige of these statuses. Yet, as noted earlier, American society from its
inception has had a commitment to egalitarianism and social democracy that presses against
the kind of privacy rules that are so well defined and well observed in European systems, which
developed out of feudal traditions and still have definite class lines. In the United States this
situation means that both the individual who occupies a high-status position and the low-status
persons who come in contact with him are not always sure of what privacy rules ought to apply,
of where proper reserve and discretion begin. This egalitarian-democratic ethos accounts for the
“openness” and disregard for privacy in so many areas of American interpersonal life, but it
makes the individual’s adjustment of his intra-psychic privacy balance a more experimental and
fluid matter than in most other systems, including most European democracies.In general,
however, all individuals are constantly engaged in an attempt to find sufficient privacy to serve
their general social roles as well as their individual needs of the moment. Either too much or too
little privacy can create imbalances which seriously jeopardize the individual’s well-being. Too
much privacy can be a result of social or physical conditions that lie largely beyond the
individual’s power to control. Thus, it can come from forced physical separation from society, as
in the experiences of children raised by animals away from human society or the reactions of
volunteers in sensory-deprivation experiments. More relevant is the solitary confinement of the
prisoner or the isolation of explorers and disaster victims; memoirs and scholarly studies
document the depression, hallucinations, and even mental collapse that such isolation can
create.49 Or it may be the effect of life in complex, impersonal, industrial societies; many studies
testify to the sense of rootlessness, anomie, and psychological isolation that this evokes in
segments of the citizenry.50 Although the individual has no control over the conditions creating
too much privacy in these situations, whether or not he adapts successfully depends on his own
emotional capacities.Too much privacy can also result from the individual’s failure to adjust his
own life situation to achieve a healthy emotional state, even though he enjoys “normal” social



conditions. Karen Horney has described the individual who invokes an unnatural degree of
privacy because he cannot relate successfully to daily life as one of the three major types of
neurotics in our society.[This type of neurotic] is like a person in a hotel room who rarely removes
the “Do-Not-Disturb” sign from his door. Even books may be regarded as intruders, as
something from outside. Any question put to him about his personal life may shock him; he tends
to shroud himself in a veil of secrecy. A patient once told me that at the age of forty-five he still
resented the idea of God’s omniscience quite as much as when his mother told him that God
could look through the shutters and see him biting his fingernails.51At its extreme, this state
produces the total privacy of the mental patient, alone in a self-sealed world as only the mad can
be totally alone in the midst of society.The opposite pole of imbalance is too little privacy. Here,
too, some factors beyond the individual’s effective control limit his opportunities for a “normal”
privacy balance. These may be environmental factors such as crowded and noisy living
conditions; economic factors such as poverty that make privacy less important than the
satisfaction of more basic family needs; political factors such as widespread government
surveillance of speech and communications; business and social factors such as intrusions into
the home by telephone solicitors, door-to-door salesmen, and opinion surveyors; or cultural
pressures such as the ethic of activism and the pressure on middle-class persons to participate
in group affairs. Such limits on privacy in democratic societies require the individual to adjust his
psychological balances, to find sufficient privacy despite these limiting factors. Thus, people in
crowded living quarters find privacy outdoors—in the streets of cities, in the corners of bars, in
motion-picture houses, and in a host of “public” places where the necessary solitude, intimacy,
anonymity, and reserve can be found. Individuals find ways to bypass governmental surveillance
of their private messages. Householders slam doors on solicitors or put “No Trespassing” signs
on their property. These attempts to secure privacy even under hostile social conditions illustrate
the quest for intra-psychic balance at work.Too little privacy can also be present as a result of the
way individuals manage their own lives. Nervous breakdowns and physical collapses from
overwork often have as one major ingredient the lack of that emotional relief from stimulation
which is a function of privacy. This factor is often much more basic to the collapse than physical
strain. Psychiatrists have described the mental conflicts created by individuals who deliberately
avoid solitude because they do not want to confront themselves with the moral implications of
their own conduct; constant activity is an attempt to silence conscience by those who are
abnormally afraid of being alone.52 A similar phenomenon takes when people reject normal
levels of intimacy with those close to them.53 In another type of neurotic conduct the individual,
to avoid “threatening” normal intimacies, immerses himself in group activity; this is a retreat into
public life.The basic point is that each individual must, within the larger context of his culture, his
status, and his personal situation, make a continuous adjustment between his needs for solitude
and companionship; for intimacy and general social intercourse; for anonymity and responsible
participation in society; for reserve and disclosure. A free society leaves this choice to the
individual, for this is the core of the “right of individual privacy”—the right of the individual to



decide for himself, with only extraordinary exceptions in the interests of society, when and on
what terms his acts should be revealed to the general public.The Functions of Organizational
PrivacyHaving discussed privacy thus far in terms of individuals, we turn now to privacy and
group life. The approach adopted here involves making two judgments about the issue of
“organizational privacy.” First, the legal and social claims to privacy given to organizations by
American society are more than a protection of the collective privacy rights of the members as
individuals. Organizational privacy is needed if groups are to play the role of independent and
responsible agents that is assigned to them in democratic societies. Among these are the
satisfaction of needs for affiliation in large-scale society; the expression of basic interests felt by
sub-groups in the community; the operation of civic enterprises by private rather than
government management; criticism of government policies; and measurement of public
sentiment on issues and policies between elections. Just as with individuals, and subject to the
same process of social limitation, organizations need the right to decide when and to what
extent their acts and decisions should be made public. The need to protect society from the
“multiplier effect” of concerted activity by large numbers of individuals affects the setting of the
balance, but does not eliminate the legitimate claim to group privacy.Second, the term
organization will be used to include public as well as private bodies. All organizations—from law
firms and fraternal groups to political parties, courts, juries, legislatures, and executive agencies
—are similar in that they have an organizational purpose, a separate entity, and internal rules
and procedures. Government agencies have the same basic need to be free from constant and
immediate public exposure as do corporations, unions, universities, religious bodies, and civic
groups. Each government agency must also resist intrusions into its privacy by other government
agencies under our separation-of-powers, checks-and-balances system of government. Though
the traditional democratic belief in an open governmental process should operate to weight the
balance between privacy and disclosure in favor of earlier disclosure and greater visibility for
certain aspects of government’s decisional process, it should not be seen as denying the claim
to privacy.The most helpful way to analyze the functions privacy performs for organizations in a
democratic society is to apply the same four categories used for individuals and test these for
the organizational setting.ORGANIZATIONAL AUTONOMYThe lack of privacy for certain core
secrets can threaten the independence or autonomous life of an organization much as it does
that of an individual. The diplomatic, military, economic, and scientific secrets of government
agencies are protected by law because public disclosure of such information under conditions of
international conflict could threaten national security and survival. Business groups often have
trade secrets—special processes or formulas—on which their commercial success rests. The
law will usually protect these secrets against disclosure to competitors by former employees or
through business espionage, and against demands for access by labor unions or legislative
committees. Wilbert Moore and Melvin Tumin have noted that privacy for confidential business
decisions is an absolute requirement of a competitive economic system; without such privacy,
business units could not function with the individual autonomy that our anti-trust laws



demand.54Membership privacy represents a core secret for many civic organizations,
especially those advocating controversial ideas. Forced public disclosure of members’ names
could lead to social sanctions against the members and, therefore, to wholesale defections that
could destroy the organization. In democratic societies a legal right to privacy for membership
lists and officers’ names has been given to labor unions, religious and political bodies, and civil-
rights organizations, especially when these groups were facing hostile community pressures.
Such a right is often denied to organizations which are considered “illegitimate” in democratic
theory, as with groups using violence (such as the Ku Klux Klan) or conspiratorial groups linked
to foreign powers (such as Communist and Fascist parties).Still another aspect of privacy for
organizational autonomy involves the secret rituals of private groups. Many legitimate
organizations, particularly the fraternal and social type, have secret rituals that provide the bond
of acceptance and cohesiveness within the group. For outsiders to obtain and publish these
rituals would undermine the sense of exclusiveness and identity that the ritual provides to the
organization’s members. Of course, if the ritual involved unlawful acts (such as torture or
obscenities) or was itself seditious (such as burning the American flag), the press and
government would be justified in investigating such acts. In the normal circumstance, however,
privacy of ritual is respected because it provides an important psychological satisfaction in
certain types of organization that fill approved social needs.Government policies of non-
interference with the internal executive and disciplinary procedures of such private organizations
as societies, clubs, churches, and associations is based on a belief that autonomy for these
groups furnishes experience in self-government and acts as a check on government power.
Allowing private self-government also avoids the necessity of continued government
involvement in the internal regulation and factional disputes of private groups unless these
decisions have so great an effect on public interests that government must intervene.Where to
set the boundaries of organizational privacy remains a continuing topic of debate. “Full
exposure” has been advocated by commentators who believe that the identities of those who
attempt to influence public policy, such as organized lobbyists, ought to be known to the public
in a free society. Claims to membership privacy have at times been rejected by the courts, the
decision turning on the illegitimacy of those organizations’ goals and methods of operation.55
Yet this requirement of visibility has been rejected in other areas where it too narrowly constricts
organizational autonomy, as in the labor-union, civil-rights, and political-lobbying areas. These
rulings indicate that society must constantly set a balance between those ultimate secrets it
feels may legitimately be kept private and those it does not. An enterprising press or social-
science study may increase public wisdom by the penetration of the “inside affairs” of groups,
but too much exposure can create distrust and hamper group activity. Permitting too much
classification of information by government agencies can jeopardize democratic control over
public policy; but too little may endanger national security.RELEASE FROM PUBLIC
ROLESJust as individuals need privacy to obtain release from playing social roles and to
engage in permissible deviations from social norms, so organizations need internal privacy to



conduct their affairs without having to keep up a “public face.” This involves, in particular, the gap
between public myth and organizational reality. For the same basic reasons that standards of
moral expectation are set for individuals, society builds images of how universities, churches,
labor unions, corporations, and government agencies ought to operate. These idealized portraits
are usually based on notions of rational decision making, fair-minded discussion, direct
representation of membership viewpoints by the leadership, dedication to public over personal
interest, and orderly control of the problems assigned to the organization’s care. In fact, much of
the behavior of both private and public organizations involves irrational decision-making
procedures, harsh and/or comic discussions of “outside” people and causes, personal
motivations for decisions, and highly disorderly procedures to cope with problems seen by the
organizations as intractable or insoluble. Despite press and social-science exposures of the true
workings of organizations,56 society at large persists in believing that these are departures from
a norm and that properly led and dedicated organizations will adhere to the ideal
procedures.Given this penchant of society for idealized models and the far different realities of
organizational life, privacy is necessary so that organizations may do the divergent part of their
work out of public view. The adage that one should not visit the kitchen of a restaurant if one
wants to enjoy the food is applied daily in the grant of privacy to organizations for their staging
processes. Privacy affords the relaxation which enables those who are part of a common
venture, public or private, to communicate freely with one another and to accomplish their tasks
with a minimum of social dissembling for “outside” purposes. Without such privacy the
operations of law firms, businesses, hospitals, welfare agencies, civic groups, and a host of
other organizations would be seriously impaired.The arguments for operational privacy made by
public executive agencies are often criticized by legislative overseers as “undemocratic” and in
contrast to legislative “openness.” It is helpful, then, to note that legislative bodies themselves
have such a need for privacy and exercise it constantly. From 1953 to 1960, between 30 and 41
per cent of the sessions of congressional committees were closed “executive” meetings from
which press and public were excluded.57 Robert Luce, an experienced observer of legislative
behavior, has noted:Behind closed doors nobody can talk to the galleries or the newspaper
reporters. Buncombe is not worthwhile. Only sincerity counts. Men drop their masks. They argue
to, not through, each other. That is one reason why it would be a calamity if the demand for
pitiless publicity of committee deliberations should ever prevail. . . . [P]ublicity would lessen the
chance for concessions, the compromises, without which wise legislation cannot in practice be
secured. Men are averse to changing their positions or yielding anything when many eyes are
watching. It is in the conference room that agreements are reached, results accomplished.58In
the judicial sphere, American law institutionalizes privacy for jury deliberations, and judicial
practice provides private conferences for opposing lawyers at the bench or in the judge’s
chambers. Judicial decisions are reached in privacy, and the refusal to tell the press or other
government agencies what went on at the judges’ conference has been fundamental to our
judicial system. Even the publication of intra-conference discussions years later by scholarly



biographers has been condemned by many commentators as a threat to the proper functioning
of the judicial conference. “[T]he free give and take of a secret conference may dry up,” John P.
Frank has written, “if the justices feel that what may be highly biased accounts by some of their
brothers are going to find their way into the history books.”59Of course, society decides that
certain phases of activity by some organizations are so charged with public interest that they
must be carried out in the open, with full visibility. This is illustrated by rules requiring public
agencies or private organizations to conduct certain proceedings in public (such as regulatory-
agency hearings or union elections), to publish certain facts about their internal procedures
(such as corporate accounting reports and other public-record requirements for private groups),
and to open their premises to representatives of the public for periodic inspection of procedures
(such as visiting committees of universities and government inspectors checking safety
practices or the existence of discrimination in personnel policies).EVALUATIVE PERIODS FOR
DECISION MAKINGJust as individuals need privacy to evaluate what is happening to them and
to decide how to respond, so organizations need privacy to plan their courses of action.Planning
by organizations involves both periods of reflection for considering long-range implications of
organizational policies and the frank process of internal debate needed to reach day-to-day
decisions. In both situations privacy is essential if the individuals involved are to be able to
contemplate and to express their views with primary loyalty to the organization. If all written
memos and policy discussions were subject to immediate publication, or if private organizations
knew themselves to be under continuous monitoring by government agents, much of the debate
would automatically become formalized. Gradual accommodation of divergent views within the
organization would be hampered.It is useful to recall that the Constitution of the United States
was itself written in a closed meeting in Philadelphia; press and outsiders were excluded, and
the participants were sworn to secrecy. Historians are agreed that if the convention’s work had
been made public contemporaneously, it is unlikely that the compromises forged in private
sessions could have been achieved, or even that their state governments would have allowed
the delegates to write a new constitution. Once the constitution had been drafted, of course, it
was made public and its merits were freely debated and discussed as part of the ratification
process. A generation later Madison’s notes of the debates within the convention appeared and
the record of who said what was finally disclosed.The privacy involved in the writing of the
American Constitution suggests the importance of confidentiality of organizational decisions
until agreement has been reached, and confidentiality for a reasonable time thereafter of the
way in which they were reached. Today this issue is most often discussed in terms of the federal
executive branch and the question of legislative power to compel disclosure of policy positions
taken by executive officials. President Eisenhower expressed the view of chief executives since
Washington’s time when he wrote in 1954:[I]t is essential to efficient and effective administration
that employees of the executive branch be in a position to be completely candid in advising with
each other on official matters. . . . [I]t is not in the public interest that any of their conversations or
communications, or any documents or reproductions, concerning such advice be disclosed.60In



one of the recent public debates over the propriety of publishing former presidential aides’
accounts of recent intra-executive positions, Adolf A. Berle, Jr., has written:A President must talk
to his staff. He can get the best from them—and they can best function—only when exchange is
wholly candid. In the reviewer’s experience, great decision-making usually boils down to a tired
chief of state on one side of the desk and a trusted friend or aide on the other. If at that point the
chief of state must consider not only the decision involved but also the possible effect of
revelation of himself, his emotions and his thinking—concerning men, political effects of possible
measures, his personal hopes and fears—frankness will necessarily be inhibited.61Obviously,
the issue has its counterpart in the staff relations of law clerks to judges, of military aides to
commanding officers, and of legislative assistants to Senators and Representatives. What law
there is on the matter remains confused, because at heart the question is usually one of
reasonableness, the nature of the issue involved, and the give-and-take of the checks-and-
balances system.62 Time is obviously an important factor in striking the practical balances,
since what is an invasion of a former superior’s privacy in a memoir today may not be so five or
ten years from now. Staff advice must, in the usual case, be kept private for a reasonable time if
men are to make government work.The other aspect of privacy for organizational decision
making is the issue of timing—when and how to release the decision—which corresponds to the
individual’s determination whether and when to communicate about himself to others. Groups
obviously have a harder time keeping decisions secret. The large number of persons involved
increases the possibility of leaks, and the press, competitors, and opponents often seek
energetically to discover the decision before the organization is ready to release it. Since most
organizational decisions will become known eventually, privacy is a temporary claim—a claim of
foundations, university administrations, political parties, and government agencies to retain the
power of deciding for themselves when to break the seal of privacy and “go public.”While the
timing problem is not unique to government (advance news of a corporate decision is worth a
great deal in the stock market and may harm the company’s plans), its scope is greatest in
governmental life. A major need is to prevent outsiders from taking unfair advantage of a
government decision revealed through secret surveillance, careless leak, or deliberate
disclosure by a corrupted government employee. The rulings of courts and regulatory agencies
are particularly sensitive in this regard.63 Another concern is to prevent improper pressure on
government agencies, such as federal and state regulatory commissions, by persons who learn
prematurely that certain actions are proposed. Privacy is also necessary when the degree and
timing of disclosure of the government’s views are vital to the application of responsible policy.
Adam Yarmolinsky has stressed the need for freedom from “premature exposure” in the
international area of “signaling.”There has been a good deal of discussion in recent international
crises of the importance of signals being transmitted to an adversary by particular actions that
the U.S. chooses to take. In the Cuban missile crises, for example, we were much more
concerned about the way in which the Russians would read our actions in imposing a naval
quarantine than about the physical consequences of the actions themselves. Living as we all do



under the threat of nuclear destruction, our ultimate reliance is on a policy of nuclear deterrence,
which means if we have to use our nuclear weapons our policy has failed. In every confrontation
below the nuclear level, therefore, our words and our actions are at least as important for what
they signal about our ultimate intentions, as for their more immediate effects.64Similarly, in
domestic situations, government is constantly involved in taking actions or making statements
which are primarily designed as signals of ultimate intentions. Civil-rights confrontations are a
case in point. If such signaling is not to be misunderstood, government officials need freedom to
decide when their statements to Southern officials or civil-rights leaders remain a matter of
executive privacy and when they should be made public.The basic point is obvious: privacy in
governmental decision making is a functional necessity for the formulation of responsible policy,
especially in a democratic system concerned with finding formulas for reconciling differences
and adjusting majority-minority interests. Nevertheless, drawing the line between what is proper
privacy and what becomes dangerous “government secrecy” is a difficult task. Critics have
complained that the public often has a right to know what policies are being considered and,
after a decision is taken, to know who influenced the result and what considerations moved the
governmental leaders.65 Apart from the broad jockeying for position that underlies privacy
conflicts between the legislature and the executive or between elected and appointed branches
of government, there is also the problem of manipulation of the privacy claim by government
agencies to secure what is really unfair advantage. An effective legislative or press campaign
may be needed to compel responsibility when an agency makes a partial disclosure of
information to advance its own interests or invokes the privacy principle to shield wrongdoing by
public officials (as in the Dixon-Yates affair during the Eisenhower
administration).66PROTECTED COMMUNICATIONSThe organization’s need to communicate
in confidence with its outside advisors and sources of information and to negotiate privately with
other organizations corresponds to the individual’s need for protected communication. At the
governmental level this necessity ranges from the so-called “informer privilege” (by which
American law recognizes the need of the executive branches, especially the law-enforcement
and security services, to keep secret the identities of persons who report wrongdoings in
confidence) to the situation of private persons who give confidential advice to the President and
to executive departments. For example, in refusing to release a private citizen group’s
confidential report on the adequacy of national defenses, President Eisenhower in 1958
explained that the willingness of citizens to give advice to the government was heavily
dependent on protecting the privacy of these communications.67 Society sets limits on this
privacy for informational sources, such as the requirement that informers be produced if the
government wants to use their statements in criminal prosecutions or that information
“volunteered” to executive and regulatory agencies by private citizens—when it is really
advocacy of their economic interests—be placed on the record.Another aspect of privacy for
confidential communication involves the information that organizations acquire from individuals
and other organizations. Private agencies such as life-insurance companies, credit bureaus,



employers, and many others collect reams of personal information, sometimes under the
compulsion that the benefits offered by the organization cannot be had unless the information is
provided. Government departments, in their capacities as law-enforcement, regulatory, money-
granting, and employment agencies, collect even more personal data, and much of this, too, is
compelled—by a legal duty to respond to the government inquiry. Normally, this issue is
discussed as a matter of individual rather than of organizational privacy, because of the
individual’s interest in ensuring that personal information which he gave for one purpose is not
used for another without his consent. But organizations also need to protect such information
against many of the claims to access made by the press and other private and public agencies if
they are to continue to get frank and full information from reporting sources. This fact makes
confidential treatment of the data an independent organizational need, not an assertion of
privacy solely on behalf of those furnishing the information.Many private organizations have
developed confidentiality policies to govern this issue. Government usually tries to safeguard
confidential information through statutes or regulations prohibiting unauthorized disclosures by
government employees of information acquired in their official capacities or contained in
government files. Census data, for example, are legally restricted to the statistical purposes for
which they were acquired and no other government officials may examine the census returns.68
Income-tax data are also restricted; they may be used beyond revenue purposes only for limited
governmental inquiries.69 Pressures on the privacy of governmentally obtained data arise when
business, the press, or other governmental agencies claim the right of “the people” to have
access to such information, creating an important area of struggle over executive privacy.A final
aspect of confidential communications involves the privacy of negotiations among organizations
in society. In many spheres of American life, private organizations are expected to negotiate and
agree among themselves on matters that affect the common interests of their various
memberships. Leading examples of this method are labor-management negotiations over
working terms, negotiations among political parties and factions over political affairs, and the
bargains struck by civic groups of all kinds on matters of community relations. Unless the
representatives of the negotiating organizations can debate and work toward such bargains in
privacy, without premature exposure either to their respective memberships or to the general
public, there cannot be a successful process of accommodation and compromise.A typical
illustration of this factor at work was reported in a New York Times account of a series of
community fact-finding conferences on local problems held in New York state during 1964.
Several “open” meetings for local group spokesmen were conducted, then a session was
scheduled for off-the-record statements. The Times reporter noted that the open meetings had
been marked by “a lack of candor,” since “many who took part . . . did not want to discuss the
city’s racial situation in public.” However, when the meeting was closed, permitting “civic,
business, labor and civil rights leaders to express themselves without fear of being quoted in the
newspapers,” the Times reported, the participants felt that they were discussing realities, and
leaders spoke frankly for the first time.70Government agencies have a similar need to engage in



negotiations with other governmental bodies to arrive at joint decisions. Examples are the
conference committee meetings at which differences between Senate and House versions of
legislation are reconciled; meetings of representatives from various executive agencies to arrive
at a unified policy for the executive on defense or foreign-policy matters; and, of course, many of
the most critical negotiations among national governments. “Open covenants openly arrived at”
is a Wilsonian precept that has definite limits in the realities of international affairs, especially in
negotiations between nations with different ideologies, cultures, and basic international
objectives.The foregoing discussion of organizational behavior suggests that privacy is a
necessary element for the protection of organizational autonomy, gathering of information and
advice, preparation of positions, internal decision making, inter-organizational negotiations, and
timing of disclosure. Privacy is thus not a luxury for organizational life; it is a vital lubricant of the
organizational system in free societies.CHAPTER THREEIntrusions on Privacy: Self-Revelation,
Curiosity, and SurveillanceTHE PREVIOUS CHAPTER has already discussed several aspects
of intrusions on privacy, from curiosity and social control surveillance as universal elements in
society to the individual’s own search for a personal balance of privacy within his society’s
general framework of environment and norms. But there are three topics involving intrusion that
deserve special treatment in terms of contemporary American society and the problem of
privacy: the degree of self-disclosure that involves a threat to the libertarian definition of privacy;
the problem of voyeuristic curiosity; and the effects of surveillance by authorities in group and
community life.Self-Revelation and Interpersonal RelationsGeorg Simmel found a basic aspect
of privacy in the individual’s exercise of reserve and the use of discretion by others. The analysis
of invasion of privacy properly begins with “self-invasion,” the lack of reserve through which an
individual fails to observe his own minimum boundaries of privacy. By this failure, Simmel felt,
the individual reveals so much about himself to those around him that his relationships
deteriorate and he ceases to have a private life.1 Obviously, if enough individuals lose their
reserve, the sense of discretion in others would be affected; those who tell all prompt others to
ask all. A particular aspect of many of the new drugs, such as LSD-25, is that they may greatly
affect the individual’s daily personal balance between what he keeps private about himself and
what he discloses to those around him. Widespread use of such drugs could profoundly alter our
traditional interpersonal sense of privacy.Some recent writers on privacy have lamented that self-
invasion is growing dangerously in American society, especially in people’s responses to public-
opinion pollsters and behavioral researchers. What will happen to respect for privacy, it is asked,
when people blurt out their views, personal histories, and intimate behavior so freely to such
inquiring questioners, instead of saying, “It’s none of your business”?2Actually, the attack on
disclosures of personal information to pollsters and researchers overlooks the distinction
between the reserve which should govern the setting of privacy with intimates and
acquaintances and that required for relations with the stranger and for anonymous disclosures.
To verify this point, I wrote to the leading survey organizations and asked them about trends in
the past two decades in people’s willingness to disclose personal information—such as



information about their income, sexual conduct, political and religious beliefs, and criminal
records. The areas of highest resistance to questioning are income and money (about 10 per
cent refusals), age for women respondents, and educational background when questioning
persons with little formal education.3 The responses were uniform in saying that the American
public was overwhelmingly willing to disclose intimate information to reputable survey
organizations. This willingness had grown steadily in the past two decades. The main problem
today for those seeking information is not that people fear an invasion of privacy but that they are
angry at salesmen who use false surveys for merchandising purposes.Such self-disclosure to
survey researchers is not a uniquely American characteristic, however. Dr. George Gallup,
whose organization, The Gallup Poll, has affiliated polling organizations in twenty-five foreign
nations, reported that “the number of persons refusing to be interviewed is extremely small and
about the same in all nations. . . . [P]eople the world over react about the same way when put in
the same situation.”4 Why? Reputable polling and survey organizations, it must be remembered,
always tell their subjects that all information will be treated as confidential and that the subject’s
identity will never be disclosed; this guarantee of anonymity has been respected. Furthermore,
the interviewer and the polling agency he represents are strangers to the respondent and will
remain so; this is not the surveillance of government, the boss, neighbors, friends, or intimates.
The respondent knows that he will not be hurt by disclosing his private thoughts, his past
conduct, or his future intentions; nothing will be used against him. Indeed, not only will he not be
influenced by self-disclosure, but the interview offers him as well an unusual opportunity to
influence others—the manufacturers, television programmers, advertisers, government
agencies, and others who will read and study what the respondent says. As George Gallup
observed, this situation creates an “eagerness” to respond, especially in a democracy which
“doesn’t give the typical citizen much of a chance to participate or to have a feeling that his views
have any significance.” Finally, Elmo Roper has noted that the individual always has the right to
refuse to answer, and with that guarantee intact, “the limits of privacy” in a free society “are
defined by what people are themselves willing or unwilling to talk about.”The other side of self-
disclosure is what individuals are willing to reveal to those who do continue in their lives,
particularly to family and close friends. Clearly, the age we live in is shaped by many factors
expanding the desire to reveal, from the effects of Freud and the popularization of psychiatry to
the American tradition of interpersonal openness. What kinds of “private” fact Americans are
willing to reveal in this context has been the subject of recent studies experimenting with a “self-
disclosure questionnaire” developed by the psychologist Sidney Jourard.5 This form contains
twenty-five questions about personal facts divided into the basic areas of personality, body,
attitudes, tastes, work, and money. Individuals given the questionnaire were asked to indicate,
anonymously, whether they had lied or misrepresented, told nothing, given general information,
or revealed full and complete details on each of the aspects of themselves to various persons on
a checklist: mother, father, spouse, male friend, and female friend. Jourard’s tests with the
questionnaire during the past ten years with diverse groups of subjects have shown that money,



personality, and body were low-disclosure items, while attitudes, tastes, and work were high-
disclosure items. No significant difference in self-disclosure was found according to the
intelligence or academic achievement of test subjects. The basic patterns that emerged are that
white Americans disclose more to their intimates than Negroes, and females more than males.
Jewish males reveal more than Protestant and Catholic males, but Jewish females do not differ
significantly from other females. Unmarried American white and Negro subjects of both sexes
disclose more to mothers than to any other on the checklist; married persons disclose most to
their spouse, and in more intimate detail than they did to mothers before marriage. Jourard’s
broadest conclusion was that self-disclosure to intimates is systematically related to mental and
possibly to physical health. Psychologically and physically healthy subjects were the most free in
self-disclosure.Intrusions Through Curiosity PressuresA companion to the issue of self-invasion
of privacy is that of discretion—the willingness of people to respect the privacy of others. This
factor has always been subject to the propensity for curiosity that seems to be a universal
human trait, as we saw in the discussion in Chapter 1.Though curiosity varies considerably in its
intensity among individuals and cultures,6 it serves a number of important functions in all
societies—it helps, for example, to provide vicarious experience, to circulate information, and to
promote group and community norms. In its usual forms, curiosity operates as part of family,
neighborhood, and organizational life; in the form of gossip, it expresses the desire of persons in
any social unit to know what is “going on” and to be privy to the “inside” and “secret” aspects of
behavior. The basic stock in trade of the press is to satisfy curiosity through radio, newspapers,
television, magazines, and books; and the press often stimulates public curiosity to maximum
levels by reportorial techniques that override the privacy claims not only of “public figures” but
also of anyone who happens to be touched by a “public event.” As one commentator has put it,
“There is a hermit spirit in each of us,” but there is also “a snooper, a census taker, a gossip-
monger and a brother’s keeper.”7 This is why casual eavesdropping is such a regular part of
most people’s daily life, and why they derive such normal satisfaction from it. “Show me a man
who doesn’t eavesdrop,” one writer on curiosity has written, “and I’ll show you a man with a
serious hearing problem.”8Though curiosity is a constant element in social life, and even gives
rise to aggressive efforts to penetrate other people’s secrets,9 many social scientists have
observed a rise in recent decades of a particular and dangerous form of curiosity, to which the
term “voyeurism” has been applied. As a clinical term employed in abnormal psychology,
voyeurism refers, of course, to an individual’s desire to obtain sexual gratification by viewing
another’s sexual organs or the sexual intercourse of others.10 Psychological literature attributes
voyeurism to parental repression of curiosity impulses about sexual matters during adolescence
or to the young adult’s fears of inability to obtain satisfaction through heterosexual relations.11
The voyeur’s excitement comes in part from doing something forbidden and in part from
watching persons who do not know that they are being observed. The “peeping Tom” of English
history is the most common form of voyeur.As used in its social rather than its clinical sense,
voyeurism refers to the tasteless pursuit and aggressive exposure of the privacies of personal



life, especially sexual conduct among the socially prominent. Such invasion of privacy for its own
sake as a stimulant to those who do not find direct social satisfactions is commonly seen in the
mass circulation of confession and fan magazines; in a certain semi-salacious style of exposé
journalism (New York Confidential, Washington Confidential, U.S.A. Confidential, and so forth);
in the “Candid Camera” type of peeping into the situations of persons experiencing
embarrassing troubles; and in the style of television reporting that thrusts a microphone under
the chin of a woman who has watched her child being injured and urges her to tell the viewers
how she feels. The intimate relations that are captured and disclosed by wiretapping, camera
surveillance, or personality testing find an avid market in the voyeuristically inclined segment of
the public.The dangerous appeal to voyeuristic urges is illustrated by increasingly open and
offensive newspaper and magazine advertisements and retail-sales outlets of firms distributing
devices for surreptitious listening and watching. Among the most offensive of the advertisements
are those found in the various “men’s” magazines. For example, one recent ad offers a miniature
device that can be inserted in a small hole drilled through a wall. A lens in the device provides a
view of most of the room on the other side of the wall. The advertiser points out that “people who
relax in ‘privacy’ have no way of knowing that you can see everything they do!” It is suggested
that the device, dubbed “Super-Spy,” has applications limited only by its owner’s imagination,
including use in bedroom walls to “keep an eye on the kids while they take their naps,” and in
bathrooms to “avoid the embarrassment of barging in while it’s occupied!” The advertisement
recommends purchase of the device by anyone who finds it “fascinating or profitable . . . to know
what people do when they don’t know they are being watched.” Using what is perhaps especially
revealing language, the advertiser urges the reader to “order spares so you’re never denied the
thrill of sudden or unexpected opportunities.” An advertisement for a similar device in the same
magazine is illustrated with a drawing of the device being used to peer into a bedroom occupied
by a young woman sitting on the bed and a young man standing beside her.12 Such ads, openly
inviting customers to eavesdrop for fun and profit, contribute to the erosion of public moral
standards. Television programs that show sophisticated bugs and closed-circuit TV being used
regularly by police, intelligence agencies, and private investigators have certainly not slowed this
erosion process.There are other relations of voyeurism to the problem of surveillance. Some
observers of law enforcement believe that wiretapping and eavesdropping assignments, the
private-detective business, the polygraph profession, and similar activities frequently attract
voyeuristic types. This circumstance is illustrated by the polygraph operators who deliberately
use “embarrassing personal questions” on female subjects, despite scientific opinion that this
procedure upsets the whole polygraph examination, and the wiretap experts (both police and
private) who save tape recordings of intimate conversations and play these to their friends for
entertainment.13Invasion of Privacy in Group and Community Life: The Concept of Surveillance
by AuthoritySurveillance is obviously a fundamental means of social control. Parents watch their
children, teachers watch students, supervisors watch employees, religious leaders watch the
acts of their congregants, policemen watch the streets and other public places, and government



agencies watch the citizen’s performance of various legal obligations and prohibitions. Records
are kept by authorities to organize the task of indirect surveillance and to identify trends that may
call for direct surveillance. Without such surveillance, society could not enforce its norms or
protect its citizens, and an era of ever increasing speed of communication, mobility of persons,
and coordination of conspiracies requires that the means of protecting society keep pace with
the technology of crime. Yet one of the central elements of the history of liberty in Western
societies since the days of the Greek city-state has been the struggle to install limits on the
power of economic, political, and religious authorities to place individuals and private groups
under surveillance against their will. The whole network of American constitutional rights—
especially those of free speech, press, assembly, and religion; forbidding the quartering of
troops in private homes; securing “persons, houses, papers and effects” from unreasonable
search and seizure; and assuring the privilege against self-incrimination—was established to
curtail the ancient surveillance claims of governmental authorities. Similar rules have evolved by
statute, common law, and judicial decision to limit the surveillance powers of corporations,
unions, and other private agencies.Though this general principle of civil liberty is clear, many
governmental and private authorities seem puzzled by the protest against current or proposed
uses of new surveillance techniques. Why should persons who have not committed criminal acts
worry whether their conversations might be accidentally overheard by police officers
eavesdropping on public telephone booths or at public places used by suspected criminals?
Why should truthful persons resist verifying their testimony through polygraph examination?
Shouldn’t anyone who appreciates the need for effective personnel placement accept
personality testing? And aren’t fears about subliminal suggestion or increased data collection
simply nervous responses to the new and the unknown? In all these instances, authorities point
to the fact that, beyond the benefits of the surveillance for the organization or the community, the
individual himself can now prove his innocence, virtue, or talents by “science” and avoid the
unjust assumptions frequently produced by “fallible” conventional methods.The answer, of
course, lies in the impact of surveillance on human behavior. This impact can best be
understood by distinguishing three main types of modern surveillance. First is surveillance by
observation. Writings by leading social scientists14 have made it clear that observation by
listening or watching which is known to the subject necessarily exercises a restrictive influence
over him. In fact, in most situations this is exactly why the observational surveillance is set up—
to enforce the rules. When a person knows his conduct is visible, he must either bring his actions
within the accepted social norms in the particular situation involved or decide to violate those
norms and accept the risk of reprisal. Sociological writing has stressed that there are degrees of
observation in various types of group (work forces, government agencies, and the like) which will
prevent the particular group’s members from performing effectively. Robert Merton has
explained this phenomenon as follows:Few groups, it appears, so fully absorb the loyalties of
members that they will readily accept unrestricted observability of their role-performance. . . .
Resistance to full visibility of one’s behavior appears . . . to result from structural properties of



group life. Some measure of leeway in conforming to role-expectations is presupposed in all
groups. To have to meet the strict requirements of a role at all times, without some degree of
deviation, is to experience insufficient allowances for individual differences in capacity and
training and for situational exigencies which make strict conformity extremely difficult.15Even
though the authorities may accept evasion of the rules, the experience will be “psychologically
taxing” on both the observed person and the authorities, since the latter must decide whether or
not to act against the noncomplying person and must measure the effects of not acting on the
group perception of authority.What is sometimes called “the need for privacy”—that is, insulation
of actions and thought from surveillance by others—is the individual counterpart to the
functional requirement of social structure that some measure of exemption from full observability
be provided for. Otherwise, the pressure to live up to the details of all (and often conflicting)
social norms would become literally unbearable; in a complex society, schizophrenic behavior
would become the rule rather than the formidable exception it already is. “Privacy” is not merely
a personal predilection; it is an important functional requirement for the effective operation of
social structure. Social systems must provide for some appropriate measure, as they would say
in France, of quant-à-soi—a portion of the self which is kept apart, immune from social
surveillance.16Though the destructive effect of near total observation and compulsory public
confessions is associated in the public mind with totalitarian systems, as depicted with chilling
effect in Huxley’s Brave New World and Orwell’s 1984, the histories of utopian community
experiments also document the disintegrative effect of complete observation over individual and
group life. Robert Owen’s famous community of New Lanark contained what Owen called a
“silent monitor” system to watch the conduct of workers.17 This feature of life in several utopian
communist communities of England and America in the nineteenth century led Charles Nordhoff
to observe in 1875 that the absence of the “precious” thing called “solitude” was one of the key
factors in the failure of these experiments.18 In his leading work on the Israeli kibbutz, Melford
Spiro has noted that the early settlers’ deliberate rejection of personal privacy gave way in the
established kibbutz, and especially among the second kibbutz generation, to a demand for
privacy in family and living arrangements that had to be satisfied to keep the loyalty of the
kibbutz members.19 It is revealing that the attempt to use total observational surveillance and to
require total self-revelation to the group or to authorities takes place either as part of efforts to
run perfect societies, such as utopias, or perfect sub-societies, such as monasteries or
convents. In the Jesuit order, for example, brothers in training must keep themselves under a
total monitor, keep a record of their improper thoughts and actions, and report themselves each
day to their superior. In addition, each week all the brothers must report anything they have
heard their fellow brothers say or do that breaches the rules. Only those who can sustain an
absolute commitment to the ideal of perfection can survive total surveillance. This is not the
condition of men in ordinary society.Sociological analysis of observability explains why the
prospect of total physical surveillance is so psychologically shattering to the individual. If a
factory is wired completely with listening and watching devices, workers know that every station



cannot be monitored all the time. Yet no individual has any way of knowing when he is under
observation and when not. The particularly dehumanizing feature of this situation is not the fact
that the surveillance is done by machine techniques rather than by direct human observation,
but that the person-to-person factor in observation—with its softening and “game” aspects—has
been eliminated. The same element is present in data surveillance—the maintenance of such
detailed daily and cumulative records of each individual’s personal transactions that
computerized systems can reconstruct his acts and use such data for social control even without
direct physical surveillance.On the other hand, surveillance may be such a vital means of
providing physical security, as in our public places, that properly controlled use of new watching
and listening devices may be desirable. This point was made by Margaret Mead in a recent
essay. After noting that city life offers “extraordinary possibilities” for anonymity from neighbors,
relatives, and community controls, Mead stated that the desire for “personal privacy” is being
confused with a notion of “privacy from the law.” This confusion is based on the erroneous
assumption that there is no obligation to create institutions of social protection in cities to
replace the public safety provided by social surveillance of known persons in small communities.
New listening, watching, and recording devices in apartment buildings, police street monitoring,
and similar situations are to be welcomed. “[T]he devices we have rejected because they can be
(and have been) used to invade individual privacy can also be used to ensure the public safety,
without which privacy itself becomes a nightmare isolation.”20A second main type of
surveillance is extraction—entry into a person’s psychological privacy by requiring him to reveal
by speech or act those parts of his memory and personality that he regards as private. Earlier
discussion of the individual’s need for autonomy explains the threat this procedure poses to the
individual in a free society. American society has understood well that such extraction through
torture, test oaths, self-incrimination, and governmental inquiries into religious belief is
antithetical to civil liberty, and our law has forbidden such official surveillance.It is not such
traditional methods of extraction that are causing the present debate over privacy, of course, but
less direct methods, such as polygraphs and personality testing. The issue of personality testing
for personnel selection by industry and government provides a useful subject for studying the
social effect of extraction.The basic objection on privacy grounds to the typical personality test
used in personnel selection today—with its questions on such topics as sex and political values
—is that many individuals do not want to be sorted and judged according to standards that rest
on the unexplained evaluations of professional psychologists in the employ of “institutional”
clients. Liberals fear that a government or industrial psychologist will enforce conformist or elitist
norms. Conservatives fear that school or government testing might not only “reward” liberal
ideology and penalize conservative ideas but also “implant” ideas through the testing process
itself. Negroes are concerned that psychologists might enforce standards of personality that
penalize minority groups and that the personality test might enable the “white power structure” to
accomplish covertly discrimination it can no longer carry out openly. In all these situations the
assertion of privacy serves to say to those in power: “If you make evaluative decisions openly,



questioning me directly and justifying your decisions openly, I can fight out publicly your right to
judge me in a certain way, and American society will decide our conflicting claims. But if you
invoice ‘science’ and ‘expertise’ and evaluate me through personality tests, the issue becomes
masked and the public cannot judge the validity and morality of these evaluative decisions.
Thus, where such basic issues as political ideology, religion, and race are at stake, the selection
process must be objective and public, and I assert my right of privacy to close my emotions,
beliefs, and attitudes to the process of job evaluation in a free society.”In addition, the basic aim
of test psychology is admittedly to search for norms of conduct and to use these for judgment in
“trait” and “prediction” matters. The intellectuals who lead the anti-personality-testing campaigns
know how far they themselves are from any type of “bland” normality, how many conflicts and
personal disturbances lie behind their social masks, and yet how useful they are in their area of
work, whether it is business, law, government, teaching, or the ministry. Many intellectuals are
aware of the test psychologist’s answer that he does not advise the selection of “normals” only,
that the tests can reward imagination, initiative, and other traits. But, knowing how fundamentally
emotional tension and creativity are linked in the individual, intellectuals are not willing to submit
themselves or the majority of their fellow citizens to the judgment of psychologists on that point.
One of the basic functions of privacy is to protect the individual’s need to choose those to whom
he will bare the true secrets of his soul and his personality. The counseling and clinical
psychologists have long been among the handful of those professional groups in whom many
Americans have been willing to place such intimate trust. If civic reactions of the 1960’s are any
sign of developing public trends, many will not accept the test psychologist, working for an
institutional client, in such a role.Finally, from the literature of psychology and psychiatry, as well
as from personal experience, critics of personality testing know that many individuals go through
life with personal problems and conflicts that they keep under control. These “managed”
conflicts may involve sex, struggles over self-image, careers, and similar matters. Most of these
people can grow old without having these conflicts become serious enough to impair their
capacities at work, in the family, or as citizens. If these capacities are impaired, of course, the
individual needs help; he may seek it himself, or it may be offered to him when his difficulties
become observable. The problem presented by the spread of personality testing is that it may,
by the pressures of testing and of rejection in selection, bring to the surface personality conflicts
that might otherwise never have become critical in the individual’s life, and may thus precipitate
emotional crises. It can be argued that it is healthy to bring such problems to the surface and to
lead the disturbed individual to professional help. Perhaps we are moving toward an age of
preventive mental health by personality testing, when individuals will get their emotional “check-
up” just as they have their bodies, eyes, and teeth checked. Before we accept this trend in
American life, however, we had better be more certain than we are now that we can cure the
wounds opened by such a process, or that awareness is a good thing even though a cure is not
always possible. Until then, resistance to such extraction will be invoked as a way of saying, “I
want to go on managing my problems myself; and what might force me to a self-confrontation



that I do not want invades my privacy in the deepest way.”A third type of surveillance, which has
not yet been studied by social scientists because of its recent development, is what I would call
reproducibility of communication. Through the new recording and camera devices, it is now
simple to obtain permanent pictorial and sound recordings of subjects without their knowledge.
This may be done by the person with whom the subject is talking or acting, or a secret recording
may be made by a third party. The special character of this surveillance is that it gives the person
who conducted the surveillance the power to reproduce, at will, the subject’s speech or acts.
When a person writes a letter or files a report, he knows that he is communicating a record and
that there is a risk of circulation; thus he exercises care and usually tries to say what he really
means. But in speech that is overheard and recorded, all the offhand comments, sarcastic
remarks, indiscretions, partial observations, agreements with statements to draw out a partner in
conversation or to avoid argument, and many similar aspects of informal private intercourse are
capable of being “turned on” by another for his own purposes. The right of individuals and
organizations to decide when, to whom, and in what way they will “go public” has been taken
away from them. It is almost as if we were witnessing an achievement through technology of a
risk to modern man comparable to that primitive men felt when they had their photographs taken
by visiting anthropologists: a part of them had been taken and might be used to harm them in the
future.When surreptitious recording and filming was limited primarily to security or law-
enforcement agencies or to private investigations into misconduct such as employee pilfering,
the risk to society may not have been great. Now that such recording devices have become
general commodities—and are spreading so rapidly into the business, governmental, and
personal worlds—we must consider the impact of their use on our freedom of private
expression, and the widespread public assumption that important conversations are being
recorded, whether they are in fact or not.21 Secret recordings are being made by federal
executive agencies (wholly apart from security matters) and other government bodies, and such
recordings are being used to exert pressure on individuals by playing back to them comments
which would be embarrassing if revealed publicly. Such use in corporate life is not yet as
widespread, but if the history of surveillance practices teaches us anything, it is that business
will not lag far behind government for long.CHAPTER THREEIntrusions on Privacy: Self-
Revelation, Curiosity, and SurveillanceTHE PREVIOUS CHAPTER has already discussed
several aspects of intrusions on privacy, from curiosity and social control surveillance as
universal elements in society to the individual’s own search for a personal balance of privacy
within his society’s general framework of environment and norms. But there are three topics
involving intrusion that deserve special treatment in terms of contemporary American society
and the problem of privacy: the degree of self-disclosure that involves a threat to the libertarian
definition of privacy; the problem of voyeuristic curiosity; and the effects of surveillance by
authorities in group and community life.Self-Revelation and Interpersonal RelationsGeorg
Simmel found a basic aspect of privacy in the individual’s exercise of reserve and the use of
discretion by others. The analysis of invasion of privacy properly begins with “self-invasion,” the



lack of reserve through which an individual fails to observe his own minimum boundaries of
privacy. By this failure, Simmel felt, the individual reveals so much about himself to those around
him that his relationships deteriorate and he ceases to have a private life.1 Obviously, if enough
individuals lose their reserve, the sense of discretion in others would be affected; those who tell
all prompt others to ask all. A particular aspect of many of the new drugs, such as LSD-25, is
that they may greatly affect the individual’s daily personal balance between what he keeps
private about himself and what he discloses to those around him. Widespread use of such drugs
could profoundly alter our traditional interpersonal sense of privacy.Some recent writers on
privacy have lamented that self-invasion is growing dangerously in American society, especially
in people’s responses to public-opinion pollsters and behavioral researchers. What will happen
to respect for privacy, it is asked, when people blurt out their views, personal histories, and
intimate behavior so freely to such inquiring questioners, instead of saying, “It’s none of your
business”?2Actually, the attack on disclosures of personal information to pollsters and
researchers overlooks the distinction between the reserve which should govern the setting of
privacy with intimates and acquaintances and that required for relations with the stranger and for
anonymous disclosures. To verify this point, I wrote to the leading survey organizations and
asked them about trends in the past two decades in people’s willingness to disclose personal
information—such as information about their income, sexual conduct, political and religious
beliefs, and criminal records. The areas of highest resistance to questioning are income and
money (about 10 per cent refusals), age for women respondents, and educational background
when questioning persons with little formal education.3 The responses were uniform in saying
that the American public was overwhelmingly willing to disclose intimate information to reputable
survey organizations. This willingness had grown steadily in the past two decades. The main
problem today for those seeking information is not that people fear an invasion of privacy but
that they are angry at salesmen who use false surveys for merchandising purposes.Such self-
disclosure to survey researchers is not a uniquely American characteristic, however. Dr. George
Gallup, whose organization, The Gallup Poll, has affiliated polling organizations in twenty-five
foreign nations, reported that “the number of persons refusing to be interviewed is extremely
small and about the same in all nations. . . . [P]eople the world over react about the same way
when put in the same situation.”4 Why? Reputable polling and survey organizations, it must be
remembered, always tell their subjects that all information will be treated as confidential and that
the subject’s identity will never be disclosed; this guarantee of anonymity has been respected.
Furthermore, the interviewer and the polling agency he represents are strangers to the
respondent and will remain so; this is not the surveillance of government, the boss, neighbors,
friends, or intimates. The respondent knows that he will not be hurt by disclosing his private
thoughts, his past conduct, or his future intentions; nothing will be used against him. Indeed, not
only will he not be influenced by self-disclosure, but the interview offers him as well an unusual
opportunity to influence others—the manufacturers, television programmers, advertisers,
government agencies, and others who will read and study what the respondent says. As George



Gallup observed, this situation creates an “eagerness” to respond, especially in a democracy
which “doesn’t give the typical citizen much of a chance to participate or to have a feeling that
his views have any significance.” Finally, Elmo Roper has noted that the individual always has
the right to refuse to answer, and with that guarantee intact, “the limits of privacy” in a free
society “are defined by what people are themselves willing or unwilling to talk about.”The other
side of self-disclosure is what individuals are willing to reveal to those who do continue in their
lives, particularly to family and close friends. Clearly, the age we live in is shaped by many
factors expanding the desire to reveal, from the effects of Freud and the popularization of
psychiatry to the American tradition of interpersonal openness. What kinds of “private” fact
Americans are willing to reveal in this context has been the subject of recent studies
experimenting with a “self-disclosure questionnaire” developed by the psychologist Sidney
Jourard.5 This form contains twenty-five questions about personal facts divided into the basic
areas of personality, body, attitudes, tastes, work, and money. Individuals given the
questionnaire were asked to indicate, anonymously, whether they had lied or misrepresented,
told nothing, given general information, or revealed full and complete details on each of the
aspects of themselves to various persons on a checklist: mother, father, spouse, male friend,
and female friend. Jourard’s tests with the questionnaire during the past ten years with diverse
groups of subjects have shown that money, personality, and body were low-disclosure items,
while attitudes, tastes, and work were high-disclosure items. No significant difference in self-
disclosure was found according to the intelligence or academic achievement of test subjects.
The basic patterns that emerged are that white Americans disclose more to their intimates than
Negroes, and females more than males. Jewish males reveal more than Protestant and Catholic
males, but Jewish females do not differ significantly from other females. Unmarried American
white and Negro subjects of both sexes disclose more to mothers than to any other on the
checklist; married persons disclose most to their spouse, and in more intimate detail than they
did to mothers before marriage. Jourard’s broadest conclusion was that self-disclosure to
intimates is systematically related to mental and possibly to physical health. Psychologically and
physically healthy subjects were the most free in self-disclosure.Intrusions Through Curiosity
PressuresA companion to the issue of self-invasion of privacy is that of discretion—the
willingness of people to respect the privacy of others. This factor has always been subject to the
propensity for curiosity that seems to be a universal human trait, as we saw in the discussion in
Chapter 1.Though curiosity varies considerably in its intensity among individuals and cultures,6
it serves a number of important functions in all societies—it helps, for example, to provide
vicarious experience, to circulate information, and to promote group and community norms. In its
usual forms, curiosity operates as part of family, neighborhood, and organizational life; in the
form of gossip, it expresses the desire of persons in any social unit to know what is “going on”
and to be privy to the “inside” and “secret” aspects of behavior. The basic stock in trade of the
press is to satisfy curiosity through radio, newspapers, television, magazines, and books; and
the press often stimulates public curiosity to maximum levels by reportorial techniques that



override the privacy claims not only of “public figures” but also of anyone who happens to be
touched by a “public event.” As one commentator has put it, “There is a hermit spirit in each of
us,” but there is also “a snooper, a census taker, a gossip-monger and a brother’s keeper.”7 This
is why casual eavesdropping is such a regular part of most people’s daily life, and why they
derive such normal satisfaction from it. “Show me a man who doesn’t eavesdrop,” one writer on
curiosity has written, “and I’ll show you a man with a serious hearing problem.”8Though curiosity
is a constant element in social life, and even gives rise to aggressive efforts to penetrate other
people’s secrets,9 many social scientists have observed a rise in recent decades of a particular
and dangerous form of curiosity, to which the term “voyeurism” has been applied. As a clinical
term employed in abnormal psychology, voyeurism refers, of course, to an individual’s desire to
obtain sexual gratification by viewing another’s sexual organs or the sexual intercourse of
others.10 Psychological literature attributes voyeurism to parental repression of curiosity
impulses about sexual matters during adolescence or to the young adult’s fears of inability to
obtain satisfaction through heterosexual relations.11 The voyeur’s excitement comes in part
from doing something forbidden and in part from watching persons who do not know that they
are being observed. The “peeping Tom” of English history is the most common form of voyeur.As
used in its social rather than its clinical sense, voyeurism refers to the tasteless pursuit and
aggressive exposure of the privacies of personal life, especially sexual conduct among the
socially prominent. Such invasion of privacy for its own sake as a stimulant to those who do not
find direct social satisfactions is commonly seen in the mass circulation of confession and fan
magazines; in a certain semi-salacious style of exposé journalism (New York Confidential,
Washington Confidential, U.S.A. Confidential, and so forth); in the “Candid Camera” type of
peeping into the situations of persons experiencing embarrassing troubles; and in the style of
television reporting that thrusts a microphone under the chin of a woman who has watched her
child being injured and urges her to tell the viewers how she feels. The intimate relations that are
captured and disclosed by wiretapping, camera surveillance, or personality testing find an avid
market in the voyeuristically inclined segment of the public.The dangerous appeal to voyeuristic
urges is illustrated by increasingly open and offensive newspaper and magazine advertisements
and retail-sales outlets of firms distributing devices for surreptitious listening and watching.
Among the most offensive of the advertisements are those found in the various “men’s”
magazines. For example, one recent ad offers a miniature device that can be inserted in a small
hole drilled through a wall. A lens in the device provides a view of most of the room on the other
side of the wall. The advertiser points out that “people who relax in ‘privacy’ have no way of
knowing that you can see everything they do!” It is suggested that the device, dubbed “Super-
Spy,” has applications limited only by its owner’s imagination, including use in bedroom walls to
“keep an eye on the kids while they take their naps,” and in bathrooms to “avoid the
embarrassment of barging in while it’s occupied!” The advertisement recommends purchase of
the device by anyone who finds it “fascinating or profitable . . . to know what people do when they
don’t know they are being watched.” Using what is perhaps especially revealing language, the



advertiser urges the reader to “order spares so you’re never denied the thrill of sudden or
unexpected opportunities.” An advertisement for a similar device in the same magazine is
illustrated with a drawing of the device being used to peer into a bedroom occupied by a young
woman sitting on the bed and a young man standing beside her.12 Such ads, openly inviting
customers to eavesdrop for fun and profit, contribute to the erosion of public moral standards.
Television programs that show sophisticated bugs and closed-circuit TV being used regularly by
police, intelligence agencies, and private investigators have certainly not slowed this erosion
process.There are other relations of voyeurism to the problem of surveillance. Some observers
of law enforcement believe that wiretapping and eavesdropping assignments, the private-
detective business, the polygraph profession, and similar activities frequently attract voyeuristic
types. This circumstance is illustrated by the polygraph operators who deliberately use
“embarrassing personal questions” on female subjects, despite scientific opinion that this
procedure upsets the whole polygraph examination, and the wiretap experts (both police and
private) who save tape recordings of intimate conversations and play these to their friends for
entertainment.13Invasion of Privacy in Group and Community Life: The Concept of Surveillance
by AuthoritySurveillance is obviously a fundamental means of social control. Parents watch their
children, teachers watch students, supervisors watch employees, religious leaders watch the
acts of their congregants, policemen watch the streets and other public places, and government
agencies watch the citizen’s performance of various legal obligations and prohibitions. Records
are kept by authorities to organize the task of indirect surveillance and to identify trends that may
call for direct surveillance. Without such surveillance, society could not enforce its norms or
protect its citizens, and an era of ever increasing speed of communication, mobility of persons,
and coordination of conspiracies requires that the means of protecting society keep pace with
the technology of crime. Yet one of the central elements of the history of liberty in Western
societies since the days of the Greek city-state has been the struggle to install limits on the
power of economic, political, and religious authorities to place individuals and private groups
under surveillance against their will. The whole network of American constitutional rights—
especially those of free speech, press, assembly, and religion; forbidding the quartering of
troops in private homes; securing “persons, houses, papers and effects” from unreasonable
search and seizure; and assuring the privilege against self-incrimination—was established to
curtail the ancient surveillance claims of governmental authorities. Similar rules have evolved by
statute, common law, and judicial decision to limit the surveillance powers of corporations,
unions, and other private agencies.Though this general principle of civil liberty is clear, many
governmental and private authorities seem puzzled by the protest against current or proposed
uses of new surveillance techniques. Why should persons who have not committed criminal acts
worry whether their conversations might be accidentally overheard by police officers
eavesdropping on public telephone booths or at public places used by suspected criminals?
Why should truthful persons resist verifying their testimony through polygraph examination?
Shouldn’t anyone who appreciates the need for effective personnel placement accept



personality testing? And aren’t fears about subliminal suggestion or increased data collection
simply nervous responses to the new and the unknown? In all these instances, authorities point
to the fact that, beyond the benefits of the surveillance for the organization or the community, the
individual himself can now prove his innocence, virtue, or talents by “science” and avoid the
unjust assumptions frequently produced by “fallible” conventional methods.The answer, of
course, lies in the impact of surveillance on human behavior. This impact can best be
understood by distinguishing three main types of modern surveillance. First is surveillance by
observation. Writings by leading social scientists14 have made it clear that observation by
listening or watching which is known to the subject necessarily exercises a restrictive influence
over him. In fact, in most situations this is exactly why the observational surveillance is set up—
to enforce the rules. When a person knows his conduct is visible, he must either bring his actions
within the accepted social norms in the particular situation involved or decide to violate those
norms and accept the risk of reprisal. Sociological writing has stressed that there are degrees of
observation in various types of group (work forces, government agencies, and the like) which will
prevent the particular group’s members from performing effectively. Robert Merton has
explained this phenomenon as follows:Few groups, it appears, so fully absorb the loyalties of
members that they will readily accept unrestricted observability of their role-performance. . . .
Resistance to full visibility of one’s behavior appears . . . to result from structural properties of
group life. Some measure of leeway in conforming to role-expectations is presupposed in all
groups. To have to meet the strict requirements of a role at all times, without some degree of
deviation, is to experience insufficient allowances for individual differences in capacity and
training and for situational exigencies which make strict conformity extremely difficult.15Even
though the authorities may accept evasion of the rules, the experience will be “psychologically
taxing” on both the observed person and the authorities, since the latter must decide whether or
not to act against the noncomplying person and must measure the effects of not acting on the
group perception of authority.What is sometimes called “the need for privacy”—that is, insulation
of actions and thought from surveillance by others—is the individual counterpart to the
functional requirement of social structure that some measure of exemption from full observability
be provided for. Otherwise, the pressure to live up to the details of all (and often conflicting)
social norms would become literally unbearable; in a complex society, schizophrenic behavior
would become the rule rather than the formidable exception it already is. “Privacy” is not merely
a personal predilection; it is an important functional requirement for the effective operation of
social structure. Social systems must provide for some appropriate measure, as they would say
in France, of quant-à-soi—a portion of the self which is kept apart, immune from social
surveillance.16Though the destructive effect of near total observation and compulsory public
confessions is associated in the public mind with totalitarian systems, as depicted with chilling
effect in Huxley’s Brave New World and Orwell’s 1984, the histories of utopian community
experiments also document the disintegrative effect of complete observation over individual and
group life. Robert Owen’s famous community of New Lanark contained what Owen called a



“silent monitor” system to watch the conduct of workers.17 This feature of life in several utopian
communist communities of England and America in the nineteenth century led Charles Nordhoff
to observe in 1875 that the absence of the “precious” thing called “solitude” was one of the key
factors in the failure of these experiments.18 In his leading work on the Israeli kibbutz, Melford
Spiro has noted that the early settlers’ deliberate rejection of personal privacy gave way in the
established kibbutz, and especially among the second kibbutz generation, to a demand for
privacy in family and living arrangements that had to be satisfied to keep the loyalty of the
kibbutz members.19 It is revealing that the attempt to use total observational surveillance and to
require total self-revelation to the group or to authorities takes place either as part of efforts to
run perfect societies, such as utopias, or perfect sub-societies, such as monasteries or
convents. In the Jesuit order, for example, brothers in training must keep themselves under a
total monitor, keep a record of their improper thoughts and actions, and report themselves each
day to their superior. In addition, each week all the brothers must report anything they have
heard their fellow brothers say or do that breaches the rules. Only those who can sustain an
absolute commitment to the ideal of perfection can survive total surveillance. This is not the
condition of men in ordinary society.Sociological analysis of observability explains why the
prospect of total physical surveillance is so psychologically shattering to the individual. If a
factory is wired completely with listening and watching devices, workers know that every station
cannot be monitored all the time. Yet no individual has any way of knowing when he is under
observation and when not. The particularly dehumanizing feature of this situation is not the fact
that the surveillance is done by machine techniques rather than by direct human observation,
but that the person-to-person factor in observation—with its softening and “game” aspects—has
been eliminated. The same element is present in data surveillance—the maintenance of such
detailed daily and cumulative records of each individual’s personal transactions that
computerized systems can reconstruct his acts and use such data for social control even without
direct physical surveillance.On the other hand, surveillance may be such a vital means of
providing physical security, as in our public places, that properly controlled use of new watching
and listening devices may be desirable. This point was made by Margaret Mead in a recent
essay. After noting that city life offers “extraordinary possibilities” for anonymity from neighbors,
relatives, and community controls, Mead stated that the desire for “personal privacy” is being
confused with a notion of “privacy from the law.” This confusion is based on the erroneous
assumption that there is no obligation to create institutions of social protection in cities to
replace the public safety provided by social surveillance of known persons in small communities.
New listening, watching, and recording devices in apartment buildings, police street monitoring,
and similar situations are to be welcomed. “[T]he devices we have rejected because they can be
(and have been) used to invade individual privacy can also be used to ensure the public safety,
without which privacy itself becomes a nightmare isolation.”20A second main type of
surveillance is extraction—entry into a person’s psychological privacy by requiring him to reveal
by speech or act those parts of his memory and personality that he regards as private. Earlier



discussion of the individual’s need for autonomy explains the threat this procedure poses to the
individual in a free society. American society has understood well that such extraction through
torture, test oaths, self-incrimination, and governmental inquiries into religious belief is
antithetical to civil liberty, and our law has forbidden such official surveillance.It is not such
traditional methods of extraction that are causing the present debate over privacy, of course, but
less direct methods, such as polygraphs and personality testing. The issue of personality testing
for personnel selection by industry and government provides a useful subject for studying the
social effect of extraction.The basic objection on privacy grounds to the typical personality test
used in personnel selection today—with its questions on such topics as sex and political values
—is that many individuals do not want to be sorted and judged according to standards that rest
on the unexplained evaluations of professional psychologists in the employ of “institutional”
clients. Liberals fear that a government or industrial psychologist will enforce conformist or elitist
norms. Conservatives fear that school or government testing might not only “reward” liberal
ideology and penalize conservative ideas but also “implant” ideas through the testing process
itself. Negroes are concerned that psychologists might enforce standards of personality that
penalize minority groups and that the personality test might enable the “white power structure” to
accomplish covertly discrimination it can no longer carry out openly. In all these situations the
assertion of privacy serves to say to those in power: “If you make evaluative decisions openly,
questioning me directly and justifying your decisions openly, I can fight out publicly your right to
judge me in a certain way, and American society will decide our conflicting claims. But if you
invoice ‘science’ and ‘expertise’ and evaluate me through personality tests, the issue becomes
masked and the public cannot judge the validity and morality of these evaluative decisions.
Thus, where such basic issues as political ideology, religion, and race are at stake, the selection
process must be objective and public, and I assert my right of privacy to close my emotions,
beliefs, and attitudes to the process of job evaluation in a free society.”In addition, the basic aim
of test psychology is admittedly to search for norms of conduct and to use these for judgment in
“trait” and “prediction” matters. The intellectuals who lead the anti-personality-testing campaigns
know how far they themselves are from any type of “bland” normality, how many conflicts and
personal disturbances lie behind their social masks, and yet how useful they are in their area of
work, whether it is business, law, government, teaching, or the ministry. Many intellectuals are
aware of the test psychologist’s answer that he does not advise the selection of “normals” only,
that the tests can reward imagination, initiative, and other traits. But, knowing how fundamentally
emotional tension and creativity are linked in the individual, intellectuals are not willing to submit
themselves or the majority of their fellow citizens to the judgment of psychologists on that point.
One of the basic functions of privacy is to protect the individual’s need to choose those to whom
he will bare the true secrets of his soul and his personality. The counseling and clinical
psychologists have long been among the handful of those professional groups in whom many
Americans have been willing to place such intimate trust. If civic reactions of the 1960’s are any
sign of developing public trends, many will not accept the test psychologist, working for an



institutional client, in such a role.Finally, from the literature of psychology and psychiatry, as well
as from personal experience, critics of personality testing know that many individuals go through
life with personal problems and conflicts that they keep under control. These “managed”
conflicts may involve sex, struggles over self-image, careers, and similar matters. Most of these
people can grow old without having these conflicts become serious enough to impair their
capacities at work, in the family, or as citizens. If these capacities are impaired, of course, the
individual needs help; he may seek it himself, or it may be offered to him when his difficulties
become observable. The problem presented by the spread of personality testing is that it may,
by the pressures of testing and of rejection in selection, bring to the surface personality conflicts
that might otherwise never have become critical in the individual’s life, and may thus precipitate
emotional crises. It can be argued that it is healthy to bring such problems to the surface and to
lead the disturbed individual to professional help. Perhaps we are moving toward an age of
preventive mental health by personality testing, when individuals will get their emotional “check-
up” just as they have their bodies, eyes, and teeth checked. Before we accept this trend in
American life, however, we had better be more certain than we are now that we can cure the
wounds opened by such a process, or that awareness is a good thing even though a cure is not
always possible. Until then, resistance to such extraction will be invoked as a way of saying, “I
want to go on managing my problems myself; and what might force me to a self-confrontation
that I do not want invades my privacy in the deepest way.”A third type of surveillance, which has
not yet been studied by social scientists because of its recent development, is what I would call
reproducibility of communication. Through the new recording and camera devices, it is now
simple to obtain permanent pictorial and sound recordings of subjects without their knowledge.
This may be done by the person with whom the subject is talking or acting, or a secret recording
may be made by a third party. The special character of this surveillance is that it gives the person
who conducted the surveillance the power to reproduce, at will, the subject’s speech or acts.
When a person writes a letter or files a report, he knows that he is communicating a record and
that there is a risk of circulation; thus he exercises care and usually tries to say what he really
means. But in speech that is overheard and recorded, all the offhand comments, sarcastic
remarks, indiscretions, partial observations, agreements with statements to draw out a partner in
conversation or to avoid argument, and many similar aspects of informal private intercourse are
capable of being “turned on” by another for his own purposes. The right of individuals and
organizations to decide when, to whom, and in what way they will “go public” has been taken
away from them. It is almost as if we were witnessing an achievement through technology of a
risk to modern man comparable to that primitive men felt when they had their photographs taken
by visiting anthropologists: a part of them had been taken and might be used to harm them in the
future.When surreptitious recording and filming was limited primarily to security or law-
enforcement agencies or to private investigations into misconduct such as employee pilfering,
the risk to society may not have been great. Now that such recording devices have become
general commodities—and are spreading so rapidly into the business, governmental, and



personal worlds—we must consider the impact of their use on our freedom of private
expression, and the widespread public assumption that important conversations are being
recorded, whether they are in fact or not.21 Secret recordings are being made by federal
executive agencies (wholly apart from security matters) and other government bodies, and such
recordings are being used to exert pressure on individuals by playing back to them comments
which would be embarrassing if revealed publicly. Such use in corporate life is not yet as
widespread, but if the history of surveillance practices teaches us anything, it is that business
will not lag far behind government for long.PART TWONew Tools for Invading PrivacyThe effort
to limit official surveillance over man’s thoughts, speech, private acts, confidential
communications, and group participation has for centuries been a central part of the struggle for
liberty in Western society. This search for personal and group privacy has been waged against
kings and legislatures; churches, guilds, manor lords, and corporations; sheriffs, welfare
investigators, and political police.When the American Republic was founded, the framers
established a libertarian equilibrium among the competing values of privacy, disclosure, and
surveillance. This balance was based on the technological realities of eighteenth-century life.
Since torture and inquisition were the only known ways of penetrating the mind, all such
measures by government were forbidden by law. Physical entry and eavesdropping were the
only means of penetrating private homes and meeting rooms; the framers therefore made
eavesdropping by private persons a crime and allowed government to enter private premises
only for reasonable searches, under strict warrant controls. Since registration procedures and
police dossiers were the means used to control the free movement of “controversial” persons,
this European police practice was precluded by American governmental practice and the
realities of mobile frontier life.Since World War II, spurred primarily by wartime development and
government projects in the cold-war era, a series of scientific and technological advances has
taken place that threatens the classic American equilibrium on privacy, disclosure, and
surveillance. The tiny listening “bugs” and closed-circuit TV eyes, discussed with alarm in the
mass media and legislative halls in the past two or three years, are only part of a larger
revolution in surveillance technology. Further developments are possible that could pose wholly
new and unprecedented intrusions into the emotions and mind of the citizen in the future. This
technology has been developed at a time when socio-cultural changes in American life have
produced an acceptance of these surveillance techniques by many private and public
authorities, disseminating the new techniques rapidly through the society and outstripping the
classic legal and social controls over “unreasonable” surveillance.The first response to this
situation, obviously, must be careful factual analysis. What is this new technology? How is it
being used to invade personal and group privacy? And what realistic prospects lie ahead in the
next decade, if present scientific trends are projected forward or if break-throughs are made in
areas currently stalemated?For a clear discussion of these topics, the field of surveillance can
be divided into three general parts. First is physical surveillance, the observation through optical
or acoustical devices of a person’s location, acts, speech, or private writing without his



knowledge or against his will. In this area lies the greatest present threat by new technology to
individual and group privacy. Second is psychological surveillance, the use of oral or written
tests, devices, or substances to extract from an individual information that he does not give
willingly, or does not know that he is revealing, or reveals without a mature awareness of its
significance for his private personality. Last is data surveillance, the collection, exchange, and
manipulation of documentary information about individuals and groups by data-processing
machines (primarily computers) which, if enough detailed data is accumulated and collated, can
produce such knowledge of an individual’s or group’s transactions that privacy may be seriously
threatened.It is obvious that none of these types of surveillance is brand new. Eavesdroppers
and paid surveillance agents go back to antiquity. Torture, sex, alcohol, opium, hypnotism,
primitive “lie” tests, and tests for proper “personality” are also ancient ways of unlocking minds,
extracting information, or implanting suggestions. As for data surveillance, many societies in the
past required registration of residences, movements, and transactions, and used elaborate
dossiers and permits as a mechanism of administrative social control. What is new today is the
marriage of advanced scientific technology to these classic surveillance methods.PART
TWONew Tools for Invading PrivacyThe effort to limit official surveillance over man’s thoughts,
speech, private acts, confidential communications, and group participation has for centuries
been a central part of the struggle for liberty in Western society. This search for personal and
group privacy has been waged against kings and legislatures; churches, guilds, manor lords,
and corporations; sheriffs, welfare investigators, and political police.When the American
Republic was founded, the framers established a libertarian equilibrium among the competing
values of privacy, disclosure, and surveillance. This balance was based on the technological
realities of eighteenth-century life. Since torture and inquisition were the only known ways of
penetrating the mind, all such measures by government were forbidden by law. Physical entry
and eavesdropping were the only means of penetrating private homes and meeting rooms; the
framers therefore made eavesdropping by private persons a crime and allowed government to
enter private premises only for reasonable searches, under strict warrant controls. Since
registration procedures and police dossiers were the means used to control the free movement
of “controversial” persons, this European police practice was precluded by American
governmental practice and the realities of mobile frontier life.Since World War II, spurred
primarily by wartime development and government projects in the cold-war era, a series of
scientific and technological advances has taken place that threatens the classic American
equilibrium on privacy, disclosure, and surveillance. The tiny listening “bugs” and closed-circuit
TV eyes, discussed with alarm in the mass media and legislative halls in the past two or three
years, are only part of a larger revolution in surveillance technology. Further developments are
possible that could pose wholly new and unprecedented intrusions into the emotions and mind
of the citizen in the future. This technology has been developed at a time when socio-cultural
changes in American life have produced an acceptance of these surveillance techniques by
many private and public authorities, disseminating the new techniques rapidly through the



society and outstripping the classic legal and social controls over “unreasonable”
surveillance.The first response to this situation, obviously, must be careful factual analysis. What
is this new technology? How is it being used to invade personal and group privacy? And what
realistic prospects lie ahead in the next decade, if present scientific trends are projected forward
or if break-throughs are made in areas currently stalemated?For a clear discussion of these
topics, the field of surveillance can be divided into three general parts. First is physical
surveillance, the observation through optical or acoustical devices of a person’s location, acts,
speech, or private writing without his knowledge or against his will. In this area lies the greatest
present threat by new technology to individual and group privacy. Second is psychological
surveillance, the use of oral or written tests, devices, or substances to extract from an individual
information that he does not give willingly, or does not know that he is revealing, or reveals
without a mature awareness of its significance for his private personality. Last is data
surveillance, the collection, exchange, and manipulation of documentary information about
individuals and groups by data-processing machines (primarily computers) which, if enough
detailed data is accumulated and collated, can produce such knowledge of an individual’s or
group’s transactions that privacy may be seriously threatened.It is obvious that none of these
types of surveillance is brand new. Eavesdroppers and paid surveillance agents go back to
antiquity. Torture, sex, alcohol, opium, hypnotism, primitive “lie” tests, and tests for proper
“personality” are also ancient ways of unlocking minds, extracting information, or implanting
suggestions. As for data surveillance, many societies in the past required registration of
residences, movements, and transactions, and used elaborate dossiers and permits as a
mechanism of administrative social control. What is new today is the marriage of advanced
scientific technology to these classic surveillance methods.CHAPTER FOURThe Listening and
Watching Devices: New Techniques of Physical SurveillanceLocating the Individual1A MAJOR
ASPECT of privacy for individuals (though something lost by celebrities) is the ability to move
about anonymously from time to time. Because a major aspect of physical surveillance depends
on knowing where the “subject” is at all times, and especially where he goes when he wants to
be alone, physical shadowing has been a technique of surveillance since antiquity. What the
new technology adds is ways to “tag” persons so that they can be followed more efficiently and
with less risk of discovery. At least three major ways of tagging individuals have been
developed.Fluorescent powders or dyes have been produced which are applied secretly to a
person’s hands, shoes, clothing, hair, umbrella, and the like, or can be added to such items as
soap, after-shave lotion, and hair tonic which an individual applies to himself. Although these
substances are invisible under regular light, they register as “glowing” substances on the person
being followed when he is illuminated by an ultraviolet-light source carried by the investigator.2A
second locating device is the miniature radio-signal transmitter, smaller than a quarter. This is
used at close ranges without antennae or is equipped with twelve to fifteen inches of thin wire
antennae for longer-range shadowing.3 It can be secreted on a person, his clothing, car, or
briefcase, or other articles that he carries. The transmitter sends out a signal which registers on



a receiver tuned to that frequency, enabling the investigator to keep his quarry located,
especially if two operatives are assigned to surveillance and a “cross-fix” can be utilized. The
places available for hiding such transmitters in a car are so plentiful that secret installation rarely
presents a problem. In addition, surveillance manufacturers have built special auto-tagging
equipment in the form of standard spotlights or rear-view mirrors.4Tagging transmitters can also
be built into eyeglasses, hearing aids, and wrist watches for close-range shadowing. Longer-
range transmitters (requiring some sort of antennae) have been made to match coat buttons, the
antennae being sewed into the collar or piping of the garment. Shoes with shoelace antennae,
tie-clasps with tie antennae, hat emblems with hatband antennae, and buckles with belt
antennae are examples of how “tagging” the individual has been carried out by resourceful
investigators. The range of the signals with antennae is several city blocks.Technology has
recently contributed another advance on this front through the “radio pill” developed for medical
research.5 This emits a signal sufficiently strong to be followed at fairly close ranges—five to
twenty yards today, with greater ranges expected in the near future. Thus, if a person takes large-
sized anti-histamine or anti-allergy pills and an investigator can fill his medicine bottle with radio
pills, a tag can be lodged in the stomach of the subject himself. It will eventually be passed out of
the body without the individual’s suspecting that he has been converted, for a time, into a living
electronic beacon.Third, substances of low radioactive levels can be placed on a person’s
clothing or belongings, while the investigator uses small Geiger counters or scintillation
detectors to obtain signals from the radiation. The radioactive material comes in powder and
liquid forms and is not visible under normal physical inspection.6 In addition, tiny quantities of
gamma-ray-emitting substances, put into a person’s food, drink, or medication, are enough to
“tag” a person by indications on radiation detectors. Such a quantity of material would not cause
immediate effects on the subject, though it might eventually be harmful to the person’s
health.Observation and Photography of Physical ActsThe physical activity of a person when he
is within the closed areas of his home, office, or apartment, or in the private rooms of public
facilities such as hotels, or in places such as the bathrooms of stores or factories, has
traditionally been a prime target of those applying physical surveillance.Today special “screens”
can be installed in the walls of a room that seem opaque to persons inside but permit an
observer in the adjoining room to look through and photograph everything taking place. At the
simplest level this is done by the well-known technique of using glass which seems to be a
mirror or screen in the room under observation.7A far more sophisticated technique made
possible by new technology is the use of special substances that seem to be wall panels and
appear solid from both sides. These do not permit regular light to pass through, but transmit infra-
red light—light with extra-long wave lengths—enabling investigators to take infra-red
photographs or observe actions visually through an infra-red viewer. The infra-red-light source
does not have to be placed within the room; it can be supplied by a beam sent from the
observation post itself.Secreting cameras within a room has been a growing technique of the
past two decades. Miniature “still” cameras can be hidden within a room to take films on



electronic signals from outside, at periodic preset intervals, or when triggered by a light switch
being turned on or a file drawer opened. They can also be set off by the entrance of persons into
an empty room, by means of antennae that sense changes in a room’s electronic balance.
Electric eyes in these hidden cameras provide shutter changes to take account of light factors.
Such cameras, ranging in price from $100 to $300, are easily hidden behind air-conditioning and
heating grills, in wall clocks, in the speaker section of television sets, and many other vantage
points. One radio-controlled model now in use by police and private detectives can take more
than four hundred 35-millimeter frames without reloading, from control distances of up to one
mile.8Probably the most useful device in visual surveillance is closed-circuit television, since this
provides continuous observation and permits instant response by the investigator to what is
seen. “Television eyes” now come in small units (3 inches by 9 inches) commercially available at
about $500.9 These can be hidden on the premises and can send a picture of the room to a
remote receiver located a block or two away. TV cameras have also been developed with light
pipes, or optical fibers, which can bend light around corners. Thus the camera can be installed in
another room and only the optic fibers need be placed in the room under surveillance.10 TV
cameras able to fit into a vest pocket and featuring an “eye” the width of a cigarette have been
built ever since the late 1950’s11 and probably for government surveillance work as well. Closed-
circuit television has been widely used to check assembly-line progress, guard warehouses at
night, protect tenants in apartment elevators or lobbies, prevent subway-car assaults, supervise
prison cell blocks, survey stores with high shoplifting records, watch gambling tables in Nevada,
and the like. Some police forces have already experimented with street surveillance by TV units
mounted in lamp poles and parking meters to prevent thefts and provide riot control. This
technique appears likely to increase in coming years. A few police forces have hidden TV
cameras monitoring all incoming air flights, to identify organized-crime leaders coming to their
city.The uses closest to our area of concern have been the secret installation of TV eyes in
business offices, in hotel rooms, and in homes, for police-investigation work or private-
surveillance purposes. Such installations present few serious technical problems. In addition,
videotape units to record what is seen by closed-circuit TV are now on the general market at
prices from $500 to $1,000.12When persons are in a dark room, they may assume themselves
to be immune from surveillance. The truth is that concealed cameras equipped with infra-red film
can photograph actions in a dark room if an invisible infra-red-energy source has been placed
within that room. One way this is done is by putting special bulbs in overhead fixtures or lamps.
To the naked eye the bulb seems to be unlit, since no visible light is transmitted; but it is actually
flooding the room with infra-red light and will provide the basis for clear snapshots or film. Of
course if the windows are bare, cameras outside the premises can photograph inside by
projecting infrared illumination into the room. Other cameras have methods of amplifying very
small visible-light sources. One closed-circuit television camera operates with such sensitivity
(and without the need of infra-red energy) that it can transmit clear pictures of an entire room
from the illumination of a cigarette lighter.13While some persons seek privacy in closed or



darkened rooms, others go out along public streets or parks or place themselves considerable
distances away from other persons or objects. Several types of camera devices enable
investigators to handle these situations. Miniature still cameras costing less than $100 have
been made in the form of cigarette lighters or match boxes; with these, or a regular miniature
camera concealed in the palm of the hand or in a hat, a casual passerby or a man sitting across
the aisle on a bus can take pictures of his “subject” without detection.14Telephoto-lens cameras
will produce a clear picture of a person 100 yards away. Special lenses with extra-long focal
length (costing $1,000 or less) can produce recognizable pictures of persons from 500 to 1,000
yards away.15 One popular investigative tool combines binoculars, camera, and telecamera
elements into one compact instrument.16 The binocular and camera are synchronized so that
both normal-range pictures and telephoto shots can be taken in either color or black and white
up to 1,000 yards away while the binocular focuses on the view. As every newspaper reader
knows, these are crude ranges compared to the camera capabilities presently used in “spy
satellites” and other photo-reconnaisance systems. Camera surveillance for distances of miles is
clearly possible now.Photography outdoors in the dark presents few problems when the
investigator uses infra-red energy and special film. The World War II sniperscope viewer is now
available in police equipment with a viewing range of 500 feet or more, at a cost of $150.17
Military sniperscopes used in Vietnam illuminate a man in darkness at 700 yards.18 More
important still, a new image-intensification system has been developed which uses starlight
radiated by the night sky.19 With this system, objects in apparent blackness can be clearly
observed and photographed. Since no light source from the photographer shines on the object,
as in infra-red observation, the surveillance cannot be detected by devices for locating infrared
rays. This intensification device is also in current use on rifle sights for the military
services.Listening To and Recording SpeechThe transmission of verbal information from one
person to another, either directly in face-to-face conversation or over a telephone, radio, or
television “line,” is a major target of physical surveillance. Other targets are the highly specialized
voice-transmission channels, such as microwaves and laser beams, which are used by
governments to transmit speech on security matters, whether “straight,” in code, or “scrambled”
electronically. When such conversations are obtained, through technological means, by
someone who is not a party to them, or is not known to be listening by both parties involved, this
is known as “third-party eavesdropping.” The new electronic technology is now able to break
through long-standing physical barriers to such third-party audial eavesdropping and can
provide sophisticated means for extracting speech from closed locations or transmission lines
and sending it to secure listening posts. Apart from such non-technological aids to surveillance
as lip-reading, a bulging arsenal of new or improved techniques for vocal surveillance has been
developed since World War II.The investigator’s dream is to make his subject a walking radio
transmitter, enabling the investigator to hear everything the subject says to anyone else, or even
what he mutters aloud while he walks along the street. This can be done by wiring a person’s
clothing. A leading method is to build a microphone into one button of a suit coat, a sub-



miniature transmitter into a second button, and the batteries into a third. The thread with which
the special buttons are sewn in is of conductive wire, carried through the seams of the coat or
jacket to make up the antenna. Access to the subject’s coat for a few minutes is all that is
necessary to install these devices. Common points of contact—the tailor shop, the dry-cleaning
establishment, the restaurant checkroom, and the like—are often available. An example of the
installation possibilities of existing micro-miniature transmitters is provided by a transmitter so
small that it has been mounted as a tooth in a dental bridge.20Because of the expense and
frequent difficulty of wiring the person, plus the fact that the place of conversations to be
overheard is often known in advance, wiring the premises is the most common form of
eavesdropping. Developments in electronics and miniaturization in the past two decades,
moving from the vacuum tubes of the 1950’s to transistors and the latest “chip” integrated
circuits,21 have reduced bugging devices to ultra-miniature sizes. Microphones the size of sugar
cubes ($10) or special “pea” units ($100) are presently available to secrete in rooms, offices,
autos, chairs in hotel lobbies, tables at bars and restaurants, and so forth.22 By 1966 micro-
miniaturization had reduced high-quality microphones to match-head size.23Any of the tiny
mikes presently available can be attached by adhesive to the underside of furniture or by
magnetic force to metal objects. They can also be installed inside telephones, intercoms,
doorbell units, radios, TV’s, water coolers, desk sets, clocks, picture frames, lamps, mattresses,
flower pots, ash trays, cellophane-tape dispensers, bulletin boards, air conditioners, and a
hundred other common objects within the room.24 A special microphone and transmitter have
been built into a light bulb so that the transmitter begins broadcasting when the light switch is
turned on and stops when it is turned off.Usually microphones are attached to the regular
electrical wiring system or have their own wires connected to a receiver outside the room.
Common models of this type have a range of one to three city blocks and cost $135 to $250. At
the listening post the eavesdropper can monitor the conversation and make a tape recording of
the parts he desires. Battery-operated portable tape recorders provide one to six hours of
recording time without change of tape. Special equipment is available which activates a tape
recorder automatically when voices are heard in the room and shuts it off when conversation
ceases; this makes it unnecessary to “man” a listening post.25 Tape recorders with twenty-four
hours or more of recording time are used by surveillance specialists.26 Miniature tape recorders
providing a full hour without changing the reel have been reduced to cigarette-pack size.Where
utmost security is called for, investigators use trails of electrically conductive metallic paint from
the microphone, along the walls or baseboards, and out to the receiver location or a place safe
enough to connect to regular wires. The paint trails can be sprayed with artificial dust so that
they don’t look fresher than the old paint surfaces.27Where the installation of any kind of wiring
is too dangerous, even electrically conductive paint, FM microphones are available with their
own built-in battery-operated radio transmitter. One unit on the commercial market is less than
two cubic inches in size and sells for $90 to $150.28 Government units are even smaller.Electric
sources already in the room can also be used to power the microphone for transmission. One



such source is the handset of the telephone, which can be converted in simple fashion into a live
microphone that broadcasts speech in the room to an outside receiver, whether or not the
telephone is off the hook. Another source is the intercom system used in most offices and many
middle-class homes. The built-in microphones of these units can be altered to make them
broadcasting stations to outside receivers. Indeed, many of the intercoms and public-address
systems manufactured today are already equipped for listening in, without notice, from the
master console unit.In all the “bugging” situations described so far, the microphones were added
to existing premises. However, a whole building or suite can be wired for eavesdropping during
its construction, and with great ease. One ingenious device developed recently allows
investigators to activate, by remote control, a bug placed in the telephone of the person under
surveillance. After the bug is secreted in the telephone, drawing its power from the telephone
line, the eavesdropper calls the bugged telephone from any place in the world. Once the line
rings, either before the person answers or after he hangs up, the eavesdropper sends out a
harmonica tone on the line. This activates the bug inside the person’s telephone and enables the
eavesdropper to listen on that telephone line to everything said in that room within a range of fifty
feet until the investigator hangs up. The remote-control tone device sells for $400, and its
inventor reports that he has sold “lots of them.”29The laser has contributed another new
technique for taking sound out of rooms. One available portable laser microphone sends out an
invisible infra-red beam only a quarter of an inch in thickness. The power of a laser beam to
remain focused over long distances allows it to go for miles from the point of transmission to a
target room. There it strikes a two-inch mirrored modulator planted in the room by the
investigator, which sends the laser beam back to its original source miles away. Since the
returning beam has been modulated by the sound waves produced by speech in the room under
surveillance, a photo amplifier at the listening post allows the investigator to transform the
returning light into sound.30All these listening devices are installed inside the room under
surveillance. Where entry is impossible or impractical, a contact microphone can be used to add
electronic power to the “ear on the wall” principle. When sound waves generated by speech
strike the walls, floors, and ceiling of a room, they set up measurable vibrations. The contact
microphone, a vibration-sensitive transducer priced at $40 (available in lima-bean size for $50)
is attached to the opposite side of a vibrating surface and picks up enough of the vibration to
permit listening and recording with accuracy.31 Where the walls are too thick or where separate
panels are mounted on studs and trap too much air space, a $50 contact microphone known as
a “spike-mike” is used. Here the walls or ceiling of the room under surveillance act as a sounding
board.The acoustical vibrations triggered by conversations in the room are transmitted through
thin metallic shafts, or spikes, to contact microphones, and are then recorded by portable
magnetic-tape recorders.32Vibrations set off by speech in a room can be carried for
considerable distances along the steel-and-concrete frames of a structure, especially in modern
light-frame office and apartment construction. Speech vibrations are carried even more strongly
along air-conditioning ducts, heating vents, and water pipes. A contact microphone attached to



these frames or pipes can pick up speech hundreds of feet from the source. This technique is
more effective in a single-family dwelling or small office building than in large apartment houses
or city office structures, where a myriad of speech vibrations bombard the structural and
electrical fixtures.If a room is not closed completely—as when a window is open—directional
microphones are able to zoom in and pick up speech at a considerable distance—across a city
street, for example. Simple and easily operated parabolic microphones with eighteen-inch discs
are advertised in the general press today as “toys” and have tested out as effective for ranges of
500 to 600 feet. These cost $15 to $20. Larger directional microphones increase this range
considerably.In addition to beaming through windows into rooms, directional microphones are
used to listen to conversations outdoors—for example, on park benches or in fields hundreds of
feet from any other object. Conversations in rowboats on a lake, as parties walk along a street,
or as people dine at an outdoor restaurant terrace have been recorded through use of directional
microphones. A special gun developed for American military authorities can shoot a small dart
containing a wireless radio microphone into a tree, window pane, clump of bushes, awning, or
any other object near people whose conversation the investigator wants to overhear.33Speech
vibrations in a room have a particularly strong effect on glass windows, window walls, and light-
weight wallboard, even though an average-weight curtain may be hung over these surfaces.
Speech produces “ultra-sound” vibrations on the outside surface which can be taken off and
transformed back into sound. An ultrasonic generator is used which sends an airborne wave
over space to the window or thin wall. The wave, modulated by the vibrations present, is then
reflected back to the sending apparatus. The range of such eavesdropping depends on
atmospheric conditions and winds. A Döppler radar microphone disguised as an automobile
spotlight can beam its signal to window panes and obtain a returning beam from a mile or more
away.34 Other methods of “reading vibrations” include replacing one window pane with glass
covered by a transparent film of tin oxide, causing it to be electrically conductive and enabling
continuous-wave radar devices to convert vibrations into speech. It is also possible to attach a
strip of metal foil to the window pane for removal of vibrations. The easiest situation of all for the
eavesdropper occurs when a window already contains a foil strip as a burglar-alarm device, so
that the eavesdropper installs nothing.35An even more sophisticated technique for recovering
speech from a closed room is by means of a tiny device using a reflector made of a thin
diaphragm and microwave antenna. When a microwave beam is sent into the room from outside
(this goes through solid wall barriers, with a range of a city block) the device is activated,
sending its acoustic signal to an outside receiver.36 An example of the effectiveness of this type
of surveillance came to light in 1952, when State Department security officers discovered that
conversations in the American Embassy in Moscow were being “overheard” by Russian agents
through an ultra-miniature continuous-wave radar unit installed in a hollow part of the wooden
Great Seal of the United States hanging in the Ambassador’s study. A piece of metal with an
attached spring-steel vibrator was activated by Soviet radar receivers across the street and
enabled Soviet agents to pick up the vibrations set off by sound waves in the room.37Finally,



there is the telephone tap. Even though any reader of newspapers knows that wiretapping goes
on in the United States, it is still almost impossible to conduct a business, engage in politics,
participate in civic groups, or even run the Mafia without resorting to the telephone. As many
confessional accounts in the past two decades have stated, even foreign espionage agents
operating in this country have found it necessary to use the telephone (usually public pay
phones) to arrange meetings or pass along code instructions, even though they are aware of
wire-tapping by government counter-intelligence services. What is even more important, radio-
telephone conversations from field to office, picture-phone conferences, long-distance copying
and reproduction of documents by telephone line, and transmission of business and
government data by high-speed dataphones—all new uses of the telephone—point to the
growing rather than lessening importance of privacy for telephone communication.Any of the
techniques already described for eavesdropping on room conversations will obviously pick up
the speech that goes into the telephone receiver. But it is often important for the eavesdropper to
know who is on the other end and what that person says. Such two-way eavesdropping requires
some means of entry into the telephone circuit.Long before World War II (in fact, before World
War I) direct cuts into telephone wires and splices into a set of earphones permitted
eavesdroppers to overhear both sides of telephone conversations. Such “direct taps” could take
place anywhere between the voice piece of the telephone and the main telephone exchange.
However, these physical taps sometimes interfered with clear service and were subject to
discovery by physical inspection.The major innovation in wiretapping before 1941 (and still the
leading technique) is the induction coil. A two-cubic-inch induction coil, priced at $10 to $15,38
is placed a few feet from the telephone instrument or near its various connecting wires at any
point before it is mixed with other lines.No cutting or breaking into the telephone wires or
equipment is required. The coil, being in the magnetic field carrying the voice signal, draws off a
very small amount of that signal and carries it to a receiver that permits listening or recording of
the entire conversation. In addition to their use as “planted” devices, induction coils can be used
as portable devices when kept in a pocket and wired to a pocket recorder. In this way, calls have
been tapped by investigators sitting in waiting rooms outside business, law, and government
offices, from rooms adjoining those of hotel guests, and even from the street outside a building
when a phone is near the sidewalk.Physical Surveillance of RecordsIn an age of reports,
records, and data flow, individuals and groups are constantly concerned with protecting the
privacy of their written communications from surveillance by those not entitled to examine them.
Apart from the “non-technological” physical search of premises, there are several techniques of
physical surveillance that have been applied to obtain private documents and data.Powerful
binoculars, long-range telephoto cameras, and “zoomar” -type television cameras have been
used with great effectiveness in recent years to look through windows at important papers lying
face-up on desks, at models of new products and designs, and at charts displayed at
conferences. These techniques have become so common in certain areas of industrial
espionage, such as the automobile industry, that elaborate security precautions are taken to



keep designs and models in windowless rooms and to keep blinds drawn at all times in certain
offices. Modern window-wall office buildings have made the job of observers much easier than it
was in the era of concrete-and-brick buildings, and surveillance operations from building to
building by camera have become a common technique.Another area of record invasion involves
the safes and storage vaults that most people rely on to keep records confidential. “Safe-
cracking” has long been a criminal and espionage art, traditionally conducted by sandpapered
fingers, dynamite charges, powerful drills and the medical stethoscope. New electronic
technology has added sensitive listening devices—one is widely advertised at $39.50 and a
more sophisticated unit at $113—which are readily available to police and private detectives.39
These permit the investigator to hear the clicking of tumblers as a rotary lock is spun and
thereby to discover the combination. The typical rotary safe—the kind used by most offices and
homes, though not in banks or security installations—can be easily opened in this manner.A
third aspect of privacy for records involves the growing volume of important business and
governmental information transmitted by teletype and telephone (“dataphone”) systems. Sales
orders, production figures, costs, bid quotations, and many other confidential business items are
now sent regularly by these processes. Since the machines originating this flow and those
receiving it are located in the offices of subscriber corporations or government, many of the
extraction techniques discussed under vocal surveillance (tapping the teletype by radio, for
example, and feeding the signal into readily available, second-hand teletypewriters) can be used
to secure the signal carried on these circuits. The great majority of data sent by teletype and
dataphone today, while in electrical pulse form, is not “scrambled” (as secret government
transmissions are).Another area of surveillance over records involves letters and the postal
service. Congressional investigations have recently publicized the practice of “mail covers,” by
which the Post Office copies the return addresses on letters delivered to a given person or
organization under investigation for postal or general crimes. If private parties manage to get
access to letters (before, during, or after they are in the hands of the Post Office), such mail can
be opened secretly by steaming the adhesive seam open, reading the contents, and re-sealing
the envelope. Modern technology has added to these existing situations the possibility of
passing visible light or reflected infra-red energy through an envelope and taking pictures of the
contents. These pictures can then be read—or, more properly, deciphered—by persons skilled
in reading handwriting or typing where lines are inverted and superimposed. There is also
available today a needle-thin “flashlight” that can be inserted in a sealed envelope to “light it up”
for quick reading by a trained investigator. Where more than one or two sheets of paper are in
the envelope, or where a random pattern has been printed on the envelopes to make them
opaque, this type of surveillance is greatly reduced or even prevented.A major new field of
physical surveillance concerns tapping the computer. The vital records of businesses,
government agencies, and other large institutions are increasingly being put into computer tapes
and programs. Until recently little thought had been given outside the national security agencies
to the possibility that computers could be “tapped”; many computer experts assumed either that



such a procedure was impossible or that the information would be valueless to the tapper if he
could obtain it. However, there are several ways that the computer can be subjected to
surveillance. One method is the direct tap, by which a line is added to the computer and then fed
out to the eavesdropper’s computer nearby. If the slight power drain is compensated for by
special equipment, such a direct connection would be noticeable only through physical
inspection. However, direct connection is usually difficult to install and continue without
observation. A more effective technique is to tap the electrical signals that operate the “print-out”
mechanism of computers, enabling the tapper to reproduce on his own printing equipment the
same data the computer’s owner is generating. Acoustical as well as radio tapping of the printing
mechanism is also technically possible with many computers in general use. Military and
defense contracts now require special shielding and other security methods for computers used
in security operations, in recognition of the vulnerability of the computer to tapping, electronic
sabotage, and deliberate alteration of programs.CHAPTER FOURThe Listening and Watching
Devices: New Techniques of Physical SurveillanceLocating the Individual1A MAJOR ASPECT of
privacy for individuals (though something lost by celebrities) is the ability to move about
anonymously from time to time. Because a major aspect of physical surveillance depends on
knowing where the “subject” is at all times, and especially where he goes when he wants to be
alone, physical shadowing has been a technique of surveillance since antiquity. What the new
technology adds is ways to “tag” persons so that they can be followed more efficiently and with
less risk of discovery. At least three major ways of tagging individuals have been
developed.Fluorescent powders or dyes have been produced which are applied secretly to a
person’s hands, shoes, clothing, hair, umbrella, and the like, or can be added to such items as
soap, after-shave lotion, and hair tonic which an individual applies to himself. Although these
substances are invisible under regular light, they register as “glowing” substances on the person
being followed when he is illuminated by an ultraviolet-light source carried by the investigator.2A
second locating device is the miniature radio-signal transmitter, smaller than a quarter. This is
used at close ranges without antennae or is equipped with twelve to fifteen inches of thin wire
antennae for longer-range shadowing.3 It can be secreted on a person, his clothing, car, or
briefcase, or other articles that he carries. The transmitter sends out a signal which registers on
a receiver tuned to that frequency, enabling the investigator to keep his quarry located,
especially if two operatives are assigned to surveillance and a “cross-fix” can be utilized. The
places available for hiding such transmitters in a car are so plentiful that secret installation rarely
presents a problem. In addition, surveillance manufacturers have built special auto-tagging
equipment in the form of standard spotlights or rear-view mirrors.4Tagging transmitters can also
be built into eyeglasses, hearing aids, and wrist watches for close-range shadowing. Longer-
range transmitters (requiring some sort of antennae) have been made to match coat buttons, the
antennae being sewed into the collar or piping of the garment. Shoes with shoelace antennae,
tie-clasps with tie antennae, hat emblems with hatband antennae, and buckles with belt
antennae are examples of how “tagging” the individual has been carried out by resourceful



investigators. The range of the signals with antennae is several city blocks.Technology has
recently contributed another advance on this front through the “radio pill” developed for medical
research.5 This emits a signal sufficiently strong to be followed at fairly close ranges—five to
twenty yards today, with greater ranges expected in the near future. Thus, if a person takes large-
sized anti-histamine or anti-allergy pills and an investigator can fill his medicine bottle with radio
pills, a tag can be lodged in the stomach of the subject himself. It will eventually be passed out of
the body without the individual’s suspecting that he has been converted, for a time, into a living
electronic beacon.Third, substances of low radioactive levels can be placed on a person’s
clothing or belongings, while the investigator uses small Geiger counters or scintillation
detectors to obtain signals from the radiation. The radioactive material comes in powder and
liquid forms and is not visible under normal physical inspection.6 In addition, tiny quantities of
gamma-ray-emitting substances, put into a person’s food, drink, or medication, are enough to
“tag” a person by indications on radiation detectors. Such a quantity of material would not cause
immediate effects on the subject, though it might eventually be harmful to the person’s
health.Observation and Photography of Physical ActsThe physical activity of a person when he
is within the closed areas of his home, office, or apartment, or in the private rooms of public
facilities such as hotels, or in places such as the bathrooms of stores or factories, has
traditionally been a prime target of those applying physical surveillance.Today special “screens”
can be installed in the walls of a room that seem opaque to persons inside but permit an
observer in the adjoining room to look through and photograph everything taking place. At the
simplest level this is done by the well-known technique of using glass which seems to be a
mirror or screen in the room under observation.7A far more sophisticated technique made
possible by new technology is the use of special substances that seem to be wall panels and
appear solid from both sides. These do not permit regular light to pass through, but transmit infra-
red light—light with extra-long wave lengths—enabling investigators to take infra-red
photographs or observe actions visually through an infra-red viewer. The infra-red-light source
does not have to be placed within the room; it can be supplied by a beam sent from the
observation post itself.Secreting cameras within a room has been a growing technique of the
past two decades. Miniature “still” cameras can be hidden within a room to take films on
electronic signals from outside, at periodic preset intervals, or when triggered by a light switch
being turned on or a file drawer opened. They can also be set off by the entrance of persons into
an empty room, by means of antennae that sense changes in a room’s electronic balance.
Electric eyes in these hidden cameras provide shutter changes to take account of light factors.
Such cameras, ranging in price from $100 to $300, are easily hidden behind air-conditioning and
heating grills, in wall clocks, in the speaker section of television sets, and many other vantage
points. One radio-controlled model now in use by police and private detectives can take more
than four hundred 35-millimeter frames without reloading, from control distances of up to one
mile.8Probably the most useful device in visual surveillance is closed-circuit television, since this
provides continuous observation and permits instant response by the investigator to what is



seen. “Television eyes” now come in small units (3 inches by 9 inches) commercially available at
about $500.9 These can be hidden on the premises and can send a picture of the room to a
remote receiver located a block or two away. TV cameras have also been developed with light
pipes, or optical fibers, which can bend light around corners. Thus the camera can be installed in
another room and only the optic fibers need be placed in the room under surveillance.10 TV
cameras able to fit into a vest pocket and featuring an “eye” the width of a cigarette have been
built ever since the late 1950’s11 and probably for government surveillance work as well. Closed-
circuit television has been widely used to check assembly-line progress, guard warehouses at
night, protect tenants in apartment elevators or lobbies, prevent subway-car assaults, supervise
prison cell blocks, survey stores with high shoplifting records, watch gambling tables in Nevada,
and the like. Some police forces have already experimented with street surveillance by TV units
mounted in lamp poles and parking meters to prevent thefts and provide riot control. This
technique appears likely to increase in coming years. A few police forces have hidden TV
cameras monitoring all incoming air flights, to identify organized-crime leaders coming to their
city.The uses closest to our area of concern have been the secret installation of TV eyes in
business offices, in hotel rooms, and in homes, for police-investigation work or private-
surveillance purposes. Such installations present few serious technical problems. In addition,
videotape units to record what is seen by closed-circuit TV are now on the general market at
prices from $500 to $1,000.12When persons are in a dark room, they may assume themselves
to be immune from surveillance. The truth is that concealed cameras equipped with infra-red film
can photograph actions in a dark room if an invisible infra-red-energy source has been placed
within that room. One way this is done is by putting special bulbs in overhead fixtures or lamps.
To the naked eye the bulb seems to be unlit, since no visible light is transmitted; but it is actually
flooding the room with infra-red light and will provide the basis for clear snapshots or film. Of
course if the windows are bare, cameras outside the premises can photograph inside by
projecting infrared illumination into the room. Other cameras have methods of amplifying very
small visible-light sources. One closed-circuit television camera operates with such sensitivity
(and without the need of infra-red energy) that it can transmit clear pictures of an entire room
from the illumination of a cigarette lighter.13While some persons seek privacy in closed or
darkened rooms, others go out along public streets or parks or place themselves considerable
distances away from other persons or objects. Several types of camera devices enable
investigators to handle these situations. Miniature still cameras costing less than $100 have
been made in the form of cigarette lighters or match boxes; with these, or a regular miniature
camera concealed in the palm of the hand or in a hat, a casual passerby or a man sitting across
the aisle on a bus can take pictures of his “subject” without detection.14Telephoto-lens cameras
will produce a clear picture of a person 100 yards away. Special lenses with extra-long focal
length (costing $1,000 or less) can produce recognizable pictures of persons from 500 to 1,000
yards away.15 One popular investigative tool combines binoculars, camera, and telecamera
elements into one compact instrument.16 The binocular and camera are synchronized so that



both normal-range pictures and telephoto shots can be taken in either color or black and white
up to 1,000 yards away while the binocular focuses on the view. As every newspaper reader
knows, these are crude ranges compared to the camera capabilities presently used in “spy
satellites” and other photo-reconnaisance systems. Camera surveillance for distances of miles is
clearly possible now.Photography outdoors in the dark presents few problems when the
investigator uses infra-red energy and special film. The World War II sniperscope viewer is now
available in police equipment with a viewing range of 500 feet or more, at a cost of $150.17
Military sniperscopes used in Vietnam illuminate a man in darkness at 700 yards.18 More
important still, a new image-intensification system has been developed which uses starlight
radiated by the night sky.19 With this system, objects in apparent blackness can be clearly
observed and photographed. Since no light source from the photographer shines on the object,
as in infra-red observation, the surveillance cannot be detected by devices for locating infrared
rays. This intensification device is also in current use on rifle sights for the military
services.Listening To and Recording SpeechThe transmission of verbal information from one
person to another, either directly in face-to-face conversation or over a telephone, radio, or
television “line,” is a major target of physical surveillance. Other targets are the highly specialized
voice-transmission channels, such as microwaves and laser beams, which are used by
governments to transmit speech on security matters, whether “straight,” in code, or “scrambled”
electronically. When such conversations are obtained, through technological means, by
someone who is not a party to them, or is not known to be listening by both parties involved, this
is known as “third-party eavesdropping.” The new electronic technology is now able to break
through long-standing physical barriers to such third-party audial eavesdropping and can
provide sophisticated means for extracting speech from closed locations or transmission lines
and sending it to secure listening posts. Apart from such non-technological aids to surveillance
as lip-reading, a bulging arsenal of new or improved techniques for vocal surveillance has been
developed since World War II.The investigator’s dream is to make his subject a walking radio
transmitter, enabling the investigator to hear everything the subject says to anyone else, or even
what he mutters aloud while he walks along the street. This can be done by wiring a person’s
clothing. A leading method is to build a microphone into one button of a suit coat, a sub-
miniature transmitter into a second button, and the batteries into a third. The thread with which
the special buttons are sewn in is of conductive wire, carried through the seams of the coat or
jacket to make up the antenna. Access to the subject’s coat for a few minutes is all that is
necessary to install these devices. Common points of contact—the tailor shop, the dry-cleaning
establishment, the restaurant checkroom, and the like—are often available. An example of the
installation possibilities of existing micro-miniature transmitters is provided by a transmitter so
small that it has been mounted as a tooth in a dental bridge.20Because of the expense and
frequent difficulty of wiring the person, plus the fact that the place of conversations to be
overheard is often known in advance, wiring the premises is the most common form of
eavesdropping. Developments in electronics and miniaturization in the past two decades,



moving from the vacuum tubes of the 1950’s to transistors and the latest “chip” integrated
circuits,21 have reduced bugging devices to ultra-miniature sizes. Microphones the size of sugar
cubes ($10) or special “pea” units ($100) are presently available to secrete in rooms, offices,
autos, chairs in hotel lobbies, tables at bars and restaurants, and so forth.22 By 1966 micro-
miniaturization had reduced high-quality microphones to match-head size.23Any of the tiny
mikes presently available can be attached by adhesive to the underside of furniture or by
magnetic force to metal objects. They can also be installed inside telephones, intercoms,
doorbell units, radios, TV’s, water coolers, desk sets, clocks, picture frames, lamps, mattresses,
flower pots, ash trays, cellophane-tape dispensers, bulletin boards, air conditioners, and a
hundred other common objects within the room.24 A special microphone and transmitter have
been built into a light bulb so that the transmitter begins broadcasting when the light switch is
turned on and stops when it is turned off.Usually microphones are attached to the regular
electrical wiring system or have their own wires connected to a receiver outside the room.
Common models of this type have a range of one to three city blocks and cost $135 to $250. At
the listening post the eavesdropper can monitor the conversation and make a tape recording of
the parts he desires. Battery-operated portable tape recorders provide one to six hours of
recording time without change of tape. Special equipment is available which activates a tape
recorder automatically when voices are heard in the room and shuts it off when conversation
ceases; this makes it unnecessary to “man” a listening post.25 Tape recorders with twenty-four
hours or more of recording time are used by surveillance specialists.26 Miniature tape recorders
providing a full hour without changing the reel have been reduced to cigarette-pack size.Where
utmost security is called for, investigators use trails of electrically conductive metallic paint from
the microphone, along the walls or baseboards, and out to the receiver location or a place safe
enough to connect to regular wires. The paint trails can be sprayed with artificial dust so that
they don’t look fresher than the old paint surfaces.27Where the installation of any kind of wiring
is too dangerous, even electrically conductive paint, FM microphones are available with their
own built-in battery-operated radio transmitter. One unit on the commercial market is less than
two cubic inches in size and sells for $90 to $150.28 Government units are even smaller.Electric
sources already in the room can also be used to power the microphone for transmission. One
such source is the handset of the telephone, which can be converted in simple fashion into a live
microphone that broadcasts speech in the room to an outside receiver, whether or not the
telephone is off the hook. Another source is the intercom system used in most offices and many
middle-class homes. The built-in microphones of these units can be altered to make them
broadcasting stations to outside receivers. Indeed, many of the intercoms and public-address
systems manufactured today are already equipped for listening in, without notice, from the
master console unit.In all the “bugging” situations described so far, the microphones were added
to existing premises. However, a whole building or suite can be wired for eavesdropping during
its construction, and with great ease. One ingenious device developed recently allows
investigators to activate, by remote control, a bug placed in the telephone of the person under



surveillance. After the bug is secreted in the telephone, drawing its power from the telephone
line, the eavesdropper calls the bugged telephone from any place in the world. Once the line
rings, either before the person answers or after he hangs up, the eavesdropper sends out a
harmonica tone on the line. This activates the bug inside the person’s telephone and enables the
eavesdropper to listen on that telephone line to everything said in that room within a range of fifty
feet until the investigator hangs up. The remote-control tone device sells for $400, and its
inventor reports that he has sold “lots of them.”29The laser has contributed another new
technique for taking sound out of rooms. One available portable laser microphone sends out an
invisible infra-red beam only a quarter of an inch in thickness. The power of a laser beam to
remain focused over long distances allows it to go for miles from the point of transmission to a
target room. There it strikes a two-inch mirrored modulator planted in the room by the
investigator, which sends the laser beam back to its original source miles away. Since the
returning beam has been modulated by the sound waves produced by speech in the room under
surveillance, a photo amplifier at the listening post allows the investigator to transform the
returning light into sound.30All these listening devices are installed inside the room under
surveillance. Where entry is impossible or impractical, a contact microphone can be used to add
electronic power to the “ear on the wall” principle. When sound waves generated by speech
strike the walls, floors, and ceiling of a room, they set up measurable vibrations. The contact
microphone, a vibration-sensitive transducer priced at $40 (available in lima-bean size for $50)
is attached to the opposite side of a vibrating surface and picks up enough of the vibration to
permit listening and recording with accuracy.31 Where the walls are too thick or where separate
panels are mounted on studs and trap too much air space, a $50 contact microphone known as
a “spike-mike” is used. Here the walls or ceiling of the room under surveillance act as a sounding
board.The acoustical vibrations triggered by conversations in the room are transmitted through
thin metallic shafts, or spikes, to contact microphones, and are then recorded by portable
magnetic-tape recorders.32Vibrations set off by speech in a room can be carried for
considerable distances along the steel-and-concrete frames of a structure, especially in modern
light-frame office and apartment construction. Speech vibrations are carried even more strongly
along air-conditioning ducts, heating vents, and water pipes. A contact microphone attached to
these frames or pipes can pick up speech hundreds of feet from the source. This technique is
more effective in a single-family dwelling or small office building than in large apartment houses
or city office structures, where a myriad of speech vibrations bombard the structural and
electrical fixtures.If a room is not closed completely—as when a window is open—directional
microphones are able to zoom in and pick up speech at a considerable distance—across a city
street, for example. Simple and easily operated parabolic microphones with eighteen-inch discs
are advertised in the general press today as “toys” and have tested out as effective for ranges of
500 to 600 feet. These cost $15 to $20. Larger directional microphones increase this range
considerably.In addition to beaming through windows into rooms, directional microphones are
used to listen to conversations outdoors—for example, on park benches or in fields hundreds of



feet from any other object. Conversations in rowboats on a lake, as parties walk along a street,
or as people dine at an outdoor restaurant terrace have been recorded through use of directional
microphones. A special gun developed for American military authorities can shoot a small dart
containing a wireless radio microphone into a tree, window pane, clump of bushes, awning, or
any other object near people whose conversation the investigator wants to overhear.33Speech
vibrations in a room have a particularly strong effect on glass windows, window walls, and light-
weight wallboard, even though an average-weight curtain may be hung over these surfaces.
Speech produces “ultra-sound” vibrations on the outside surface which can be taken off and
transformed back into sound. An ultrasonic generator is used which sends an airborne wave
over space to the window or thin wall. The wave, modulated by the vibrations present, is then
reflected back to the sending apparatus. The range of such eavesdropping depends on
atmospheric conditions and winds. A Döppler radar microphone disguised as an automobile
spotlight can beam its signal to window panes and obtain a returning beam from a mile or more
away.34 Other methods of “reading vibrations” include replacing one window pane with glass
covered by a transparent film of tin oxide, causing it to be electrically conductive and enabling
continuous-wave radar devices to convert vibrations into speech. It is also possible to attach a
strip of metal foil to the window pane for removal of vibrations. The easiest situation of all for the
eavesdropper occurs when a window already contains a foil strip as a burglar-alarm device, so
that the eavesdropper installs nothing.35An even more sophisticated technique for recovering
speech from a closed room is by means of a tiny device using a reflector made of a thin
diaphragm and microwave antenna. When a microwave beam is sent into the room from outside
(this goes through solid wall barriers, with a range of a city block) the device is activated,
sending its acoustic signal to an outside receiver.36 An example of the effectiveness of this type
of surveillance came to light in 1952, when State Department security officers discovered that
conversations in the American Embassy in Moscow were being “overheard” by Russian agents
through an ultra-miniature continuous-wave radar unit installed in a hollow part of the wooden
Great Seal of the United States hanging in the Ambassador’s study. A piece of metal with an
attached spring-steel vibrator was activated by Soviet radar receivers across the street and
enabled Soviet agents to pick up the vibrations set off by sound waves in the room.37Finally,
there is the telephone tap. Even though any reader of newspapers knows that wiretapping goes
on in the United States, it is still almost impossible to conduct a business, engage in politics,
participate in civic groups, or even run the Mafia without resorting to the telephone. As many
confessional accounts in the past two decades have stated, even foreign espionage agents
operating in this country have found it necessary to use the telephone (usually public pay
phones) to arrange meetings or pass along code instructions, even though they are aware of
wire-tapping by government counter-intelligence services. What is even more important, radio-
telephone conversations from field to office, picture-phone conferences, long-distance copying
and reproduction of documents by telephone line, and transmission of business and
government data by high-speed dataphones—all new uses of the telephone—point to the



growing rather than lessening importance of privacy for telephone communication.Any of the
techniques already described for eavesdropping on room conversations will obviously pick up
the speech that goes into the telephone receiver. But it is often important for the eavesdropper to
know who is on the other end and what that person says. Such two-way eavesdropping requires
some means of entry into the telephone circuit.Long before World War II (in fact, before World
War I) direct cuts into telephone wires and splices into a set of earphones permitted
eavesdroppers to overhear both sides of telephone conversations. Such “direct taps” could take
place anywhere between the voice piece of the telephone and the main telephone exchange.
However, these physical taps sometimes interfered with clear service and were subject to
discovery by physical inspection.The major innovation in wiretapping before 1941 (and still the
leading technique) is the induction coil. A two-cubic-inch induction coil, priced at $10 to $15,38
is placed a few feet from the telephone instrument or near its various connecting wires at any
point before it is mixed with other lines.No cutting or breaking into the telephone wires or
equipment is required. The coil, being in the magnetic field carrying the voice signal, draws off a
very small amount of that signal and carries it to a receiver that permits listening or recording of
the entire conversation. In addition to their use as “planted” devices, induction coils can be used
as portable devices when kept in a pocket and wired to a pocket recorder. In this way, calls have
been tapped by investigators sitting in waiting rooms outside business, law, and government
offices, from rooms adjoining those of hotel guests, and even from the street outside a building
when a phone is near the sidewalk.Physical Surveillance of RecordsIn an age of reports,
records, and data flow, individuals and groups are constantly concerned with protecting the
privacy of their written communications from surveillance by those not entitled to examine them.
Apart from the “non-technological” physical search of premises, there are several techniques of
physical surveillance that have been applied to obtain private documents and data.Powerful
binoculars, long-range telephoto cameras, and “zoomar” -type television cameras have been
used with great effectiveness in recent years to look through windows at important papers lying
face-up on desks, at models of new products and designs, and at charts displayed at
conferences. These techniques have become so common in certain areas of industrial
espionage, such as the automobile industry, that elaborate security precautions are taken to
keep designs and models in windowless rooms and to keep blinds drawn at all times in certain
offices. Modern window-wall office buildings have made the job of observers much easier than it
was in the era of concrete-and-brick buildings, and surveillance operations from building to
building by camera have become a common technique.Another area of record invasion involves
the safes and storage vaults that most people rely on to keep records confidential. “Safe-
cracking” has long been a criminal and espionage art, traditionally conducted by sandpapered
fingers, dynamite charges, powerful drills and the medical stethoscope. New electronic
technology has added sensitive listening devices—one is widely advertised at $39.50 and a
more sophisticated unit at $113—which are readily available to police and private detectives.39
These permit the investigator to hear the clicking of tumblers as a rotary lock is spun and



thereby to discover the combination. The typical rotary safe—the kind used by most offices and
homes, though not in banks or security installations—can be easily opened in this manner.A
third aspect of privacy for records involves the growing volume of important business and
governmental information transmitted by teletype and telephone (“dataphone”) systems. Sales
orders, production figures, costs, bid quotations, and many other confidential business items are
now sent regularly by these processes. Since the machines originating this flow and those
receiving it are located in the offices of subscriber corporations or government, many of the
extraction techniques discussed under vocal surveillance (tapping the teletype by radio, for
example, and feeding the signal into readily available, second-hand teletypewriters) can be used
to secure the signal carried on these circuits. The great majority of data sent by teletype and
dataphone today, while in electrical pulse form, is not “scrambled” (as secret government
transmissions are).Another area of surveillance over records involves letters and the postal
service. Congressional investigations have recently publicized the practice of “mail covers,” by
which the Post Office copies the return addresses on letters delivered to a given person or
organization under investigation for postal or general crimes. If private parties manage to get
access to letters (before, during, or after they are in the hands of the Post Office), such mail can
be opened secretly by steaming the adhesive seam open, reading the contents, and re-sealing
the envelope. Modern technology has added to these existing situations the possibility of
passing visible light or reflected infra-red energy through an envelope and taking pictures of the
contents. These pictures can then be read—or, more properly, deciphered—by persons skilled
in reading handwriting or typing where lines are inverted and superimposed. There is also
available today a needle-thin “flashlight” that can be inserted in a sealed envelope to “light it up”
for quick reading by a trained investigator. Where more than one or two sheets of paper are in
the envelope, or where a random pattern has been printed on the envelopes to make them
opaque, this type of surveillance is greatly reduced or even prevented.A major new field of
physical surveillance concerns tapping the computer. The vital records of businesses,
government agencies, and other large institutions are increasingly being put into computer tapes
and programs. Until recently little thought had been given outside the national security agencies
to the possibility that computers could be “tapped”; many computer experts assumed either that
such a procedure was impossible or that the information would be valueless to the tapper if he
could obtain it. However, there are several ways that the computer can be subjected to
surveillance. One method is the direct tap, by which a line is added to the computer and then fed
out to the eavesdropper’s computer nearby. If the slight power drain is compensated for by
special equipment, such a direct connection would be noticeable only through physical
inspection. However, direct connection is usually difficult to install and continue without
observation. A more effective technique is to tap the electrical signals that operate the “print-out”
mechanism of computers, enabling the tapper to reproduce on his own printing equipment the
same data the computer’s owner is generating. Acoustical as well as radio tapping of the printing
mechanism is also technically possible with many computers in general use. Military and



defense contracts now require special shielding and other security methods for computers used
in security operations, in recognition of the vulnerability of the computer to tapping, electronic
sabotage, and deliberate alteration of programs.
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